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DNA replication is a fundamental part of the life cycle of all organisms. Not surprisingly 
many aspects of this process display profound conservation across organisms in all 
domains of life. The chapters in this volume outline and review the current state of 
knowledge on several key aspects of the DNA replication process. This is a critical 
process in both normal growth and development and in relation to a broad variety of 
pathological conditions including cancer. The reader will be provided with new insights 
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DNA replication is a fundamental part of the life cycle of all organisms. Not surprisingly
many aspects of this process display profound conservation across organisms in all domains
of life. Successful duplication of the genetic material can decide the life or death of an organ‐
ism. Hence, the integrity of the DNA replication process is paramount and any defects or
errors can lead to a myriad of problems ranging from cell death and developmental failure
to increased propensity for cancer.
The importance of accurately regulating the initiation and progression of DNA synthesis is
reflected in the complexity involved in assembling the molecular machines that carry out
chromosomal DNA synthesis. Chapters by Ishino & Ishino and Martinez-Antonio et al. dis‐
cuss the process of DNA replication in bacteria and archaea and reveal aspects of the proc‐
ess that are conserved, and aspects that are unique when compared to eukaryotes.
The large size of eukaryotic chromosomes presents challenges to accomplishing accurate
and timely DNA replication required for cell proliferation. The molecular machines that
drive DNA unwinding and chromosomal DNA synthesis are assembled in a multi-step
process that allows for many layers of potential regulation to ensure that DNA replication is
initiated accurately and only when appropriate. Many of these mechanisms serve double
duty to ensure that DNA replication is initiated only once in any given cell cycle. This is
essential to ensure that all portions of the genome are replicated but that none are over-re‐
plicated which could lead to the formation of structures at risk for breakage or inappropriate
recombination.
The assembly and activity of the DNA helicases and“replisome” that unwinds chromosomal
DNA and drives DNA replication are reviewed and discussed in chapters by Stuart, Fisk et
al., and Daniel, et al. The assembly of these fantastic DNA replication machines depends
upon highly specific and exquisitely regulated protein-protein interactions achieved by spe‐
cific interaction domains and a subset of these important interaction domains and mecha‐
nisms are reviewed in chapters by Matthews & Guarne and Zavec.
The Integrity of chromosomal DNA replication is a high priority for cells and there are
many mechanisms devoted to ensuring that damage to chromosomes is limited during the
duplication processes. The intra S-phase checkpoint and mechanisms that retain integrity of
the replication forks in the face of conditions that lead to pausing or stalling of the replica‐
tion process is discussed by Sabatinos & Forsburg who also present a model for the conse‐
quences of replication fork collapse during conditions when fork stalling or pausing occurs
globally during the replication process. Cox & Mason describe the current state of under‐
standing of the WRN helicase that functions in mammalian cells with emphasis on the effect
of loss of function mutations in WRN that lead to Werners Syndrome, a disorder that reca‐
pitulates cellular aging.
Cellular DNA is not “naked” but is wrapped and folded into complex three-dimensional
structures through its interaction with histone and other chromosomal proteins that com‐
prise chromatin. The histone proteins are subject to an array of post-translational modifica‐
tions that include acetylation, methylation, ubiquitination, and phosphorylation. The DNA-
protein complex that is chromatin can exist in a range of structures varying in the degree of
condensation and modification state of the proteins. Not surprisingly the state of the chro‐
matin has significant effects on the replication of the DNA, influencing the selection of start
sites for DNA replication, the rate of fork progression and extent of fork pausing, as well as
having effects on DNA repair and recombination. Chapters by Kubota et al., Aloui et al, Di
Tomaso et al., Maya et al., and Galvani & Thiriet review aspects of the relationship of DNA
replication to chromatin structure and epigenetic regulation.
Not all segments of chromosomal DNA are the same even within the same cell. Some re‐
gions of the chromosomes have unique characteristics required to carry out a particular
function. The ends or telomeres of eukaryotic chromosomes are particularly interesting as
they present a problem of how to fully replicate both strands without a loss of genetic
information. The end replication problem and mechanisms that solve the problem are de‐
scribed in chapters by Grach and by Frydrychova and Mason.
This volume outlines and reviews the current state of knowledge on several key aspects of
the DNA replication process. This is a critical process in both normal growth and develop‐
ment and in relation to a broad variety of pathological conditions including cancer. Under‐
standing and defining the molecular mechanisms that drive and regulate DNA replication
will offer insight into the fundamental process that allows cellular life and proliferation. Ad‐
ditionally, these insights will ultimately offer the hope of controlling diseases like cancer
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Machines that Drive DNA Replication

Chapter 1
Pulling the Trigger to Fire Origins of DNA Replication
David Stuart
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/55319
1. Introduction
DNA replication is a fundamental aspect of cell biology. The process is essential for chromo‐
some doubling and segregation during cell division. Additionally, the DNA replication
program can be manipulated to allow a reduction in ploidy as occurs during meiosis or an
increase in ploidy as observed in endo-cycles during some developmental processes [1]. The
importance of the integrity of the chromosome duplication process is inherently obvious. In
somatic cells failure to replicate prevents cell division or leads to a catastrophic reductional
division and cell death. Less drastic defects in DNA replication can appear as problems leading
to gene amplification, chromosome breaks or chromosome missegregation [2]. These can
manifest as birth defects or increased susceptibility to cancer [3]. The integrity of the DNA
replication process is ensured partly by DNA repair mechanisms and checkpoint controls.
However, the primary mechanism that safeguards the DNA replication process is the complex
and multi-step process that leads to the assembly and activation of an active replication
complex at chromosomal origins of DNA replication.
The assembly and activation of DNA replication complexes on eukaryotic chromosomes is
critically dependent upon two cell cycle regulated protein kinase complexes; Cyclin Depend‐
ent Kinase (CDK) and Dbf4 Dependent Kinase (DDK). These protein kinases phosphorylate
multiple protein substrates that play roles in assembling a replisome through promoting
specific protein-protein interactions that recruit essential components to the complex and
stabilize the assembled complex. Additionally, CDK and DDK play roles in the activation of
the DNA replication complex and its helicase activity [4].
This chapter will review the key regulatory roles played by CDK and DDK activity in pro‐
moting timely assembly of DNA replication complexes. The focus of the article will be on the
budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisae where the assembly and activation of origins of DNA
replication has been extensively studied. However, the yeast system will be compared and
© 2013 Stuart; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
  t art; license  InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of th  Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
contrasted with other eukaryotes in order to emphasize universal features of the process and
highlight unique characteristics of DNA replication in different organisms and cell types.
2. Origins of replication: Where it all starts
DNA replication is a fundamental aspect of cellular proliferation. Bacterial cells with relatively
small chromosomes initiate DNA replication from a single well-defined site on each chromo‐
some referred to as oriC [5]. Eukaryotic chromosomes can be from 10 to 1000 times larger than
bacterial chromosomes. In order to completely replicate so much chromosomal DNA within
a timely fashion that will allow proliferation, eukaryotic cells employ multiple sites on each
chromosome that act as origins for the initiation of DNA replication. These sites are referred
to as origins of DNA replication (ORIs). In most metazoans ORIs are poorly defined in the
sense that they lack a specific consensus DNA sequence but appear to localize to large regions
of a chromosome and are defined by the structure of the chromatin and modification state of
the histones and chromatin proteins rather than by specific DNA sequences [6-8]. Indeed, even
in the single celled fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe DNA replication initiates from
relatively broad chromosomal regions [9, 10]. The budding yeast and particularly Saccharo‐
myces cerevisiae differs from other eukaryotes in this regard. Autonomously Replicating
Sequences (ARS) were first identified in S. cerevisiae chromosomal DNA in 1979 [11]. When
incorporated into plasmid DNA an ARS sequence allowed for efficient replication and
maintenance of the extrachromosomal plasmid. Characterization of ARSs revealed specific
DNA sequence elements that act as ORIs reviewed by [12]. These sequences are about 100 –
150 basepairs in length and are composed of elements referred to as A, B1, B2, other sequence
elements referred to as B3 and C are sometimes present [13]. The A module harbors an AT-
rich 11 basepair ARS Consensus Sequence (ACS). Together the A and B1 element contribute
to the formation of a binding site for Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) proteins [14],
discussed in the next section. The B2 sequence module contains a double stranded DNA
unwinding element (DUE). This sequence is where unwinding of the double helical DNA
initiates to create a replication bubble [15, 16]. The B3 element acts as a binding site for the
transcription factor Abf1 and excludes nucleosome occupancy of the origin sites [17]. The C
element has transcription factor binding sites that may stimulate the utilization of some ORIs
but are not essential for ORI function [12, 18].
Although there are specific sequence determinants for S. cerevisiae origins of replication, even
in this yeast not all ORIs are equal. Significant heterogeneity exists among ORIs in the
frequency with which they are activated and utilized [19]. Indeed, there are some origin
sequences in the S. cerevisae genome that are not utilized and appear to be dormant [20]. In
addition to the frequency of activation there is a distinct temporal order to ORI activation with
a subset of origins being activated at early times in S-phase and others being activated later in
S-phase [21, 22]. DNA combing studies with S. cerevisiae have revealed that at the single
molecule level origin activation is highly stochastic with different sets of ORIs being activated
in each cell cycle [19, 23]. Indeed while there are approximately 700 potential ORIs in the S.
cerevisiae nuclear genome only about 200 are activated in any given S-phase. Recent genome-
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wide studies investigating origin activation combined with mathematical modeling have
suggested that replication timing can be explained by a stochastic mechanism [24-27]. The basis
for the differential frequency of ORI activation and temporal regulation has been argued to be
due to a limited availability of some essential activators [28-31]. In the case of S. cerevisiae over
expression of Dbf4, the activating subunit of the Dbf4 dependent kinase (DDK) along with the
Cdk substrates Sld2, Sld3 and their binding partner Dbp11 allow early activation of late firing
ORIs [28]. Since Dbf4, Sld2, Sld3 do not remain associated with the replication complex once
it has been activated, it has been proposed that once an origin fires, the limiting subunits are
released from the complex and can then interact with another ORI and trigger its activation.
In this scenario ORIs with the highest affinity for the rate limiting factors will have the highest
probability of being activated and will have a high probability of being activated at early times
in S-phase. ORIs with a lower affinity for the rate limiting factors will fire after those factors
have been released from other ORIs. Hence a temporal order of ORI activation can be created.
These models propose that the rate limiting activators of DNA replication have a higher affinity
for some ORIs than others [28]. This differential affinity may be due to structural aspects of
the chromatin in which the ORI is embedded as well as modification of the chromatin proteins
by acetylation, methylation, and potentially other post-translational events [32-34]. Further,
there is evidence that ORI usage can be influenced by the presence of nearby transcriptional
units [35-37].
3. Assembly of the pre-RC: Orc marks the spot
The model of specific chromosomal locations acting as sequence specific sites for binding of
protein complexes to initiate DNA replication is conserved across organisms from eukaryotes
to prokaryotes and archaea. However, as already described there is no conservation of DNA
sequences that act as ORIs across organisms. Indeed, even in S. cerevisiae, which has well
defined ORIs the sequence of the origins of replication are rather degenerate with only the core
ACS being well conserved. In other eukaryotic organisms ORIs display little similarity beyond
being rich in AT sequences. Although the DNA sequences that act as sites for initiation of DNA
replication are not conserved among eukaryotes the protein complex that binds to ORIs, the
Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) is well conserved across eukaryotes and archaea [38-40].
The conserved ORC complex is a hetero-hexamer composed of six subunits Orc1 to Orc6. This
complex binds directly to the chromosomal DNA. The S. cerevisiae Orc1-6 proteins bind as a
hetero-hexamer to the ORI sequence constitutively throughout the cell cycle with Orc1, Orc2,
Ocr4, and Orc5 making direct contact with the A and B1 sequence ORI DNA sequence [41-43].
In contrast metazoans and even the fission yeast S. pombe display regulated binding of the ORC
complex to the chromosomal ORI sites. In particular the Orc1 subunit dissociates from the
chromatin in G2-phase and re-associates with the complex in G1 [31, 44]. In D. melanogaster
and human cells Orc1 is subject to degradation by the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC)
in G2-phase [44-48]. As Orc1-6 is required for DNA replication initiated at ORIs, the regulated
binding of Orc in metazoans provides an additional layer of regulation that may be used to
control the initiation of DNA replication.
Pulling the Trigger to Fire Origins of DNA Replication
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The Orc1-6 proteins act as a marker of chromosomal ORI sites and a platform for the assembly
of replication complexes. Orc1-6 does not perform this function in an entirely static fashion.
Rather successful initiation of DNA replication requires that the Orc1-6 be capable of binding
and hydrolyzing ATP, reviewed by [49]. The Orc1 and Orc5 subunits possess nucleotide-
binding motifs, Orc1 has conserved Walker A and Walker B motifs and Orc5 has a Walker A
motif and a questionable Walker B sequence [50]. Both Orc1 and Orc5 can bind DNA but only
Orc1 displays ATPase activity and while mutations that inactivate the Orc1 Walker A sequence
cause defects in DNA replication, mutations to the Orc5 Walker A sequence do not [50-52]. In
yeast this activity is essential to allow Orc1-6 to bind specifically to chromosomal ORI DNA
and to load other replication complex components on to the ORI [43, 50]. Site-specific binding
of Orc1-6 to ORI DNA requires the ability to bind ATP; however ATP hydrolysis is not
required, suggesting that ATP binding modulates Orc1 structure and its ability to complex
with both DNA and other Orc subunits [50]. In contrast ATP hydrolysis is strictly required for
the loading of other replication complex proteins and the formation of a functional DNA
replication complex [50-52].
DNA replication is essential for developmental processes as well as for somatic cell prolifer‐
ation. It is frequently the case that the cell cycle is altered or modified from the canonical form
it takes in mature cells to achieve specific developmental aims. Orc1-6 is essential for DNA
replication in many developmental contexts. Mutations in human Orc1 and Orc4 proteins are
responsible for Meier-Gorlin syndrome, a developmental disorder characterized by primary
dwarfism, microcephaly, developmental abnormalities of ear and patella [53, 54]. Addition‐
ally, Orc3 is essential for neuronal development and maturation [55]. However, there is some
diversity in the regulation of Orc1-6 during developmental. For example endo-reduplication
in D. melanogaster does not require Orc1 [56, 57]. The developmental regulation of Orc binding
to chromatin may be influenced by changes in chromatin modification that occur during
development since changes in chromatin acetylation have been associated with and shown to
regulate the transition to endo-reduplication and the redistribution of Orc proteins during
development [58]. And, while Orc1-6 and DNA replication is essential for premeiotic DNA
replication, the requirements for these proteins and the mechanism by which they are organ‐
ized to promote the initiation may differ between mitotic and meiotic S-phases [9].
4. Assembly of the pre-RC: Enter the helicase
The chromatin bound Orc1-6 acts as a nucleation site for the construction of a replication
complex (RC). This begins with the assembly of a pre-Replicative Complex (pre-RC). The pre-
RC is the multi-protein complex assembled on to ORIs in G1-phase prior to the initiation of
DNA replication in S-phase. The base of the pre-RC is the chromatin bound Orc1-6, which acts
as a landing pad for the assembly of a series of other protein factors required to assembly a
replication fork and initiate bidirectional DNA synthesis. A key requirement for processive
DNA synthesis is a dsDNA helicase that can unwind the chromosomal DNA. The Orc1-6 itself
has no helicase activity but is essential for recruitment of the replicative helicase to origins of
DNA replication. The replicative helicase in S. cerevisiae is the minichromosome maintenance
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4. Assembly of the pre-RC: Enter the helicase
The chromatin bound Orc1-6 acts as a nucleation site for the construction of a replication
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RC is the multi-protein complex assembled on to ORIs in G1-phase prior to the initiation of
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as a landing pad for the assembly of a series of other protein factors required to assembly a
replication fork and initiate bidirectional DNA synthesis. A key requirement for processive
DNA synthesis is a dsDNA helicase that can unwind the chromosomal DNA. The Orc1-6 itself
has no helicase activity but is essential for recruitment of the replicative helicase to origins of
DNA replication. The replicative helicase in S. cerevisiae is the minichromosome maintenance
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complex (Mcm2-7). The Mcm complex is a hetero-hexamer composed of the subunits Mcm2 –
Mcm7 [59-61]. The Mcm subunits interact with each other in a 1:1 ratio to form a ring-like
structure that initially binds by wrapping around the DNA such that the double helix passes
through the rings central channel. Extensive investigation using biochemical characterization
and mutagenesis studies have revealed that the Mcm ring structure has a subunit assembly
with the order Mcm5 – Mcm3 – Mcm7 – Mcm4 – Mcm6 – Mcm2 [62]. Sub-complexes of the
full Mcm2-7 ring can exist in vivo and in vitro and indeed a trimer composed of Mcm4 – Mcm6
– Mcm7 has ATPas activity and can unwind duplex DNA in vitro [63, 64]. Multiple potential
ATPase active sites are formed by interactions between the Mcm subunits: however, only the
ATPase activity catalyzed by sites formed by Mcm3 – Mcm7 and Mcm7 – Mcm4 are essential
for the helicase activity of the Mcm2-7 holo-complex [64, 65].
In G1 phase of the cell cycle the Mcm2-7 complex is recruited and loaded on to Orc1-6 bound
ORI sequences. The helicase is loaded on to the B2 sequence element as a pair of hexamers
arranged on the DNA in a head – to – head orientation [66, 67]. The helicase initially assembles
on to the DNA as an open complex with a central channel; the ring can be closed around the
DNA helix by an ATP dependent conformational change (Figure 1). This involves ATP binding
to the Mcm2 – Mcm5 subunits and acting as a “switch” that closes the open gate around the
duplex DNA [68].
Figure 1. The Mcm2-7 hexamer assembles as an open complex that can be closed through ATP binding. The Mcm2-7
subunits can assemble with each other and in the presence of ATP the complex can assume a ring conformation. In
vivo the hexamer is loaded on to Orc1-6 bound ORI duplex DNA. This loading is dependent upon the loading factors
Cdc6 and Cdt1. The hexamer can be closed loosely around the duplex through binding to ATP.
Loading Mcm2-7 on to the Orc1-6 bound ORI DNA is accomplished through the combined
action of the ATPase activity inherent to the chromatin bound Orc1-6 complex and interaction
with the AAA+ ATPase loading factor Cdc6. An additional protein required for loading of the
Mcm complex is Cdt1, which was first identified in S. pombe, but subsequently functional
homologs were discovered in S. cerevisiae, X. laevis, D. melanogaster, and mammalian cells
[69-73]. The carboxyl-terminus of Cdt1 binds to the Mcm2 and Mcm6 subunits and these
contacts are essential for recruitment of the functional Mcm2-7 helicase to Orc1-6 bound origins
of DNA replication [74]. ATP hydrolysis catalyzed by both Orc1-6 and the Orc bound Cdc6
stimulate the recruitment of multiple Cdt1-Mcm2-7 complexes [75]. This allows two hexameric
Mcm2-7 rings to bind the ORI in a head-to-head orientation, with the dsDNA running through
a central channel in the complex [67, 76]. The double hexamers can slide on the duplex DNA
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creating the potential to load multimers of double hexamer structures at a single ORI. This
may explain why the number of double hexamers loaded on to the DNA can greatly exceed
the number of origins that are activated in the subsequent S-phase [77]. Following loading of
the Mcm2-7 complexes Cdt1, and Cdc6 are released and do not remain at the ORI as the
replication complex continues to assemble [78].
Association of the Mcm2-7 complex with Orc1-6 is a tightly regulated process. In S. pombe,
Cdt1 mRNA accumulates in the G1 and early S-phase of the cell cycle and in both S. pombe and
mammalian cells the abundance of the Cdt1 protein is regulated through its destruction by the
ubiquitin-proteosome system [71, 73]. In contrast the abundance of Cdt1 protein in S. cerevi‐
siae does not fluctuate throughout the cell cycle [69, 79]. In metazoans Cdt1 binding to Mcm2-7
and recruitment to Orc1-6 is negatively regulated by the protein geminin [80]. No protein with
a similar function to geminin has been identified in yeast; however, recruitment of S. cerevi‐
sae Cdt1-Mcm2-7 complexes to Orc1-6 are negatively regulated by phosphorylation of Orc
subunits by Cyclin Dependent Kinase (Cdk) activity [81]. This is an important mechanism to
ensure that ORIs are loaded and licensed only once in each cell cycle. Additionally, the gene
encoding the loader CDC6 is transcriptionally regulated such that the mRNA accumulates
exclusively during G1 and early S-phase [82]. The Cdc6 protein itself accumulates only in late
G1 and early S-phase and is targeted for degradation outside of G1-phase by the Skip1-Cdc53-
F box protein (SCF) mediated ubiqutin-proteosome complex [83]. The rigorous regulation
applied to Cdc6 and Cdt1 ensures that the Orc1-6 complexes can only be loaded with the
replicative DNA helicase machinery in G1 and early S-phase. This is essential to avoid the
possibility of origin re-licensing during a cell cycle, which could lead to over replication of
some segments of the genome, unscheduled changes in ploidy, the formation of structures that
could be at risk for damage, and inappropriate recombination leading to chromosome damage
and instability [2, 84].
5. Activating the pre-RC: DDK and CDK usher in the replication complex
Loading the Mcm2-7 helicase complex on to an Orc1-6 bound ORI creates a pre-RC, which
licenses the origin and provides the potential for it to be activated or “fired” in S-phase.
However, activation of the Mcm2-7 complex and unwinding of the DNA depends upon the
further ordered addition of the protein factors Sld3, Cdc45, Sld2, Dpb11, the GINS complex
(composed of Psf1, Psf2, Psf3, and Sld5], Mcm10, the replicative DNA polymerases Polε, Polδ,
and Polα-primase, along with numerous accessory factors. The addition of these factors to the
ORI bound Orc1-6 – Mcm2-7 is dependent upon the activity of two protein kinases DDK and
CDK.
DDK (Dbf4 Dependant Kinase) is composed of a catalytic subunit, Cdc7 and an activating
subunit, Dbf4 [4]. DDK is essential for the initiation of DNA replication and loss of function
mutations in either subunit are lethal resulting in a G1 – S-phase arrest characterized by
“dumbbell” morphology in S. cerevisiae [85, 86]. DDK is an acidiophilc protein kinase [87]. It
phosphorylates serine/threonine residues and displays a preference for phosphorylating
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serine or threonine residues that are followed by an acidic aspartic acid or glutamic acid residue
[88-90]. Additionally, DDK will phosphorylate serine or theronine residues that precede a
serine or threonine that has been phosphorylated by another kinase. This is the case with the
DDK substrate protein Mer2 where phosphorylation of a serine residue by Cdk1 acts as a
priming event to allow phosphorylation by DDK [88, 91]. In S. cerevisae the catalytic subunit
Cdc7 does not fluctuate in abundance through the cell cycle; however the kinase activity
associated with the protein significantly increases in late G1 and S-phase [92]. The kinase
activity associated with Cdc7 is regulated primarily through the interaction of Cdc7 with its
positively acting regulatory subunit Dbf4. While the abundance of Cdc7 is relatively constant
through the cell cycle, Dbf4 displays a striking accumulation in late G1 and early S-phase and
rapidly disappears following the completion of DNA replication [93]. The accumulation of
Dbf4 in late G1 and S-phase is accounted for in part by transcriptional regulation; the gene is
expressed exclusively in late G1 and S-phase [85], and by regulated destruction of Dbf4 by the
ubiqutin-proteosome system [94]. Binding of Dbf4 to Cdc7 leads to a conformational shift in
the structure of the inert Cdc7 monomer, that stabilizes the active state of the enzyme [95].
Dbf4 displays localization to ORIs [96]. This localization is driven by sequence motifs in Dbf4
that bind specifically to Orc2, Orc3, and to Mcm4 [97, 98]. Contacts with Mcm4 are particularly
critical to achieve recruitment of DDK to the pre-RC. Thus, while Cdc7 possesses the catalytic
kinase activity, Dbf4 is required to activate the enzyme and target its kinase activity to the
appropriate substrates.
The second protein kinase required for conversion of the pre-RC into an active DNA replication
complex is CDK. The enzyme is composed of a catalytic subunit Cdk1 (formerly known as
Cdc28 in S. cerevisiae) that can be activated by association with a cyclin. Like Cdc7, the
monomeric Cdk1 has little associated kinase activity [99]. Also similar to Cdc7 the abundance
of Cdk1 does not vary appreciable through the cell cycle; however its associated kinase activity
fluctuates from very low levels in early G1 to peak levels occurring in M-phase [100, 101].
Binding to an activating cyclin subunit triggers a conformational change in Cdk1 that reveals
the active site and promotes the enzymes protein kinase activity [102]. S. cerevisiae expresses
9 Cdk1 activating cyclins that promote Cdk1 kinase activity in different phases of the cell cycle.
Cln1, Cln2, and Cln3 are required for budding and events in G1 phase, Cln1 and Cln2
accumulate in late G1 and early S-phase while Cln3 is expressed throughout the cell cycle.
Clb1, Clb2, Clb3, and Clb4 accumulate in G2 and M-phases, and promote events in G2 and
mitosis [103]. Clb5-Cdk1, and Clb6-Cdk1 are the predominant Cdk complexes that promote
the initiation of DNA replication during a normal cell cycle in S. cerevisiae. CLB5 and CLB6 are
transcriptionally regulated such that their mRNAs accumulates in late G1 and S-phase. The
Clb5 and Clb6 proteins begin to accumulate in late G1-phase [104-106]. Clb6 is targeted for
destruction by the SCF and degraded early in S-phase whereas Clb5 persists into G2-phase
[107]. Owing to its destruction early in S-phase Clb6-Cdk1 influences only early firing ORIs
whereas Clb5-Cdk1 can regulate both early and later firing ORIs [107, 108]. Among the cyclin
subunits Clb5 and Clb6 are the most effective at triggering ORI activation and henceforth I
will refer to them as S-Cdk. Their effectiveness in activating DNA replication is in part due to
the timing of their accumulation; however, even if other cyclins are expressed in late G1 and
early S-phase they cannot activate DNA replication as effectively as S-Cdk [109-112]. Both Clb5
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and Clb6 have a hydrophobic patch on their surfaces with an MRAIL sequence motif that
allows them to interact with target proteins that have Arg–x–Leu or Lys-x-Leu sequences [111,
113, 114]. Whereas DDK physically interacts with the Mcm2-7 complex and this interaction is
essential for conversion of a pre-RC to an active replicative complex, there is no evidence that
Cdk must bind to the pre-RC in order to drive its conversion to an active complex. Clb5 can
bind to Orc6 and does so following the initiation of DNA replication but this is a mechanism
to prevent re-licensing and reactivation of ORIs rather than to promote their initial activation
in S-phase [115].
6. Activating the licensed origins: All aboard the helicase train
The first additional components to interact with the loaded and licensed pre-RC are Sld3, its
partner Sld7 and Cdc45 [116-118]. These factors associate with early firing ORIs and bind to
the Mcm2-7 complex in G1 phase. Sld3 was originally identified in a genetic screen designed
to isolate mutations that were synthetically lethal in an S. cerevisiae strain that harbored a
temperature sensitive mutant allele of the DNA polymerase ε binding protein DPB11 [119].
CDC45 was discovered through its genetic interactions with MCM5 and MCM7 mutants [120].
Mutations in either CDC45 or SLD3 that cause loss of function prevent DNA replication and
are thus lethal [116, 118]. Chromatin immunoprecipitation and in vitro reconstitution experi‐
ments indicate that the binding of Sld3 and Cdc45 to ORIs in G1-phase is relatively weak [121,
122]. DDK activity and binding of DDK to the pre-RC is required for the stable recruitment of
Sld3 and Cdc45 both in vitro [121], and in vivo [116, 123, 124]. In addition, Sld3 and Cdc45 are
required for each others interaction with the ORI bound Mcm2-7 complex.
Association of Cdc45, Sld3 and its partner Sld7 with ORIs is dependent upon DDK [29, 121].
Neither Sld3-Sld7 nor Cdc45 are directly phosphorylated by DDK rather Mcm2, Mcm4 and
potentially Mcm6 are the critical S-phase substrates for DDK [89, 98, 125]. Indeed, modification
of the structural architecture of the Mcm2-7 complex is likely the critical function for DDK in
the activation of DNA replication since a mutation of Mcm5 that changes proline 83 to leucine
alters the structure of the Mcm2-7 complex and allows cells lacking DDK to survive and
replicate their DNA [122, 126, 127]. Additionally, DDK binds to the Mcm2-7 complex through
interactions with a docking domain in Mcm4 and mutations in the Mcm can bypass the
requirement for DDK [98, 125]. The initial interaction of DDK with the Mcm2-7 complex is
dependent upon prior phosphorylation of at least Mcm4 and Mcm6 by yet to be identified
protein kinases [89, 90].
The binding of Cdc45, Sld3 and Sld7 is a pre-requisite for the further assembly and conversion
of the pre-RC to an active replication complex (RC). Following the loading of these factors Cdk
activity is required. Accumulating S-Cdks interact with both Sld2 and Sld3 through RxL motifs
in the substrate proteins [113-115, 128]. This leads to phosphorylation of Sld2 and Sld3 at
multiple sites [129, 130]. The multi-site phosphorylation of Sld2 leads to a conformational
change in the protein that allows the additional phosphorylation of threonine 84, which does
not reside within a canonical Cdk recognition motif [131]. Phosphorylation of T84 allows Sld2
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to interact with Dpb11 a protein originally identified based upon its interactions with the
replicative DNA polymerase, Polε [132]. Dpb11 has BRCT repeat domains at both its amino-
terminal and carboxyl-terminal regions [133]. These sequence motifs function as phospho‐
peptide binding domains [134] allowing the phosphorylated Sld2 to bind the carboxyl-terminal
BRCT phosphopeptide binding domain of Dpb11 [119, 129, 130]. Similarly phosphorylation of
Sld3 allows Sld3 to bind the amino-terminal BRCT repeat of Dpb11 thus recruiting the Sld2-
Sld3-Dpb11 complex to the Mcm2-7 complex and origin of replication [129, 130]. Dpb11 binds
Polε, the leading strand replicative DNA polymerase in S. cerevisiae [132]. The interaction of
Dpb11 with DNA Polε is not Cdk dependent but binding to phosphorylated Sld2 and Sld3
allows recruitment of the entire complex to the licensed ORI [135].
Although Sld2 and Sld3 are not the only components of the replication complex that can be
phosphorylated by Cdk1 they are the critical substrates since phosphomimetic mutations in
Sld2 and fusion of Sld3 with Dpb11 can bypass the need for Cdk1 activity to initiate DNA
synthesis [129, 130].
The binding of Sld2 and Sld3 to the pre-RC allows the recruitment of GINS to the Mcm2-7
hexamer. GINS is a protein complex composed of Psf1, Psf2, Psf3 and Sld5 and is named after
the number based names of its components Go, Ichi, Ni, San (Japanese for 5, 1, 2, 3]. Sld5 was
identified in a genetic screen for mutants that displayed synthetic lethality when combined
with a thermo-sensitive dpb11 allele [116]. Subsequent investigations reveled partners of Sld5
(Psf1, Psf2, Psf3) that formed a complex required for initiation and DNA strand elongation
during DNA replication [136]. GINS associates with Cdc45 at the ORI and its recruitment leads
to stable engagement of Cdc45 with the Mcm2-7 complex. In vitro Cdc45 and GINS strongly
stimulate the ATPase and DNA unwinding activity of Mcm2-7 complex [137]. There is
evidence that Cdc45 makes specific contacts with Mcm2 while GINS binds to Mcm5, when
GINS and Cdc45 bind one another this tightly closes the Mcm2-7 rings “gate” with DNA
trapped within the central channel of the Mcm ring structure reviewed by [59]. There is no
evidence that Cdk phosphorylates either Cdc45 or GINS or regulates their activity, the primary
role played by the Cdk appears to be in promoting their recruitment to the chromatin bound
Mcm2-7 complex. The binding of the additional components including GINS results in
conversion of the pre-RC into the CMG (Cdc45/Mcm2-7/GINS) complex, this is also referred
to as the pre-initiation complex (pre-IC) [138]. While Sld2, Sld3 and Sld7 are released from the
complex following stable engagement of Cdc45 and GINS, both of the latter factors remain
associated with the Mcm2-7 and are required for elongation of the nascent DNA strands
following the initiation of DNA synthesis [136, 139].
Mcm10 is an additional factor required for assembly of a functional replisome and conversion
of the pre-IC to an RC. Mcm10 was originally identified in a screen similar to that used for the
identification of other S. cerevisiae MCM genes [140, 141]. Homologs of MCM10 can be found
from yeast to humans [142, 143]. Mcm10 is an abundant chromatin bound protein that interacts
with all six subunits of the Mcm2-7 complex and localizes to origins of DNA replication [141,
142, 144]. Mcm10 has a critical role in conversion of the pre-RC to an active RC as it makes
contacts with DNA Polα and the CMG complex components [145-147]. It is certain that Mcm10
plays a role in stabilizing the Mcm2-7 complex with DNA Polα [148]; however its precise role
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in the initial recruitment of DNA polymerases or their accessory factors to the replisome is not
entirely clear.
The accumulation and action of DDK and CDK set in motion the assembly and conversion of
the pre-RC to an activated RC. The use of two independent kinases to achieve this goal allows
tight regulation over the assembly and activation process. Since both kinases are required to
activate and “fire” the ORI it seems that there are in fact two triggers that can be pulled
independently. For the initiation of DNA replication to take place both triggers must be pulled
with the correct timing.
Figure 2. DDK and CDK promote assembly and activation of replication complexes at chromosomal origins of DNA
replication. Sld3 and Cdc45 associate loosely to the ORI bound Mcm2-7 hexamer in G1-phase. Phosphorylation of the
Mcm subunits by DDK promote tight binding by Cdc45 and Sld3, Mcm10 may associate with the complex at this time
and plays an important role in unwinding of the ORI DNA duplex. CDK phosphorylation of Sld3, and Sld2 recruit Sld2,
Dpb11, Pole and GINS to the Mcm2-7 complex. GINS binding increases the helicase activity of the Mcm2-7 hexamer
allowing unwinding of duplex DNA. The association of GINS also marks a transition when Mcm2-7 binding to duplex
DNA changes to binding such that a single strand is retained in the central channel, while the other strand is moved to
the external surface of the complex.
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7. The business end: Polymerases at the origin
The final critical steps of origin firing are the recruitment of the replicative polymerases,
unwinding of the dsDNA and initiation of DNA synthesis. While all cells encode multiple
different DNA polymerases the enzymes with the most well characterized roles in nuclear
chromosomal DNA replication are DNA Polε, DNA Polδ, and DNA Polα – primase. DNA
Polε acts as the leading strand DNA polymerase for nuclear DNA replication in S. cerevisiae
[149]. Through its interaction with Dpb11 it is recruited to the pre-RC complex following Cdk1
mediated phosphorylation of Sld2, and Sld3. DNA Polδ is the major lagging strand DNA
polymerase in S. cerevisiae [150]. Although DNA Polδ plays a key role in nuclear DNA
replication it is currently unclear how this enzyme is recruited to the nascent RC. DNA Polα-
primase is essential for the initiation of DNA replication as primase synthesizes RNA primers
that Polα extends with short DNA oligonucleotides on the unwound ORI DNA providing
primers for DNA Polε and DNA Polδ. [151, 152]. Mcm10 binds DNA Polα and this DNA
polymerase may be initially recruited to the Mcm2-7 complex through these interactions. The
primase polypeptide forms a complex with the carboxyl-terminus of Polα allowing the two to
be incorporated into the growing replisome simultaneously [153]. Following or perhaps
concurrent with recruitment of the replicative DNA polymerases there is a reorganization of
the complex as it undergoes conversion from a pre-IC to RC. During this process Dpb11, Sld2
and Sld3 are ejected from the complex while Polε remains bound. Within the RC, DNA Polε
makes contacts with Mrc1 that help to retain it within the complex [154]. It is currently unclear
how Mrc1 is recruited to the complex upon conversion to a nascent RC or whether unwinding
of the ORI DNA is required. Polα makes contacts initially with Mcm10 and once incorporated
into the RC, it makes further contacts with Ctf4 a component of Replication Factor C (RFC),
these contacts help stabilize the binding of Polα to the complex [155, 156]. During the remod‐
eling of the pre-RC into an activated RC several accessory proteins: Replication Factor C (RFC),
Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA), and Replication Protein A (RPA) are added to the
complex. The mechanism that leads to recruitment of these accessory proteins has not been
determined. It may be that they simply recognize and bind to the protein-DNA structure
formed by the initial unwinding of the ORI DNA. Owing to its ssDNA binding capability RPA
associates with the RC once unwinding of the ORI DNA is underway; here it assists in
stabilizing the nascent replication bubble and provides access for the replicative DNA
polymerases [157]. All three subunits of DNA Polδ make contact with PCNA and these
interactions are essential for processive lagging strand DNA synthesis [158]. These factors
influence the processivity and integrity of DNA synthesis.
Unwinding the ORI DNA to provide ssDNA as template for the DNA polymerases and to
construct bidirectional replication forks is accomplished by the activated Mcm2-7 hexamer in
concert with associated proteins Cdc45, GINS, Mcm10 and the replicative DNA polymerases.
In vitro the Mcm2-7 hexamer unwinds DNA by tracking along a single strand while displacing
the other strand [65, 159]. Achieving this end requires that the dsDNA initially bound be melted
and locally unwound allowing release of one strand to the outside surface of the complex and
retaining the other within the central channel of the hexamer. Although the molecular details
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of this process remain unclear some of the current models to explain ORI unwinding by
Mcm2-7 have been recently reviewed in detail [59].
Sld2, Sld3, and Mcm10 all display some ability to bind ssDNA and it has been speculated that
they might participate in the initially melting of the dsDNA, allowing the Mcm2-7 rings to
undergo conformational change such that they close around one of strands of the melted
duplex. Mcm10 may be a real candidate for this role based upon its stable incorporation into
the RC and ability to bind ssDNA [160]. Determining the precise mechanism and timing of
ORI DNA unwinding will await higher resolution structural and biochemical analysis.
8. Who’s on first? Ordered action of DDK and CDK in the activation of
ORIs
The assembly of a preRC and its conversion first to an RC and then an active replication fork
is a multistep process that requires the activity of both DDK and CDK. Multiple investigations
have been performed to determine the order in which DDK and CDK act at the ORIs to trigger
their activation. Genetic studies with S. cerevisiae have suggested that DDK cannot complete
its function without prior S-Cdk activation implying either that Cdk must act before DDK or
that DDK performs a multiple functions at the pre-RC and that some of them require Cdk
activity for completion [161]. In X. laevis egg extracts DDK can complete its essential function
in the absence of Cdk activity, however Cdk cannot perform its vital function in the absence
of DDK [162, 163]. Recent investigations using an S. cerevisiae in vitro DNA replication system
suggest that assembly and activation of origins of replication require that DDK act before Cdk
but that completion of DDKs essential functions require Cdk activity [90, 121]. The apparent
conflict in these results may reflect differences between DNA replication control in somatic
cells and eggs. Additionally, some of the differences may stem from the limitations inherent
to both genetic and in vitro biochemical experimental systems. Redundant systems and limits
to the speed with which activities can be activated and inactivated in vivo place limits on
genetic approaches to understanding the specific requirements for DDK and CDK. While in
vitro it may be difficult to accurately recapitulate the in vivo environment. For example, Cdk
activity increases during G1-phase in a graded fashion both in total kinase activity and kinase
specificity. Relatively low levels of Cdk activity are sufficient to activate DNA replication and
elevated levels of Cdk activity that accumulate in S, G2, and M-phases prevent licensing and
activation of origins by promoting destruction of Cdc6, nuclear export of Mcm2-7 components
and by binding to Orc6 and excluding recruitment of Mcm to ORIs [164, 165]. It is possible that
low levels of Cdk activity are required prior to DDK initiating its function. Indeed phosphor‐
ylation of Mcm4 and Mcm6 is a prerequisite for DDK binding to the pre-RC and further
inducing activation. It has been proposed that phosphorylation of Mcm4 by G1-Cdk activity
may be required to allow DDK to bind to the Mcm2-7 complex [89].
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9. Conclusion
DNA replication is a fundamental aspect of cellular proliferation and development. Many
aspects of this process are well conserved not only within the domain of eukaryotes but also
across bacteria and archaea. The multi-step assembly and activation of origins of DNA
replication is more complicated and more rigorously regulated in eukayotes than it is in either
prokaryotes or archaea. This complexity stems in part from the size of the eukaryotic genomes
that necessitates multiple origins of replication on each chromosome. Additionally, multiple
layers of regulation act as a safeguard that ensures each origin of DNA replication is activated
only once in each cell cycle. This is crucial to prevent over replication, amplification of
chromosomal segments and chromosome instability.
The initiation of DNA replication in S. cerevisiae has served as an exceptional model owing to
the genetic and biochemical accessibility of this organism. Our current understanding of the
steps leading to the initiation of DNA replication in S. cerevisiae can be summarized as follows.
Orc1-6 bound ORI sequences act as a binding site for Cdc6, which in conjunction with Cdt1
recruits Mcm2-7 hexamers to the ORI. DDK is recruited to this structure by virtue of the affinity
of Dbf4 for docking domains in Mcm4. DDK phosphorylates the Mcm2–7 helicase, promoting
the recruitment of Sld3 and Cdc45. Next, S-CDK-dependent phosphorylation of Sld2 and Sld3
leads to their binding Dpb11 and recruitment of the complex, along with GINS and Polε to the
pre-RC thus forming a CMG complex. These proteins then serve to both recruit Mcm10 and
fully activate the Mcm2–7 helicase, which uses ATP hydrolysis to melt the origin DNA. Polα-
primase and Polδ can then be loaded on to the ssDNA at the unwound ORI, leading to the
formation of a complete replisome with accessory proteins such as PCNA, Mrc1, RFC, RPA,
and topisomerase. The helicase activity of the Mcm2-7 hexamers then drives bidirectional
dsDNA unwinding and replication fork movement along the chromosome allowing the
synthesis of new DNA.
Initiating DNA replication is a serious event for a cell. The chromosomal DNA is rarely more
at risk of damage than when it is being unwound and copied. During this processes single
stranded DNA is revealed and the fork structures with the potential for breakage and recom‐
bination are formed. The requirement for two protein kinases, DDK and CDK, that perform
non-redundant functions in the assembly and activation of replication complexes suggests that
there are in fact two triggers that must be pulled to fire the origin. The requirement for two
different kinases that are independently regulated and that each have distinct substrate
specificity allows the initiation of DNA replication to be regulated with exquisite sensitivity.
Perhaps rather than considering these two kinases as triggers they should really be though of
as a double failsafe mechanism where each trigger must be pulled with the appropriate timing
to allow DNA replication to proceed.
Despite our general understanding of this process many aspects of its molecular basis remain
to be elucidated. How are Sld3 and Cdc45 initially recruited to the pre-RC? How does the
Mcm2-7 helicase melt ORI DNA and what is the mechanism by which it is converted to a
machine that directionally tracks along and unwinds dsDNA? Does DDK travel with the
Mcm2-7 complex along the DNA? How are DNA Polδ and the accessory proteins RFC, and
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PCNA recruited to the replication fork? It is likely that a combination of genetic analysis,
biochemistry and high-resolution structure analysis will be required to answer these questions.
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1. Introduction
Major processes in the cell often involve the coordinated and efficient assembly of macro‐
molecular complexes; such examples include: RNA transcription, DNA replication, trans‐
lation,  and  cellular  motion.  These  processes  can  be  likened  to  miniature  forms  of
machines, so-called “molecular machines” with multiple components and motors at their
heart driving the systems. This term has been used by several researchers, which equate
many  of  life’s  inner  workings  as  homologous  to  machines;  albeit  much  more  efficient
than their macro-type counterparts [104].  In 1998, Bruce Alberts wrote an elegant article
for  Cell  noting the  inherent  beauty  of  molecular  biology’s  machines,  praising them and
stating that  as  with all  machines these macromolecular  complexes  must  in  turn contain
an assortment of  moving parts that  act  in a highly coordinated fashion with each other
[1].  One  such  studied  process  is  DNA  replication,  which  has  been  extensively  studied
since the discovery of the DNA double helix. Due to the biological necessity for duplica‐
tion of the genetic material,  and the intricate link between the faithful replication of the
genomic blueprint and its mismanagement leading to cancer,  it  is  difficult  to envision a
process more important to human health than the study of DNA replication. The motor
that  drives  the  molecular  machine  that  is  DNA replication is  the  replicative  DNA heli‐
case. Replicative DNA helicases are well known as the motors that drive DNA replication
forks along the DNA strands. But in more recent years it is becoming evident that repli‐
cative helicases also coordinate the necessary associations and dissociations of the various
DNA replication complexes that  need to act  at  the elongating replication fork.  Here we
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will review the current knowledge of how the molecular motors, replicative DNA helicas‐
es, coordinate the actions of the molecular machines that are elongating eukaryotic DNA
replication forks.
2. Phases of DNA replication
The replication of DNA during the Synthesis (S) Phase of the cell is generally differentiat‐
ed into distinct stages.  The first  is  the binding and recognition of the origin  of  replica‐
tion by origin binding proteins.  For cellular replication in eukaryotes,  these proteins are
the Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) proteins, many of which belong to AAA+ family
of cellular ATPases [20, 97]. To begin activation of the origin (i.e. - licensing), two other
proteins must act to make origins competent, Cdc6 and Cdt1 [5, 112]. These two proteins
in turn are regulated by phosphorylation by Cdc7/Dbf4 as well as by geminin (in metazo‐
ans). The presence of ORC/Cdc6/Cdt1 are necessary for recruitment of the next set of vi‐
tal  DNA replication proteins,  the minichromosome maintenance (MCM) proteins,  which
are components of the replicative DNA helicase [70, 115]. For many years, the MCM com‐
plex  was  proposed  to  be  the  replicative  helicase;  but  both  in  vitro  and  in  vivo  studies
could not verify that the MCM complex was in fact the DNA helicase necessary for eu‐
karyotic  replication  [53,  68,  137].  However,  it  was  well  established  that  the  six  ‘core’
MCMs, MCM2-7, were essential for DNA replication and that their deletion was lethal in
yeasts  [125].  Additionally,  MCMs  appear  to  associate  with  chromatin  just  prior  to  S
Phase, and dissociate from the chromatin as S Phase progresses, consistent with that of a
DNA replication helicase [24,  117].  Only recently was it  discovered that the MCM com‐
plex  appears  to  be  an  incomplete  DNA helicase,  in  that  several  additional  proteins  re‐
cruited during origin activation appear to be required to make up the DNA helicase holo-
enzyme. Cdc45 and the GINS (in Japanese Go-Ichi-Ni-San, which stands for the numbers
5-1-2-3 in the subunits Sld5, Psf1,  Psf2,  and Psf3) complex appear to make up the CMG
(Cdc45-MCM-GINS),  the complex multisubunit eukaryotic helicase [91],  required for ini‐
tiation of DNA replication. In spite of this elucidation of the CMG, the step-wise recruit‐
ment  of  these  helicase  components,  and  the  complex  nature  of  the  post-translational
modification  steps  required  to  reconstitute  a  functional  CMG replicative  DNA helicase,
has severely constrained the ability to carry out detailed biochemical analyses of the eu‐
karyotic DNA replication fork.
The formation of an active pre-replication complex at the origin, and the subsequent for‐
mation and activation of the CMG replicative DNA helicase allows for the recruitment of
DNA polymerase α primase, which is necessary for the synthesis of RNA primers and a
short DNA extension of those primers. Also recruited is RPA, the major ssDNA binding
complex necessary to prevent the re-annealing of the DNA duplex [132], and topoisomer‐
ase I, which resolves the compression of the DNA helix caused by progression of the rep‐
lication  fork  along  the  DNA duplex  (Initiation  of  DNA replication).  Following  primer
synthesis, the clamp loader, RFC, is loaded at the 5’ end of the primers, and RFC in turn
loads the DNA polymerase processivity factor,  PCNA. Due to the 5’->3’  nature of DNA
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replication, synthesis occurs continuously on the leading strand through the recruitment
and activity  of  DNA polymerase  ε  [106]  and discontinuously  on  the  lagging  strand by
DNA polymerase δ extension of the repeated primers laid down by DNA polymerase α
primase [98]. The components of polymerase δ are also often found, not surprisingly, as‐
sociated  with  the  proteins  involved  in  “processing”  the  lagging  strand  Okazaki  frag‐
ments,  namely  those  proteins  involved  in  removing  the  RNA  primers  (see  below)  [65,
103].  During  this  elongation  phase  of  DNA  replication  is  when  the  majority  of  DNA
synthesis occurs.  However,  while the ORC complex and other components of the origin
recognition/licensing machinery are dispensable following origin firing [26],  the heart  of
the DNA replication apparatus remains associated with the replicative helicase,  the mo‐
lecular  motor  that  is  actively unwinding the DNA duplex.  How the replicative helicase
interacts with components of the elongation machinery is probably the least understood
remaining aspect of DNA replication and is the focus of this review. Many other compo‐
nents are implicated in the elongation phase of eukaryotic DNA replication, such as Mrc1
(Claspin),  which has  been suggested to  be  involved in  linking the helicase  to  the  poly‐
merases and has been found to be involved in the “uncoupling” of these two aspects of
the  fork  during the  DNA damage response  [6,  56],  and for  regulating fork  progression
during uncompromised DNA synthesis [44, 78, 118, 122].
Following elongation, the RNA primers and the RNA-DNA linkages are removed through
the actions of the flap endonuclease-1 (FEN1) nuclease and/or Pif1 helicase and Dna2 nucle‐
ase, assisted by RPA and DNA polymerase δ [74, 105, 108]. Following the removal of the pri‐
mers, gaps are filled in, apparently by the action of the DNA polymerase δ and its cofactors,
and the final DNA strands are ligated by DNA ligase I into long uninterrupted DNA chains.
The removal of all the primers, filling of the subsequent gaps, and the final ligation of the
products represent the completion of S-phase.
3. Model systems for elongation of DNA replication
As mentioned previously, eukaryotic cellular DNA replication is highly complicated, and
only  recently  has  the  replicative  DNA helicase  finally  been identified as  MCM2-7 com‐
plexed with Cdc45 and the GINS complex (CMG) [91];  furthermore, the complex nature
of  assembly  and  regulation  of  this  CMG  replicative  helicase  has  limited  the  ability  to
study the eukaryotic replication fork biochemically. However, early mechanistic studies of
eukaryotic  DNA replication were  largely  carried out  using the  small  DNA tumor virus
SV40 and to a lesser extent the papillomaviruses. What makes these viruses ideal models
for the mechanistic  study of eukaryotic  DNA replication? One reason lies in their  small
genome size.  To  facilitate  their  duplication,  these  viruses  make  the  most  of  their  small
number  of  ORFs  by  combining multiple  replication  functions  into  one  or  two proteins,
and relying primarily on the host cell DNA replication machinery (see Table 1). In addi‐
tion, the lack of these viruses utilizing the once-and-only-once per S Phase regulation of
DNA replication means that their DNA replication systems were not subject to the com‐
plicated  and  constraining  regulatory  systems  that  control  replication  of  cellular  DNA.




SV40 DNA replication is  driven by a single viral  protein,  SV40 large T-antigen (Tag),  a
protein that combines all the core DNA replication functions of the cellular initiation and
origin  activation  proteins  listed  above  for  eukaryotic  DNA  replication.  Tag  recognizes
and binds to the SV40 origin of replication, melts the DNA helix surrounding the origin,
and  establishes  itself  into  a  double  hexameric  structure.  Tag  then  recruits  the  cellular
DNA replication  factors:  RPA,  topoisomerase  I,  and  polymerase  α  primase.  These  four
replication  factors  are  all  that  is  required  for  the  initiation  of  SV40  DNA  replication
through the initial synthesis of RNA-DNA primers. Following these initiation events, the
clamp  loader,  RFC,  and  the  polymerase  processivity  factor,  PCNA,  are  recruited  and
loaded,  which  leads  to  the  binding  and  activity  of  DNA  polymerase  δ,  which  extends
both lagging and leading strands in this viral DNA replication system. As in the mamma‐
lian system, Okazaki fragments are processed by FEN1, DNA helicase 2, and DNA ligase
1, completing synthesis of the viral DNA genomes. It  was the early studies of this viral
DNA synthesis  system that  elucidated these basic  mechanisms of  how eukaryotic  DNA
replication is carried out.
Replication Step/Function Mammalian SV40 Papillomavirus (PV)
Origin Recognition/Initiator Orc complex (2-6) T-antigen (Tag) E2/E1





Helicase MCM 2-7, GINS, Cdc45 Tag E1
SSB RPA RPA RPA
Torsional relaxation Topoisomerase I Topoisomerase I Topoisomerase I
Clamp loader RFC RFC RFC
Processivity factor PCNA PCNA PCNA
DNA polymerases DNA pol α primase, DNA
pol δ, DNA pol ε
DNA pol α primase, DNA
pol δ
DNA pol α primase, DNA pol
δ
Accessory factors Mrc1(Claspin) None None?
Table 1. Known and Proposed Components of the DNA replication complex
Similar  findings  were  also  found for  another  virus  family,  the  papillomaviruses,  which
have  also  proven  to  be  an  apt  model  for  cellular  DNA replication  mechanisms  due  to
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their  dependence  on  the  host  replication  machinery.  Initial  studies  were  carried  out  in
the bovine version BPV-1,  and later  corroborated with several  human HPV isotypes.  In
general,  papillomaviruses  follow  the  same  mode  and  progression  of  events  found  in
SV40,  except  for  the  need  for  two  viral  proteins  instead  of  the  single  Tag  protein  re‐
quired for SV40. In addition, PV appears to require other cellular factors that SV40 does
not  [73,  80,  87],  which to  date  remain unidentified.  In  papillomavirus  DNA replication,
the E2 protein assists and directs faithful viral origin recognition of E1 [79, 90, 110, 126],
while E1 itself serves the role of the replicative DNA helicase, melting the DNA around
the origin of replication and establishing itself as a double hexameric helicase. In a fash‐
ion similar to that of SV40 Tag, E1 also acts to recruit the cellular DNA replication pro‐
teins  to  the  PV DNA replication  fork  [36,  113,  131].  E1  itself  is  a  weak  origin  binding
protein, but can bind to and unwind DNA even in the absence of E2 at high E1 concen‐
trations,  even on DNA without  an apparent  E1 binding sequence and is  therefore  rela‐
tively  nonspecific  without  E2  [66].  Furthermore,  following  establishment  of  the  double
hexamer,  the  E2  protein  is  purportedly  absent  from  subsequent  steps  of  DNA  replica‐
tion,  indicating  E1  is  the  only  viral  protein  implicated  in  the  actual  HPV  elongating
DNA  fork  [72].  Otherwise,  these  two  small  DNA  viruses  display  very  similar  mecha‐
nisms  of  replication,  especially  during  the  elongation  phase.  So  why  rely  on  two  very
similar viruses as models and not just SV40? One reason is that by comparing and con‐
trasting the DNA replication mechanisms in two subtly different systems, one gains fur‐
ther  insight  into  the  mechanisms  of  DNA  replication.  In  specific  aspects  of  DNA
replication, one or the other virus might provide a more apt reflection of the mechanism
of  cellular  DNA  replication.  Another  reason  lies  in  the  diseases  each  virus  causes  and
the implications for antiviral research. Although SV40 Tag is a potent transforming agent
for  cell  culture  due to  its  ability  to  inactivate  p53,  Rb protein,  and many other  compo‐
nents  of  the  cell,  SV40 itself  does  not  appear  to  readily  cause  tumors  in  humans.  Con‐
versely,  human  papillomaviruses  are  the  major  cause  of  cervical,  anogenital,  and  oral
cancers  and  represent  the  major  cause  of  infectious-agent-induced  cancers  in  humans.
These viruses represent historically important and still valuable models for DNA replica‐
tion  and  can  still  be  used  to  elucidate  hitherto  unknown  mechanisms  of  mammalian
DNA replication. Furthermore, the replicative DNA helicases of these viral DNA replica‐
tion systems still  provide the best biochemical system for investigating the role of DNA
helicases in the elongation stage of eukaryotic DNA replication.
4. Replicative DNA helicases
When the structure of the DNA double helix was first proposed, one of the major ques‐
tions concerning the replication of dsDNA was how the duplex would be opened to facil‐
itate reading of the base sequence encoded by the DNA. The first such discovered protein
that  could  carry  out  this  function  was  the  prokaryotic  helicase  of  E.  coli,  discovered in
1976. All known helicases use the energy from NTPs to drive the remodeling of their sub‐
strate nucleic acids [75, 85]. Helicases are grouped into six superfamilies (SF1-SF6) and all




possess typical Walker A and B motifs involved in NTP binding and hydrolysis. The mo‐
tor proteins of the macromolecular machines at DNA replication forks are all AAA+ mod‐
ule-containing  helicases,  which  function  to  unwind  the  DNA  helix  and  to  drive  the
replication machinery along the DNA template. Another common characteristic of replica‐
tive helicases is that most form higher order oligomeric structures to facilitate their func‐
tions as DNA helicases at DNA replication forks. The MCM complex of the CMG cellular
helicase,  SV40 Tag,  and PV E1 all  form hexamers.  Both Tag and E1 have been recently
crystalized  in  their  hexameric  forms,  which  has  contributed  significantly  to  elucidating
how these helicases function in splitting the DNA helix [32, 38, 71]. Further, Tag and E1,
and later  MCMs, were shown to form dimers of  two hexamers [34,  36],  which are pre‐
sumed to act  in bridging the two DNA replication forks,  holding them together during
replication fork progression, and creating a system whereby the template DNA is thread‐
ed through the DNA replication machinery in both directions simultaneously.
Various models have been proposed for how DNA helicases unwind the DNA helix. Some
early proposals included the monomers binding to the DNA backbone and essentially roll‐
ing one DNA strand away from the other using the circular nature of the hexamer. Other
models included a hexamer ‘embracing’ ssDNA, excluding it from its partner, or two hex‐
amers acting at a distance pumping dsDNA through their central pore. Some studies indi‐
cate the double hexamers stay associated during elongation, and this led to a double
hexameric DNA pumping mechanism that pumps dsDNA through the central pore some‐
how splitting the helix [42]. The more recent structural studies of the BPV1 E1 helicase
bound to DNA, ATP, and ADP indicate an intricate hybrid model whereby the E1 hexamer
pumps ssDNA through each central pore in a staircase type mechanism as ATP is bound
and hydrolyzed by each subsequent E1 monomer [32, 33, 109]. In this model E1 uses the
ATP binding/hydrolysis-induced conformational changes of the individual monomers to
drive each nucleotide base of the enclosed ssDNA template through the central pore, dis‐
placing the hybridized (lagging-strand template) DNA strand freeing it to be available as a
template for lagging strand DNA synthesis [32]. Although the model for helicase action
based on the SV40 Tag structure was not the same, the Tag structure was done in the ab‐
sence of ssDNA, and the structural information on the Tag hexamer would be consistent
with a helicase model similar to that of E1.
5. Helicase interactions with replication proteins that initiate elongation
As stated previously, DNA replication proteins commonly recruited by both of these viral
replicative helicases are: RPA, topoisomerase I, and DNA polymerase α primase. In this sec‐
tion, we will look closer at the individual and combinatorial interactions between the heli‐
case and these necessary DNA replication factors that are intimately involved in both the
initiation and elongation stages of DNA replication. In many cases, studies have focused on
specific interactions, often detailed down to specific amino acid residues required for re‐
cruitment of these factors. Various groups have used the powerful ability to investigate the
interactions of these factors with the viral helicases both in vitro and in vivo, to elegantly
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tions as DNA helicases at DNA replication forks. The MCM complex of the CMG cellular
helicase,  SV40 Tag,  and PV E1 all  form hexamers.  Both Tag and E1 have been recently
crystalized  in  their  hexameric  forms,  which  has  contributed  significantly  to  elucidating
how these helicases function in splitting the DNA helix [32, 38, 71]. Further, Tag and E1,
and later  MCMs, were shown to form dimers of  two hexamers [34,  36],  which are pre‐
sumed to act  in bridging the two DNA replication forks,  holding them together during
replication fork progression, and creating a system whereby the template DNA is thread‐
ed through the DNA replication machinery in both directions simultaneously.
Various models have been proposed for how DNA helicases unwind the DNA helix. Some
early proposals included the monomers binding to the DNA backbone and essentially roll‐
ing one DNA strand away from the other using the circular nature of the hexamer. Other
models included a hexamer ‘embracing’ ssDNA, excluding it from its partner, or two hex‐
amers acting at a distance pumping dsDNA through their central pore. Some studies indi‐
cate the double hexamers stay associated during elongation, and this led to a double
hexameric DNA pumping mechanism that pumps dsDNA through the central pore some‐
how splitting the helix [42]. The more recent structural studies of the BPV1 E1 helicase
bound to DNA, ATP, and ADP indicate an intricate hybrid model whereby the E1 hexamer
pumps ssDNA through each central pore in a staircase type mechanism as ATP is bound
and hydrolyzed by each subsequent E1 monomer [32, 33, 109]. In this model E1 uses the
ATP binding/hydrolysis-induced conformational changes of the individual monomers to
drive each nucleotide base of the enclosed ssDNA template through the central pore, dis‐
placing the hybridized (lagging-strand template) DNA strand freeing it to be available as a
template for lagging strand DNA synthesis [32]. Although the model for helicase action
based on the SV40 Tag structure was not the same, the Tag structure was done in the ab‐
sence of ssDNA, and the structural information on the Tag hexamer would be consistent
with a helicase model similar to that of E1.
5. Helicase interactions with replication proteins that initiate elongation
As stated previously, DNA replication proteins commonly recruited by both of these viral
replicative helicases are: RPA, topoisomerase I, and DNA polymerase α primase. In this sec‐
tion, we will look closer at the individual and combinatorial interactions between the heli‐
case and these necessary DNA replication factors that are intimately involved in both the
initiation and elongation stages of DNA replication. In many cases, studies have focused on
specific interactions, often detailed down to specific amino acid residues required for re‐
cruitment of these factors. Various groups have used the powerful ability to investigate the
interactions of these factors with the viral helicases both in vitro and in vivo, to elegantly
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demonstrate the importance of these molecular contacts. For each of these three DNA repli‐
cation factors, we will look into the extensive work that has been performed in the SV40 sys‐
tem with Tag, then in the PV system with E1. Following this, we will briefly touch on the
mammalian system, highlighting some of the similarities between the viral and the mamma‐
lian host systems.
6. Helicase interactions with replication proteins that initiate elongation:
Topoisomerase I
The unwinding action of the DNA replication fork driving along the DNA helix creates tor‐
sional stress and overwound DNA that must be relieved to allow replication to proceed.
Topoisomerases are enzymes that help relieve this stress and aid in maintaining chromo‐
some structure and integrity by modifying DNA topology, and resolving specific DNA
structures that arise from cellular processes such as DNA repair, replication, transcription,
recombination and chromosome compaction [13]. These processes result in compression
(positive supercoiling) of the DNA helix and the entanglement of DNA segments and chro‐
mosomal regions that can lead to cytotoxic or mutagenic breaks in the DNA if left unman‐
aged [127]. Hence, topoisomerases play a vital role in living cells, particularly during DNA
replication.
Enzymatically, topoisomerases act through the action of a nucleophilic tyrosine; the enzyme
cleaves one or more DNA strands and generates an enzyme-DNA complex that serves to
prevent the release of nicked or broken DNA that could possibly result in chromosome
damage [127]. After passage of one or more DNA strands through this transient break(s), the
topoisomerase re-ligates the strands leaving the original DNA sequence intact. Though all
topoisomerases have this feature in common, topoisomerases are separated into two classes,
type I and type II, depending on whether they cleave one or two strands of DNA, respec‐
tively [127]. Type I topoisomerases act on one strand, and generally pass a single DNA
strand through the transient break, while type II topoisomerases break both DNA strands
and generally pass dsDNA through the transient break. Type I topoisomerases generally
work in front of replication or transcription forks, to relax positive supercoils in a highly
processive manner; while type II topoisomerases are involved in untangling intertwined du‐
plex DNA such as that found in newly replicated molecules or during chromosome resolu‐
tion during cell division [30].
Topoisomerases have roles in each of the major replicative phases: initiation, fork progres‐
sion and termination. During DNA replication in eukaryotes, topoisomerases have been ob‐
served to bind directly to the replication origin to aid in activation in the initiation phase [45,
127]. During strand synthesis, topoisomerases are required to alleviate compression of the
DNA helix caused by positive supercoiling that results from DNA unwinding, which is
mediated by replicative helicases [127]. Topoisomerases are also required for daughter
strand resolution. Eukaryotes rely on topoisomerase I (topo I) to fulfill the initiation and
elongation functions during DNA replication [127].




Human topo  I  is  an  ATP-independent,  100-kDa monomeric  protein  capable  of  relaxing
positive  or  negative  superhelical  twists  by  making  a  transient  single-strand break,  thus
relieving  the  tension  generated  by  the  replicative  helicases  during  the  DNA-unwinding
process [61, 127, 135]. Topo I can be divided into four domains: the highly charged NH2
–terminal domain; the conserved core domain; a short, positively charged linker domain,
which  links  the  N-terminal  domain  to  the  core  domain;  and  the  highly  conserved
COOH-terminal  domain,  which  contains  the  active-site  tyrosine  [116].  Due  to  the  topo‐
logically constrained nature of a circular dsDNA molecule, it is no surprise that topo I is
required for the replication of the genomes of small circular double-stranded DNA virus‐
es.  The role  of  topo I  in  DNA replication of  the  small  DNA circular  DNA viruses  was
first noted when it was observed that the extent of DNA replication in SV40 DNA repli‐
cation  in  vitro  was  limited  by  the  level  of  topoisomerase  activity;  addition  of  topo I  to
crude extracts stimulated SV40 DNA replication in vitro [51]. This effect could have been
due to an enhanced rate of chain elongation resulting from an increased efficiency of un‐
linking of the parental DNA strands [135], or merely due to the presence of limited lev‐
els  of  topo I  in the extracts  used.  Ultimately it  was shown that  the DNA replication of
SV40 and PV both require topo I [134, 136].
While  the  role  of  topoisomerases  in  DNA replication had always  been presumed to  be
due  to  their  need  to  resolve  topological  constraint,  more  recent  studies  have  indicated
that topo I  plays additional,  highly specific,  roles in DNA replication of the small  DNA
viruses, SV40 and PV. Topo I appears to be involved in the very earliest stages of DNA
replication,  namely origin recognition.  It  is  evident  that  topo I  is  stably associated with
the initiation complex and is  one of  the first  cellular proteins to be recruited to the ini‐
tiation  machinery  [11,45].  Topo  I  was  shown  to  preferentially  associate  with  the  fully
formed  Tag  double  hexamer  initiation  complexes  and  to  be  recruited  to  the  initiation
complex prior to the beginning of unwinding [11]. This stable association of topo I with
Tag results  in an increased specificity of  Tag for duplex unwinding at  the origin by in‐
hibiting  unwinding  at  non-origin  sites  [39].  Perhaps  for  this  reason,  topo  I  was  ob‐
served to be required at initiation to stimulate DNA replication in vitro,  and was shown
to have no effect  on replication if  introduced during the elongation phase,  indicating it
enhanced the  synthesis  of  fully  replicated DNA molecules  by forming essential  interac‐
tions  with  Tag  and  enabling  initiation  [45,11].  In  contrast,  topo  I  specifically  enhances
origin binding of PV E1 several-fold, but has no effect on non-origin binding [14].  After
origin  binding,  E1  recruits  topo I  to  the  replication fork  through direct  protein  interac‐
tions and the relaxation activity is strongly enhanced [14,4].  This enhancement of topo I
is critical to relax the supercoiling created by the progressing replication fork during the
elongation  phase  of  DNA replication.  Notably,  although  topo  I  plays  a  significant  role
in where Tag unwinds the DNA, topo I  does not  activate origin binding or  unwinding
and  does  not  structurally  distort  the  DNA  [39].  Nonetheless,  the  similarities  in  these
findings indicate that  topo I  plays an active role in origin recognition/specificity for the
replication of both of these small DNA viral systems. Moreover, following initiation, the
topo  I-helicase  complex  remains  stably  associated  and  moves  with  the  replication  fork
during DNA replication [45].
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Topoisomerases have been proposed to act together with DNA helicases as “swivelases”,
tightly  coordinating  DNA  duplex  unwinding  with  the  topoisomerase  relaxing  activity
during DNA replication [15, 30, 61]. With the progression of the replication fork and un‐
winding of duplex DNA, topo I is needed to release the torsion created by the progress‐
ing replication fork [37]. Optimally topo I should be present and its activity regulated to
suit  the pace of  the helicase [37].  This  suggested that  there might  be direct  interactions
between the helicases and topo I, and that might be modulation of function due to these
interactions.  The early  finding that  topo I  was  localized at  SV40 DNA replication forks
supported this  concept  [4],  as  did evidence that  topo I  played an important  role  in  the
elongation  phase  of  SV40  DNA  replication.  Reports  of  the  interactions  between  SV40
TAg  and  E1  with  topo  I  were  also  consistent  with  the  swivelase  model  [15,  133].  The
demonstration that  E1  stimulates  the  enzymatic  activity  of  topo I  up to  seven-fold  and
that  SV40 TAg also  stimulates  topo I  activity  (R.  Clower  and T.  Melendy,  unpublished
results) provided the first evidence of the cooperative nature of this interaction predicted
by the swivelase model [15]. Based on these studies it is clear that the viral helicases in‐
teract  productively  with  topo  I  at  DNA  replication  forks  forming  active  coordinated
swivelase molecular machines.
The physical  interactions between the viral  helicases and topo I  have been investigated.
In 1996,  it  was found that  two independent regions of  Tag,  one N-terminal  and one C-
terminal,  bind to the cap region of topo I (see Fig. 1),  and binding can take place while
DNA-bound.  Similarly,  for  PV  E1  it  was  also  observed  that  topo  I  binds  two  distinct
regions  within E1,  within E1’s  DNA binding domain (DBD) and at  the  C-terminus [15,
45].  The  E1  C-terminal  region  was  shown to  enhance  topo  I  relaxation  activity,  and to
a  lesser  extent,  so  did  a  truncation  that  included  the  DBD  with  additional  sequence,
flanking  either  side  of  the  DBD  [15].  More  detailed  studies  identified  mutants  in  the
DNA binding domain of  Tag that  were unable to  unwind the DNA and were partially
defective in  their  association with topo I,  suggesting that  this  interaction maybe impor‐
tant  for  proper  unwinding  of  viral  DNA at  replication  forks  [114].  More  recently,  four
specific  amino  acid  residues  within  the  C-terminal  domain  of  Tag  when mutated  were
shown to  exhibit  decreased topo I  binding  and to  abolish  SV40  DNA replication  in  vi‐
tro  and to  have  dramatic  effects  on  virus  production  in  vivo  [61].  These  were  the  criti‐
cal  results  that  conclusively  demonstrated  the  vital  nature  of  the  helicase-topo  I
interaction for DNA replication. Though first only believed to be involved in the relaxa‐
tion  of  overwound  DNA  during  replication  fork  progression,  topo  I  has  proven  to  be
an  integral  part  of  the  entire  replication  process  in  SV40  DNA  replication,  including
critical  roles  in  initiation  and  even  in  RNA-DNA  primer  synthesis  in  the  elongation
phase  [37,  60,  61,  123].  Though less  well-studied,  topo I  has  been observed to  be  simi‐
larly  important  in  these  stages  of  PV  DNA  replication.  These  viral  systems  are  vital
models  for  eukaryotic  DNA replication,  and as  of  yet  these  biochemical  studies  cannot
be  recapitulated  for  cellular  DNA  replication.  The  only  evidence  to  date  of  corrobora‐
tion of  these  findings for  chromosomal  DNA replication is  the  co-purification of  topo I
with the GINS-MCM complex [39].




Figure 1. General replication domains of the SV40 T-antigen and papillomavirus E1 helicases. The known do‐
mains for SV40 Tag (upper) and HPV-11 E1 (lower) are indicated by horizontal lines. Four domains in E1 have limited
homology with SV40 T-antigen (regions A-D). A nuclear localization signal has only been elucidated for BPV-1 E1,
therefore the HPV-11 NLS is currently only speculated to be in the analogous sequence area.
7. Helicase interactions with replication proteins that initiate elongation:
Replication protein A
One of the first proteins identified as necessary for eukaryotic DNA replication is arguably also
one of the most important DNA binding proteins in the cell, the ssDNA binding complex, Rep‐
lication Protein A (RPA). RPA is a heterotrimeric complex conserved in all eukaryotes, and also
shows strong homology to the ssDNA binding proteins of archaebacteria [57, 59]. The human
RPA complex is comprised of three subunits, RPA70, RPA32, and RPA14, and the complex
binds to ssDNA with extremely high affinity (approximately 10-9 to 10-10 M [62]), showing much
lower affinity for dsDNA. RPA binds ssDNA with a distinct polarity, in a 5’->3’ orientation [22,
51]. Like SSB [132], RPA is required for DNA replication in vivo; knockdown of the largest RPA
subunit, RPA70, using siRNA results in inhibition of DNA synthesis [25]. The presence of RPA
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as the ssDNA binding protein is critical in keeping the DNA double helix from reannealing dur‐
ing DNA replication, as well as protecting the exposed ssDNA from nuclease attack. And while
other non-related ssDNA binding proteins (such as E. coli or T4 SSB) can support some of these
functions (such as ssDNA stabilization and stimulation of the processive DNA polymerases)
RPA is specifically required for the early initiation steps of replication, including primer syn‐
thesis and stimulation of the DNA polymerase activity of DNA polymerase α primase [10, 81].
RPA is also involved in many DNA recombination and DNA repair pathways, acting as a cen‐
tral coordinator of DNA metabolism [52, 132].
RPA exhibits several DNA binding states. RPA70 has three ssDNA binding sites or oligonu‐
cleotide binding (OB) domains and RPA32 has one OB domain [8, 121]. When only RPA70
interacts, this is a lower affinity compacted state, binding to only 8-10 nts. When all four OB
domains bind, this represents a higher affinity extended mode that spans ~30 nts [7]. The
ability of other proteins to facilitate these binding modes in turn impact the binding of RPA
to ssDNA, either covering or exposing various stretches of ssDNA. Since several other pro‐
teins bind to RPA through its OB domains, this facilitates a model in which RPA coopera‐
tively hands off and orients the binding of each DNA replication protein through increasing
affinity with the subsequent factor [64, 89, 138].
7.1. RPA loading onto ssDNA by replicative DNA helicases
RPA plays many roles in the initial steps of elongation as well as throughout DNA replica‐
tion. Due to its role in ssDNA stabilization, RPA is one of first proteins required following
the unwinding of dsDNA. The critical question here is how this process is coordinated in
relation to the double hexameric helicase. The RPA heterotrimer itself makes direct contact
with the helicase, be it MCM, SV40 Tag, or PV E1 [3, 43, 77, 95, 101, 130]. The first such stud‐
ied interaction was through Tag, which interacts with RPA through the helicase’s origin
binding domain (OBD) (Figure 1). The importance of this interaction is implied by the abso‐
lute necessity for RPA for SV40 replication, RPA cannot be replaced by ssDNA binding pro‐
teins from E. coli or even RPA from S. cerevisiae [11, 58, 88]. In turn, RPA interacts with Tag
through both its RPA70 and possibly to a lesser degree its RPA32 subunits. In PV DNA rep‐
lication, the E1 helicase interaction with RPA is also critical for viral DNA replication. E1 di‐
rectly binds to RPA through its largest subunit, RPA70, but does not appear to bind to
RPA32 or RPA14 (unlike Tag which binds RPA70 and RPA32) [43, 52, 69, 77]. Similar to the
SV40 system, RPA binds to the PV E1 helicase through its major dsDNA binding domain
(Figure 1, Fisk JC and T. Melendy, unpublished data).
Evaluation of the multiple interactions between RPA, E1 and ssDNA in various combina‐
tions led to development of a novel model for how DNA helicases may ‘load’ ssDNA bind‐
ing proteins onto ssDNA being displaced through helicase action [77]. RPA binds well to the
E1 protein, but only in the absence of free ssDNA. When RPA was prebound to short (~10
nt) stretches of ssDNA, thereby adopting the short compacted form of RPA, it still bound to
E1 as well as RPA not bound to DNA. However, when RPA was bound to longer ssDNA
templates (~30 nt or longer), consistent with RPA being in its fully-engaged extended form,
RPA would no longer bind to E1. This implied a ‘releasing mechanism’ by which the E1-




RPA interaction would be released upon RPA binding to ssDNA in RPA’s extended form.
Based on this data, a model was developed in which free, non-ssDNA-bound RPA is bound
by E1. As the E1 helicase unwinds the dsDNA, producing ssDNA, it positions the RPA to
bind to the newly exposed ssDNA, releasing RPA from the helicase complex (see Figure 2).
As the helicase progresses, subsequent helicase monomers bring subsequent RPA molecules
to the ssDNA continuously displaced by helicase action [77]. Very similar results were later
shown for SV40 T-antigen, leading to a nearly identical model for RPA placement onto
ssDNA during SV40 T-antigen helicase progression [9, 54]. Of course, this simplified model
does not take into account topo I or polymerase α primase interactions, but it does suggest
how the newly produced ssDNA can be rapidly coated with RPA to prevent reannealing or
hairpin formation, and to protect from nuclease attack.
Figure 2. Generalized model for RPA deposition by replicative helicases. For simplicity, only a singular replication
fork is shown. Free, unbound RPA interacts with a monomer of the helicase. As the helicase rotates relative to the DNA
helix, the RPA bound monomer comes in juxtaposition to the freshly unwound ssDNA,. A ‘hand off’ occurs, whereby
RPA binds to the ssDNA released by the helicase. Upon RPA binding ssDNA in the ‘elongated’ (~30 bp-bound) form, it
can no longer be bound by the helicase monomer. This ‘release’ action leaves RPA bound to the newly exposed
ssDNA, and allows the helicase to progress along the DNA template. As additional ssDNA is exposed this process is
repeated, creating an array of RPA coating the ssDNA lagging strand template. (Adapted from [78].).
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8. Helicase interactions with proteins that initiate elongation: DNA
polymerase alpha-primase
In bacteria and the T4 bacteriophage, the importance of the primase is clear as they are
linked physically to the helicase, which is necessary for efficient lagging strand synthesis
[19, 92]. In the T7 bacteriophage, this is even more evident as the primase is actually fused to
the functional hexameric helicase [31, 99, 102]. In a more complex fashion, in the mammalian
system, GINS/ctf4 are required to link the helicase to the catalytic core of DNA polymerase
(pol) alpha [40, 120, 140]. Clearly the interaction between primase and the helicase machi‐
nery is conserved throughout evolution.
Pol α primase was the first eukaryotic polymerase discovered in 1957 and was thought to be
the only replicative DNA polymerase. The later discovery of the proofreading and highly
processive polymerases δ and ε indicated that this was not the case [49, 50]. Pol α primase is
a heterotetrameric complex comprised of a large p180 catalytic subunit, the regulatory p68
“B” subunit, and the two primase subunits of p55 and p49. Pol α primase is critical for first
synthesizing an approximately 10 nt RNA primer, followed by a short ~20-30 nt DNA exten‐
sion [23, 41, 119]. Polymerase switching then occurs on this RNA/DNA primer through the
action of the eukaryotic clamp-loading complex, RFC, which loads the eukaryotic sliding
clamp, PCNA, and then a processive DNA polymerase (DNA pol δ or ε) for synthesis of
both leading and lagging DNA strands [124, 128]. RFC is integral here, as it competes with
RPA for the end of the primer, disrupting the RPA-pol α interaction and allowing polymer‐
ase switching [138]. As with many of the core aspects of eukaryotic DNA replication, the
functions of pol α primase were largely elucidated using the SV40 system. Pol α primase is
absolutely essential for SV40 DNA replication in vitro [94]. Tag interacts with three subunits
of pol α primase [17, 27-29, 48, 100, 129]. Recent work has demonstrated the importance of
the Tag-p68 interaction for facilitating priming in both cell-free systems and in monkey cell
culture [46, 139]. Mutations in Tag that abrogate the Tag-p68 interaction, but do not affect
the interactions with p180 or primase, severely decrease priming (in the SV40 monopoly‐
merase assay, which uses a plasmid with the SV40 ori, and purified Tag, pol α primase,
RPA, and topo I, all of which are subjects of this review [86]). The amino residues in SV40
Tag shown to be critical for interaction with pol α p68 are H395, R548, K550, and K616, all of
which are highly conserved between Tags from other polyomaviruses [139]. Interestingly,
the helicase activity of Tag is dispensable for primosome activity (stimulation of priming by
pol α primase), indicating that this effect on priming is likely due to the protein-protein in‐
teraction between the helicase and the pol, and not some indirect role of DNA helicase ac‐
tion [47]. In general, the Tag-pol α primase interaction mediates a process that allows the
helicase to hand off the pol-primase to the ssDNA to enable primer synthesis [16, 35, 88].
Obviously there would also need to be interplay between the helicase and the two proteins
competing for the exposed ssDNA, RPA and pol α primase.
The interactions between E1 and pol α primase show some differences between those found
with SV40 Tag. Early studies indicated that the p180 catalytic subunit interacted with the N-
terminal half of E1, while the p68 subunit interacted with the C-terminus of the helicase [18,




83]. A later study then looked closely at the role of the E1 interaction with pol α primase in
regards to supporting HPV-11 DNA replication in vitro [2]. This study confirmed the earlier
findings by indicating that E1 interacts with the pol p68 regulatory subunit through its C-
terminal half (Figure 1). The presence of E2, whose trans-activation domain binds a similar
region of E1, stimulates the E1-p68 interaction; but E2 and p68 nonetheless compete for [2,
83]. This is consistent with a step-wise mechanism whereby E2 helps E1 assemble into a
functional helicase, which is then recognized by p68 of the pol α primase complex. No inter‐
action with the pol p180 subunit was detected in these latter studies. Whether this was due
to subtle differences in the BPV-1 E1 used in the earlier study and HPV-11 E1 in the later
studies has not been further investigated. Regardless, PV E1 appears to interact with pol α
primase within the same E1 domain as the ATPase/helicase function. Further studies are
necessary to determine if similar residues in E1 as those in SV40 Tag facilitate the binding to
pol α primase; these studies may be beneficial as E1 may only use this subunit to bind and
recruit pol α primase to the viral replication machinery.
9. Interactions between replication proteins that initiate elongation:
coordination
While the earlier sections have alluded to interplay between the multiple cellular replication
factors that interact with the viral helicases during DNA replication, the complexity of the
interplay between these interactions is what truly epitomizes the term Molecular Machines.
9.1. RPA’s involvement in de-repression of priming
While the interaction of the viral helicases with RPA has been shown to have a direct effect,
apparently through the placement of RPA on the ssDNA being displaced by helicase action,
this interaction has also been shown to play another vital role in DNA replication: de-repres‐
sion of priming. RPA binds directly to pol α primase [10, 28, 96], and can stimulate the fidel‐
ity and processivity of pol α primase activity [10, 81]. However, when RPA is present in
excess, which it is in human cell nuclei [76], RPA strongly represses synthesis of primers by
pol α-primase, likely due to the high affinity of RPA out-competing pol α primase for the
ssDNA template [16, 88]. While Tag and pol α primase are required for correct initiation of
SV40 DNA replication [27, 130], and the interaction between Tag and pol α-primase is suffi‐
cient for stimulation of RNA/DNA primer synthesis by pol α-primase on ssDNA [16], these
are insufficient for efficient primer synthesis when there is competition with ssDNA binding
proteins. Tag can de-repress primer synthesis by pol α-primase, but only when the ssDNA
template is coated by RPA, and not by other ssDNA binding proteins or evolutionarily di‐
vergent RPAs [88]. The interaction between Tag and RPA is vital for de-repression of pri‐
ming [88, 111]. E1 has similarly been shown to interact with RPA, and RPA is required for
PV DNA replication (and RPA cannot be replaced by other ssDNA binding proteins in PV
DNA replication). So while the E1-RPA interaction has not been shown to be essential for
priming de-repression during PV DNA replication, this is nonetheless likely to be the case.
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9.2. Topo I’s involvement in priming
Similarly, in addition to its roles in origin recognition/specificity and release of DNA he‐
lix compression during elongation, another role for topo I was elucidated when it was ob‐
served that  topo I  induces  pol  α-primase to  synthesize  larger  amounts  of  primers  with
higher molecular weight [60].  In this study, Tag mutants that  failed to bind topo I  nor‐
mally did not participate in the synthesis of expected amounts of primers or large molec‐
ular weight DNA molecules, indicating that the association of topo I with the C-terminal
Tag binding site is required for these processes. Whether this is due to a direct effect on
Tag function at the replication fork, or due to an indirect effect on pol α-primase through
Tag (analogous to the effect of the RPA-Tag effect on priming by pol α-primase described
above)  is  unclear.  Additionally,  topo  I  was  shown  to  bind  directly  to  RPA,  and  RPA
binds directly to pol α-primase, and can stimulate its DNA polymerase activity. It is un‐
clear  whether  or  not  RPA may be influencing the interaction of  Topo I  with pol  α-pri‐
mase, or vice versa [60]. However these interactions are integrated, the binding of topo I
to the helicase domain of Tag significantly enhances the synthesis of DNA-RNA primers
and their extension by pol α-primase.
9.3. Helicase interactions with other proteins involved in elongation
What of helicase interaction with the other proteins involved in DNA replication elonga‐
tion? In the model systems of SV40 and PV little has been elucidated about any direct in‐
teractions.  Of the proteins involved in elongation,  very little is  known about the role of
helicase interaction with pol δ, RFC, PCNA, or the proteins involved in primer removal:
RNaseH, DNA2, Fen I, or DNA ligase I. In the accepted model of SV40 DNA replication,
the first  primers synthesized by pol  a primase on the two strands at  the origin become
the primers for  the leading strand of  the opposite  fork [124].  After  recruitment of  RFC,
PCNA  and  pol  δ,  the  leading  strand  polymerase  continuously  tracks  along  behind  the
helicase action. Since the helicase, in this case Tag, unwinds dsDNA at the relatively slow
rate  of  approximately  200  bp/min [93]  while  pol  δ/RFC/PCNA polymerizes  at  about  80
nts/sec [12],  it  is  reasonable to speculate that the slower speed of the helicase limits the
polymerase in such a way to coordinate the entire machinery mechanism. However, the
speeds  of  polymerases  are  often  assayed  on  artificial  templates,  and  this  rate  for  pol
δ/RFC/PCNA is faster than the measured rate of eukaryotic replication forks (~ 2 kb/min).
Conversely the measured speed of Tag is far slower than the measured rate for eukaryot‐
ic  replication  forks.  It  is  likely  that  coordination  between  the  various  factors  and  com‐
plexes  involved in  the  replication fork  lead to  the  final  replication fork  rate  that  is  not
dependent on any one factor, but is a characteristic of the coordinated complex. Indeed, it
is critical that these machines are tightly regulated; without a tight molecular machine at
the fork, there would be wild exposure of ssDNA via the helicase leading to DNA dam‐
age signaling. It should also be noted here that DNA pol ε is not needed in SV40 DNA
replication [141].  This finding may be due to the lack of a need for two replicative heli‐
cases to duplicate small virus genomes. Alternately, DNA pol ε and TopBP1 (Dbp11) play
roles in initiation in mammalian replication;  this role may be dispensable or even inter‐




fere  with  the  Tag/E1  initiator  functions  [82,  84].  In  E.  coli  DNA replication  it  has  been
shown that the tau subunit actually links the leading strand DNA polymerase to the rep‐
licative  helicase,  dnaB  [63]  (which  tracks  along  the  lagging  strand  template,  unlike  the
case for  the SV40 and PV replicative helicases,  that  track along the leading strand tem‐
plate). It remains possible that these viral replicative helicases may have heretofore unob‐
served  interactions  with  additional  cellular  factors  involved  in  the  elongation  stages  of
replication that play important roles in DNA replication.  This is  a potential  area for fu‐
ture study.
9.4. Extrapolation to the cellular chromosomal replication fork
The cellular ‘replicative helicase’ is still poorly defined. Some have designated the human
CMG helicase (a large 11 subunit  complex comprising Cdc45 and the MCMs and GINS
sub-complexes [91]) to be the replicative helicase, while others have designated the RPC,
the  “replisome  progression  complex”,  comprised  of  the  CMG  in  complex  with  Mrc1
(Claspin), Tof1 (Tim or Timeless), Csm3 (Swi3/Tipin), Ctf4 (And-1), and the FACT hetero‐
dimer (Spt16, and Pob3 (SSRP1) as the ‘true replicative helicase’ [39].  This study found
that MCM10 and topo I  associate weakly with this RPC complex,  although it  is  unclear
with which specific subunit. It is unknown if the MCM helicase itself interacts with topo
I;  however,  considering the elaborate number of  regulatory subunits  now known in the
eukaryotic  helicase supercomplex,  this  may not  be necessary,  and may be unlikely.  The
GINS complex of  CMG can bind to and directly stimulate the activity of  pol  α-primase
[21]. A later study showed that the Ctf4 subunit couples the MCMs to pol α-primase and
the  Mrc1  subunit  interacts  with  polymerase  ε  [40].  Other  studies  have  found that  both
Mcm10  and  Cdc45  interact  with  pol  α-primase  and  also  found  that  loss  of  Mcm10  in
yeast led to uncoupling of the MCMs from pol α-primase and resulted in large stretches
of ssDNA, a potent DNA damage signal [67, 107]. In human cells, Mcm10 has been sug‐
gested to  interact  with and regulate  pol  α-primase levels  and prevent  inappropriate  in‐
duction  of  DNA  damage  [14].  RPA  interacts  with  many  components  of  the  RPC,
including Mcm3-7, Cdc45, and Claspin (Mrc1) and requires Mcm for chromatin localiza‐
tion [95]. It is intriguing that only RPA appears to directly interact with the Mcms in eu‐
karyotes; this may be due to the intimate linkage with ssDNA and the helicase machine
and the  highest  priority  of  multicellular  organisms to  prevent  the  aberrant  signaling of
DNA damage through ssDNA coating by RPA. Additionally,  in the absence of the RPC
interacting  protein  Mcm10  or  in  the  presence  of  a  mutant  zinc  finger  bearing  Mcm10,
RPA is also prevented from loading [55]. In general, the major components of the elonga‐
tion machinery interact with the replicative helicase in eukaryotes through multiple lay‐
ers  of  regulation  as  the  RPC  complex,  a  feature  that  is  nonexistent  in  the  simplified
machinery presented by these small DNA viral systems. These viral factories simplify the
entire  complex by using their  own central  multifunctional  helicases.  But  this  simplifica‐
tion has led to the ability to use these viral systems as models where the biochemical na‐
ture and functions of these important interactions that occur at the interface of initiation
and elongation can be studied.
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10. Conclusion
Replicative DNA helicases, modeled by the SV40 and PV DNA replication systems, play
complex roles coordinating the multiple actions of multiple DNA replication factors at eu‐
karyotic replication forks. Their interactions with topo I are involved in origin recognition/
specificity, DNA helix decompression function, and primer synthesis. Their interactions
with pol α-primase are vital for primer synthesis. Their interactions with RPA are involved
in loading of RPA onto ssDNA, and de-repression of priming on RPA-coated ssDNA. And
the complex interplay between all these factors is intricate, highly-regulated, and appears to
be coordinated at least in large part, through the action of the replicative helicases.
Using this  wealth  of  knowledge about  the  viral  replication forks,  we have assembled a
likely  model  of  replication  elongation  using  the  viral  helicases  as  the  central  molecular
machine at the fork. For ease of the various steps of elongation, only a single helicase is
pictured in this model (Figure 3). Following assembly of the replication machinery at the
viral origin, there is a very intricate four-way interaction comprised of the helicase, topo
I,  RPA and pol α primase. Topo I has two interactions with helicase; one within the N-
terminal  half  of  the helicase and one within the C-terminus.  Through these interactions
the topo I-helicase interaction assists in helicase origin recognition and creates the swive‐
lase;  a  machine  that  couples  the  unwinding of  the  DNA duplex  with  relaxation of  tor‐
sional  stress.  During elongation,  topo I  is  likely  in  front  of  the  helicase  to  facilitate  the
easing of positive supercoiling,  likely through interactions with the helicase N-terminus.
The helicase encircles the leading strand of the newly unwound DNA, actively pumping
the leading strand template  through the central  channel  of  the  helicase  and away from
the lagging strand replication machinery. While the leading strand template is bound to
the central channel and the helicase domain, the lagging strand template is therefore left
relatively unprotected. To facilitate a protective role at this point, the OBD of the helicase
binds to  free  RPA, which swings into place as  the helicase turns,  actively loading RPA
onto the lagging strand template. This serves in the role of nuclease protection, as well as
preventing aberrant ssDNA structures.  However,  this coating of the lagging strand tem‐
plate  is  counterproductive  to  the  process  of  priming.  Therefore,  at  regular  intervals
roughly equivalent to the length an Okazaki  fragment,  the helicase interacts  with pol  α
primase and RPA to facilitate the placement of the pol α primase onto the template, pos‐
sibly while  simultaneously removing RPA in a  localized fashion,  so that  pol  α primase
can synthesize the RNA-DNA primer. It  is intriguing to speculate that it  is through this
regular placement that Okazaki fragments are placed and spaced; primarily through heli‐
case action and its protein-protein interactions with the primase. Although given the size
of  eukaryotic  Okazaki  fragments,  it  is  likely  that  interactions  with  histones  may play a
role as well.  The coordinated and highly regulated roles of the multi-subunit DNA heli‐
case in modulating the proteins and their protein-protein interactions involved in the late
initiation and elongation stages of DNA replication clearly play a central organizing role
in the molecular machine that is the eukaryotic DNA replication fork.




Figure 3. Proposed Model for the PV/SV40 DNA Replication Fork. Using the proposed helicase model presented in
[33], the replicative helicase is shown oriented with the N-terminal OBD facing towards the unwound dsDNA. For sim‐
plicity, only one of the two hexamers is shown. The interaction of topo I with the OBD of the helicase both assists it in
origin binding/specificity, and targets it to the incoming dsDNA, where topoisomerase action is vital for replication
fork progression. The interaction of RPA within the OBD is involved in the process of directing loading RPA onto the
ssDNA newly exposed by helicase action. The interaction of the helicase domain with pol α primase stimulates primer
synthesis; and the interaction of the helicase with RPA allows for pol α primase to synthesize primers even in the pres‐
ence of RPA, through localized RPA removal or ‘priming de-repression’. As each primer is synthesized, RFC, in coordi‐
nation with RPA, loads PCNA and DNA pol δ onto the 3’ DNA end to allow for processive DNA synthesis. The various
interactions of the helicase with topo I, RPA, and DNA pol α primase, as well as other interactions between the cellular
factors themselves, coordinately the complex interplay necessary for replication fork function.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Rationale for comparison of MCM and RecQ helicase families
DNA helicases are currently organized into superfamilies based on their sequence structures
and 3-D conformations. Within each superfamily, there are members that have further
evolved for specialized functions [1]. There is conservation of RecQ proteins from bacteria to
humans. Whereas bacteria have one RecQ helicase, humans have evolved at least five differ‐
ent proteins [2]. The RecQ members belong to the helicase Superfamily II, and as such have
the characteristic Rec fold [1]. In this chapter, we will focus on RecQ family members WRN,
BLM and RECQL4 (RecQ protein-like 4), which is also referred to in the literature as RECQ4.
Eukaryotic and archaeal MCMs belong to the helicase Superfamily VI, and have the AAA+
(ATPases associated with diverse cellular activities) fold [1, 3, 4, 5]. Both Rec and AAA+
folds are based on the ancestral ASCE (additional strand conserved E) fold or an alpha-beta-
alpha domain necessary for nucleoside triphosphate binding and catalysis [1, 6, 7]. A ration‐
ale for comparison of the RecQ and MCM family members relates to the importance of their
activities for genomic integrity. The WRN and BLM proteins as well as other members of the
RecQ family are characterized by this feature [8]. Both WRN and BLM are involved in DNA
repair and a role for WRN in telomere homeostasis in humans is well established [2, 9].
MCM2-7 proteins, along with cofactors, are thought to function as the eukaryotic replicative
helicase [10]. MCM8 [11, 12] and MCM9 [13, 14] are more recently discovered and their roles
are less well defined. Although data point to a role for MCM8 in DNA replication, that role
may be specialized in higher organisms. In human cells, MCM10 is recruited to chromoso‐
© 2013 Daniel* et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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mal domains before they replicate and studies in yeast suggest a role in DNA replication,
but not as a helicase [15-18]. Members of each family are essential for chromosome homeo‐
stasis. When replication forks stall, there may be involvement of members of each family.
These proteins have interlocking functions since, for example, a stalled replication fork with
attendant MCM proteins can lead to a DNA double-strand break (DSB), which requires
RecQ proteins for repair [19].
2. RecQ and MCM family structures
Breaks in double-strand DNA can occur during DNA replication, at specific loci (e.g., at te‐
lomeres) and during meiosis. RecQ helicases are implicated in DNA repair based on their
involvement in such processes as DNA end resection, branch migration, D-loop processing,
Holliday Junction (HJ) and double Holliday junction (dHJ) resolution [2]. RecQ proteins
function at multiple steps, both early and late, during repair of DSB [19]. RecQ helicases
travel in a 3’ to 5’ direction on ssDNA [20]. The RecQ proteins have an ancient lineage based
on an ancestral ASCE fold (αβα domain) of distant relation to P-loop NTPase folds. RecQ
structural domains include a conserved core helicase domain for binding and hydrolysis of
nucleoside triphosphate that is equivalent to the Walker A and Walker B boxes seen in
MCM proteins [21]. They have a helicase and RNAase D C-terminal (HRDC) domain
thought to mediate structure-specific nucleic acid binding, double HJ dissolution and pro‐
tein-protein interactions. They also have a RecQ C-terminal (RQC) domain thought to medi‐
ate interactions with other proteins, structure-specific nucleic acid binding and metal
cofactor binding [22]. Acidic regions present in many RecQ proteins aid in protein-protein
interactions. There are also nuclear localization signals in some RecQ proteins (e.g., H. sapi‐
ens WRN and BLM). There are two RecQ members with an exonuclease domain, one of
which is H. sapiens WRN. Two members have been functionally characterized as having an
N-terminal strand exchange domain, one of which is H. sapiens BLM [2].
RECQL4 has been reported to have ssDNA binding and DNA strand-annealing activities. In
this single study, RECQL4 did not display substrate unwinding or resolution of substrates
resembling replication or recombination intermediates [23]. Recognizable HRDC and RQC
domains that are important in BLM activity are missing in RECQL4 [22, 24]. As observed,
the ssDNA annealing activity would allow RECQL4 to function during synthesis-dependent
strand annealing (SDSA) along with another helicase. RECQL4 could help direct pathway
choice during HR in DSB repair through aiding ssDNA annealing activity in non-homolo‐
gous end joining (NHEJ) [19]. Thus, RECQL4 is similar to other RecQ helicases in its core
helicase domain, but its function as a helicase is unclear [23, 25, 26].
AAA+ proteins, including MCMs, have a core molecular motor. Like the RecQ proteins, the
AAA+ fold is also based on the ancestral ASCE fold. Acquisition of a catalytic glutamate
(Fig. 1) to initiate efficient hydrolysis of ATP marked the emergence of the ASCE division
from the ancestral P-loop fold [7]. For further discussion of the glutamate “switch” in AAA+
proteins, see reference [27]. Mechanisms of action are diverse, although members are typi‐
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cally oligomeric ring assemblies with inter-subunit communication. The central AAA+ mo‐
tor has been adapted in evolution through structural changes to the core module and
through domains added either N- or C-terminal to the AAA+ core. Activities are facilitated
by recognition of protein partners functioning in these diverse events. Thus, AAA+ proteins
display a variety of macromolecular remodelling events that are energy-driven by nucleo‐
tide hydrolysis thought to be occurring throughout what is typically a hexameric complex
assembly [28, 29]. The conserved Walker A and Walker B motifs within the central module
mediate ATP-binding and hydrolysis [7, 30-32]. MCM proteins have two active site motifs,
the P-loop domain and the lid. Motifs in the P-loop include Walker A, Walker B and Sensor
1. The lid domain contains the arginine finger and Sensor 2. A catalytic site is created by a
dimer interface that employs a cis P-loop from one subunit and a trans lid from the adjacent
subunit [4, 33, 34]. A similar catalytic site created at the interfaces between adjacent mono‐
mers is also characteristic of the RecQ ATPase core [21].
Figure 1. Comparison of conserved ATPase motifs in RecQ proteins WRN, BLM and RECQL4 to the Walker A and Walk‐
er B boxes of MCM8. MCM8 was chosen as the MCM for comparison because it has a canonical GKS Walker A [12] and
the signature MCM IDEFDKM Walker B ATP-binding domains. In the Walker B motif, note the conserved structural fea‐
tures and the conserved DE motif (containing aspartate, D, and the catalytic glutamate, E).
3. RecQ and MCM helicases: association with disease and aging
3.1. BLM and Bloom syndrome, WRN and Werner syndrome, RECQL4 and Rothmund-
Thomson syndrome
As a group,  mutations in  the RecQ helicases  lead to  adult  segmental  progeria  with ab‐
normalities in development, predisposition to cancer and acceleration of aging processes.
Three of the RecQ family members are associated with rare autosomal recessive diseases
[19].  These disorders Werner syndrome (WS) [35],  Bloom syndrome (BS) [36]  and Roth‐
mund-Thomson  syndrome  (RTS)  [37,  38]  are  caused  by  mutations  in  the  genes  coding
for  WRN, BLM and RECQL4,  respectively.  RTS is  a  heterogeneous disorder  with about
60% of  cases  resulting from mutations  in  the  RECQL4  gene [37].  Mutations  in  RECQL4
can also lead to two other disease phenotypes [39], but only RTS will be discussed here.
The RecQ deficiency diseases are associated with cancer predisposition and several char‐
acteristics of aging [8, 20, 26, 40]. In BS cells, there is a 10-fold elevation in frequency of
homologous  recombination  (HR),  and  reciprocal  exchanges  occur  between  homologous
chromosomes and sister  chromatids [41,  42].  WS cells,  on the other  hand,  display large
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chromosome deletions  and an  increase  in  illegitimate  recombination  [43].  A  higher  fre‐
quency of  chromosomal  aberrations  is  reported for  cells  from RTS [44].  These  deficien‐
cies  thus  provide  hints  as  to  the  cellular  activities  of  these  three  helicases.  Clinical
features of these diseases, as referenced above, are as follows.
BS manifests in pleiotropic phenotypes such as growth retardation leading to proportional
dwarfism, erythema with light sensitivity, skin lesions with hypo- and hyperpigmentation,
immunodeficiency, susceptibility to type II diabetes, male infertility, female sub-fertility, re‐
ports of mental retardation, cancer predisposition (all types but at an earlier age of diagnosis
than in the normal population).
WS leads to short stature and early onset age-related diseases, including greying hair, alope‐
cia, bilateral cataracts, osteoporosis, arteriosclerosis, atherosclerosis, skin atrophy, hypogo‐
nadism, type II diabetes mellitus and susceptibility to tumors, especially those of
mesenchymal origin (sarcomas).
RTS manifests as early growth deficiency, congenital bone defects, poikiloderma, cataracts,
greying hair, alopecia, hypogonadism, and some increased susceptibility to cancer, especial‐
ly osteogenic sarcomas.
3.2. MCMs and genomic stability
The MCM proteins 2-7 are necessary for DNA replication in yeast [45, 46], and this basic life
function extends in evolution to a single MCM protein in archaea [47-49]. MCM2-7 are also
essential for replication in Xenopus [50, 51] and have been proposed as a licensing factor for
initiation of eukaryotic replication [52, 53]. The MCM proteins 2-8 have an identical Walker
B-box motif of IDEFDKM. The MCM2-7 complex is enigmatic in that MCMs 4, 6 and 7 func‐
tion alone as a heterohexameric helicase [54, 55]. For a discussion of individual MCM subu‐
nit arrangements and activities, see the references [33, 34]. MCM2-7 have now been shown
to have helicase activity in vitro [56], and to be components of a holo-helicase Cdc45/
MCM2-7/GINS (CMG) complex [57, 58]. The MCMs require a clamp-loading factor to as‐
semble as a multimeric ring on DNA, and this function is fulfilled in known cases by the
protein Cdc6 [59-64] although the regulation of this step in the formation of the CMG com‐
plex proceeds through multiple pathways [57, 58]. Various papers have dealt with the func‐
tion of MCM proteins in DNA replication [10, 46, 65-68], and regarding their processive
mechanism of DNA unwinding [27, 56, 58, 69, 70] and only certain lingering, disease-related
questions will be considered here. A summary statement can be made regarding known re‐
lationships between MCM and RecQ helicases. Members of the MCM protein family are es‐
sential for the life-creating process of DNA replication, whereas members of the RecQ
family are essential for the life-prolonging maintenance of the genome.
Due to their essential roles, it is not surprising that there are few diseases directly ascribed to
defects in MCMs 2-7. This does, however, bring up an unresolved MCM enigma: there are
more MCM proteins than are required to form initiation complexes at cellular origins active
within a given round of DNA replication [71]. In addition, MCM proteins in human cells re‐
main at peak levels in G2 phase of the cell cycle, after DNA replication is complete [59, 72, 73]
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This high copy number could be an aspect of securing sufficient protein quantities for basic
function. A role for MCM proteins in transcription has also been proposed, and this remains to
be defined [74]; for further discussion see reference [46]. Redundancy of functions among
MCM members is also a factor to be considered. Intriguingly, knockdown of MCM8 [75], not
even present in yeast [12], retards S-phase approximately 25% in human cells in culture [75],
suggesting a specialized function in higher eukaryotes critical for basic replication. It has been
suggested that the excess MCMs license dormant origins, which are used under conditions of
stress upon normally functional origins [71]. An overview provides a discussion of recent work
connecting dormant origins of replication and tumor suppression based on the role of dormant
origins during fork restart after repair of DNA damage [76].
Mutations in MCM family members have been studied in yeast and mouse models, and they
confirm an essential role for MCM2-7 in DNA replication [34, 45, 77, 78]. A human MCM4
mutation (destabilizing the MCM2-7 complex) was recently reported concurrently by two
groups who studied consanguineous families, and the resulting phenotype was found to be
associated with immune deficiency (NK cells), adrenal insufficiency and short stature [79,
80]. Patient fibroblasts showed chromosome fragility [79]. The susceptibility of these pa‐
tients to cancer is not currently known [80]. An MCM8 disruption and alternative splice
form have been noted in hepatic carcinoma [11] and choriocarcinoma [12], respectively. Al‐
though not necessarily a cause of disease, the MCM proteins may be useful tools in diagno‐
ses [81-85]. Elevated levels of MCM proteins 2-7 have been observed in several cancers [81,
84, 85]. In contrast, reduced levels of MCM8 mRNA have been reported in colon carcinoma
[12]. Nuclear MCM7 is a good marker for proliferating cells [86], and MCMs 2, 5 or 7 may be
an alternative to the Ki-67 marker to distinguish certain hyperproliferative disorders [83].
3.2.1. A structural domain deleted from MCM8 and present in WRN and BLM
A brief discussion of MCM8 is included in this section because it contains a motif that may be
structurally similar to one found in BLM and WRN and is linked to neoplasia. Human MCM8
has a splice variant that results in a 16 amino acid (aa) deletion in a location between the Zn
finger of MCM8 and its Walker A box [12], Fig. 2. Thus far this deletion has been detected by
various different groups only in cases of choriocarcinoma. MCM8 with this same sequence
deleted (Fig. 2) has, however, been detected in several higher eukaryotes other than humans,
suggesting that the variant does have, or perhaps lacks, a function. That function is as yet un‐
known, but clues to it may be gleaned from a comparison of the MCM8 deletion with sequen‐
ces from WRN and BLM. These RecQ proteins have a counterpart 16 aa domain with partial
sequence homology and notable structural homology, as denoted in Fig. 2. This sequence in
the RecQ proteins is located in a different orientation to that of MCM8 with regard to the heli‐
case Walker A and B boxes (Fig. 2). In each case the first 8 aa of this sequence are highly charg‐
ed and, in WRN, BLM and MCM8, contain a polar S. The 9th aa in this deletion is a conserved
C. The remaining 7 aa contain a preponderance of aromatic and hydrophobic residues. This
configuration of charged and aromatic residues is characteristic of known single-stranded nu‐
cleic acid binding proteins [87]. Among MCMs, this 16 aa domain is identifiable in the single
MCM of Sulfolobus solfataricus, in which it has been implicated as a single-stranded DNA-
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binding “finger” [88]. Mutations of the positively charged amino acids strongly reduce single-
stranded DNA binding of this MCM. In contrast, in BLM the polar S residue is thought to be
involved in ATP binding [89]. Because of the aromatic nature of a portion of this domain,
binding to one or more DNA nucleotide bases may be involved as a common link between
functions of these 16 aa in RECQ and MCM helicases.
Figure 2. Comparison of placement of selected structural motifs in human RecQ and MCM8 helicases. MCM8 has a
splice variant that results in a 16 aa deletion in choriocarcinoma [12]. The Walker A and B boxes and the MCM Zn
finger (ZnF) domains are indicated by filled rectangles. The MCM8 variant 2 deletion (Var2 del) is indicated by an open
rectangle, as is its partially-homologous counterpart (del hom) in WRN and BLM. This conservatively structured do‐
main consists of an N-terminal highly charged sequence followed by a conserved C and an aromatic-hydrophobic se‐
quence. The open box is located in a different orientation relative to Walker A and B boxes in WRN vs. MCM8. The
positions of black and white boxes are approximately to scale.
4. Supportive roles for WRN, BLM helicases and RECQL4 during
replication elongation
During normal metabolism, such as in mitochondrial respiration, endogenous reactive oxy‐
gen species (ROS) are produced that lead to oxidative DNA modifications. In addition to en‐
dogenous mutagens, there are also environmental mutagens that damage the DNA [90].
Furthermore, during replication and transcription, duplex DNA is transiently opened, and
there is an opportunity for non-B DNA structures to form in the genomic DNA [40]. RecQ
helicases act on recombination intermediates, on preferred substrates including those resem‐
bling G-quadruplex DNA [91, 92], D-loops [93], HJ [94] and double HJ [95]. RecQ helicases
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may play a regulatory role in both pro- and anti-HR events. They function at the interface of
HR with the stressed replication fork and may affect repair pathway choice. There is little
evidence for a specific clear cut role, but for a discussion of proposed mechanistic models of
RecQ protein function, see the references [19, 20].
4.1. BLM and RECQL4
In BS cells, there are S-phase defects in DNA replication involving abnormal replication inter‐
mediates, and replication elongation is slower [96-98]. These cells don’t recover well from in‐
duced fork stalling and accumulate DSB [99, 100]. In human cells, RECQL4 interacts with the
MCM2-7 complex, Cdc45 and GINS. The interaction is facilitated by MCM10 [25]. BLM and
RECQL4 are at their highest levels during S phase. At stalled replication forks, BLM physical‐
ly associates with Rad51 and p53, and BLM and p53 function synergistically in HR [101]. BLM
colocalizes in foci with PCNA and with the BASC (BRCA1-associated genome surveillance
complex) [102]. BLM is phosphorylated by ATR [103]. When replication forks are stalled by
use of hydroxyurea (HU), BLM colocalizes with Chk1 and p53BP1 foci. Chk1 is required for
BLM and 53BP1 foci formation. Thus Chk1 may recruit BLM to stalled forks [104]. This impli‐
cates RecQ proteins as DNA damage checkpoint mediators in response to stalled forks. In vi‐
tro studies with use of substrates similar to Okazaki fragments showed BLM stimulation of
flap endonuclease [105] (a protein that functions in lagging strand synthesis [106]). BLM func‐
tions to prevent the association of homologous sequences in the displaced flap DNA of the
Okazaki fragment and the sister chromatid [107-110]. D-loops are formed when a ssDNA tail
invades a homologous duplex, and BLM has a preference for dissociating D-loops with a 5’ in‐
vaded end suggesting a selection of recombination intermediates that are not extended by
polymerase [93, 111, 112]. BLM is able to disrupt the initial Rad51 filament formation step to
destabilize recombinase-nucleoprotein filaments.  D-loops are susceptible to BLM activity
when Rad51 is in an inactive form (ADP-bound) [112, 113]. BLM physically associates with
CAF-1 (chromatin assembly factor I) largest subunit, and the colocalization of these two pro‐
teins occurs at sites of DNA synthesis. BLM inhibits CAF-1 function in chromatin assembly
during DNA repair in vitro, and inhibits its mobilization after damage induction in vivo [114].
Mammalian WRN and BLM interact [115], and they both interact with RPA [116-118] and p53
[119-121]. Based on coimmunoprecipitation there is limited BLM and WRN interaction, but
they may function in the same pathway during HR [20]. BLM helicase activity is stimulated
by its binding to the RPA70 kDa subunit [116]. In mouse spermatocytes during meiotic pro‐
phase, BLM and RPA are nuclear colocalized [122]. This suggests a potential role for these
proteins in resolution of recombination intermediates during meiosis [8]. BLM has a prefer‐
ence for unwinding G-quadruplex structures versus HJ [92]. Both mammalian WRN and
BLM bind to G-quadruplex structures, which are roadblocks to polymerases [123, 124].
Aberrant replication intermediates arise in cells lacking WRN and BLM [97, 125]. Such unre‐
solved replication or recombination structures lead to incomplete chromosome segregation.
BLM, topoisomerase 3 alpha (Topo3α) and BLAP75/RMI1 (for BLM-associated polypeptide/
RecQ-mediated genome instability) or a BLM-Topo3α-BLAP75/RMI1 complex localizes to
resulting anaphase bridges [126]. A helicase known as PICH arrives first, followed by the
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resolution activity of BLM [127]. As helicases unwind duplex DNA, torsional stress pro‐
duced in the DNA may require relief through topoisomerase activity, and such activity fi‐
nally decatenates interlocked DNA molecules [128, 129]. In vitro studies show that BLM can
partner with Topo3α to resolve dHJ and prevent sequence exchange through resolution of
this recombination intermediate [95]. The double-junction dissolution reaction requires the
HRDC domain of BLM [24]. An additional protein, BLAP75/DMI1 mediates formation of the
“dissolvasome” (BLM, Topo3α and BLAP75/RMI1) [130-132]. Mammalian BLAP18/RMI2
has also been found to be part of this complex [133].
4.2. WRN
Over 50 distinct WRN mutations have been reported, most of which lead to premature ter‐
mination of translation [19]. Recent missense mutations in the exonuclease domain in one
patient compromised protein stability [134]. Most mutations in WS patients occur in the
WRN C-terminal domain, which could disrupt the WRN/p53 interaction [20, 134]. Such pre‐
mature termination could also disrupt the Del hom sequence shown in Fig. 2. No WS muta‐
tions have been reported that eliminate only helicase or only exonuclease activity. Both
activities are compromised in the development of WS [134]. WS fibroblasts undergo replica‐
tive senescence prematurely [135-139]. Telomere defects in WS cells suggest WRN activity in
human telomere homeostasis [19]. Telomeres are needed to avoid loss of genetic material.
They are important for chromosome end replication and for protection of the ends from en‐
zymatic attack [140]. Human telomeres contain 5 to 20 kb of the repetitive sequence
TTAGGG [141]. At the terminal there are 100-200 bp of 3’ ssDNA overhang. This overhang
can anneal with telomere DNA to form a stable D-loop leading to a structure referred to as a
‘t-loop’ [142, 143]. Alternatively, this free unannealed end may form G-quadruplex DNA
[144]. Human WRN functions in lagging-strand synthesis, and in the replication of telomeric
G-rich DNA ends [145]. C. elegans WRN-1 can disrupt D-loops [146] and human WRN can
prevent aberrant recombination [147]. WRN 3’ to 5’ exonuclease is stimulated by the inter‐
acting Ku70/Ku86 complex supporting a role for WRN in DNA repair [148]. Evidence sug‐
gests that in the absence of telomerase, WRN and BLM have a role in the ALT (Alternate
Lengthening of Telomeres) pathway for telomere maintenance [149, 150]. In biochemical ex‐
periments, WRN releases a 3‘ invading tail from a telomeric type D-loop by coordinated
WRN helicase and exonuclease activities [149].
WRN and BLM catalytic activities are comparable except for 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity of
WRN [151-153], which BLM lacks. On dsDNA and on RNA-DNA hybrids, the WRN exonu‐
clease activity degrades a 3’ recessed end. This activity can remove only one mismatched NT
at the end of the recessed 3’ DNA and can initiate exonuclease activity from a gap or nick
[154, 155]. The exonuclease activity of WRN can degrade abnormal DNA structures suggest‐
ing that WRN helicase and exonuclease activities are involved in resolution of aberrant
DNA structures at stalled forks [156]. Human WRN interacts with proteins involved in
DNA replication. WRN coimmunoprecipitates with PCNA and topoisomerase 1 [157]. WRN
functionally and physically interacts with RPA [117], and it functionally interacts with DNA
polymerase delta [152]. WS cells accumulate recombination intermediates that impede cell
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growth [158]. In cells treated with HU, WRN colocalizes with RPA foci and is thought to dis‐
sociate recombination intermediates at the stalled forks [94, 147]. WRN stimulates polymer‐
ase delta activity in the absence of its processivity factor PCNA. This suggests a role for
WRN in recruiting polymerase delta for replication restart at blocked or collapsed forks
[152]. RPA can stimulate the processivity of WRN. The stimulation of WRN by RPA is due
to protein-protein interactions as opposed to enhanced ATPase activity [117, 118].
5. Unification of BLM, WRN, RECQL4 and MCM2-7 activities in DNA
replication and recombination/repair
5.1. BLM: Role in DNA damage response with a complex role in inhibiting or promoting HR
BLM is found mostly in fine granules throughout the nucleoplasm at highest levels during S
and G2 phases of the cell cycle. Its focal localization is in PML nuclear bodies (PML-NB). The
name PML derives from the promyelocytic leukemia protein, PML [159-162]. This protein
forms the structural groundwork of the PML bodies, which store various nuclear proteins
[163]. These PML-NB store repair proteins (e.g., Topo3α, MRN and p53) and may be involved
in sensing DNA damage [163]. By regulating the availability of repair proteins, response can
be directed to DNA damage sites. Trafficking of proteins to the PML-NB is regulated by su‐
moylation [164]. The sumoylation pathway involves E1, E2 and E3 enzymes, which regulate
respectively, SUMO activation, SUMO conjugation and targeting of specific substrates for su‐
moylation through ligation [165]. BLM contains a motif for SUMO binding that would facili‐
tate its integration into this repair protein storage network [166]. In addition, BLM is SUMO-1
and SUMO-2 modified [167]. When mutants are prepared in which the SUMO-binding se‐
quences are deleted, BLM cannot localize to PML-NB [168]. When mutants are prepared that
do not allow BLM localization to PML-NB, there is about a two-fold increase in sister chroma‐
tid exchange. These findings indicate that there is a need for BLM-SUMO interaction in order
for BLM to localize to PML-NB, and that BLM activity, such as its accumulation at stalled rep‐
lication forks, may be regulated by this specific localization [168].
At sites of DSB, repair foci form. A central player, H2AX, is phosphorylated when DSBs are
induced, and this phosphorylation involves ATM, ATR and DNA-PK. Over one million bp
are then marked by phosphorylated H2AX (γH2AX) on each side of the break [112, 168-171].
γH2AX recruits additional repair proteins to the damage site [172]. In studies where normal
S-phase cells are treated with DNA damaging agents (HU, UV and cross-linking agents), BLM
responds by leaving the PML-NBs to relocate to repair foci and colocalize with the marker
γH2AX [101, 173]. BLM interacts physically and functionally with γH2AX as well as with
ATM and ATR [103, 173-175]. In damage that is S-phase specific, BLM associates with the
complex ATR/CHK1/53BP1, which gathers at repair foci as an early response to the damage.
Based on kinetic studies, BLM may facilitate BRCA1 and MRN complex localization at repair
foci in S phase [173], which may involve BLM regulation of p53 in these foci [101]. This early
function of BLM at repair foci may allow for BML to influence the choice of repair pathways
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and facilitate a BLM function in anti-recombination at stalled forks that perhaps involves SU‐
MO regulation [19].
As discussed in the previous section, BLM interacts with the recombinase, Rad51. Rad51 cat‐
alyzes the pairing of a ssDNA tail and a homologous stretch of dsDNA to promote strand
exchange early in the HR pathway [111]. Following ionizing radiation, Rad51 foci contained
BLM [159]. Rad51 functions in HR, and localizes to ssDNA when DSB are induced [176].
BML can displace the recombinase from the ssDNA filament [112], which can be viewed as
an anti-recombinagenic function [19]. In Rad51-associated D-loops, BLM can interact with
Rad51 and unwind DNA in front of the polymerase [177]. This could favor SDSA leading to
pro-recombinagenic function [19, 177]. BLM, however, also functions in resolution of G-
quadruplex DNA structure and has higher binding affinity for it compared to HJ. BLM heli‐
case activity is required for resolution of this structure [92]. Whereas the BLM/Rad51
interaction would represent an early event in a DNA damage/repair process, the formation
of HJ, on the other hand, is a late event in HR. As discussed in section 5.1, the BLM-Topo3α-
BLAP75/RMI1 complex functions to “dissolve” dHJ by convergent fork migration to gener‐
ate non-cross-over products [178]. This is facilitated by Topo3α relief of superhelicity and by
its ability to cleave and rejoin one strand of a DNA duplex. In the absence of BLM, Topo3α
activity would involve break and rejoining activities instead of dissolution, which could
lead to crossover events and an increase in sister chromatid exchange in BS cells [19]. BLM
that is mutated to be unable to interact with Topo3α can only partially rescue the frequency
of sister chromatid exchange [168]. Thus, together in a complex, BLM and Topo3α achieve
dissolution of a recombinogenic intermediate. BLM has been proposed to regulate ploidy
based on a role along with other members of this complex in resolution of anaphase bridges
[126]. BLM has been found in complexes with mismatch repair protein MLH1 [179, 180]. It
has been found to be present in large complexes containing not only BLM-Topo3a-BLAF75,
but also additional factors. These additional factors could include several BLAF factors, pro‐
teins from the FA (Fanconi anemia) pathway, RPA, and mismatch repair protein MLH1.
[181, 182]. The interactive role of these pathway components remains to be determined.
5.2. WRN: Helicase and exonuclease activities in concert
When WRN biochemical activities were compared using nonhydrolyzable ATPγS to inhibit
only WRN helicase activity or aa substitutions to eliminate only the WRN exonuclease activi‐
ty, the exonuclease activity was shown to function in degradation of the leading strand on
replication fork-type substrates and in degradation of the annealed telomere overhangs on
substrates resembling D-loop structures. WRN binding proteins were inhibitory [149, 183]. In
addition, WRN was found to degrade ssDNA substrates longer than 40 nt with dependence
upon the helicase activity [183]. WRN activities were also explored using WS fibroblasts. In
WS cells, WRN and the enzyme telomerase are able to reverse the phenotype of excess chro‐
mosome fusion. In these cells, the anaphase bridges were missing telomere DNA. Dominant
negative telomerase was not able to rescue the phenotype indicating that a stable telomere
length was needed for rescue [184]. Telomeres are stabilized by a complex of proteins that
bind DNA, known as the shelterin complex [185]. This complex consists of TRF1, TRF2 (dou‐
ble-strand DNA binding proteins), and POT1 (single-strand DNA binding protein) as well as
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ate non-cross-over products [178]. This is facilitated by Topo3α relief of superhelicity and by
its ability to cleave and rejoin one strand of a DNA duplex. In the absence of BLM, Topo3α
activity would involve break and rejoining activities instead of dissolution, which could
lead to crossover events and an increase in sister chromatid exchange in BS cells [19]. BLM
that is mutated to be unable to interact with Topo3α can only partially rescue the frequency
of sister chromatid exchange [168]. Thus, together in a complex, BLM and Topo3α achieve
dissolution of a recombinogenic intermediate. BLM has been proposed to regulate ploidy
based on a role along with other members of this complex in resolution of anaphase bridges
[126]. BLM has been found in complexes with mismatch repair protein MLH1 [179, 180]. It
has been found to be present in large complexes containing not only BLM-Topo3a-BLAF75,
but also additional factors. These additional factors could include several BLAF factors, pro‐
teins from the FA (Fanconi anemia) pathway, RPA, and mismatch repair protein MLH1.
[181, 182]. The interactive role of these pathway components remains to be determined.
5.2. WRN: Helicase and exonuclease activities in concert
When WRN biochemical activities were compared using nonhydrolyzable ATPγS to inhibit
only WRN helicase activity or aa substitutions to eliminate only the WRN exonuclease activi‐
ty, the exonuclease activity was shown to function in degradation of the leading strand on
replication fork-type substrates and in degradation of the annealed telomere overhangs on
substrates resembling D-loop structures. WRN binding proteins were inhibitory [149, 183]. In
addition, WRN was found to degrade ssDNA substrates longer than 40 nt with dependence
upon the helicase activity [183]. WRN activities were also explored using WS fibroblasts. In
WS cells, WRN and the enzyme telomerase are able to reverse the phenotype of excess chro‐
mosome fusion. In these cells, the anaphase bridges were missing telomere DNA. Dominant
negative telomerase was not able to rescue the phenotype indicating that a stable telomere
length was needed for rescue [184]. Telomeres are stabilized by a complex of proteins that
bind DNA, known as the shelterin complex [185]. This complex consists of TRF1, TRF2 (dou‐
ble-strand DNA binding proteins), and POT1 (single-strand DNA binding protein) as well as
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adaptor proteins. The coordinate action of these proteins in the presence of telomerase is
needed to regulate telomere length. Without telomerase, telomeres shorten in length each cell
division [185]. In S phase, WRN colocalizes with TRF2 [145, 186]. TRF1 and TRF2 limit WRN
exonuclease activity on synthetic telomere D-loops [149]. WRN helicase is stimulated by sin‐
gle-stranded DNA binding proteins, RPA or POT1. These proteins modulate WRN exonu‐
clease degradation of the 3’ overhang [149, 187]. The hypothesis is that WRN could unwind
D-loops to facilitate leading strand synthesis through telomeric DNA, and there is also the
possibility that WRN prevents interchromosomal interactions between telomeres [19].
5.2.1. WRN activities in response to G-quadruplex structures in the lagging strand
At the telomere, the G-rich strand is duplicated by lagging-strand synthesis. It may assume
a G-quadruplex structure, which would interrupt the replication fork. Experimentally, when
inhibiting WRN by use of overexpression of a dominant-negative WRN, the helicase defi‐
ciency leads to loss almost entirely affecting the sister telomere on the lagging strand [145].
WRN interaction with FEN-1 (the flap endonuclease involved in the processing of Okazaki
fragments, [188]) could assist in the maturation of these fragments [105, 189]. Data suggest
that WRN may function in concert with lagging strand synthesis perhaps in unwinding
complex structure at the telomere. WRN interacts physically with DNA polymerase delta to
stimulate its activity [190]. WRN can prevent stalling of polymerases delta at telomere se‐
quence in vitro [191]. WRN stimulation of polymerase delta happens only in the absence of
PCNA, which suggests that WRN has a role at stalled forks rather than in the regulation of
processive DNA synthesis [19]. WRN, as opposed to BLM, is specific for G-quadruplex
structure in the trinucleotide repeat of Fragile X syndrome [192].
5.2.2. WRN and Ku in suppression of aberrant recombination at telomeres
Proteins involved in the NHEJ path for repair of DSBs that are found at telomeres include
Ku heterodimer, DNA-PK, MRN complex and ATM [193]. Through interaction with NBS1,
WRN colocalizes with two of these components, Ku and the MRN complex [194]. Under un‐
stable conditions, Ku can suppress sister chromatid exchange at telomeres [195]. Mouse
knockout studies show that WRN normally suppresses aberrant recombination at telomeres
[196].
5.2.3. WRN activities in base excision repair and interstrand cross link repair by HR
WS cells show increased sensitivity to alkylating agents and to agents that increase ROS.
Human fibroblasts in which WRN has been knocked down respond to oxidative stress with
an increase in DNA damage [197]. These observations support a role for WRN in repair of
such damage [198]. DNA damage resulting from oxidation, alkylation, methylation and de‐
amination is repaired by the base excision repair (BER) pathway. WRN interacts with pro‐
teins in this pathway. In addition, WRN helicase activity stimulates and is stimulated by
polymerase beta activity [199]. There is evidence that WRN activity in BER is regulated by
PARP-1, but the reader is referred to references [200, 201]. BRCA1 and BRCA2 play an im‐
portant role in DSB repair in the HR subpathway [202, 203]. HR is a pathway for repairing
interstrand crosslinks (ICL). Cells deficient in either WRN or BRCA1 are hypersensitive to
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induction of ICLs [204, 205]. A physical interaction of WRN with BRCA1 enhances the activ‐
ities of WRN [206]. In addition, data from WRN and/or BRCA1 knockdown studies indicate
that BRCA1 may act cooperatively with WRN in HR during ICL repair [206].
5.3. RECQL4
Data from Recql4-/- mice indicate a role for mouse RECQL4 in genomic stability and in the
promoting cohesion between sister chromatids [207]. Depleting the X. laevis homologue of
RTS, xRTS, in Xenopus egg extracts led to reduced DNA synthesis and an inhibition of RPA
stabilization of ssDNA prior to polymerase loading at unwound origins. The addition of pu‐
rified human RECQL4 could reverse this effect [208]. A nonhelical region in the N terminus
of xRTS could be important in initiation of DNA replication based on its interaction with the
Cut5 protein and the importance of xRTS in loading DNA polymerase alpha onto chromatin
[209]. The N terminus of xRTS is not homologous to that of RECQL4 in mammals, however,
and this role may not be conserved [19]. RECQL4, along with Ctf4 and MCM10, has been
shown to be required for stable association of the CMG complex in human cells. In this
study, Cut5/TopBP1 was not required for CMG stabilization [210]. In the Xenopus replication
model, RECQL4 binds to chromatin that has been processed to resemble DSBs with a de‐
pendence on RPA and ATM activity [211]. Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments
show that RECQL4 functions on DNA in close association with Ku [212]. In HeLa cells hu‐
man RECQL4 forms a complex with Rad51 and colocalizes with Rad51 foci formed after
treatment with etoposide [212]. PML-NB contain a portion of RECQL4 [212]. It is also found
in the nucleolus [213]. When using a T7 phage display screen, RECQL4 was found to inter‐
act with PARP-1, and the association influenced the nuclear localization of RECQL4.
PARP-1 has a role in RECQL4 movement to the nucleolus from the nucleoplasm. When oxi‐
dative stress is induced, as opposed to other types of damage induction, RECQL4 increas‐
ingly localizes in the nucleolus. This trafficking is inhibited by inhibition of PARP [213]. RTS
cells decrease proliferation and synthesis of DNA when exposed to hydrogen peroxide
[214]. Lack of proper response to ROS could lead to premature aging as see in RTS. PARP is
also involved in an end-joining pathway of DNA repair [215, 216]. The role of RECQL4 in its
interaction with PARP-1 is not known (for further discussion see reference [19]).
5.4. MCM2-7
Replication fork stalling, can lead to DSB and chromosomal rearrangements. An S phase
checkpoint is triggered by these events and there is a block to elongation. When this occurs,
the proteins Mrc1, Tof1, and Csm3 (M/T/C complex) interact with the MCM2-7 complex to
stabilize the replication fork. When the M/T/C complex is missing, the replisome continues,
but synthesis stops. This may be partially due to loss of DNA polymerase epsilon from the
fork [217-219]. Studies in yeast provide insight into these activities. The M/T/C complex as‐
sociates with MCM2-7 [218, 220-222] and also with polymerase epsilon [221, 223]. These
physical interactions permit communication between polymerase epsilon and the MCM
complex [223]. The M/T/C complex may be part of the normal replication fork protein en‐
tourage [218, 220, 221, 224]. Mrc1 and Cdc45 coimmunoprecipitate, indicating an interaction
of Mrc1 with the The Replication Progression Complex core, which includes Cdc45, the
MCMs and GINS [223]. In each cell cycle Mrc loads onto replication origins along with the
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induction of ICLs [204, 205]. A physical interaction of WRN with BRCA1 enhances the activ‐
ities of WRN [206]. In addition, data from WRN and/or BRCA1 knockdown studies indicate
that BRCA1 may act cooperatively with WRN in HR during ICL repair [206].
5.3. RECQL4
Data from Recql4-/- mice indicate a role for mouse RECQL4 in genomic stability and in the
promoting cohesion between sister chromatids [207]. Depleting the X. laevis homologue of
RTS, xRTS, in Xenopus egg extracts led to reduced DNA synthesis and an inhibition of RPA
stabilization of ssDNA prior to polymerase loading at unwound origins. The addition of pu‐
rified human RECQL4 could reverse this effect [208]. A nonhelical region in the N terminus
of xRTS could be important in initiation of DNA replication based on its interaction with the
Cut5 protein and the importance of xRTS in loading DNA polymerase alpha onto chromatin
[209]. The N terminus of xRTS is not homologous to that of RECQL4 in mammals, however,
and this role may not be conserved [19]. RECQL4, along with Ctf4 and MCM10, has been
shown to be required for stable association of the CMG complex in human cells. In this
study, Cut5/TopBP1 was not required for CMG stabilization [210]. In the Xenopus replication
model, RECQL4 binds to chromatin that has been processed to resemble DSBs with a de‐
pendence on RPA and ATM activity [211]. Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments
show that RECQL4 functions on DNA in close association with Ku [212]. In HeLa cells hu‐
man RECQL4 forms a complex with Rad51 and colocalizes with Rad51 foci formed after
treatment with etoposide [212]. PML-NB contain a portion of RECQL4 [212]. It is also found
in the nucleolus [213]. When using a T7 phage display screen, RECQL4 was found to inter‐
act with PARP-1, and the association influenced the nuclear localization of RECQL4.
PARP-1 has a role in RECQL4 movement to the nucleolus from the nucleoplasm. When oxi‐
dative stress is induced, as opposed to other types of damage induction, RECQL4 increas‐
ingly localizes in the nucleolus. This trafficking is inhibited by inhibition of PARP [213]. RTS
cells decrease proliferation and synthesis of DNA when exposed to hydrogen peroxide
[214]. Lack of proper response to ROS could lead to premature aging as see in RTS. PARP is
also involved in an end-joining pathway of DNA repair [215, 216]. The role of RECQL4 in its
interaction with PARP-1 is not known (for further discussion see reference [19]).
5.4. MCM2-7
Replication fork stalling, can lead to DSB and chromosomal rearrangements. An S phase
checkpoint is triggered by these events and there is a block to elongation. When this occurs,
the proteins Mrc1, Tof1, and Csm3 (M/T/C complex) interact with the MCM2-7 complex to
stabilize the replication fork. When the M/T/C complex is missing, the replisome continues,
but synthesis stops. This may be partially due to loss of DNA polymerase epsilon from the
fork [217-219]. Studies in yeast provide insight into these activities. The M/T/C complex as‐
sociates with MCM2-7 [218, 220-222] and also with polymerase epsilon [221, 223]. These
physical interactions permit communication between polymerase epsilon and the MCM
complex [223]. The M/T/C complex may be part of the normal replication fork protein en‐
tourage [218, 220, 221, 224]. Mrc1 and Cdc45 coimmunoprecipitate, indicating an interaction
of Mrc1 with the The Replication Progression Complex core, which includes Cdc45, the
MCMs and GINS [223]. In each cell cycle Mrc loads onto replication origins along with the
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polymerases. This occurs after the Replication Progression Complex forms. Mrc migrates
with the replication forks. [218, 219, 224-226]. Tof1, like Mrc, also coimmunoprecipitates
with Cdc45 [227]. The exact mechanism of action of the M/T/C complex is not known. In a
yeast study, the Tof1 homologue could switch regulation between pro- and anti-recombina‐
tion activities in a site-specific manner [228]. Data indicate that a Mrc1 and MCM6-C termi‐
nal interaction senses alkylated DNA damage [221]. The other two subunits Tof1 and Csm3,
may function to sense other types of damage. Although the helicase domains of MCM2-7 are
conserved, the N and C terminals are divergent. Other negative regulators could differen‐
tially bind to these regions to regulate powering of elongation by the MCM2-7 helicase dur‐
ing times of stress [10]. A future question relates to the extent to which leading or lagging
strand polymerase arrest is associated with formation of ssDNA, fork regression and forma‐
tion of abnormal DNA structures [66]. These data indicate a functional connection between
the MCM proteins, which act at stalled forks, and the RecQ proteins, which facilitate repair
of the resulting damage.
6. Summary
BLM, WRN and RECQL4 act during events that stress the advancing replication fork pro‐
viding relief through DNA damage repair and through resolution of aberrant replication/
recombination intermediates, including those present at the telomere. At checkpoint, the
replication proteins at a stalled fork are held stable through communication that occurs due
to proteins that bind and signal to both the MCM complex and polymerase(s). This would
allow repair proteins such as WRN and BLM helicases and RECQL4 to resolve the stress
and thus aid in fork restart. Advancing our knowledge of the RecQ and MCM family activi‐
ties and the mechanisms and signalling behind these activities will increase our understand‐
ing of cancer and aging and perhaps enlighten us regarding how to accommodate these
challenges to human health.
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1. Introduction
The accurate duplication and transmission of genetic information are essential and crucially
important for living organisms. The molecular mechanism of DNA replication has been one
of the central themes of molecular biology, and continuous efforts to elucidate the precise
molecular mechanism of DNA replication have been made since the discovery of the double
helix DNA structure in 1953 [1]. The protein factors that function in the DNA replication
process, have been identified to date in the three domains of life (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Stage of DNA replication
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Table 1. The proteins involved in DNA replication from the three domains of life
Archaea, the third domain of life, is a very interesting living organism to study from the as‐
pects of molecular and evolutional biology. Rapid progress of whole genome sequence anal‐
yses has allowed us to perform comparative genomic studies. In addition, recent microbial
ecology has revealed that archaeal organisms inhabit not only extreme environments, but al‐
so more ordinary habitats. In these situations, archaeal biology is among the most exciting of
research fields. Archaeal cells have a unicellular ultrastructure without a nucleus, resem‐
bling bacterial cells, but the proteins involved in the genetic information processing path‐
ways, including DNA replication, transcription, and translation, share strong similarities
with those of eukaryotes. Therefore, most of the archaeal proteins were identified as homo‐
logues of many eukaryotic replication proteins, including ORC (origin recognition complex),
Cdc6, GINS (Sld5-Psf1-Psf2-Psf3), MCM (minichromosome maintenance), RPA (replication
protein A), PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen), RFC (replication factor C), FEN1 (flap
endonuclease 1), in addition to the eukaryotic primase, DNA polymerase, and DNA ligase;
these are obviously different from bacterial proteins (Table 1) and these proteins were bio‐
chemically characterized [2-4]. Their similarities indicate that the DNA replication machi‐
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neries of Archaea and Eukaryota evolved from a common ancestor, which was different
from that of Bacteria [5]. Therefore, the archaeal organisms are good models to elucidate the
functions of each component of the eukaryotic type replication machinery complex. Genom‐
ic and comparative genomic research with archaea is made easier by the fact that the ge‐
nome size and the number of genes of archaea are much smaller than those of eukaryotes.
The archaeal replication machinery is probably a simplified form of that in eukaryotes. On
the other hand, it is also interesting that the circular genome structure is conserved in Bacte‐
ria and Archaea and is different from the linear form of eukaryotic genomes. These features
have encouraged us to study archaeal DNA replication, in the hopes of gaining fundamental
insights into this molecular mechanism and its machinery from an evolutional perspective.
The study of bacterial DNA replication at a molecular level started in about 1960, and then
eukaryotic studies followed since 1980. Because Archaea was recognized as the third do‐
main of life later, the archaeal DNA replication research became active after 1990. With in‐
creasing the available total genome sequences, the progress of research on archaeal DNA
replication has been rapid, and the depth of our knowledge of archaeal DNA replication has
almost caught up with those of the bacterial and eukaryotic research fields. In this chapter,
we will summarize the current knowledge of DNA replication in Archaea.
2. Replication origin
The basic mechanism of DNA replication was predicted as “replicon theory” by Jacob et al.
[6]. They proposed that an initiation factor recognizes the replicator, now referred to as a
replication origin, to start replication of the chromosomal DNA. Then, the replication origin
of E. coli DNA was identified as oriC (origin of chromosome). The archaeal replication origin
was identified in the Pyrococcus abyssi in 2001 as the first archaeal replication origin. The ori‐
gin was located just upstream of the gene encoding the Cdc6 and Orc1-like sequences in the
Pyrococcus genome [7]. We discovered a gene encoding an amino acid sequence that bore
similarity to those of both eukaryotic Cdc6 and Orc1, which are the eukaryotic initiators. Af‐
ter confirming that this protein actually binds to the oriC region on the chromosomal DNA
we named the gene product Cdc6/Orc1 due to its roughly equal homology with regions of
eukaryotic Orc1 and Cdc6, [7]. The gene consists of an operon with the gene encoding DNA
polymerase D (it was originally called Pol II, as the second DNA polymerase from Pyrococ‐
cus furiosus) in the genome [8]. A characteristic of the oriC is the conserved 13 bp repeats, as
predicted earlier by bioinformatics [9], and two of the repeats are longer and surround a
predicted DUE (DNA unwinding element) with an AT-rich sequence in Pyrococcus genomes
(Figure 2) [10]. The longer repeated sequence was designated as an ORB (Origin Recognition
Box), and it was actually recognized by Cdc6/Orc1 in a Sulfolobus solfataricus study [11]. The
13 base repeat is called a miniORB, as a minimal version of ORB. A whole genome microar‐
ray analysis of P. abyssi showed that the Cdc6/Orc1 binds to the oriC region with extreme
specificity, and the specific binding of the highly purified P. furiosus Cdc6/Orc1 to ORB and
miniORB was confirmed in vitro [12]. It has to be noted that multiple origins were identified
in the Sulfolobus genomes. It is now well recognized that Sulfolobus has three origins and
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they work at the same time in the cell cycle [11, 13-16]. Analysis of the mechanism of how
the multiple origins are utilized for genome replication is an interesting subject in the re‐
search field of archaeal DNA replication. The main questions are how the initiation of repli‐
cation from multiple origins is regulated and how the replication forks progress after the
collision of two forks from opposite directions.
Figure 2. The oriC region in Pyrococcus genome. The region surrounding oriC is presented schematically. The ORB1
and ORB2 are indicated by large arrow, and the mini-ORB repeats are indicated by small arrowheads. DUE is indicated
in red. The unwinding site, determined by in vitro analysis, is indicated in orange. The transition site is indicated by
green arrows. The cdc6/orc1 gene located in downstream is drawn by gray arrow.
3. How does Cdc6/Orc1 recognize oriC?
An important step in characterizing the initiation of DNA replication in Archaea is to under‐
stand how the Cdc6/Orc1 protein recognizes the oriC region. Based upon amino acid se‐
quence alignments, the archaeal Cdc6/Orc1 proteins belong to the AAA+ family of proteins.
The crystal structures of the Cdc6/Orc1 protein from Pyrobaculum aerophilum [17] and one of
the two Cdc6/Orc1 proteins, ORC2 from Aeropyrum pernix (the two homologs in this organ‐
ism are called ORC1 and ORC2 by the authors) [18] were determined. These Cdc6/Orc1 pro‐
teins consist of three structural domains. Domains I and II adopt a fold found in the AAA+
family proteins. A winged helix (WH) fold, which is present in a number of DNA binding
proteins, is found in the domain III. There are four ORBs arranged in pairs on both sides of
the DUE in the oriC region of A. pernix, and ORC1 binds to each ORB as a dimer. A mecha‐
nism was proposed in which ORC1 binds to all four ORBs to introduce a higher-order as‐
sembly for unwinding of the DUE with alterations in both topology and superhelicity [19].
Furthermore, the crystal structures of S. solfataricus Cdc6-1 and Cdc6-3 (two of the three
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Cdc6/Orc1 proteins in this organism) forming a heterodimer bound to ori2 DNA (one of the
three origins in this organism) [20], and that of A. pernix ORC1 bound to an origin sequence
[21] were determined. These studies revealed that both the N-terminal AAA+ ATPase do‐
main (domain I+II) and C-terminal WH domain (domain III) contribute to origin DNA bind‐
ing, and the structural information not only defined the polarity of initiator assembly on the
origin but also indicated the induction of substantial distortion, which probably triggers the
unwinding of the duplex DNA to start replication, into the DNA strands. These structural
data also provided the detailed interaction mode between the initiator protein and the oriC
DNA. Mutational analyses of the Methanothermobactor thermautotrophicus Cdc6-1 protein re‐
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Orc1 and an invariant guanine in the ORB sequence [22].
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tion procedure recently [23]. As shown in Figure 2, the local unwinding site is about 670 bp
away from the transition site between leading and lagging syntheses, which was determined
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replication machinery that must be established at the unwound site are not fully understood
in Archaea, it is expected to minimally include MCM, GINS, primase, PCNA, DNA poly‐
merase, and RPA, as described below. The following P. furiosus studies revealed that the AT‐
Pase activity of the Cdc6/Orc1 protein was completely suppressed by binding to DNA
containing the ORB. Limited proteolysis and DNase I-footprint experiments suggested that
the Cdc6/Orc1 protein changes its conformation on the ORB sequence in the presence of
ATP. The physiological meaning of this conformational change has not been solved, but it
should have an important function to start the initiation process [24] as in the case of bacteri‐
al DnaA protein. In addition, results from an in vitro recruiting assay indicated that MCM
(Mcm protein complex), the replicative DNA helicase, is recruited onto the oriC region in a
Cdc6/Orc1-dependent, but not ATP-dependent, manner [24], as described below. However,
this recruitment is not sufficient for the unwinding function of MCM, and some other func‐
tion remains to be identified for the functional loading of this helicase to promote the pro‐
gression of the DNA replication fork.
4. MCM helicase
After unwinding of the oriC region, the replicative helicase needs to remain loaded to pro‐
vide continuous unwinding of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) as the replication forks prog‐
ress bidirectionally. The MCM protein complex, consisting of six subunits (Mcm2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 7), is known to be the replicative helicase “core” in eukaryotic cells [25]. The MCM fur‐
ther interacts with Cdc45 and GINS, to form a ternary assembly referred to as the “CMG
complex”, that is believed to be the functional helicase in eukaryotic cells (Figure 3) [26].
However, this idea is still not universal for the eukaryotic replicative helicase.
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Figure 3. DNA-Unwinding complex in eukaryotes and archaea. The CMG complex is the replicative helicase for the
template DNA unwinding reaction in eukaryotes. The archaeal genomes contain the homologs of the Mcm and Gins
proteins, but a Cdc45 homolog has not been identified. Recent research suggests that a RecJ-like exonuclease GAN,
which has weak sequence homology to that of Cdc45, may work as a helicase complex with MCM and GINS.
Most archaeal genomes appear to encode at least one Mcm homologue, and the helicase ac‐
tivities of these proteins from several archaeal organisms have been confirmed in vitro
[27-31]. In contrast to the eukaryotic MCM, the archaeal MCMs, consist of a homohexamer
or homo double hexamer, having distinct DNA helicase activity by themselves in vitro, and
therefore, these MCMs on their own may function as the replicative helicase in vivo. The
structure-function relationships of the archaeal Mcms have been aggressively studied using
purified proteins and site-directed mutagenesis [32]. An early report using the ChIP method
showed that the P. abyssi Mcm protein preferentially binds to the origin in vivo in exponen‐
tially growing cells [7, 12]. The P. furiosus MCM helicase does not display significant helicase
activity in vitro. However, the DNA helicase activity was clearly stimulated by the addition
of GINS (the Gins23-Gins51 complex), which is the homolog of the eukaryotic GINS com‐
plex (described below in more detail). This result suggests that MCM works with other ac‐
cessory factors to form a core complex in P. furiosus similar to the eukaryotic CMG complex
as described above [31].
Some archaeal organisms have more than two Cdc6/Orc1 homologs. It was found that the
two Cdc6/Orc1 homologs, Cdc6-1 and Cdc6-2, both inhibit the helicase activity of MCM in
M. thermautotrophicus [33. 34]. Similarly, Cdc6-1 inhibits MCM activity in S. solfataricus [35].
In contrast, the Cdc6-2 protein stimulates the helicase activity of MCM in Thermoplasma acid‐
ophilum [36]. Functional interactions between Cdc6/Orc1 and Mcm proteins need to be inves‐
tigated in greater detail to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the conservation
and diversity of the initiation mechanism in archaeal DNA replication.
Another interesting feature of DNA replication initiation is that several archaea have multi‐
ple genes encoding Mcm homologs in their genomes. Based on the recent comprehensive
genomic analyses, thirteen archaeal species have more than one mcm gene. However, many
of the mcm genes in the archaeal genomes seem to reside within mobile elements, originat‐
ing from viruses [37]. For example, two of the three genes in the Thermococcus kodakarensis
genome are located in regions where genetic elements have presumably been integrated
[38]. The establishment of a genetic manipulation system for T. kodakarensis, is the first for a
hyperthermophilic euryarchaeon [39. 40], and is advantageous for investigating the function
of these Mcm proteins. Two groups have recently performed gene disruption experiments
for each mcm gene [41, 42]. These experiments revealed that the knock-out strains for mcm1
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and mcm2 were easily isolated, but mcm3 could not be disrupted. Mcm3 is relatively abun‐
dant in the T. kodakarensis cells. Furthermore, an in vitro experiment using purified Mcm pro‐
teins showed that only Mcm3 forms a stable hexameric structure in solution. These results
support the contention that Mcm3 is the main helicase core protein in the normal DNA rep‐
lication process in T. kodakarensis.
The functions of the other two Mcm proteins remain to be elucidated. The genes for Mcm1
and Mcm2 are stably inherited, and their gene products may perform some important func‐
tions in the DNA metabolism in T. kodakarensis. The DNA helicase activity of the recombi‐
nant Mcm1 protein is strong in vitro, and a distinct amount of the Mcm1 protein is present in
T. kodakarensis cells. Moreover, Mcm1 functionally interacts with the GINS complex from T.
kodakarensis [42]. These observations strongly suggest that Mcm1 does participate in some
aspect of DNA transactions, and may be substituted with Mcm3. Our immunoprecipitation
experiments showed that Mcm1 co-precipitated with Mcm3 and GINS, although they did
not form a heterohexameric complex [42], suggesting that Mcm1 is involved in the repli‐
some or repairsome and shares some function in T. kodakarensis cells. Although western blot
analysis could not detect Mcm2 in the extract from exponentially growing T. kodakarensis
cells [42], a RT-PCR experiment detected the transcript of the mcm2 gene in the cells (Ishino
et al., unpublished). The recombinant Mcm2 protein also has ATPase and helicase activities
in vitro. [41] Therefore, the mcm2 gene is expressed under normal growth conditions and
may work in some process with a rapid turn over. Further experiments to measure the effi‐
ciency of mcm2 gene transcription by quantitative PCR, as well as to assess the stability of
the Mcm2 protein in the cell extract, are needed. Phenotypic analyses investigating the sensi‐
tivities of the Δmcm1 and Δmcm2 mutant strains to DNA damage caused by various muta‐
gens, as reported for other DNA repair-related genes in T. kodakarensis [43], may provide a
clue to elucidate the functions of these Mcm proteins.
Methanococcus maripaludis S2 harbors four mcm genes in its genome, three of which seem to
be derived from phage, a shotgun proteomics study detected peptides originating from
three out of the four mcm gene products [44]. Furthermore, the four gene products co-ex‐
pressed in E. coli cells were co-purified in the same fraction [45]. These results suggest that
multiple Mcm proteins are functional in the M. maripaludis cells.
5. Recruitment of Mcm to the oriC region
Another important question is how MCM is recruited onto the unwound region of oriC. The
detailed loading mechanism of the MCM helicase has not been elucidated. It is believed that
archaea utilize divergent mechanisms of MCM helicase assembly at the oriC [46].
An in vitro recruiting assay showed that P. furiosus MCM is recruited to the oriC DNA in a
Cdc6/Orc1-dependent manner [24]. This assay revealed that preloading Cdc6/Orc1 onto the
ORB DNA resulted in a clear reduction in MCM recruitment to the oriC region, suggesting
that free Cdc6/Orc1 is preferable as a helicase recruiter, to associate with MCM and bring it
to oriC. It would be interesting to understand how the two tasks, origin recognition and
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MCM recruiting, are performed by the Cdc6/Orc1 protein, because the WH domain, which
primarily recognizes and binds ORB, also has strong affinity for the Mcm protein. The as‐
sembly of the Mcm protein onto the ORB DNA by the Walker A-motif mutant of P. furiosus
Cdc6/Orc1 occurred with the same efficiency as the wild type Cdc6/Orc1. The DNA binding
of P. furiosus Cdc6/Orc1 was not drastically different in the presence and absence of ATP, as
in the case of the initiator proteins from Archaeoglobus fulgidus [28], S. solfataricus [11], and A.
pernix [19]. Therefore, it is still not known whether the ATP binding and hydrolysis activity
of Cdc6/Orc1 regulates the Mcm protein recruitment onto oriC in the cells.
One more important issue is the very low efficiency of the Mcm protein recruitment in the
reported in vitro assay [24]. Quantification of the recruited Mcm protein by the in vitro assay
showed that less than one Mcm hexamer was recruited to the ORB. The linear DNA contain‐
ing ORB1 and ORB2, used in the recruiting assay, may not be suitable to reconstitute the
archaeal DNA replication machinery and a template that more closely mimics the chromo‐
somal DNA may be required. Additionally, it may be that as yet unidentified proteins are
required to achieve efficient in vitro helicase loading in the P. furiosus cells. Finally, it will
ultimately be necessary to construct a more defined in vitro replication system to analyze the
regulatory functions of Cdc6/Orc1 precisely during replication initiation.
In M. thermautotrophicus, the Cdc6-2 proteins can dissociate the Mcm multimers [47]. The ac‐
tivity of Cdc6-2 might be required as the MCM helicase loader in this organism. The interac‐
tion between Cdc6/Orc1 and Mcm is probably general. However, the effect of Cdc6/Orc1 on
the MCM helicase activity differs among various organisms, as described above. Some other
protein factors may function in various archaea, for example a protein that is distantly relat‐
ed to eukaryotic Cdt1, which plays a crucial role during MCM loading in Eukaryota, exists
in some archaeal organisms, although its function has not been characterized yet [14].
6. GINS
The eukaryotic GINS complex was originally identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae as essen‐
tial protein factor for the initiation of DNA replication [48]. GINS consists of four different
proteins, Sld5, Psf1, Psf2, and Psf3 (therefore, GINS is an acronym for Japanese go-ichi-ni-
san, meaning 5-1-2-3, after these four subunits). The amino acid sequences of the four subu‐
nits in the GINS complex share some conservation, suggesting that they are ancestral
paralogs [49]. However, most of the archaeal genomes have only one gene encoding this
family protein, and more interestingly, the Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota (the two major
subdomains of Archaea) characteristically have two genes with sequences similar to Psf2
and Psf3, and Sld5 and Psf1, respectively referred to as Gins23 and Gins51 [31, 49]. A Gins
homolog, designated as Gins23, was biochemically detected in S. solfataricus as the first Gins
protein in Archaea, in a yeast two-hybrid screening for interaction partners of the Mcm pro‐
tein, and another subunit, designated as Gins15, was identified by mass-spectrometry analy‐
sis of an immunoaffinity-purified native GINS from an S. solfataricus cell extract. [50]. The S.
solfataricus GINS, composed of two proteins, Gins23 and Gins15, forms a tetrameric struc‐
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ture with a 2:2 molar ratio [50]. The GINS from P. furiosus, a complex of Gins23 and Gins51
with a 2:2 ratio, was identified as the first euryarchaeal GINS [31]. Gins51 was preferred
over Gins15 because of the order of the name of GINS.
The MCM2-7 hexamer was copurified in complex with Cdc45 and GINS from Drosophila
melanogaster embryo extracts and S. cerevisiae lysates, and the “CMG (Cdc45-MCM2-7-GINS)
complex” (Figure 3), as described above, should be important for the function of the replica‐
tive helicase. The CMG complex was also associated with the replication fork in Xenopus lae‐
vis egg extracts, and a large molecular machine, containing Cdc45, GINS, and MCM2-7, was
proposed as the unwindosome to separate the DNA strands at the replication fork [51].
Therefore, GINS must be a critical factor for not only the initiation process, but also the elon‐
gation process in eukaryotic DNA replication. S. solfataricus GINS interacts with MCM and
primase, suggesting that GINS is involved in the replisome. The concrete function of GINS
in the replisome remains to be determined. No stimulation or inhibition of either the heli‐
case or primase activity was observed by the interaction with S. solfataricus GINS in vitro
[50]. On the other hand, the DNA helicase activity of P. furiosus MCM is clearly stimulated
by the addition of the P. furiosus GINS complex, as described above [31].
In contrast to S. solfataricus and P. furiosus, which each express a Gins23 and Gins51, Thermo‐
plasma acidophilum has a single Gins homolog, Gins51. The recombinant Gins51 protein from
T. acidophilum was confirmed to form a homotetramer by gel filtration and electron micro‐
scopy analyses. Furthermore, a physical interaction between T. acidophilum Gins51 and Mcm
was detected by a surface plasmon resonance analysis (SPR). Although the T. acidophilum
Gins51 did not affect the helicase activity of its cognate MCM, when the equal ratio of each
molecule was tested in vitro [52], an excess amount of Gins51 clearly stimulated the helicase
activity (Ogino et al., unpublished). In the case of T. kodakarensis, the ATPase and helicase
activities of MCM1 and MCM3 were clearly stimulated by T. kodakarensis GINS in vitro. It is
interesting that the helicase activity of MCM1 was stimulated more than that of MCM3.
Physical interactions between the T. kodakarensis Gins and Mcm proteins were also detected
[53]. These reports suggested that the MCM-GINS complex is a common part of the replica‐
tive helicase in Archaea (Figure 3).
Recently, the crystal structure of the T. kodakarensis GINS tetramer, composed of Gins51 and
Gins23 was determined, and the structure was conserved with the reported human GINS
structures [53]. Each subunit of human GINS shares a similar fold, and assembles into the
heterotetramer of a unique trapezoidal shape [54-56]. Sld5 and Psf1 possess the α-helical (A)
domain at the N-terminus and the β-stranded domain (B) at the C-terminus (AB-type). On
the other hand, Psf2 and Psf3 are the permuted version (BA-type). The backbone structure of
each subunit and the tetrameric assembly of T. kodakarensis GINS are similar to those of hu‐
man GINS. However, the location of the C-terminal B domain of Gins51 is remarkably dif‐
ferent between the two GINS structures [53]. A homology model of the homotetrameric
GINS from T. acidophilum was performed using the T. kodakarensis GINS crystal structure as
a template. The Gins 51 protein has a long disordered region inserted between the A and B
domains and this allows the conformation of the C-terminal domains to be more flexible.
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This domain arrangement leads to the formation of an asymmetric homotetramer, rather
than a symmetrical assembly, of the T. kodakarensis GINS [53].
The Cdc45 protein is ubiquitously distributed from yeast to human, supporting the notion
that the formation of the CMG complex is universal in the eukaryotic DNA replication proc‐
ess. However, no archaeal homologue of Cdc45 has been identified. A recent report of bioin‐
formatic analysis showed that the primary structure of eukaryotic Cdc45 and prokaryotic
RecJ share a common ancestry [57]. Indeed, a homolog of the DNA binding domain of RecJ
has been co-purified with GINS from S. solfataricus [50]. Our experiment detected the stimu‐
lation of the 5’-3’ exonuclease activity of the RecJ homologs from P. furiosus and T. kodakaren‐
sis by the cognate GINS complexes (Ishino et al., unpublished). The RecJ homolog from T.
kodakarensis forms a stable complex with the GINS, and the 5’-3’ exonuclease activity is en‐
hanced in vitro; therefore, the RecJ homolog was designated as GAN, from GINS-Associated
Nuclease in a very recent paper [58]. Another related report found that the human Cdc45
structure obtained by the small angle X-ray scattering analysis (SAXS) is consistent with the
crystallographic structure of the RecJ family members [59]. These current findings will pro‐
mote further research on the structures and functions of the higher-order unwindosome in
archaeal and eukaryotic cells (Figure 3).
7. Primase
To initiate DNA strand synthesis, a primase is required for the synthesis of a short oligonu‐
cleotide, as a primer. The DnaG and p48-p58 proteins are the primases in Bacteria and Eu‐
karyota, respectively. The p48-p58 primase is further complexed with p180 and p70, to form
DNA polymerase α-primase complex. The catalytic subunits of the eukaryotic (p48) and
archaeal primases, share a little, but distinct sequence homology with those of the family X
DNA polymerases [60]. The first archaeal primase was identified from Methanococcus janna‐
schii, as an ORF with a sequence similar to that of the eukaryotic p48. The gene product ex‐
hibited DNA polymerase activity and was able to synthesize oligonucleotides on the
template DNA [61]. We characterized the p48-like protein (p41) from P. furiosus. Unexpect‐
edly, the archaeal p41 protein did not synthesize short RNA by itself, but preferentially uti‐
lized deoxynucleotides to synthesize DNA strands up to several kilobases in length [62].
Furthermore, the gene neighboring the p41 gene encodes a protein with very weak similari‐
ty to the p58 subunit of the eukaryotic primase. The gene product, designated p46, actually
forms a stable complex with p41, and the complex can synthesize a short RNA primer, as
well as DNA strands of several hundred nucleotides in vitro [63]. The short RNA but not
DNA primers were identified in Pyrococcus cells, and therefore, some mechanism to domi‐
nantly use RNA primers exists in the cells [10].
Further research on the primase homologs from S. solfataricus [64-66], Pyrococcus horikoshii
[67-69], and P. abyssi [70] showed similar properties in vitro. Notably, p41 is the catalytic sub‐
unit, and the large one modulates the activity in the heterodimeric archaeal primases. The
small and large subunits are also called PriS and PriL, respectively. The crystal structure of
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the N-terminal domain of PriL complexed with PriS of S. solfataricus primase revealed that
PriL does not directly contact the active site of PriS, and therefore, the large subunit may in‐
teract with the synthesized primer, to adjust its length to a 7-14 mer. The structure of the
catalytic center is similar to those of the family X DNA polymerases. The 3’-terminal nucleo‐
tidyl transferase activity, detected in the S. solfataricus primase [64, 66], and the gap-filling
and strand-displacement activities in the P. abyssi primase [70] also support the structural
similarity between PriS and the family X DNA polymerases.
A unique activity, named PADT (template-dependent Polymerization Across Discontinuous
Template), in the S. solfataricus PriSL complex was published very recently [71]. The activity
may be involved in double-strand break repair in Archaea.
The archaeal genomes also encode a sequence similar to the bacterial type DnaG primase.
The DnaG homolog from the P. furiosus genome was expressed in E. coli, but the protein did
not show any primer synthesis activity in vitro, and thus the archaeal DnaG-like protein may
not act as a primase in Pyrococcus cells (Fujikane et al. unpublished). The DnaG-like protein
was shown to participate in RNA degradation, as an exosome component [72, 73]. However,
a recent paper reported that a DnaG homolog from S. solfataricus actually synthesizes pri‐
mers with a 13 nucleotide length [74]. It would be interesting to investigate if the two differ‐
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respectively, in the Sulfolobus cells, as the authors suggested [74]. A proposed hypothesis
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interesting [71].
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mase-helicase interaction probably ensures the coupling of DNA unwinding and priming
during the replication fork progression [50]. Furthermore, the direct interaction between
PriSL and the clamp loader RFC (described below) in S. solfataricus may regulate the primer
synthesis and its transfer to DNA polymerase in archaeal cells [75].
8. Single-stranded DNA binding protein
The single-stranded DNA binding protein, which is called SSB in Bacteria and RPA in Arch‐
aea and Eukaryota, is an important factor to protect the unwound single-stranded DNA
from nuclease attack, chemical modification, and other disruptions during the DNA replica‐
tion and repair processes. SSB and RPA have a structurally similar domain containing a
common fold, called the OB (oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding)-fold, although there
is little amino acid sequence similarity between them [76]. The common structure suggests
that the mechanism of single-stranded DNA binding is conserved in living organisms de‐
spite the lack of sequence similarity. E. coli SSB is a homotetramer of a 20 kDa peptide with
one OB-fold, and the SSBs from Deinococcus radiodurans and Thermus aquaticus consist of a
homodimer of the peptide containing two OB-folds. The eukaryotic RPA is a stable hetero‐
trimer, composed of 70, 32, and 14 kDa proteins. RPA70 contains two tandem repeats of an
OB-fold, which are responsible for the major interaction with a single-stranded DNA in its
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central region. The N-terminal and C-terminal regions of RPA70 mediate interactions with
RPA32 and also with many cellular or viral proteins [77, 78]. RPA32 contains an OB-fold in
the central region [79-81], and the C-terminal region interacts with other RPA subunits and
various cellular proteins [77, 78. 82, 83]. RPA14 also contains an OB-fold [77]. The eukaryotic
RPA interacts with the SV40 T-antigen and the DNA polymerase α-primase complex, and
thus forms part of the initiation complex at the replication origin [84]. The RPA also stimu‐
lates Polα-primase activity and PCNA-dependent Pol δ activity [85, 86].
The RPAs from M. jannaschii and M. thermautotrophicus were reported in 1998, as the first arch‐
aeal single-stranded DNA binding proteins [87-89]. These proteins share amino acid sequence
similarity with the eukaryotic RPA70, and contain four or five repeated OB-fold and one zinc-
finger motif. The M. jannaschii RPA exists as a monomer in solution, and has single-strand
DNA binding activity. On the other hand, P. furiosus RPA forms a complex consisting of three
distinct subunits, RPA41, RPA32, and RPA14, similar to the eukaryotic RPA [90]. The P. furio‐
sus RPA strikingly stimulates the RadA-promoted strand-exchange reaction in vitro [90].
While the euryarchaeal organisms have a eukaryotic-type RPA homologue, the crenarchaeal
SSB proteins appear to be much more related to the bacterial proteins, with a single OB fold
and a flexible C-terminal tail. However, the crystal structure of the SSB protein from S. solfa‐
taricus showed that the OB-fold domain is more similar to that of the eukaryotic RPAs, sup‐
porting the close relationship between Archaea and Eukaryota [91].
The RPA from Methanosarcina acetivorans displays a unique property. Unlike the multiple
RPA proteins found in other archaea and eukaryotes, each subunit of the M. acetivorans
RPAs, RPA1, RPA2, and RPA3, have 4, 2, and 2 OB-folds, respectively, and can act as a dis‐
tinct single-stranded DNA-binding proteins. Furthermore, each of the three RPA proteins,
as well as their combinations, clearly stimulates the primer extension activity of M. acetivor‐
ans DNA polymerase BI in vitro, as shown previously for bacterial SSB and eukaryotic RPA
[92]. Architectures of SSB and RPA suggested that they are composed of different combina‐
tions of the OB fold. Bacterial and eukaryotic organisms contain one type of SSB or RPA, re‐
spectively. In contrast, archaeal organisms have various RPAs, composed of different
organizations of OB-folds. A hypothesis that homologous recombination might play an im‐
portant role in generating this diversity of OB-folds in archaeal cells was proposed, based on
experiments characterizing the engineered RPAs with various OB-folds [93].
9. DNA polymerase
DNA polymerase catalyzes phosphodiester bond formation between the terminal 3’-OH of
the primer and the α-phosphate of the incoming triphosphate to extend the short primer,
and is therefore the main player of the DNA replication process. Based on the amino acid
sequence similarity, DNA polymerases have been classified into seven families, A, B, C, D,
E, X, and Y (Table 2) [94-98].
The fundamental ability of DNA polymerases to synthesize a deoxyribonucleotide chain is
widely conserved, but more specific properties, including processivity, synthesis accuracy,
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and substrate nucleotide selectivity, differ depending on the family. The enzymes within the
same family have basically similar properties. E. coli has five DNA polymerases, and Pol I,
Pol II, and Pol III belong to families A, B, and C, respectively. Pol IV and Pol V are classified
in family Y, as the DNA polymerases for translesion synthesis (TLS). In eukaryotes, the rep‐
licative DNA polymerases, Pol α, Pol δ, and Pol ε, belong to family B, and the translesion
DNA polymerases, η, ι, and κ, belong to family Y [99].
The most interesting feature discovered at the inception of this research area was that the
archaea indeed have the eukaryotic Pol α-like (Family B) DNA polymerases [100-102]. Mem‐
bers of the Crenarchaeota have at least two family B DNA polymerases [103, 104]. On the
other hand, there is only one family B DNA polymerase in the Euryarchaeota. Instead, the
euryarchaeal genomes encode a family D DNA polymerase, proposed as Pol D, which
seems to be specific for these archaeal organisms and has never been found in other do‐
mains [95, 105]. The genes for family Y-like DNA polymerases are conserved in several, but
not all, archaeal genomes. The role of each DNA polymerase in the archaeal cells is still not
known, although the distribution of the DNA polymerases is getting clearer (Table 2) [106].
5
  families of DNA polymerases  
  A B C D E X Y 
Archaea        
 Crenarchaeota  Pol BI, Pol BII Pol BIII   Pol E*  Pol Y 
 Euryarchaeota  Pol BI  Pol D Pol E*  Pol Y 
 Korarchaeota  Pol BI, Pol BII  Pol D    
 Aigarchaeota  Pol BI, Pol BII  Pol D   Pol Y 
 Thaumarchaeota  Pol BI  Pol D   Pol Y 
Bacteria Pol I Pol II Pol III    Pol IV Pol V 
Eukaryota Pol θ  Pol γ** 
Pol α, Pol δ  
Pol ε, Pol ζ    
Pol β, Pol λ Pol 
μ, Pol σ 




Table 2. Distribution of DNA polymerases from seven families in the three domains of life.
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The first family D DNA polymerase was identified from P. furiosus, by screening for DNA
polymerase activity in the cell extract [107]. The corresponding gene was cloned, revealing
that this new DNA polymerase consists of two proteins, named DP1 and DP2, and that the
deduced amino acid sequences of these proteins were not conserved in the DNA polymer‐
ase families [8]. P. furiosus Pol D exhibits efficient strand extension activity and strong proof-
reading activity [8, 108]. Other family D DNA polymerases were also characterized by
several groups [109-115]. The Pol D genes had been found only in Euryarchaeota. However,
recent environmental genomics and cultivation efforts revealed novel phyla in Archaea:
Thaumarchaeota, Korarchaeota, and Aigarchaeota, and their genome sequences harbor the
genes encoding Pol D.
A genetic study on Halobacterium sp. NRC-1 showed that both Pol B and Pol D are essential
for viability [116]. An interesting issue is to elucidate whether Pol B and Pol D work together
at the replication fork for the synthesis of the leading and lagging strands, respectively. Ac‐
cording to the usage of an RNA primer and the presence of strand displacement activity, Pol
D may catalyze lagging strand synthesis [106, 114].
Thaumarchaeota and Aigarchaeota harbor the genes encoding Pol D and crenarchaeal Pol
BII [117, 118], while Korarchaeota encodes Pol BI, Pol BII and Pol D [119]. Biochemical char‐
acterization of these gene products will contribute to research on the evolution of DNA pol‐
ymerases in living organisms. A hypothesis that the archaeal ancestor of eukaryotes
encoded three DNA polymerases, two distinct family B DNA polymerases and a family D
DNA polymerase, which all contributed to the evolution of the eukaryotic replication ma‐
chinery, consisting of Pol α, δ, and ε, has been proposed [120].
A protein is encoded in the plasmid pRN1 isolated from a Sulfolobus strain [121]. This pro‐
tein, ORF904 (named RepA), has primase and DNA polymerase activities in the N-terminal
domain and helicase activity in the C-terminal domain, and is likely to be essential for the
replication of pRN1 [122, 123]. The amino acid sequence of the N-terminal domain lacks ho‐
mology to any known DNA polymerases or primases, and therefore, family E is proposed.
Similar proteins are encoded by various archaeal and bacterial plasmids, as well as by some
bacterial viruses [124]. Recently, one protein, tn2-12p, encoded in the plasmid pTN2 isolated
from Thermococcus nautilus, was experimentally identified as a DNA polymerase in this fam‐
ily [125]. This enzyme is likely responsible for the replication of the plasmids. Further inves‐
tigations of this family of DNA polymerases will be interesting from an evolutional
perspective.
10. PCNA and RFC
The sliding clamp with the doughnut-shaped ring structure is conserved among living or‐
ganisms, and functions as a platform or scaffold for proteins to work on the DNA strands.
The eukaryotic and archaeal PCNAs form a homotrimeric ring structure [126, 127], which
encircles the DNA strand and anchors many important proteins involved in DNA replica‐
tion and repair (Figure 4). PCNA works as a processivity factor that retains the DNA poly‐
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merase on the DNA by binding it on one surface (front side) of the ring for continuous DNA
strand synthesis in DNA replication (Figure 5). To introduce the DNA strand into the central
hole of the clamp ring, a clamp loader is required to interact with the clamp and open its
ring. The archaeal and eukaryotic clamp loader is called RFC (Figure 5). The most studied
archaeal PCNA and RFC molecules to date are P. furiosus PCNA [128-132] and RFC
[133-136]. The PCNA and RFC molecules are essential for DNA polymerase to perform
processive DNA synthesis. The molecular mechanism of the clamp loading process has been
actively investigated [137] (Figure 5). An intermediate PCNA-RFC-DNA complex, in which
the PCNA ring is opened with out-of plane mode, was detected by a single particle analysis
of electron microscopic images using P. furiosus proteins (Figure 6) [138]. The crystal struc‐
ture of the complex, including the ATP-bound clamp loader, the ring-opened clamp, and the
template-primer DNA, using proteins from bacteriophage T4, has recently been published
[139], and our knowledge about the clamp loading mechanism is continuously progressing.
Figure 4. PCNA-interacting proteins
After clamp loading, DNA polymerase accesses the clamp and the polymerase-clamp com‐
plex performs processive DNA synthesis. Therefore, structural and functional analyses of
the DNA polymerase-PCNA complex is the next target to elucidate the overall mechanisms
of replication fork progression. The PCNA interacting proteins contain a small conserved se‐
quence motif, called the PIP box, which binds to a common site on PCNA [140]. The PIP box
consists of the sequence “Qxxhxxaa”, where “x” represents any amino acid, “h” represents a
hydrophobic residue (e.g. L, I or M), and “a” represents an aromatic residue (e.g. F, Y or W).
Archaeal DNA polymerases have PIP box-like motifs in their sequences [141]). However,
only a few studies have experimentally investigated the function of the motifs. The crystal
structure of P. furiosus Pol B complexed with a monomeric PCNA mutant was determined,
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and a convincing model of the polymerase-PCNA ring interaction was constructed [142].
This study revealed that a novel interaction is formed between a stretched loop of PCNA
and the thumb domain of Pol B, in addition to the authentic PIP box. A comparison of the
model structure with the previously reported structures of a family B DNA polymerase
from RB69 phage, complexed with DNA [143, 144], suggested that the second interaction
site plays a crucial role in switching between the polymerase and exonuclease modes, by in‐
ducing a PCNA-polymerase complex configuration that favors synthesis over editing. This
putative mechanism for the fidelity control of replicative DNA polymerases is supported by
experiments, in which mutations at the second interaction site enhanced the exonuclease ac‐
tivity in the presence of PCNA [144]. Furthermore, the three-dimensional structure of the
DNA polymerase-PCNA-DNA ternary complex was analyzed by electron microscopic (EM)
single particle analysis. This structural view revealed the entire domain configuration of the
trimeric ring of PCNA and DNA polymerase, including the protein-protein or protein-DNA
contacts. This architecture provides clearer insights into the switching mechanism between
the editing and synthesis modes [145].
Figure 5. Mechanisms of processive DNA synthesis The clamp loader (RFC) tethers the clamp (PCNA) onto the pri‐
mer terminus of the DNA strand. The clamp loader is then replaced by DNA polymerase, which can synthesize the
DNA strand processively without falling off.
In contrast to most euryarchaeal organisms, which have a single PCNA homolog forming a
homotrimeric ring structure, the majority of crenarchaea have multiple PCNA homologues,
and they are capable of forming heterotrimeric rings for their functions [146, 147]. It is espe‐
cially interesting that the three PCNAs, PCNA1, PCNA2, and PCNA3, specifically bind
PCNA binding proteins, including DNA polymerases, DNA ligases, and FEN-1 endonu‐
clease [147, 148]. Detailed structural studies of the heterologous PCNA from S. solfataricus
revealed that the interaction modes between the subunits are conserved with those of the
homotrimeric PCNAs [149, 150].
T. kodakarensis is the only euryarchaeal species that has two genes encoding PCNA homo‐
logs on the genome [38]. These two genes from the T. kodakarensis genome, and the highly
purified gene products, PCNA1 and PCNA2, were characterized [151]. PCNA1 stimulated
the DNA synthesis reactions of the two DNA polymerases, Pol B and Pol D, from T. kodakar‐
ensis in vitro. PCNA2 however only had an effect on Pol B. The T. kodakarensis strain with
pcna2 disruption was isolated, whereas gene disruption for pcna1 was not possible. These re‐
sults suggested that PCNA1 is essential for DNA replication, and PCNA2 may play a differ‐
ent role in T. kodakarensis cells. The sensitivities of the Δpcna2 mutant strain to ultraviolet
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T. kodakarensis is the only euryarchaeal species that has two genes encoding PCNA homo‐
logs on the genome [38]. These two genes from the T. kodakarensis genome, and the highly
purified gene products, PCNA1 and PCNA2, were characterized [151]. PCNA1 stimulated
the DNA synthesis reactions of the two DNA polymerases, Pol B and Pol D, from T. kodakar‐
ensis in vitro. PCNA2 however only had an effect on Pol B. The T. kodakarensis strain with
pcna2 disruption was isolated, whereas gene disruption for pcna1 was not possible. These re‐
sults suggested that PCNA1 is essential for DNA replication, and PCNA2 may play a differ‐
ent role in T. kodakarensis cells. The sensitivities of the Δpcna2 mutant strain to ultraviolet
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irradiation (UV), methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) and mitomycin C (MMC) were indistin‐
guishable to those of the wild type strain. Both PCNA1 and PCNA2 form a stable ring struc‐
ture and work as a processivity factor for T. kodakarensis Pol B in vitro. The crystal structures
of the two PCNAs revealed the different interactions at the subunit-subunit interfaces [152].
Figure 6. Electron Microscopic Analysis of P. furious DNA polymerase-PCNA-DNA complex. The complex in the
editing mode of the DNA polymerase-PCNA-DNA ternary complex was shown. (A) Electron microscopic (EM) map of
the complex is depicted by gray surface. DNA polymerase and PCNA are shown in a ribbon representation colored
purple and blue, respectively. The DNA is colored white. The exonuclease active site is shown in a green ribbon. (B)
Schematic view of the complex.
The RFC molecule is conserved as a pentameric complex in Eukaryota and Archaea. Howev‐
er, the eukaryotic RFC is a heteropentameric complex, consisting of five different proteins,
RFC1 to 5, in which RFC1 is larger than the other four RFCs. On the other hand, the archaeal
RFC consists of two proteins, RFCS (small) and RFCL (large), in a 4 to 1 ratio. A different
form of RFC, consisting of three subunits, RFCS1, RFCS2, and RFCL, in a 3 to 1 to 1 ratio,
was also identified from M. acetivorans [153]. The three subunits of RFC may represent an
intermediate stage in the evolution of the more complex RFC in Eukaryota from the less
complex RFC in Archaea [153, 154]. The subunit organization and the spatial distribution of
the subunits in the M. acetivorans RFC complex were analyzed and compared with those of
the E. coli γ-complex, which is also a pentamer consisting of three different proteins. These
two clamp loaders adopt similar subunit organizations and spatial distributions, but the
functions of the individual subunits are likely to be diverse [154].
11. DNA ligase
DNA ligase is essential to connect the Okazaki fragments of the discontinuous strand syn‐
thesis during DNA replication, and therefore, it universally exists in all living organisms.
This enzyme catalyzes phosphodiester bond formation via three nucleotidyl transfer steps
[155, 156]. In the first step, DNA ligase forms a covalent enzyme-AMP intermediate, by re‐
acting with ATP or NAD+ as a cofactor. In the second step, DNA ligase recognizes the sub‐
strate DNA, and the AMP is subsequently transferred from the ligase to the 5’-phosphate
terminus of the DNA, to form a DNA-adenylate intermediate (AppDNA). In the final step,
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the 5’-AppDNA is attacked by the adjacent 3’-hydroxy group of the DNA and a phospho‐
diester bond is formed. DNA ligases are grouped into two families, according to their re‐
quirement for ATP or NAD+ as a nucleotide cofactor in the first step reaction. ATP-
dependent DNA ligases are widely found in all three domains of life, whereas NAD+-
dependent DNA ligases exist mostly in Bacteria. Some halophilic archaea [157] and
eukaryotic viruses [158] also have NAD+-dependent enzymes.
Three genes (LIG1, LIG3 and LIG4) encoding ATP-dependent DNA ligases have been identi‐
fied in the human genome to date and DNA ligase I (Lig I), encoded by LIG1, is a replicative
enzyme that joins Okazaki fragments during DNA replication [156]. The first gene encoding
a eukaryotic-like ATP-dependent DNA ligase was found in the thermophilic archaeon, De‐
sulfolobus ambivalens [159]. Subsequent identifications of the DNA ligases from archaeal or‐
ganisms revealed that these enzymes primarily use ATP as a cofactor. However, this
classification may not be so strict. The utilization of NAD+, as well as ATP, as a cofactor has
been observed in several DNA ligases, including those from T. kodakarensis [160], T. fumico‐
lans, P. abyssi [161]), Thermococcus sp. NA1 [162], T. acidophilum, Picrophilus torridus, and Fer‐
roplasma acidophilum, although ATP is evidently preferable in all of the cases [163] (Table 3).
The dual co-factor specificity (ATP/NAD+) is an interesting feature of these DNA ligase en‐
zymes and it will be enlightening to investigate the structural basis for this. Another dual
co-factor specificity exists in the archaeal DNA ligases, which use ADP as well as ATP, as
found in the enzymes from A. pernix [164] and Staphylothermus marinus [165], and in the case
of Sulfobococcus zilligii, GTP is also the functional cofactor [166]. The DNA ligases from P.
horikoshii [167] and P. furiosus [168] have a strict ATP preference (Table 3). Sufficient bio‐
chemical data have not been obtained to resolve the issue of dual co-factor specificity, and
further biochemical and structural analyses are required.
cofactor
ATP ATP and ADP ATP and NAD+ ATP, ADP, and GTP
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans Aeropyrum pernix Ferroplasma acidophilum Sulfophobococcus zilligii




Pyrococcus horikoshii Thermococcus kodakarensis
Pyrococcus furiosus Thermococcus sp.
Sulfolobus acidocaldarius Thermoplasma acidophilum
Sulfolobus shibatae
Thermococcus sp. 1519
Table 3. Cofactor dependency of the archaeal DNA ligases
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The dual co-factor specificity (ATP/NAD+) is an interesting feature of these DNA ligase en‐
zymes and it will be enlightening to investigate the structural basis for this. Another dual
co-factor specificity exists in the archaeal DNA ligases, which use ADP as well as ATP, as
found in the enzymes from A. pernix [164] and Staphylothermus marinus [165], and in the case
of Sulfobococcus zilligii, GTP is also the functional cofactor [166]. The DNA ligases from P.
horikoshii [167] and P. furiosus [168] have a strict ATP preference (Table 3). Sufficient bio‐
chemical data have not been obtained to resolve the issue of dual co-factor specificity, and
further biochemical and structural analyses are required.
cofactor
ATP ATP and ADP ATP and NAD+ ATP, ADP, and GTP
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans Aeropyrum pernix Ferroplasma acidophilum Sulfophobococcus zilligii




Pyrococcus horikoshii Thermococcus kodakarensis
Pyrococcus furiosus Thermococcus sp.
Sulfolobus acidocaldarius Thermoplasma acidophilum
Sulfolobus shibatae
Thermococcus sp. 1519
Table 3. Cofactor dependency of the archaeal DNA ligases
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The crystal structure of P. furiosus DNA ligase [169] was solved and the physical and func‐
tional interactions between the DNA ligase and PCNA was shown [168]. The detailed inter‐
action mode between human Lig I and PCNA is somewhat unclear, because of several
controversial reports [170-172]. The stimulatory effect of P. furiosus PCNA on the enzyme ac‐
tivity of the cognate DNA ligase was observed at a high salt concentration, at which a DNA
ligase alone cannot bind to a nicked DNA substrate. Interestingly, the PCNA-binding site is
located in the middle of the N-terminal DNA binding domain (DBD) of the P. furiosus DNA
ligase, and the binding motif, QKSFF, which is proposed as a shorter version of the PIP box,
is actually looped out from the protein surface [168]. Interestingly, this motif is located in the
middle of the protein chain, rather than the N- or C-terminal region, where the PIP boxes are
usually located. To confirm that this motif is conserved in the archaeal/eukaryotic DNA li‐
gases, the physical and functional interactions between A. pernix DNA ligase and PCNA
was analyzed and the interaction was shown to mainly depend on the phenylalanine 132
residue, which is located in the predicted region from the multiple sequence alignment of
the ATP-dependent DNA ligases [173].
The crystal structure of the human Lig I, complexed with DNA, was solved as the first ATP-
dependent mammalian DNA ligase, although the ligase was an N-terminal truncated form
[174]. The structure comprises the N-terminal DNA binding domain, the middle adenyla‐
tion domain, and the C-terminal OB-fold domain. The crystal structure of Lig I (residues 233
to 919) in complex with a nicked, 5'-adenylated DNA intermediate revealed that the enzyme
redirects the path of the dsDNA, to expose the nick termini for the strand-joining reaction.
The N-terminal DNA-binding domain works to encircle the DNA substrate like PCNA and
to stabilize the DNA in a distorted structure, positioning the catalytic core on the nick. The
crystal structure of the full length DNA ligase from P. furiosus revealed that the architecture
of each domain resembles those of Lig I, but the domain arrangements strikingly differ be‐
tween the two enzymes [168]. This domain rearrangement is probably derived from the “do‐
main-connecting” role of the helical extension conserved at the C-termini in the archaeal and
eukaryotic DNA ligases. The DNA substrate in the open form of Lig I is replaced by motif
VI at the C-terminus, in the closed form of P. furiosus DNA ligase. Both the shapes and elec‐
trostatic distributions are similar between motif VI and the DNA substrate, suggesting that
motif VI in the closed state mimics the incoming substrate DNA. The subsequently solved
crystal structure of S. solfataricus DNA ligase is the fully open structure, in which the three
domains are highly extended [175]. In this work, the S. solfataricus ligase-PCNA complex
was also analyzed by SAXS. S. solfataricus DNA ligase bound to the PCNA ring still retains
an open, extended conformation. The closed, ring-shaped conformation observed in the Lig
I structure as described above is probably the active form to catalyze a DNA end-joining re‐
action, and therefore, it is proposed that the open-to-closed movement occurs for ligation,
and the switch in the conformational change is accommodated by a malleable interface with
PCNA, which serves as an efficient platform for DNA ligation [175]. After the publication of
these crystal structures, the three-dimensional structure of the ternary complex, consisting
of DNA ligase-PCNA-DNA, using the P. furiosus proteins was obtained by EM single parti‐
cle analysis [176]. In the complex structure, the three domains of the crescent-shaped P. fur‐
iosus DNA ligase surround the central DNA duplex, encircled by the closed PCNA ring. The
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relative orientations of the ligase domains remarkably differ from those of the crystal struc‐
tures, and therefore, a large domain rearrangement occurs upon ternary complex formation.
In the EM image model, the DNA ligase contacts PCNA at two sites, the conventional PIP
box and a novel second contact in the middle adenylation domain. It is also interesting that
a substantial DNA tilt from the PCNA ring axis is observed. Based on these structural analy‐
ses, a mechanism in which the PCNA binding proteins are bound and released sequentially.
In fact, most of the PCNA binding proteins share the same binding sites in the interdomain
connecting loop (IDCL) and the C-terminal tail of the PCNA. The structural features exclude
the possibility that the three proteins contact the single PCNA ring simultaneously, because
DNA ligase occupies two of the three subunits of the PCNA trimer. In the case of the RFC-
PCNA-DNA complex structure obtained by the same EM technique, RFC entirely covers the
PCNA ring, thus blocking the access of other proteins [138]. These ternary complexes appear
to favor a mechanism involving the sequential binding and release of replication factors.
12. Flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1)
Efficient processing of Okazaki fragments to make a continuous DNA strand is essential for
the lagging strand synthesis in asymmetric DNA replication. The primase-synthesized
RNA/DNA primers need to be removed to join the Okazaki fragments into an intact contin‐
uous strand DNA. Flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1) is mainly responsible for this task. Okazaki
fragment maturation is highly coordinated with continuous DNA synthesis, and the interac‐
tions of DNA polymerase, FEN1, and DNA ligase with PCNA allow these enzymes to act
sequentially during the maturation process, as described above.
FEN1, a structure-specific 5’-endonuclease, specifically recognizes a dsDNA with an unan‐
nealed 5’-flap [177, 178]. In the eukaryotic Okazaki fragment processing system, 5’-flap
DNA structures are formed by the strand displacement activity of DNA polymerase δ. Lig I
seals the nick after the flapped DNA is cleaved by FEN1. These processing steps are facilitat‐
ed by PCNA [179]. The interactions between eukaryotic FEN1 and PCNA have been well
characterized [140, 171], and the stimulatory effect of PCNA on the FEN1 activity was also
shown [180]. The crystal structure of the human FEN1-PCNA complex revealed three FEN1
molecules bound to each PCNA subunit of the trimer ring in different configurations [181].
Based on these structural analyses together with the description in the DNA ligase section, a
flip-flop transition mechanism, which enables proteins to internally switch for different
functions on the same DNA clamp are currently being considered.
The eukaryotic homologs of FEN1 were found in Archaea [182]. The crystal structures of
FEN1 from M. jannaschii [183], P. furiosus [184], P. horikoshii [185], A. fulgidus [186], and S.
solfataricus [150] have been determined. In addition, detailed biochemical studies were per‐
formed on P. horikoshii FEN1 [187, 188]. Thus, studies of the archaeal FEN1 proteins have
provided important insights into the structural basis of the cleavage reaction of the flapped
DNA. Our recent research showed that the flap endonuclease activity of P. furiosus FEN1
was stimulated by PCNA. Furthermore, the stimulatory effect of PCNA on the sequential
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action of FEN1 and DNA ligase was observed in vitro (Kiyonari et al., unpublished). Based
on these results, a model of the molecular switching mechanisms of the last steps of Okaza‐
ki-fragment maturation was constructed. The quaternary complex of FEN1-Lig-PCNA-DNA
was also isolated for the EM single particle analysis. These studies will provide more con‐
crete image of the molecular mechanism.
13. Summary and perspectives
Research on the molecular mechanism of DNA replication has been a central theme of mo‐
lecular biology. Archaeal organisms became popular in the total genome sequencing age, as
described above, and most of the DNA replication proteins are now equally understood by
biochemical characterizations. In addition, the archaeal studies are especially interesting to
understand the mechanisms by which cells live in extreme environmental conditions. Fur‐
thermore, it is also noteworthy that the proteins from the hyperthermophilic archaea are
more stable than those from mesophilic organisms, and they are advantageous for the struc‐
tural and functional analyses of higher-ordered complexes, such as the replisome. Studies
on the higher-ordered complexes, rather than single proteins, are essential for understand‐
ing each of the events involved in DNA metabolism, and the archaeal research will continu‐
ously contribute to the development and advancement of the DNA replication research
field, as summarized in part in a recent review [189, 190].
In addition to basic molecular biology research, DNA replication proteins from thermo‐
philes have been quite useful reagents for gene manipulations, including genetic diagnosis,
forensic DNA typing, and detection of bacterial and virus infections, as well as basic re‐
search. Numerous enzymes have been commercialized around the world, and are utilized
daily. An example of the successful engineering of an archaeal DNA polymerase for PCR is
the creation of the fusion protein between P. furiosus Pol B and a nonspecific dsDNA bind‐
ing protein, Sso7d, from S. solfataricus, by genetic engineering techniques [191]. The fusion
DNA polymerase overcame the low processivity of the wild type Pol B by the high affinity
Sso7d to the DNA strand. As another example, we successfully developed a novel proces‐
sive PCR method, using the archaeal Pol B with the help of a mutant PCNA [192, 193]. Sev‐
eral DNA sequencing technologies, referred to as “next-generation sequencing”, have been
developed [194, 195], and are now commercially available. Single-molecule detection, using
dye-labeled modified nucleotides and longer read lengths, is now known as “third-genera‐
tion DNA sequencing” [196]. These technologies apply DNA polymerases or DNA ligases
from various sources, indicating that these DNA replication enzymes are indispensable for
the development of DNA manipulation technology. These facts prove that the progress of
the basic research on the molecular biology of archaeal DNA replication will promote the
development of the new technologies for genetic engineering.
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1. Introduction
DNA replication allows cell division and population growth of living organisms. Here we
will focus on DNA replication in prokaryotic single celled microorganisms. Several excellent
reviews of the molecular processes that carry out DNA replication in bacteria already exist,
E. coli being the model described in most detail (Langston LD et al., 2009; Quiñones-Valles et
al., 2011). Briefly, the process begins when DnaA (DNA initiator replication protein) in its
activated form (DnaA-ATP) recognizes and binds the oriC (origin of replication on the bacte‐
rial chromosome). In the following step, the replisome is assembled and binds to the com‐
plex of DnaA-ATP at the oriC. Next, the DNA strands are separated and synthesis of the
complementary strands initiates followed by elongation steps. The molecular mechanisms
of elongation differ depending on the strand used as a template; the leading strand is repli‐
cated continuously starting from a unique RNA primer, whereas on the lagging strand DNA
polymerase III must recognize several RNA primers, previously synthesized by DnaG, and
then replicate each DNA fragment (Okazaki fragments). This is followed by the replacement
of RNA primers by DNA polymerase I, and removal of nicks by a DNA ligase. The whole
process concludes when replisomes reach the ter site, almost opposite to oriC on the circular
DNA molecule. Tus proteins are attached to the ter sites and when replisomes reach these
complexes, they collide and finally are disassembled (see Figure 1 for an overview of the
whole process).
From another aspect, one of the more challenging areas of Synthetic Biology is the design
and construction of minimal cells. The accomplishment of this aim might contribute to an‐
swering basic questions about the minimal components necessary to sustain life systems, in
addition to cell auto-organization, function and evolution. In a practical application, mini‐
© 2013 Martinez-Antonio et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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mal cells can be used as a background chassis for the generation of dedicated biological sys‐
tems designed for the synthesis or degradation of diverse compounds of interest.
Figure 1. Main steps of DNA replication in bacteria. a) Initiation of DNA replication; the datA locus has a high affini‐
ty for binding DnaA (1). DnaA binds to ATP, homo-multimers of DnaA-ATP are formed (2). These homo-multimers
bind to oriC and once replication is initiated SeqA binds this region and prevents initiation of a new replication event
(3). The SSB (single strand binding) protein and DnaB assist the complex to open the DNA strands and release DnaC
(4). A DNA topoisomerase helps to further unfold the DNA strands (5). b) The elongation phase; the replication fork is
formed and the replisome is assembled (6). DNA polymerase III replicates the leading strand (7). DnaG incorporates
RNA primers as primers for replication of the lagging strand (8). Polymerase III can now replicate Okazaki fragments
on the lagging strand (9). DNA polymerase I replaces RNA nucleotides for DNA nucleotides (10). A DNA ligase (LigA)
seals the nicks on contiguous DNA fragments (11). c) Termination of DNA replication; The protein Tus binds to the ter
sites, when replisomes reach Tus, replication ceases (12). The recombinases XerC and XerD resolve the replicated DNA
strands (13). Finally, FtsK translocates the DNA strands and each double-stranded DNA molecule can be liberated (14).
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seals the nicks on contiguous DNA fragments (11). c) Termination of DNA replication; The protein Tus binds to the ter
sites, when replisomes reach Tus, replication ceases (12). The recombinases XerC and XerD resolve the replicated DNA
strands (13). Finally, FtsK translocates the DNA strands and each double-stranded DNA molecule can be liberated (14).
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In recent years, the essential properties and capabilities necessary to develop minimum cells
have been broadly speculated (MacDonald et al., 2011). Among these characteristics it is evi‐
dent that DNA replication should be a fundamental property of these biosystems. Many
genes for DNA replication are found to be conserved when comparative analysis of bacterial
genomes is carried out. These types of genes are considered as informational genes, in
charge of maintaining the genetic code, and are among the genes less frequently found be
horizontally transferable (Jain et al, 1999). Therefore by genomic comparisons and functional
analyses it is possible to propose a minimum core of genes capable of supporting the proc‐
ess of DNA replication.
From a genetic point of view, and for the purpose of this study it is important to state our
definition of a minimal DNA auto-replicative system (MiDARS) as: a genetic system compris‐
ing the minimum number of DNA components, including regulatory elements and gene products
necessary for the auto-replication of the DNA molecule on which they are encoded, functioning in an
in vitro condition.
In this chapter we will develop a proposal for the construction of such an auto-replicative
DNA system. This system is designed to serve as a scaffold for the incorporation of addi‐
tional biological functions such as transcription and translation, etc. For the scaffold design
we exploit information of genes necessary for replication in E. coli that are highly conserved
in bacteria with extremely reduced genomes and analyze their functional role in DNA repli‐
cation in order to finally propose a minimal genetic system with a DNA auto-replicatory
function.
2. Minimal cells and minimal genetic systems
A minimal cell can be defined as a biological system that has the minimal number of genetic
parts and molecular components for supporting life functions under defined growth condi‐
tions. In other words, it includes only the necessary number of genes and derived biomolec‐
ular machinery that are considered basic to support life functions (Jewett and Forster, 2010).
The concept of life is intrinsically complex; in biochemical terms it could be defined by three
basic characteristics (Luisi et al., 2006):
1. auto-regulation of metabolism,
2. auto-replication of the genetic material and,
3. controlled evolution of their components and functions.
The design and synthesis of minimal cells depends on the environmental conditions the sys‐
tems will be exposed to. Initially, we might consider that a minimal cell should be exposed
to the most favorable conditions in order to facilitate its conception and function. These fa‐
vorable conditions will require an environment where the cell is not suffering any kind of
environmental stress. Nonetheless, even this ideal scenario is a challenging condition to di‐
rect the rational design of components of a minimal cellular system since the genes for many
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cellular functions are not yet totally defined. What we could do is to start to reconstruct min‐
imal biological functions that are more or less well defined. These might be the processes
relating to the central dogma of molecular biology: DNA replication, DNA transcription and
mRNA translation (Figure 2). Some of these functions have been the object of different stud‐
ies; e. g. transcription and translation were successfully recreated in the experiment of Asa‐
hara (2010) by separately expressing the components of the E. coli RNA polymerase,
including the sigma70 factor and reconstituting the function of the complete enzyme in vitro.
Since one of the fundamental characteristics of life systems is the replication of their own
genetic material, we can consider the design of minimal genetic systems that sustain DNA
auto-replication as an important to starting point.
Figure 2. Representation of a hypothetical minimal auto-replicative system. One of the key features of the mini‐
mal cell is that it should perform basic functions such as transcription, translation and replication of the genetic infor‐
mation contained in its genome.
3. Approaches for the development of minimal genetic systems
Currently there are two approaches for the study of minimal biological systems. These are
the top down and bottom up strategies (Delaye L & Moya A, 2009; Murtas, 2009). The top down
approach considers the analysis of existing biological systems and, by following a reduction‐
ist approach, looks to minimize the number of components either by searching for con‐
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served genetic elements or by experimentally reducing the genome without losing
functionality. This strategy was used to reduce the E. coli genome by 15% by deleting non-
essential genes, recombinogenic and mobile DNA elements, and cryptic genes. The resulting
cells had good growth profiles and showed improved performance for protein production
(Pósfai et al., 2006). Another focus of this approach is to carry out comparative genomics
and define a set of conserved genes such as those in charge of specific functions (Gil et al.,
2004; Forster & Church, 2006).
On the other hand, the bottom up approach involves the construction of complex systems
starting from relatively simple molecular precursors. A classical example is the experiment
of Miller, who obtained amino acids from a mixture of simple organic and inorganic mole‐
cules (Miller, 1953).
Considering the design and construction of minimal genetic systems, benefits should be ob‐
tained by employing both complementary top down and bottom up approaches.
4. Escherichia coli as a model organism for the design of a minimal DNA
auto-replicative system
Escherichia coli is a bacillary Gram-negative, aerobic, facultative and non-sporulating organ‐
ism. It was discovered in 1885 by the physician Theodore von Escherich and is now classi‐
fied as part of the Enterobacteriaceae family of the Gamma-proteobacterias (Blattner et al.,
1997).
This bacterium lives in the intestine of mammals, and assists its hosts with assimilation of
nutrients, providing some vitamins and preventing the establishment of bacterial patho‐
gens. Since its discovery, E. coli has been widely used as a working model in the laboratory
to study biochemistry and diverse molecular processes. In addition, it has been widely used
in biotechnology as a vehicle for the expression of multiple recombinant proteins and whole
metabolic pathways.
Arthur Kornberg was one of the most prominent investigators in molecular biology and a
pioneer in the description of the replicative process using E. coli as a model. For his accom‐
plishments in the field he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine in 1959.
He discovered DNA polymerase I (Bessman et al., 1958; Lehman et al., 1958a), and describes
the synthesis of DNA as a process based on the use of a single strand of DNA as a template
(Lehman et al., 1958b). Later, Kornberg and his collaborators discovered additional enzymes
involved in DNA replication: DNA primase, DNA helicase, DnaA, PriA among others.
Nowadays, the replication process and the replicative enzymes of E. coli are the best under‐
stood and characterized of any organism.
From a biotechnological standpoint, E. coli shows three important characteristics that make
it an ideal organism to serve as the platform for the design of a synthetic cellular program
(Foley & Shuler, 2010):
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1. functionally it is the organism best characterized at the molecular and biochemical lev‐
els in terms of components of metabolism,
2. it has proven to be a robust vehicle for the expression of multiple biotechnological proc‐
esses,
3. it has a short growth cycle and is easy to manipulate genetically.
Additionally, the genome of E. coli serves as the principal source of standardized genetic
parts for the construction of genetic circuits, the “BioBricks”, in a project whose aim is to
standardize genetic parts to facilitate biological engineering (http://partsregistry.org),
(Smolke, 2009). Most biobricks are designed to function in E. coli, therefore, we think E. coli
is the best organism of choice for the design of a DNA auto-replicative system.
5. Comparison of the DNA replicative machinery of E. coli with that of
bacteria with reduced genomes
Comparative genomics is a powerful approach that allows the identification of genetic se‐
quences sharing identity/similarity among different organisms. Through these comparisons
it is possible to identify conserved genes and predict the components of the replicative ma‐
chinery in several different organisms.
For our purpose, among the organisms of interest to consider in our design are those with
extremely reduced genomes. A characteristic of these organisms is that they are incapable of
growth in a free-living manner. The genomes of organisms with these characteristics corre‐
spond to those having the minimum number of genes possible in nature. From these we
chose the 25 organisms with the most reduced genomes known to date (Table 1). All of these
genomes contain less than 1,200 kbp of DNA and all are endosymbiotic bacteria, most of
which are thought to survive at the expense of the host.
In these organisms, we searched for genes encoding enzymes involved in DNA replicative func‐
tions with orthology to the replicative machinery from E. coli (Table 2). To find orthologous genes
we followed two complementary strategies: we looked for Clusters of Orthologous Groups
(COGs, Tatusov et al., 2003) and also used bidirectional best blast hits (Moreno-Hagelsieb & Lat‐
imer, 2008). In Table 2 the blue cells indicate where genes orthologous to E. coli are present in the
target organism. In the table we show orthologous genes to be present in at least fifteen of these
bacteria. Remarkably, bacteria with the most reduced genomes; Carsonella ruddii PV (Nakaba‐
chi et al., 2006; Tamames et al., 2007), Hodgkinia cicadicola Dsem (McCutcheon et al., 2009) and
Tremblaya princeps PCIT (López-Madrigal et al., 2011; McCutcheon & Moran, 2011) had only 5, 3
and 5 genes related to replication respectively which were orthologous to E. coli. These three or‐
ganisms are strict endosymbionts of insects, with the smallest genomes known to date (Table 2).
The fact that these bacteria showed fewer genes related to DNA replication in comparison to bac‐
teria with larger genomes (Figure 3), indicates that the minimal replicative machinery in these
organisms might be composed by a small number of constituents. This observation raises many
open questions, for instance:
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Table 1. Bacteria with genome sizes less than 1200 kbp
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Figure 3. Conservation of DNA replicative machinery in bacteria with reduced genomes. Graph showing the relation‐
ship between number of genes annotated with DNA replicative functions versus genome sizes.
i. Are these genes sufficient to sustain the process of replication of an entire chromosome?;
ii. Does the host supply the missing elements for replication of the endosymbionts
DNA? and,
iii. Do these organisms use additional proteins in comparison to those currently de‐
scribed for the process of DNA replication?
The apparent requirement of only a handful of genes for DNA replication in extremely re‐
duced genomes, compared with the 228 annotated in E. coli, might suggest a parsimonious
mechanism of DNA replication in endosymbiont bacteria since they are always living in sta‐
ble environments. The genes which are more highly conserved in both reduced genomes
and E. coli are those whose products form the replisome (dnaE, dnaB, dnaN, dnaG, dnaX,
dnaQ, ssb, holA and holB), the genes encoding for DNA topoisomerase type II (gyrA and
gyrB), and the gene for the NAD(+)-dependent DNA-ligase, ligA (Figure 4).
6. Components of a Minimal DNA Auto-Replicative System (MiDARS)
Of the three organisms with the most reduced genomes in nature, Carsonella ruddii is the
more closely related phylogenetically to E. coli (Nakabachi et al., 2006). For this reason in our
design we used the information of the replicative machinery in Carsonella ruddii and the
functions known in E. coli. For the physical construction of the systems, however, we will
use genes from E. coli for two main reasons:
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Table 2. Conservation of replicative genetic machinery in bacteria with less than 1200 kbp
1. it is difficult to obtain genomic DNA from Carsonella ruddii since it cannot be cultured in
vitro.
2. E. coli is the best chassis for applications in synthetic biology as mentioned above and
therefore adequate for the incorporation of additional functions.
For the design of the minimal DNA auto-replicative system we will attempt to include the
minimal elements present in Carsonella and -in a conservative manner- those we presume
as necessary to perform the process of DNA replication in E. coli. In addition to the cod‐
ing sequences, it is also necessary to define the regulatory regions of the genes and we pro‐
pose  to  conserve  the  operative  regions  as  defined  for  E.  coli  with  the  future  aim  of
expanding the minimal functions of E. coli including the regulatory functions. Other impor‐
tant regions to include in the design are:  the DNA replication origin (oriC)  and the sig‐
nals for termination of replication. Below we propose the genetic components that would
constitute a MiDARS.
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Figure 4. Conservation of genes for DNA replication in 25 reduced genomes and in E. coli. Grey bars represent the
genes proposed to be essential for DNA auto-replication in a minimal genetic system.
The DNA initiator protein (dnaA)
At the beginning of the replication process, check-point proteins have to recognize and un‐
fold the initiation site for replication at oriC. In E. coli DnaA is the principal protein em‐
ployed for this purpose and is highly conserved among bacteria with reduced genomes.
Therefore, dnaA should be present in the MiDARS.
The DNA helicase (dnaB)
The next candidate gene is dnaB, which encodes a DNA helicase. The role of the product of
this gene is to unwind the DNA strands, a very important process during the elongation
stage of replication.
The DNA primase (dnaG)
The gene that encodes the primase (dnaG) should also be considered. It is important for the
synthesis of the RNA primers that permit the elongation of new DNA strands.
The single strand stabilization protein (ssb)
Another important function is the stabilization of single strands, carried out by the SSB pro‐
tein, encoded by the ssb gene.
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The core components of DNA polymerase III (dnaE and dnaQ)
The gene for the α subunit (dnaE) of DNA polymerase III is present in all 25 organisms with
reduced genomes and the gene for the ε subunit (dnaQ) in twenty-one. These proteins form
part of the core of DNA polymerase III, which carries out the essential polymerization and
proofreading activities during DNA synthesis.
The clamp components (dnaX, holA, holB, dnaN)
During the elongation stage, two very important structures are formed; the leader and slider
clamps. The first has the function of anchorage between DNA polymerase III and the DNA
helicase; (Reyes-Lamothe R. et al., 2010) allowing the synthesis of the DNA in a synchron‐
ized manner between the leading and lagging strand. It is composed of the following subu‐
nits (genes): τ (dnaX), γ (dnaX), δ (holA) and δ’(holB). The circular slider clamp is constituted
by two β-subunits (both products of dnaN gene), that recognize and bind to DNA-RNA hy‐
brids (Georgescu R. et al., 2010). The slider clamp assists the core of DNA pol III to bind the
lagging strand and allows the extension of the Okazaki fragments.
The DNA ligase (ligA)
The function of a ligase is needed for sealing nicks formed when the RNA primers are re‐
moved and replaced by DNA in the Okazaki fragments on the lagging strand.
Type II DNA topoisomerase (gyrA and gyrB)
We consider that a relaxing system produced by a DNA helicase may be necessary. This
could be provided by the DNA gyrase complex (Type II Topoisomerase) composed of the A
(gyrA) and B (gyrB) subunits.
Protein for termination of replication (tus)
Although there are several proteins that could contribute to termination of DNA replication
we think that in a minimal system, the action of Tus could be enough to ensure this.
Origin of DNA replication (oriC)
This DNA sequence of around 245 bp in E. coli (Tabata et al., 1983) is needed to enable the
DnaA protein to initiate the process of DNA replication
Termination of DNA replication (terB and terC)
These sequences are used by the Tus proteins to form the trap which terminates DNA repli‐
cation.
The proposed elements that constitute the auto-replicative system are also listed in Table 3.
This proposal is somewhat similar to previous reports, where genes that could constitute a
minimal cell based on a comparative genomics study among various endosymbionts are de‐
scribed (Gil et al., 2004). In the present study however we also considered the inclusion of
the DNA regions for initiation and termination of replication, as well as the dnaA, ssb and tus
genes.
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Gene/DNA element Product Size (bp. E. coli)
dnaA Chromosomal replication initiator protein DnaA 1404
dnaB Replicative DNA helicase 1416
dnaG DNA primase 1746
ssb Single-stranded DNA-binding protein 537
dnaE DNA polymerase III α subunit 3483
dnaN DNA polymerase III, β subunit 1101
dnaQ DNA polymerase III ε subunit 732
dnaX DNA polymerase III, τ and γsubunits 1932
holA DNA polymerase III,δ subunit 1032
holB DNA polymerase III, δ‘ subunit 1005
polA DNA pol I 5'-3' and 3'-5' exonuclease ; 3'-5' polymerase 2787
ligA DNA ligase, NAD(+)-dependent 2016
gyrA DNA gyrase (type II topoisomerase), subunit A 2628
gyrB DNA gyrase, subunit B 2415
tus Termination DNA replication protein 930
oriC DNA region for initiation, origin of replication 245
ter DNA region for termination of replication 23
Table 3. Components of a minimal DNA auto-replicative system.
7. Expression of the replicative proteins of the MiDARS
A primary condition for the operation of an auto replicative system is that the protein-ma‐
chinery encoded in it  should be expressed.  For transcription of  the assembled group of
genes, we propose use the E. coli RNA polymerase and its transcription factor sigma70 since
all the genes of the system have a sigma70 factor promoter. The essential components of
the  RNA  polymerase  and  their  sigma70  factors  have  previously  been  successfully  ex‐
pressed separately  and their  activity  reconstituted  as  mentioned previously  (Asahara  &
Chong, 2010). We propose these components can be assembled as an additional functional
module whose activity can be assayed separately and subsequently integrated into the sys‐
tem. The resulting mRNA (16) could be translated in an in vitro system such as the Pure
SystemTM  (Ueda  et  al.,  1992;  Shimizu  &  Ueda,  2010);  containing  ribosomes,  aminoacyl-
tRNAs,  chaperones  and  initiation,  elongation  and  termination  factors  among  other  ele‐
ments  essential  for  translation.  Once protein synthesis  is  completed,  the products  could
initiate replication of the DNA molecule for which the addition of deoxynucleotide triphos‐
phates (dNTPs) and the appropriate buffers will be necessary. The source of energy for the
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system will be creatine phosphate with the creatine kinase enzyme as the regenerator (Shi‐
mizu et al., 2006). An outline for the operation of the DNA auto-replicative system is shown
in Figure 5.
8. Perspectives
Previous efforts have been made to propose the design of minimal cells however this objec‐
tive is still far from being accomplished. From the standpoint of Synthetic Biology, biological
systems that are robust, predictable in performance and highly efficient are desired (Jewett
& Forster, 2010). In this work, we present a proposal to build an auto-replicative DNA sys‐
tem as the first step toward the development of synthetic biosystems. Additional cellular
processes will need to be designed and constructed in a modular way including: transcrip‐
tional and translational functions and a minimal metabolism in order to maintain cell
growth and produce energy.
Once this first prototype has been constructed and tested for performance, some further re‐
duced combinations of the proposed number of genes could be tested to determine the abso‐
lute minimum set of genes sufficient to sustain DNA auto-replication; e.g. the few genes
present in Carsonella ruddii PV.
The system proposed in this work can be assembled using methodologies such as that used
when working with Biobricks (Smolke, 2009). Once the mini-chromosome is assembled it
could function in cell-free systems, in anucleated mini-cells (Adler et al., 1967), in spores that
lack DNA (Siccardi et al., 1975), in micelles or lipidic vesicles, and in some commercial sys‐
tems. An important achievement in this sense has previously been reported by another re‐
search group, namely DNA replication achieved by using the Phi29 DNA polymerase,
inside a lipidic vesicle. In this report only one strand was linearly replicated and circularized
(Kurihara, 2011).
The successful development of a DNA auto-replicative system as proposed here could be a
very important platform for the development of synthetic biology and the potential for such
a system is great:
1. in the refinement of biotechnological processes since cellular energy could be directed
to the desired biosynthetic pathways;
2. in the study of synthetic or natural circuits at a higher resolution and sharpness due to
the minimalization of cellular noise; and
3. to test some evolutionary hypotheses, such as the proposed components of last com‐
mon ancestors and components of rudimentary first cells, among others.
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Figure 5. Proposal for the minimal components of a MiDARS and their function. a) The genetic system is a simpli‐
fied version of a prokaryotic DNA mini-chromosome (25432 bp). The system contains the initiation region (oriC) and
termination (ter) sites for DNA replication as well as a set of genes from E. coli (Table 4). The genes can be organized in
the same order as in the native chromosome and contain their native operator regions to control expression. b) Tran‐
scription and, c) Translation can be carried out in solution using commercial kits (e.g. Pure System), RNA Polymerase
and the E. coli sigma70 factor. d) The initiation of replication is regulated by DnaA-ATP and the helicase will join to the
lagging strand in order to form the replication forks. The primase will bind to the helicase to carry out the synthesis of
RNA primers that permit the activity of DNA pol III. The SSB protein stabilizes single strands of DNA. e) Two core subu‐
nits (α and ε) of the DNA Pol III, perform the elongation and proofreading of DNA. The DNA ligase and DNA Pol I re‐
place the RNA primers, sealing the nicks between contiguous DNA fragments on the lagging strand. Topoisomerase II
will relax the DNA template as the replication fork progresses. f) The Tus protein bound to the ter sites serves as a trap
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lagging strand in order to form the replication forks. The primase will bind to the helicase to carry out the synthesis of
RNA primers that permit the activity of DNA pol III. The SSB protein stabilizes single strands of DNA. e) Two core subu‐
nits (α and ε) of the DNA Pol III, perform the elongation and proofreading of DNA. The DNA ligase and DNA Pol I re‐
place the RNA primers, sealing the nicks between contiguous DNA fragments on the lagging strand. Topoisomerase II
will relax the DNA template as the replication fork progresses. f) The Tus protein bound to the ter sites serves as a trap
for the replicative machinery headed by the DNA helicase, stopping its movement and promoting the separation of
the new MiDARS.
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9. Conclusions
Here we propose a design for the construction of a minimal genetic system for DNA auto-
replication. This proposal is based on the consideration of the latest knowledge of the details
of the mechanisms and controls of DNA replication in E. coli and by taking into account the
conservation of the replicative machinery in bacteria with extremely reduced genomes par‐
ticularly those present in Carsonella ruddii PV.
The proposed auto-replicative device consists of 17 DNA elements (27822 bp including their
operator regions) taken from the E. coli genome and incorporating the most conserved ele‐
ments of the replicative machinery found in bacteria with extremely reduced genomes.
These genetic elements will maintain their native operator and termination regions. Their
products encode proteins encompassing the minimal number of predicted activities in‐
volved in DNA replication. Finally we propose some conditions in which the system might
function.
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Extending the Interaction Repertoire of FHA and BRCT
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1. Introduction
All living organisms are connected by the necessity to replicate their DNA. However, the
process of unwinding the parental DNA to serve as a template at replication forks is danger‐
ous. The ssDNA generated by helicases is inherently cytotoxic; not only because it is more
prone to damage, but it can also be an inappropriate target for nucleases and recombination
proteins leading to loss of genetic material or gross chromosomal rearrangements [1]. Nor‐
mally, the replication machinery rapidly restores this single-stranded template DNA to its
more stable double-stranded form. However, replication forks are prone to stalling if they
encounter obstacles that the DNA polymerase is unable to bypass, such as sites of damage
or DNA sequences with complex secondary structures [2], resulting in long stretches of
ssDNA remaining exposed [3]. Replication stress, therefore, represents an important mecha‐
nism that erodes the genetic integrity of organisms. Not surprisingly, replication stress has
been linked to aging in budding yeast, which can likely be extrapolated to higher eukaryotes
as well [4]. Furthermore, inducing replication stress in normal human fibroblasts results in
pathogenic changes in copy number due to duplication or deletion events [5]. Therefore, the
ability of eukaryotes to detect, stabilize and resolve stalled replication forks using the repli‐
cation checkpoint represents an important safeguard for genomic stability.
The replication checkpoint response relies on a cascade of kinases that either remain local‐
ized to the stalled fork or disseminate the stress signal to distal sites resulting in the sup‐
pression of  late  origin firing,  pausing of  the cell  cycle,  and increasing the expression of
DNA repair  enzymes [6].  Overall,  this  checkpoint  involves individual  proteins and pro‐
tein complexes coming together to assemble intricate supramolecular complexes triggered
by stalled replication forks. For simplicity’s sake, this chapter will focus on the Saccharo‐
myces cerevisiae system and nomenclature. However, regardless of the organism being con‐
© 2013 Matthews and Guarné; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
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sidered,  the  general  recurring  theme  is  that  most  stress  dependent  protein  interactions
involve either BRCT or FHA domains. In fact, BRCT and FHA domains are rarely found
in cytosolic proteins,  but they are overrepresented in nuclear proteins involved in DNA
replication,  as well  as the detection and response to DNA damage [7,  8].  Both domains
share an ability to specifically recognize phosphorylated epitopes, although with different
specificities.  BRCT domains  primarily  recognize  phospho-serine  (pSer)  containing  epito‐
pes, while FHA domains exclusively recognize phospho-threonine (pThr). However, phos‐
phorylation-independent interactions have recently been described for both domains.
Figure  1.  BRCT  and  FHA  domains  mediate  protein  interactions  that  relay  the  replication  stress  signal.  A  stalled
replication  fork  is  represented  as  a  region  of  ssDNA  recognized  by  a  variety  of  checkpoint  proteins  colored  in
shades of blue. Proteins that mediate interactions involved in relaying the stress signal are colored orange if they
contain BRCT domains or yellow if they contain FHA domains. The curved arrow indicates a phosphorylation event
that takes place on Mrc1 to allow for Rad53 recruitment, while the straight arrows indicate interactions that take
place at distal sites to the stalled fork.
Several BRCT-containing proteins are essential for the assembly of the pre-replication com‐
plex. For instance, the regulatory subunit of the Cdc7 kinase, Dbf4, contains a single BRCT
domain [9, 10] and Dpb11, whose function is essential to activate pre-replication complexes,
contains two BRCT pairs [8]. The Rfc1 subunit of the RFC complex, which functions in load‐
ing the sliding clamp onto ssDNA/dsDNA junctions during replication [11], also contains a
BRCT domain required for DNA binding [12]. Most replication proteins containing BRCT
domains are also involved in the replication checkpoint response, suggesting that BRCT do‐
mains may have fundamental roles in preserving DNA integrity. During the DNA damage
response, BRCT domains are often used to recognize the site of damage, as they can bind to
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DNA breaks directly [13, 14] or indirectly by recognizing phosphorylated histone H2A that
marks areas of damage [15-20]. In the case of replication stress, at least two first responders
are recruited to the ssDNA gap at stalled forks (Figure 1). The first is the protein kinase
Mec1 and its targeting subunit Ddc2 that mediates the interaction with RPA-coated ssDNA
[21]. The second is the 9-1-1 clamp that encircles the DNA at the ssDNA/dsDNA junction
[22]. This requires the action of a clamp loader, which is composed of Rad24 and Rfc2-5. In‐
terestingly, this complex is the alter ego of the clamp loader RFC, which differs only in hav‐
ing Rfc1 instead of Rad24 [23]. In contrast to the sliding clamp, the 9-1-1 complex is held
statically by protein-protein interactions at the stalled fork [24].
After the recognition of DNA damage or stalled forks, both FHA- and BRCT-containing pro‐
teins feature prominently in bridging protein–protein interactions that disseminate the stress
signal (Figure 1). For instance, Dpb11 bridges the interaction between the 9-1-1 clamp and
Mec1, leading to the full activation of the Mec1 kinase [24, 25]. Mec1 has many roles at the stal‐
led fork including facilitating the activation of the next downstream kinase in the pathway,
Rad53 [26]. This is accomplished after Mec1 phosphorylates Mrc1—a protein naturally associ‐
ated with the stalled replisome [27]. This creates phospho-epitopes that act as beacons for the
FHA domain of Rad53. Multiple copies of Rad53 are thus recruited, increasing the local con‐
centration of this kinase, which can then be autophosphorylated in trans or phosphorylated by
additional kinases present at the stalled fork [28]. Hyperphosphorylation of Rad53 presents
phospho-epitopes to other FHA-containing proteins such as Dun1, which leads to increased
synthesis of nucleotides [28-30]. Additionally, Rad53 uses its own FHA domains to bind a vari‐
ety of substrates, including the regulatory subunit of the Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) com‐
plex [31], consequently suppressing the firing of late origins [32-34]. Rad53 also modulates the
activity of Nrm1 leading to a burst of expression of DNA repair enzymes contributing to recov‐
ery of the stalled fork [35]. BRCT domains also feature in this recovery process. For example, an
important scaffolding protein involved in coordinating the recruitment of repair enzymes to
the stalled fork, Rtt107, has six BRCT domains [20].
These themes are echoed in other DNA damage response pathways, where BRCT and FHA
domains are known to mediate important interactions. Not surprisingly, mutations in the
BRCT and FHA domains of critical damage repair proteins such as Chk2 [36], Nbs1 [37] and
BRCA-1 [38, 39], lead to cancer predisposing syndromes. Why does nature rely so heavily
on BRCT and FHA domains to respond to stress? The answer may seem to lie in the ability
of BRCT and FHA domains to recognize phospho-epitopes, since they are an important cue
during replication stress and the DNA damage response, when a number of kinases are
awakened. However, their power could also lie in the plasticity of these two domains that
can use multiple interaction surfaces to mediate additional interactions beyond phospho-
epitope recognition. Such plasticity could, in turn, mediate the interaction network sustain‐
ing the formation of the large protein complexes required to promote genome stability in
eukaryotes. Along with the well-characterized phosphate recognition ability of FHA and
BRCT domains, these varied and unique alternative interaction surfaces will be considered
in this chapter. Interactions occurring during the replication checkpoint will be discussed,
but examples from other cellular pathways will also be included.
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2. Interaction Modes of FHA Domains
An FHA domain consists of an 11-stranded β sandwich connected by loops that often con‐
tain short helical regions. The phospho-epitope binding groove is located at the apical sur‐
face of the β-sandwich, with the N- and C-termini at the opposite end of the domain. Unlike
BRCT domains, that are often present in multiple copies in a single protein, FHA domains
are almost always singular. Only two proteins are known to possess two FHA domains in
the same polypeptide: Rad53 from S. cerevisiae and Rv1747 from Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(M. tuberculosis). In the case of Rad53, these domains (FHA1 and FHA2) are found at oppo‐
site ends of the protein and have independent functions [40], reinforcing the idea that FHA
domains function as single units. This, however, does not diminish the power of the FHA
domain as a scaffold to build large protein complexes in response to stress. FHA domains
can bind partners in a phosphorylation dependent or independent manner, the latter of
which can utilize either the phospho-epitope binding pocket or alternative surfaces.
2.1. Phospho-epitope dependent interactions
FHA domains recognize phosphorylated proteins with a strict specificity for pThr-contain‐
ing epitopes. The majority of interactions between FHA domains and their phosphorylated
partners have been studied using short peptides including a central phosphorylated threo‐
nine [41-46]. These phospho-peptides bind to the apical surface of the FHA domain in an ex‐
tended conformation using two pockets that determine their binding specificity. The β3–β4
and β4–β5 loops from the FHA domain primarily define the pThr-binding site, where a con‐
served arginine and serine (Arg70 and Ser85 in Rad53) provide critical contacts with the
phosphate group. An extensive hydrogen-bond network mediated by non-conserved resi‐
dues further stabilizes the interaction with the phosphorylated threonine. The second pocket
recognizes the third residue C-terminal to the phospho-threonine (pThr+3), and is usually
defined by the β6–β7 and β10–β11 loops of the FHA domain (Figure 2A and B).
A unique aspect of the pThr-binding pocket in FHA domains is its ability to distinguish be‐
tween phospho-threonine and phospho-serine residues, a talent not shared by other phos‐
pho-epitope recognition modules. For instance, MH2 domains share a common ancestor
with FHA domains and, yet, MH2 domains can also bind phospho-serine with high affinity
[42, 47]. The difference is that the pThr-binding pocket in the FHA domain includes a well-
defined hydrophobic nook that provides a docking site for the methyl moiety of the phos‐
phorylated threonine (Figure 2C). While most residues in this nook are not conserved, the
hydrophobic nature of this pocket is strictly maintained, thus providing a number of Van
der Waals interactions that orient the phospho-threonine such that its phosphate moiety is
locked in the most favorable geometry for the interaction with the domain [48]. Thus, the
pThr pocket of an FHA domain can be thought of as a glove where only a phospho-threo‐
nine can fit (Figure 2C). Despite this rigid mode of binding, certain FHA domains can ac‐
commodate deviations. For instance, the FHA2 domain from Rad53 can bind pTyr-
containing peptides with low affinity [47] and the FHA domain found in Dun1 has a unique
preference for phosphorylated substrates including two pThr residues [49].
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Figure  2.  Phospho-peptides  interact  with  FHA  domains  using  at  least  two  pockets.  (A)  Ribbon  diagram  of  the
FHA1 domain from Rad53 (PDB ID: 1G6G) with the loops defining the pThr (β3-β4 and β4-β5) and pThr+3 (β6-β7
and β10-β11) binding pockets highlighted in blue and green, respectively.  The N- and C-terminal residues of the
domain, which lie on the opposite side of the β-sandwich, are labeled for clarity. (B) Detailed view of a phospho-
peptide bound to the pThr and pThr+3 pockets. The side chains of two conserved residues important for the rec‐
ognition of the phosphate group (Ser85 and Arg70), as well as that of a non-conserved residue important for the
specificity of the pThr+3 pocket are shown as sticks. Hydrogen bonds are indicated with dashed lines. (C) Surface
representation,  shown  in  the  same  orientation  and  color-coding  as  panel  B,  indicating  the  presence  of  defined
pockets for both the phosphate and methyl moieties of the pThr.
In contrast to the pThr pocket, the residues defining the pThr+3 pocket are not conserved al‐
lowing for different domains to have different target-sequence specificities. This is called the
“pThr+3 rule” wherein different FHA domains have different specificities for the pThr+3 resi‐
due. While this provides a convenient way to classify FHA domains, it should be noted that the
specificity of the pThr+3 pocket is not fixed. For example, the FHA1 domain from Rad53 pre‐
fers aspartic acid as the pThr+3 residue using short peptides in vitro, but binds to a bulky, hy‐
drophobic isoleucine in its partner Mdt1 in vivo, with the pThr+3 residue (Asp or Ile) occupying
physically different pockets in each case [45]. Although FHA domain interactions have been
disrupted in vivo by mutating the pThr residue, similar experiments with the pThr+3 residue
are not available and, hence, the importance of the pThr+3 pocket is unclear. It has been pro‐
posed that this ancillary pocket may only have relevance for determining the specificity of the
phospho-epitope in small peptides, whereas full-length partners may use different binding
mechanisms [50]. Consequently, a detailed understanding of how FHA domains recognize
phosphorylated binding partners will necessitate the structural analysis of FHA domains
bound to full-length proteins rather than short phosphorylated peptides.
FHA domains often bind only weakly to pThr-containing peptides [43, 51], supporting the
idea that additional contact points beyond the phospho-epitope binding site are necessary
to form high avidity complexes with their partners. For example, the interaction between
the FHA domain from Chk2 and the tandem BRCT repeat from BRCA-1 requires an addi‐
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tional hydrophobic patch on the surface of one of the FHA β-sheets. Mutating either the
phosphate  binding  pocket  or  this  hydrophobic  patch  destroys  the  interaction  with
BRCA-1 even though structurally these two sites are more than 20 Å apart [52]. Reinforc‐
ing the importance of this additional interaction surface in vivo, mutation of an isoleucine
(Ile157Thr) within this hydrophobic patch results in the cancer predisposing Li-Fraumeni
syndrome [52].  While this hydrophobic surface is  not a common feature of all  FHA do‐
mains—not even amongst Chk2 homologues [52], it is possible that unique patches exist
within the surfaces of the β-sandwich of other FHA domains that provide auxiliary con‐
tacts to enhance binding to phosporylated target proteins.  Due to the inherent difficulty
in obtaining uniformly phosphorylated proteins,  solving the structures of  FHA domains
interacting with their  full-length phosphorylated partners  is  a  lofty goal.  This  is  further
compounded by the fact that FHA domains cannot be fooled by phospho-mimetic muta‐
tions—a trick commonly used to study phosphorylation-dependent interactions—at least
when using small peptides [43].  The structure of the Ki67 FHA domain interacting with
NIFK1 has recently shed light onto this problem. This interaction was recapitulated with
a very long phospho-peptide (consisting of 44 amino acids), which, in addition to occupy‐
ing the phospho-epitope binding site, also wraps around and extends one of the β-sheets
in the Ki67 FHA domain by providing an additional β-strand [50] (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Phosphorylated binding partners of FHA domains can occupy extensive interaction surfaces. Ribbon dia‐
gram of the FHA domain of Ki67 bound to a phospho-peptide encompassing residues 226-269 of human NIFK (PDB
ID: 2AFF). This long phospho-peptide interacts with three distinct surfaces on the FHA domain, but does not occupy
the pThr+3 pocket identified in the structures of FHA domains bound to short phospho-peptides. The phospho-threo‐
nine occupies the canonical pThr-binding pocket defined by the β3–β4 and β4–β5 loops (blue), the α helix following
the pThr covers a hydrophobic surface partially defined by the β4–β5 and β10–β11 loops (green), and the β-strand at
the C-terminus of the peptide extends the β-sheet defined by β7–β10–β11–β1–β2–β4.
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This long phospho-peptide does not conform to the “pThr+3” rule. Instead, binding to the
FHA domain induces the formation of an α helix that nestles in a hydrophobic pocket
formed by the β4–β5 and β10–β11 loops [50], underscoring the need for additional structural
information using full-length phosphorylated binding partners.
2.2. Phospho-epitope independent interactions
Although FHA domains were initially identified as pThr binding domains, it has been pre‐
dicted that they can also mediate phosphorylation-independent interactions. Members of
the kinesin-3 family, a class of motor proteins that transport vesicles to the tips of axons in
neural cells [53], contain an N-terminal FHA domain in addition to their motor domain and
coiled-coil regions [53]. One member of this family, KIF13B, uses its FHA domain to trans‐
port PIP3-rich vesicles in order to facilitate axon development. This involves the formation
of a tetrameric complex with CENTA1, which has been studied through X-ray crystallogra‐
phy [54]. This complex has two CENTA1 molecules and two kinesin molecules, with the
FHA domain of each kinesin involved in two simultaneous interactions (Figure 4). The first
is with the ArfGAP domain of one of the CENTA1 molecules, which contacts the FHA loops
that normally recognize a pThr. However, this interaction is phosphorylation-independent
because the FHA domain of KIF13B lacks the conserved residues for phospho-threonine rec‐
ognition [54]. The second CENTA1 molecule in the tetramer uses its Pleckstrin Homology 1
(PH1) domain to contact a surface on the β-sandwich of the same KIF13B FHA domain. This
situation is reminiscent of the interaction between Chk2 and BRCA-1, and suggests that aux‐
iliary contacts mediated by the β-sandwich may enhance both phosphorylation dependent
and independent interactions. Phosphorylation independent interactions are not exclusive
to FHA domains that lack the pThr-recognition residues. Another member of the kinesin-3
family, KIF1A, has a canonical phospho-epitope binding site and, yet, is also suspected of
using this pocket for a phosphorylation-independent interaction [55]. Similarly, the FHA do‐
main of S. cerevisiae Rad53 has a canonical phosphoepitope binding site, but is presumed to
interact with the BRCT domain of Dbf4 in a phosphorylation-independent manner, though
the molecular determinants of this interaction are unclear [10].
Some bacterial proteins can also interact with the phospho-epitope binding site of an FHA
domain in a phosphorylation-independent manner. Although bacteria primarily rely on his‐
tidine kinases and their associated regulatory responders for phosphorylation-dependent
signaling, some also utilize eukaryotic-like Ser/Thr Protein Kinases (STPKs) [56]. Like eukar‐
yotes, bacteria can use STPKs to respond to stress, but they also participate in other process‐
es such as pathogenicity, thereby providing important drug targets [56]. The best
characterized bacterium in this regard is M. tuberculosis, the causative agent of tuberculosis,
which tops the charts in the prokaryotic kingdom with eleven STPKs [57]. Proteins that
work downstream of bacterial STPKs often contain FHA domains, with M. tuberculosis hav‐
ing five such proteins [58]. One of them, Rv1827, is of special interest because it engages a
phospho-epitope present in its N-terminal tail intramolecularly [59]. This effectively oc‐
cludes the phospho-epitope binding site preventing the interaction of other binding partners
[59]. Intriguingly, at least three different binding partners can compete with this intramolec‐
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ular phospho-epitope even though none of them includes a phosphorylation site [59]. There‐
fore, the interactions mediated by the FHA domain of M. tuberculosis Rv1827 reveal two
recurrent features: the ability of an intramolecular interaction to negatively regulate the in‐
teractions of an FHA domain, and the use of an FHA phospho-epitope binding site to en‐
gage in phosphorylation-independent interactions. These features are also reminiscent of the
interactions mediated by the FHA domains found in KIF1A [55], reinforcing the idea that
FHA domains may use competing interactions to fine-tune cellular processes.
Figure 4. The FHA domain of kinesin KIF13B mediates two phosphorylation independent interactions simultaneously.
Ribbon diagram of the FHA domain of KIF13B bound to CENTA1 (PDB ID: 3MDB). In the crystal structure, the FHA do‐
main of KIF13B (white) contacts the PH1 (tan) and the ArfGAP (cyan) domains of two adjacent CENTA1 molecules si‐
multaneously. The interaction between the FHA and PH1 domains is mediated by one of the faces of the β-sandwich,
while the loops that normally define the pThr-binding pocket are involved on the recognition of the ArfGAP domain.
3. Interaction Modes of BRCT Domains
BRCT domains are named after the breast cancer associated protein 1 (BRCA-1) C-terminus
because they were originally identified at this end of BRCA-1. However, the BRCT is an an‐
cient domain that originates in prokaryotic NAD+ ligases where it is used to bind to DNA.
Eukaryotes obtained the BRCT domain through horizontal gene transfer, and while some
eukaryotic BRCT domains still retain DNA binding function, the vast majority have evolved
to recognize protein partners instead [60]. BRCT domains are defined by a central four-
stranded parallel β-sheet surrounded by three helices: α1 and α3 on one side, and α2 on the
other of the β-sheet [61]. However, additional secondary structure elements have been de‐
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scribed in the loop regions. There are also BRCT domains that lack elements, notably helix
α2 [61]. Rap1 is the most extreme example of this, having only three strands in its central β-
sheet and all helices packed against the same side of the sheet, leaving the other side ex‐
posed [62]. This unique structure is highly flexible and relatively unstable [62].
BRCT domains can occur both as single or multiple units, which usually consist of two
BRCT domains and are referred to as tandem BRCT repeats. The structural diversity of
BRCT domains is perhaps best illustrated by the human homologue of Dpb11 (human
TopBP1), which contains eight BRCT domains that function as single, double or triple BRCT
units [63-65]. Similarly to FHA domains, BRCT domains are overrepresented in DNA dam‐
age response proteins where they recognize phosphorylated targets generated during dam‐
age recognition and repair [7]. While the molecular intricacies of phospho-epitope
recognition by tandem BRCT repeats have been extensively studied, phosphorylation-inde‐
pendent interactions mediated by BRCT tandems or the functions of single BRCT domains
remain poorly characterized. Elegant proteolysis studies have shown that mutations in the
BRCT tandem repeat of BRCA-1, with a causal link to early onset breast and ovarian cancer,
destabilize the BRCT fold [39], suggesting that BRCT domains may work as protein scaf‐
folds. These studies also revealed the hypersensitivity of BRCT domains to mutations, an ef‐
fect that was attributed to its minimal size (95-100 amino acids) [66] and, consequently, the
fact that every residue contributes to either maintaining the domain fold or mediating inter‐
actions with BRCT-binding partners [67].
3.1. Tandem BRCT Domains: The Two-Knob Hypothesis
The tandem BRCT repeat was formed through a gene duplication event, in which the binding
pocket originally used to bind to the phosphate backbone of DNA evolved to recognize a phos‐
pho-epitope in a target protein [60]. Being an α/β fold, the BRCT domain has a topological
switch point; a region along the C-terminal edge of the β-sheet whereupon a groove is formed
in the connecting loops. Tandem BRCT repeats use the topological switch point—termed the
P1 pocket—of their first BRCT domain to bind phospho-serine (pSer) residues in their interac‐
tion partners (Figure 5). Similar to FHA domains, this interaction involves the side chain of a
conserved serine residue, but in BRCT domains the phosphate moiety of the pSer residue is
further stabilized by the interaction with the side chain of a conserved lysine, as well as the
backbone atoms from the glycine immediately following the conserved serine [68].
Similar to FHA domains,  tandem BRCT repeats also subscribe to a “pSer+3 rule” to en‐
hance  phospho-epitope  binding  specificity  [68].  However,  the  pSer+3-binding  pocket—
termed the P2 pocket—only forms in tandem BRCT repeats as it is defined by residues at
the interface between the first and second BRCT domains. When two BRCT domains coa‐
lesce to define a tandem repeat, the central β-sheet of both domains adopt a parallel ar‐
rangement that defines an intervening hydrophobic three-helix bundle form by α2 from
the N-terminal and α1 and α3 from the C-terminal BRCT domains (Figure 5) [69]. Helical
bundles  are  known  to  facilitate  molecular  interactions  [70]  and,  in  the  case  of  tandem
BRCT domains, it allows for the recognition of a bulky hydrophobic residue at the pSer+3
position [68]. Indeed, the high specificity of tandem BRCT repeats for their phospho-epito‐
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pes is primarily due to the presence of the P2 pocket that imposes the need for a second
knob in the phospho-epitope, thus precluding non-specific binding.
Figure 5. Phospho-epitope recognition by tandem BRCT repeats. (A) Ribbon diagram of the tandem BRCT domain
from BRCA-1 (PDB ID: 1T2V) with secondary structure elements defining the BRCT fold shown in tan (BRCT1) and
brown (BRCT2), and those not common to the BRCT fold shown in white. The pSer-binding site is located entirely
within BRCT1, whereas the pSer+3 pocket is located in a three-helical bundle created at the interface between the
two domains. (B) The side chains of Ser1655, Lys1702, as well as the main chain nitrogen of Gly1656 stabilize the
phosphate moiety of the pSer. Additionally, the phosphate group engages in hydrogen bonds with the backbone ami‐
no groups represented as blue spheres. (C) The surface representation, shown in the same orientation as in panel B,
reveals that the pSer binds to a shallow pocket that could not accommodate any other phosphorylated residue, while
the conserved aromatic residue at the pSer+3 position is nestled into a well-defined hydrophobic pocket.
In certain tandem BRCT repeats, the P1 pocket is found in the C-terminal rather than the N-
terminal BRCT, however due to the absence of the P2 pocket it is presumed that this mode
of interaction is weaker than the canonical binding mode [71]. In fact, BRCT repeats contain‐
ing a P1 pocket on the C-terminal BRCT are known to mediate phosphorylation-independ‐
ent protein–protein interactions [72], suggesting that the binding specificity for a phospho-
epitope may not be as critical. In the structure of the tandem BRCT repeats found in 53BP1
bound to the DNA-binding domain of p53 [73, 74], the inter-domain linker is critical to me‐
diate the interaction between 53BP1 and p53. Similarly, in the structure of the Schizosaccharo‐
myces pombe Crb2 homodimer [75], the linker connecting the two BRCT domains mediates
protein dimerization. Collectively, these structures underscore the fact that tandem BRCT
repeats define single functional units with multiple interaction surfaces.
3.2. BRCT “Super-domains”: Expanding the two-knob model
The individual units in a tandem BRCT repeat are dependent on each other for structural
stability due to the hydrophobicity of the α helices that define the intervening helix bun‐
dle [69]. Thus, a tandem BRCT repeat can actually be considered one single domain mod‐
ule, distinct from single BRCT domains. Beyond single and tandem BRCT arrangements,
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a number of BRCT structures over the past decade have revealed many unexpected terti‐
ary structures formed by the combination with other functional domains. This is not only
in the number of BRCT domains involved, such as the structure of the triple BRCT repeat
from the human TopBP1 [76],  but also in the diversity of domains that can be ensnared
by a BRCT neighbor. This includes the Fibronectin Type III domain (FN3) found at the N-
terminus of a tandem BRCT domain in the S. cerevisiae protein Chs5 [77], or the FHA do‐
main that does likewise in S. pombe Nbs1 [78, 79].
Figure 6. BRCT super-domains. (A) Ribbon diagram of the FHA–BRCT–BRCT super-domain found in Nbs1 (PDB ID:
3ION). Four knobs are present: pThr and pThr+3 pockets in the phospho-epitope binding site in the FHA domain
and pSer and pSer+3 pockets in the phospho-epitope binding site defined by the tandem BRCT repeat. Helix α0 in
the FHA domain interacts with helices α1 and α3 in the BRCT1 domain, however the relative orientation of these
helices does not resemble that of the characteristic three-helix bundle found at the interface of tandem BRCT re‐
peats. (B) Ribbon diagram of the triple BRCT repeat found in human TopBP1 (PDB ID: 2XNH) with the structural el‐
ements  defining  each  BRCT  domain  shown  in  different  shades  of  brown.  The  pSer  binding  sites  present  in  the
second and third BRCT domains are highlighted in blue, while additional structural elements not common to the
BRCT fold are shown in white.
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The crystal structure of the FHA–BRCT–BRCT super-domain of Nbs1 emphasizes the ability
of BRCT domains to build scaffolds capable of multiple interaction modes. While the two
BRCT domains in Nbs1 associate to form a canonical tandem BRCT repeat with a phospho-
epitope binding site, the FHA domain interacts with the hydrophobic core of the first BRCT
domain leaving helices α1 and α3 exposed to the solvent (Figure 6) [78, 79]. In contrast to
other BRCT domains, these two helices are amphipathic and, hence, break the theme of
BRCT domains using hydrophobic three-helix bundles to build super-domains. Surprising‐
ly, the FHA and the first BRCT domain (FHA–BRCT1) form the most stable unit of Nbs1,
whereas the second BRCT (BRCT2) is quite flexible despite forming a canonical tandem re‐
peat with the first BRCT domain [78, 79]. Given its tertiary structure, the FHA–BRCT–BRCT
super-domain could bind two phospho-epitopes simultaneously, suggesting that the inter‐
actions of Nbs1 with its binding partners may be highly regulated.
The recent structure of the triple BRCT repeat in TopBP1 (BRCT0/1/2) provides another ex‐
ample of a BRCT super-domain deviating from the canonical three-helix bundle interface
(Figure 6). In this case, neither BRCT0/1 nor BRCT1/2 associate to form canonical tandem
BRCT repeats, primarily due to the unusually short inter-domain linkers that connect adja‐
cent BRCTs [76]. Beyond connecting adjacent BRCT domains, the inter-domain linkers in
some tandem BRCT repeats actively mediate protein-protein interactions [73, 74] and, in ex‐
treme cases, it is the linker rather than the BRCT domains that mediates the interaction. For
example, the damage response protein XRCC4 interacts exclusively with the inter-domain
linker connecting the two BRCT domains of ligase IV [80]. Collectively, these structures
demonstrate that not only the BRCT repeat, but also the length and composition of the inter-
domain linker joining the two domains affect the binding plasticity of BRCT repeats and
their ability to form higher order structures with diverse binding specificities.
3.3. Single BRCT Domains: Is One the Loneliest Number?
The association of multiple BRCT domains with other functional domains within a single
polypeptide chain is becoming a common theme found in many DNA damage response
proteins. This poses the question as to whether the increased binding specificity, and hence
the underlying ability to fine tune interactions during the checkpoint response, is the driv‐
ing force for BRCT domains to build such complex structures. Surprisingly, the majority of
eukaryotic proteins that possess BRCT domains have at least one that functions solo. The ex‐
posed α helices (α1, α2 and α3) in single BRCT domains are amphipathic, with a hydropho‐
bic face interacting with the central β-sheet and a polar face exposed to the solvent, unlike
their tandem counterparts where both faces are chiefly hydrophobic. This enhances the sta‐
bility of single BRCT domains but does not shed light on their functions.
There is mounting evidence indicating that both single and tandem BRCT domains may re‐
quire additional secondary structural elements to form functional units [10, 12, 81, 82]. Some of
these structural elements are required for structural stability, such as the additional C-terminal
α-helix in the PARP-1 BRCT [81], while others enhance function (Figure 7). An example of the
latter comes from the largest subunit of the budding yeast clamp loader, Rfc1. Rfc1 has a single
BRCT domain that is required for DNA-binding [12]. However, as an isolated unit, this do‐
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these structural elements are required for structural stability, such as the additional C-terminal
α-helix in the PARP-1 BRCT [81], while others enhance function (Figure 7). An example of the
latter comes from the largest subunit of the budding yeast clamp loader, Rfc1. Rfc1 has a single
BRCT domain that is required for DNA-binding [12]. However, as an isolated unit, this do‐
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main is unable to recognize DNA despite having a positively charged patch positioned at the
conserved P1 pocket [12]. The inclusion of an N-terminal extension recapitulates DNA binding
with a KD in the nM range. The extension encompasses an additional α helix that directly con‐
tacts DNA [12]. Rather than being a structural element integrated into the BRCT fold, however,
this helix is predicted to act as an auxiliary element to enhance function [12]. Based on this
model, both the BRCT domain and its auxiliary helix likely bind synergistically to the DNA
leading to a robust interaction (Figure 7). Similarly, the presence of an additional N-terminal
helix necessary to bind DNA is also predicted in the single BRCT domain from the translesion
polymerase Rev1 [12, 82]. It is conceivable that these additional structural elements play the
dual role of stabilizing the BRCT fold and enhancing its function. In fact, this is the case of S.
cerevisiae Dbf4, the regulatory subunit of the Cdc7 kinase, where an α -helix immediately pre‐
cedes the β1 strand and its presence is important for the stability of the domain, as well as the
interaction with Rad53 during the checkpoint response [10, 83].
Figure 7. Single BRCT domains including additional structural elements. (A) Ribbon diagram of the BRCT domain of
PARP-1 (PDB ID: 2LE0), highlighting an additional C-terminal α helix (α4) necessary for the structural integrity of the
domain. (B) Ribbon diagram of the molecular model of Rfc1 bound to DNA (PDB ID: 2K7F). Similar to Dbf4, this model
predicts two additional helices at the N-terminus of the BRCT domain of Rfc1. Helix α0 is not part of the BRCT fold, but
it is essential for DNA binding by Rfc1. Conversely, the predicted helix α0’ does not appear to be involved in DNA bind‐
ing but its relative orientation and interaction with the BRCT core resembles that of helix α0 in Dbf4. (C) Ribbon dia‐
gram of the HBRCT domain of Dbf4 (PDB ID: 3QBZ), highlighting an additional N-terminal α helix (α0) necessary to
mediate the interaction between this domain of Dbf4 and the FHA1 domain of Rad53. Helix α0 is an integral part of
the fold as it anchors itself to the BRCT core through hydrophobic interactions, thereby introducing the idea of BRCT
domains being building blocks that can be decorated to form super-structures with broader binding specificities.
4. Dbf4/Rad53: A Case Study for phosphorylation-independent BRCT
and FHA Interactions
The DDK complex, formed by the association of the Cdc7 kinase and its regulatory subunit
Dbf4, is required for initiating DNA replication and, hence, it is essential for the life of all
eukaryotes [84]. Like many other replication proteins, DDK is also involved in the replica‐
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tion stress checkpoint [31-34, 85, 86]. The ability of Dbf4 to crossover into the stress response
pathway is partly due to a conserved motif at the N-terminus of the protein (motif N). Based
on sequence alignments, it was a matter of debate whether motif N was a bona fide BRCT
domain [9, 87], however concerns were laid to rest when the crystal structure of the N-termi‐
nal region of S. cerevisiae Dbf4 was determined [10]. The structure revealed that this region
of Dbf4 folds as a modified BRCT domain that requires an additional N-terminal α-helix to
form a stable unit (Figure 7). A fragment of Dbf4 consisting of the canonical BRCT domain
but missing the additional helix did not support binding to the FHA1 domain of the check‐
point effector kinase, Rad53 [9, 10, 31, 88]. It was proposed that this additional helix (α0) de‐
fines, at least in part, the interaction interface [10]. Due to the functional and structural
relevance of the α0 helix, this domain of Dbf4 is referred to as H–BRCT to signify the loca‐
tion of the additional helix. In contrast to the additional N-terminal helix identified in the
BRCT domain of Rfc1 that is completely independent from the BRCT domain, helix α0 in
Dbf4 is physically latched onto the BRCT domain in the crystal structure of Dbf4 [10] (Figure
7). This is through hydrophobic residues from α0 interacting with a hydrophobic pocket be‐
tween the central β-sheet and α1 of the BRCT domain [10]. Therefore, helix α0 is in a sense
decorating the surface of the BRCT and maintained as an integral part of the domain [10,
83]. This serves as a note of caution when studying BRCT domains in general, as the func‐
tional and the structurally stable forms of the domain may not necessarily coincide. Thus,
functional BRCT units can only be reliably ascertained through empirical assays with differ‐
ent sized protein fragments and not through structure-guided sequence alignments.
The interaction between the H–BRCT domain of Dbf4 and the first FHA domain of Rad53
also  poses  an  interesting  paradigm  during  the  checkpoint  response  because  Dbf4  and
Rad53 interact in a phosphorylation independent manner using domains notable for rec‐
ognizing phosphorylated epitopes.  This  interaction was initially  proposed to depend on
the recognition of a phospho-epitope in Dbf4 because a point mutation in the conserved
arginine (R70A) involved in phospho-threonine recognition by FHA1 effectively abolished
the  interaction  between  the  two  proteins  in  a  yeast  two-hybrid  experiment  [31].  Yeast
two-hybrid experiments conducted in the past have demonstrated that phosphorylation-
dependent  interactions with Rad53 can indeed be detected,  likely due to the activity  of
endogenous kinases [89]. However, all the threonine residues located within or surround‐
ing the H–BRCT domain of Dbf4 can be mutated without abrogating the interaction with
Rad53 [10]. Several possible scenarios can explain the critical role of Arg70 in mediating
the interaction with Dbf4. First, Arg70 may be part of the interaction interface despite the
lack of a phospho-epitope in Dbf4. This scenario would be reminiscent of M. tuberculosis
Rv1827 that  can bind several  binding partners  using the  apical  surface  of  the  FHA do‐
main containing  the  conserved arginine  in  a  phosphorylation-independent  manner  [59].
Alternatively,  the  R70A  mutation  could  destabilize  the  FHA1  fold,  in  which  case  the
Dbf4-binding defect associated with this mutation would be indirect. This scenario seems
unlikely, given that FHA are stable domains and that Arg70 is solvent exposed (Figure 2).
Lastly,  Dbf4 could have a dual  interaction with Rad53,  where two independent interac‐
tions would need to occur simultaneously to  form a high-avidity complex.  In this  case,
the H–BRCT domain of Dbf4 could interact with the FHA1 domain of Rad53 in a phos‐
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tween the central β-sheet and α1 of the BRCT domain [10]. Therefore, helix α0 is in a sense
decorating the surface of the BRCT and maintained as an integral part of the domain [10,
83]. This serves as a note of caution when studying BRCT domains in general, as the func‐
tional and the structurally stable forms of the domain may not necessarily coincide. Thus,
functional BRCT units can only be reliably ascertained through empirical assays with differ‐
ent sized protein fragments and not through structure-guided sequence alignments.
The interaction between the H–BRCT domain of Dbf4 and the first FHA domain of Rad53
also  poses  an  interesting  paradigm  during  the  checkpoint  response  because  Dbf4  and
Rad53 interact in a phosphorylation independent manner using domains notable for rec‐
ognizing phosphorylated epitopes.  This  interaction was initially  proposed to depend on
the recognition of a phospho-epitope in Dbf4 because a point mutation in the conserved
arginine (R70A) involved in phospho-threonine recognition by FHA1 effectively abolished
the  interaction  between  the  two  proteins  in  a  yeast  two-hybrid  experiment  [31].  Yeast
two-hybrid experiments conducted in the past have demonstrated that phosphorylation-
dependent  interactions with Rad53 can indeed be detected,  likely due to the activity  of
endogenous kinases [89]. However, all the threonine residues located within or surround‐
ing the H–BRCT domain of Dbf4 can be mutated without abrogating the interaction with
Rad53 [10]. Several possible scenarios can explain the critical role of Arg70 in mediating
the interaction with Dbf4. First, Arg70 may be part of the interaction interface despite the
lack of a phospho-epitope in Dbf4. This scenario would be reminiscent of M. tuberculosis
Rv1827 that  can bind several  binding partners  using the  apical  surface  of  the  FHA do‐
main containing  the  conserved arginine  in  a  phosphorylation-independent  manner  [59].
Alternatively,  the  R70A  mutation  could  destabilize  the  FHA1  fold,  in  which  case  the
Dbf4-binding defect associated with this mutation would be indirect. This scenario seems
unlikely, given that FHA are stable domains and that Arg70 is solvent exposed (Figure 2).
Lastly,  Dbf4 could have a dual  interaction with Rad53,  where two independent interac‐
tions would need to occur simultaneously to  form a high-avidity complex.  In this  case,
the H–BRCT domain of Dbf4 could interact with the FHA1 domain of Rad53 in a phos‐
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phorylation-independent  manner,  while  FHA1  recognizes  a  phospho-epitope  located  in
another region of the DDK complex. While this idea awaits validation, other dual interac‐
tions have been previously observed in the structures of  other FHA domains,  including
that of KIF13B and Chk2 [52, 54]. This seems to suggest that simultaneous phosphoryla‐
tion dependent and independent interactions may be a broader mechanism to regulate in‐
teractions mediated by FHA domains than previously anticipated.
5. Conclusion
Through the use of short phospho-peptides, the basic mechanism underlying pThr recogni‐
tion by FHA domains has been elucidated. However, it is clear that full-length binding part‐
ners harboring pThr-epitopes will likely contact the FHA domain at multiple sites in
addition to the pThr pocket, many of which will be unique to that particular interaction. Ad‐
ditionally, proteins are capable of interacting with FHA domains in a phosphorylation inde‐
pendent manner, using the phospho-epitope binding site as well as alternative interfaces,
most often the surfaces of the β-sandwich. While phosphorylation-dependent interactions
have a clear mode for turning the interaction on and off, regulation of phosphorylation-in‐
dependent interactions remains unexplored. If these interactions are mediated by the phos‐
pho-epitope binding site it may simply be a matter of availability of phosphorylated binding
partners that can compete with the unmodified protein. However, if the canonical phos‐
phate binding residues are absent or the interaction takes place on an alternative surface, the
mechanism for control is less clear.
BRCT domains have previously been divided in tandem repeats, which can interact with
phosphorylated partners in a well-defined manner, and the enigmatic single domains. The
plethora of interaction mechanisms used by single BRCT domains can seem overwhelming,
but like FHA domains a common theme is now emerging. The BRCT fold may serve as a
structural core upon which more complex and unique assemblies can be built. In this way,
specific interaction surfaces can be created allowing for the BRCT domain to gain function.
Therefore, BRCT domains can use extra secondary structural elements, either integrated into
the fold as in Dbf4 or as an auxiliary element as in Rfc1, or entire domains such as in the case
of Chs5 and Nbs1—or even in tandem BRCT repeats—to modulate their functions.
Functional and structural analyses of FHA and BRCT domains during the last decade have
unveiled a complex repertoire of interactions mediated by these two domains. Once regard‐
ed as mere phospho-epitope binding units, we now know that they can mediate very so‐
phisticated interactions regulated by multiple binding knobs. Further structural and
functional analysis of protein complexes mediated by these two domains will delineate the
common mechanisms that regulate the DNA damage response, and will extend the lessons
learned from studying the replication stress pathway in yeast to a variety of stress response
networks that rely on BRCT and FHA domains across all kingdoms of life.
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1. Introduction
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are proteins that lack stable tertiary conformation
(3D structure) under physiological conditions and are biologically active in their unstruc‐
tured form. IDPs are disordered either along their entire lengths, but more often they are
disordered only in localized regions, intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs).
IDRs often undergo transitions to more ordered states after binding to their targets and
adopt a fixed three dimensional structures. Folding transition enables specificity without ex‐
cessive binding strength. Important characteristic of IDRs is multispecificity. One IDR is able
to bind multiple targets (multispecific recognition) because it can adopt different conforma‐
tions upon interaction with different binding partners [1]. IDPs are able to simultaneously
bind their partners, which enable the assembly of large complexes. An additional functional
advantage of IDPs is increased speed of the interaction due to greater capture radius and
larger interaction surfaces.
The level of IDPs is tightly regulated in a cell and diverse post-translational modifications
facilitate regulation of their function [2].
IDRs with multispecific recognition capabilities are especially important for the complex rec‐
ognition processes. Therefore, IDRs are particularly enriched in proteins implicated in cell sig‐
nalling. It is known that the majority of transcription factors and proteins involved in signal
transduction contain long disordered segments [3]. How about IDPs in replication process?
The analysis of the yeast proteome showed that IDPs are often located in the cell nucleus [4]. In
addition, IDRs are abundant in DNA-binding proteins and many replication and recombina‐
tion proteins are DNA-binding proteins. Many IDPs are involved in recognition and regula‐
tion pathways, because interactions with multiple partner molecules and high-specificity/low-
affinity interactions are extremely important in these pathways. Additional interesting feature
of IDRs is that they are very sensitive to the environment (Subchapter 4.2.). Summarizing these
© 2013 Zavec; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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findings, a high level of protein disorder is to be expected in processes that take place in the cell
nucleus and the highest level of disorder is expected in processes involved in responses to en‐
vironmental changes. Therefore it is expected that in the nucleus, transcription is a process
with the highest level of IDPs. Recombination and repair processes are also expected to have
many IDPs; however, these processes are tightly linked to DNA replication and many proteins
are used by all three processes. DNA replication is a process that proceeds by a precise pro‐
gram with a defined temporal order. The structural and functional properties of IDPs indicate
that a disordered structure is likely present to a lesser extent in DNA replication process. Be‐
cause of the need for responsiveness to the environment, the initiation of DNA replication
should engage more IDPs than the elongation of DNA replication. It is expected that the major‐
ity of IDPs in these processes are regulatory proteins.
In this chapter, the binding mechanism of IDRs, the level of IDRs in replication and recombina‐
tion proteins, and the role of IDPs in replication and recombination processes are discussed.
2. Intrinsically disordered proteins
IDPs contain one or more long intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) or they are disordered
along their entire lengths. Structural disorder can span from short stretches, through long
regions, to entire proteins [5]. The majority of IDRs is not fully disordered, but contains
some secondary structure and sometimes even partial tertiary structure. IDRs are dynamic
fluctuating systems that exist as structural ensembles of rapidly interconverting alternative
conformations and perform their biological functions in a highly dynamic disordered state;
however, they often have more compact configurations than simply a random coil and con‐
tain sites of molecular recognition [6]. The structure of IDPs is similar to a molten globule or
pre-molten globule, which preserve the main elements of the native secondary structure and
the approximate positions of the folded state, while the loops and ends are flexible. Structur‐
al flexibility is a major feature and a major functional advantage of these proteins. IDRs are
rich in binding sites for various partners and these binding sites mean that many IDPs with
flexible structure are polyfunctional proteins.
The disordered structure gives IDPs specific properties. They need no stable conformation
to remain functional; therefore, they are more robust to different changes. Contrary to glob‐
ular proteins, IDPs are stable at extreme temperatures and extreme pHs [7]. Increases and
decreases in temperature or pH can even induce partial folding of IDPs. It has been shown
that IDPs partially fold at extreme pH due to minimization of their large net charge present
at neutral pH. An increase in temperature can also induce the partial folding of IDPs; in ad‐
dition, they are resistant to freeze-thaw treatment [8].
2.1. Amino acid (AA) composition of IDPs
IDPs  have  a  specific  AA composition  that  differs  from the  AA composition  of  ordered
proteins. In particular, IDPs are depleted in hydrophobic (Ile, Leu, Val) and aromatic AA
(Trp, Tyr, Phe) that stabilize the structure of folded proteins, while they are enriched in
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hydrophilic and charged AAs. The charge/hydropathy (C/H) ratio has been suggested to
govern the degree of compaction in IDPs [9]. The combination of low hydrophobicity and
high net  charge represents an important  prerequisite  for  the disordered structure under
physiological conditions.
2.2. Evolution
IDPs are more abundant in eukaryotes than in archaea and prokaryotes, while multicellular
eukaryotes have much more predicted disorder than unicellular eukaryotes [4,10]. IDPs play
an important role in complex organisms by participating in recognition and in various sig‐
nalling and regulatory pathways.
IDRs show higher robustness against mutations [11], presumably because changes in pro‐
tein sequence do not affect protein stability and function as severely. IDRs are more tolerant
of mutations than structured proteins. It was found that flexible proteins exhibiting func‐
tional promiscuity are the foundation stones of protein evolvability [12]. They are able to ac‐
cumulate a large number of mutations and thereby facilitate adaptation. Structural disorder
seems to enable the rapid appearance of novel, 'less-evolved' proteins [13]. It has been
shown that in alternative splicing both alternative proteins have high disorders, because the
chance is very low that dual coding would result in two sequences that are both capable of
folding into well-defined, functional, 3D structures [14].
3. The binding mechanism of IDRs
IDPs bind to their molecular partners and perform their biological functions by regulation of
the function of their binding partners or by promotion the assembly of multi-molecular
complexes. One IDR is able to bind many different partners because of its flexible structure;
on the other hand, some IDRs do not bind to any partner, but they provide flexible linkers
between domains that maintain constant motion during functioning or they provide flexible
tails that regulate the structured domains [7,15].
IDPs have functionally relevant characteristics:
• They frequently  fold up upon binding to  their  biological  targets  [16].  The interaction
of a disordered protein with a structured partner, very often induces a disorder-to-or‐
der  transition  thereby  forming  stable  structures,  enabling  high-specificity-low-affinity
interactions [17,18].
• They have possibility of overlapping binding sites (binding diversity) due to extended
linear conformation [19]. Structural flexibility of IDPs enables their interactions with nu‐
merous biological targets.
• IDRs enable a very large accessible surface area [20]. Greater capture radius and larger in‐
teraction surfaces enable increased speed of interactions [15].
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• IDPs undergo tighter regulation by post-translational modification as compared to struc‐
tured proteins [2].
3.1. Complexes with IDPs
Molecular complexes with IDPs are diverse: the IDR may bind on the surface of the binding
partner (Figure 1), by wrapping around the binding partner, or by penetrating deep inside
the binding partner [21].
Figure 1. Intrinsically disordered protein forms complex with structured protein.
IDRs  in  complexes  may  control  the  degree  of  motion  between  domains,  mask  binding
sites, enable transient binding of different binding partners, and be targets of post-transla‐
tional modifications. IDPs are often involved in the binding of large partners or they are
proteins involved in the binding of large number of small partners. In the latter case, they
often function as scaffold proteins that enable the assembly of the relevant proteins into
specific multi-molecular complexes and increase the efficiency of the interaction between
partner molecules (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Intrinsically disordered proteins often function as scaffold proteins that enable assembling the relevant pro‐
teins into multi-molecular complexes.
The  majority  of  intrinsically  disorder-based  complexes  are  ordered  and  relatively  static
due  to  disorder-to-order  transitions;  however,  there  are  also  dynamic  complexes  where
IDRs  go  through  an  ensemble  of  rapidly  interconverting  conformations.  Dynamic  com‐
plexes do not involve significant ordering of the interacting protein segments but rely ex‐
clusively on transient contacts.
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3.2. Mechanisms of formation of the complexes with IDPs
The primary mechanism by which disorder is utilized in molecular interactions is that the
same IDR may fold differently and bind to several structurally diverse partners. On the other
hand, different IDRs with different AA sequences may use their flexibility to bind to the same
protein partner [6,22]. Their associations are dynamic. The lack of structure of highly flexible
IDRs enables more diverse functionality [23]. IDRs are ensembles of conformations and each
individual conformation has a dynamic structure. The binding partner selects the most bind‐
ing-compatible conformation from this ensemble to form a complex [21,15]. The equilibrium is
thus shifted towards this interaction-prone member of the conformational ensemble.
Models of IDRs interaction processes:
• The 'binding and folding' mechanism with disorder-to-order transition is the most accept‐
ed model for the binding of IDR, where a highly structured conformation is formed by
binding to the partner molecule. A structured conformation is formed on binding IDR
(the local disorder-to-order transition) or on the entire molecule of IDP (the global disor‐
der-to-order transition) [25,26]. An IDR binds weakly at a relatively large distance fol‐
lowed by folding when the protein comes close to the binding site. One model utilizes a
prediction that an IDR with an open structure has a larger binding surface and a greater
capture radius for a specific binding site than the ordered protein and therefore the bind‐
ing rate is significantly enhanced over the binding rate of the ordered proteins [21]. The
binding induced disorder-to-order transition is accompanied by a dramatic decrease in
accessible surface area and by the release of a large number of water molecules [6]. A
large decrease in conformation entropy during this process enables highly specific but
easily reversible interactions.
• The 'polyelectrostatic' model describes the interaction of highly charged IDR with sev‐
eral similar binding motifs and a folded partner with one binding site [27,28]. Multiple
disordered binding motifs interact with the partner's folded binding site in a dynamic
equilibrium.  The  flexibility  of  the  IDR  makes  all  binding  motifs  equally  accessible.
Weak  affinities  of  the  individual  interactions  permit  their  efficient  exchange.  In  this
model, the IDR generates an electrostatic field representing the cumulative electrostatic
interaction of all charges in the IDR.
• The 'multi-step interaction' model describes the binding of an IDR that depends on the
conformational  selection  of  the  structural  ensemble  via  the  pre-formed elements  that
dominate the ensemble [29]. When the IDP comes close to the binding site of the part‐
ner  molecule,  an encounter  complex is  formed that  either  proceeds towards the final
complex or dissociates again. Electrostatic forces are the most important for encounter
complex formation [30]. Interacting partners in the encounter complex affect the confor‐
mational  landscapes  of  each  other.  Consecutive  steps  depend on the  preceding  steps
and  cooperation  between  protein  partners.  This  process  is  called  an  interdependent
protein dance [31,32]. The structural variability of complexes with IDPs can be consid‐
ered a reflection of interdependent protein dynamics, where the structure of the com‐
plex  is  a  result  of  coordinated  mutual  co-folding  [21].  In  such  encounters  'pre-
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organized'  complexes,  mainly  non-specific  electrostatic  interactions  are  involved  and
multiple  conformations  and  orientations  are  employed.  In  the  'multi-step  interaction'
model, IDPs interacts with their partners by a biphasic process with a fast Phase I lead‐
ing to the formation of disordered complexes and slower Phase II leading to the forma‐
tion of ordered complexes. Phase II includes the 'Binding and folding' model that may
or may not (binding without folding) follow a Phase I [33]. 'Polyelectrostatic' complexes
are probably the stopped stages of encounter complexes [21].
It is the most likely that the IDR contains a conformational preference for the structure it will
take upon binding.
3.3. Levels of IDPs in the cell and modulation of their activity
The level of IDPs inside the cell is precisely controlled. IDPs are more tightly regulated as
compared to structured proteins. Obviously it is very important that they are available at
the appropriate time and in the appropriate amount. The level of IDPs is controlled at the
synthesis and clearance levels and their activity is further modulated via interaction with
specific  binding partners and post-translational modifications.  IDRs are more solvent-ac‐
cessible then folded regions and therefore suitable for diverse post-translational modifica‐
tions,  such  as  phosphorylation,  sumoylation,  ubiquitination,  acetylation,  etc.  Such
modification can change the  electrostatic  properties  of  IDRs and affect  their  affinity  for
charged molecules like DNA.
The predicted intrinsic disorder is the strongest determinant of dosage sensitivity - proteins
become harmful when they are overexpressed [34]. The likely cause of dosage sensitivity is
the binding promiscuity of IDPs [11]. IDRs are prone to make promiscuous interactions
when their concentration is increased; it has been demonstrated that this is a likely cause of
pathology when genes are overexpressed [34].
4. The role of IDPs in replication processes
This chapter refers to the proteins of budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, because S.cerevi‐
siae is the best studied eukaryotic model organism that providing the most integrated view
of replication and recombination processes.
4.1. DNA replication process is tightly linked to recombination process
DNA replication and DNA recombination are central characteristics of life that cooperate to
maintain biological inheritance and genomic integrity. Replication enables the formation of
two identical DNA molecules from a single double-stranded DNA, while recombination en‐
ables accurate repair of errors that occur on both strands of DNA, as well as the formation of
new combinations of genes. Both processes are tightly intertwined [35]. The recombination
system plays a crucial role in DNA replication ensuring that the replication machines can
complete their task of genome duplication. DNA replication forks stall or collapse at DNA
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lesions or problematic genomic regions. When replication forks collapse, recombination is
the most important rescue mechanism. The recombination mechanism forms substrates for
the assembly of a new replication fork thus allowing continued DNA replication. On the
other hand, DNA synthesis is a crucial step during the recombination process. After Rad51-
mediated DNA strand invasion, DNA synthesis is the next step in recombination to restore
the integrity of the chromosome. Repair DNA synthesis during the recombination process is
similar to normal S-phase replication, but has specific properties. Thus recombination is part
of DNA replication and, vice versa, DNA synthesis is part of the recombination process.
Clearly then, the replication process requires both, replication and recombination proteins,
but then again so does the recombination process. This is why replication and recombina‐
tion proteins are discussed within the same functional group.
4.2. Predicted level of IDPs in replication and recombination processes
There are some facts to consider when predicting the level of IDPs in replication and recom‐
bination processes:
• An analysis of  the yeast  proteome showed that IDPs are often located in the cell  nu‐
cleus [4]. IDRs are abundant in DNA-binding proteins, while many replication and re‐
combination  proteins  are  DNA-binding  proteins.  IDRs  play  a  crucial  role  in  DNA-
binding  proteins  by  increasing  the  affinity  and  specificity  of  DNA binding  [36].  The
ability  of  IDRs to interact  with DNA is  tightly linked to the high content  of  charged
residues in IDRs;  IDRs that  bind to DNA are rich in positively charged residues and
their positive charges are highly clustered.
• Many IDPs are involved in recognition and regulation pathways, because interactions
with multiple partner molecules and high-specificity/low-affinity interactions are ex‐
tremely important in these pathways [2].
• Interesting feature of IDRs is that they are very sensitive to the environment. Flexible IDPs
more readily undergo conformational change in response to environmental perturbations
than rigid proteins [37,38]. Due to flexible structure, their local and global structures can
easily be shaped by their environment. High-specificity/low-affinity interactions with their
partners enable extremely sensitive functioning of IDPs, which is favourable for responses
to the environmental changes. In addition, the level of IDPs inside the cell is precisely con‐
trolled (Subchapter 3.4.) allowing rapid and accurate responses of the cell to changing envi‐
ronmental conditions. Higher and more regulated synthesis, higher degradation rates, and
tightly regulated activity make the levels of IDPs very sensitive to the environment.
Summarizing these findings, a high level of protein disorder is to be expected in processes
that take place in the cell nucleus, especially within regulatory proteins. The highest level of
disorder is expected in processes involved in responses to environmental changes. Accord‐
ing to those findings, in the nucleus, transcription should be the process with the highest
level of IDPs. Recombination and repair processes are also expected to have many IDPs;
however, these processes are tightly linked to DNA replication and many proteins are used
by all these processes. DNA replication is a process that proceeds by a precise program with
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a defined temporal order. The structural and functional properties of IDPs indicate that a
disordered structure is likely present to a lesser extent in DNA replication process. Howev‐
er, the initiation of DNA replication would be expected to engage more IDPs than the elon‐
gation of DNA replication due to the need for responsiveness to the environment (Figure 3).
It is expected that the majority of IDPs in these processes are regulatory proteins.
Figure 3. Processes in the nucleus: global prediction of protein disordered structure in the processes linked to DNA,
considering responsiveness to changes in the environment.
4.3. IDRs in replication proteins
Analysis of predicted IDRs within proteins that have a role in DNA replication was done
(Table 1). The majority of them functions also in recombination and repair processes.
It was found that proteins with the role in initiation of DNA replication have more predicted
disordered structure (26%) than proteins with the role in elongation of DNA replication
(20%). Difference is significant among proteins with very short IDRs; there is 35% proteins
with the role in initiation of DNA replication that contain less than 10% disordered struc‐
ture, while there is as much as 60% such proteins with the role in elongation of DNA replica‐
tion. However, difference is tiny among proteins with very large IDRs; 22% proteins with
the role in initiation of DNA replication contain more than 50% disordered structure and
there is 20% such proteins with the role in elongation of DNA replication.
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Elongation of DNA replication
Pol2 2222 0-44, 1186-1263 44, 77 5.4 R
Dpb2 689 92-159 67 9.7 R
Dpb3 201 96-201 105 52.2 R
Dpb4 196 0-26, 119-196 26, 77 52.6 R
Pol3 1097 0-100 100 9.1 R
Pol31 487 0-32 32 6.6 R
Pol32 350 118-350 232 66.3 R
PCNA 258 - 0 0 R
Cdc9 755 0-144 144 19.1 R
Rfa1 621 126-183 57 9.2 R
Rfa2 273 0-39, 177-235 39, 58 35.5 R
Rfa3 122 - 0 0 R
Rfc1 861 0-155, 230-296, 780-861 155, 66, 81 35.1 R
Rfc2 353 0-25 25 7.1
Rfc3 340 - 0 0
Initiation of DNA replication
Pol1 1468 82-341 259 17.6 R
Pol12 705 70-203 133 18.8 R
Pri1 409 - 0 0 R
Pri2 528 0-43 43 8.1 R
Orc1 914 0-42, 195-428 42, 233 30.1
Orc2 620 0-267 267 43.1
Orc3 616 0-40 40 6.5
Mcm2 868 0-68, 112-189 68, 77 16.7 R
Mcm3 971 742-897 155 16.0 R
Mcm4 933 0-177 177 19.0 R
Mcm10 571 41-154, 338-571 113, 233 60.6
Sld2 453 0-453 453 100
Sld3 668 87-155, 292-335, 417-668 68, 43, 271 57.2
Sld5 294 17-45 28 9.5
Psf1 208 - 0 0
Psf2 213 195-213 18 7.8
Psf3 194 - 0 0
Dpb11 764 226-321, 567-764 95, 197 38.2 R
Cdt1 604 427-507 80 13.2 R
Cdc6 513 0-61 61 11.9
Cdc7 507 - 0 0 R
Dbf4 704 0-110, 317-658 110, 341 64.1 R
Ecm11 302 0-183 183 60.6 R
Data about proteins were obtained from Saccharomyces genome database [39] and references therein.
Server Disopred2 [40] was used for protein disorder prediction.
*Predicted disorder regions more than 30 AA long (more than 20 AA long for very small proteins).
R - proteins involved in recombination and repair processes;
Disordered regions at N- or C- terminus are underlined.
Table 1. Predicted disorder regions of replication proteins.
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The majority (63%) of IDRs are at N- or C- terminus in proteins that have a role in DNA rep‐
lication. Most often IDRs are at the N-terminus, in 44% of replication proteins; 19% of repli‐
cation proteins have IDRs at the C-terminus.
4.4. IDRs in DNA polymerases
4.4.1. DNA polymerase α
Polymerase α is the only enzyme that can synthesize DNA de novo. It is required for initia‐
tion of chromosomal DNA replication during mitosis and meiosis, intragenic recombination,
and repair of double stranded DNA breaks. Pol1, the catalytic subunit of polymerase α com‐
plex, has a lot of disordered structure in comparison to Pol3 and Pol2 (Table 1). This fact is
consistent with the hypothesis concerning the expected average level of disordered struc‐
tures, since Pol1 is required for the initiation of DNA replication and Pol3 and Pol2 are re‐
quired for the elongation of DNA replication.
It was shown that IDR of Pol1 interacts with Cdc13: Pol1 residues 13-392 [41] or Pol1 resi‐
dues 47-560 [42]. Actually, a short fragment of Pol1 consisting only of residues 215-250 is
necessary and sufficient for binding with Cdc13. This disordered region of Pol1 becomes
well ordered, folded into a single amphipathic α-helix, when it is in complex with Cdc13, as
evidenced by good electron density in the crystals [43]. The interaction between IDR of Pol1
and Cdc13 is primarily mediated by a highly positively charged groove of Cdc13 and a neg‐
atively charged acidic convex surface of Pol1. These two surfaces are not only opposite in
charge distribution but also complementary in shape.
4.4.2. DNA polymerase δ
DNA polymerase δ is a major replicative DNA polymerase and is primarily required for the
lagging strand synthesis. It is a heterotrimeric complex composed of the catalytic subunit
Pol3, the structural subunit Pol31, and an additional auxiliary subunit Pol32. Pol32 is highly
disordered protein (Figure 4). While structured Pol3 and Pol31 are essential for viability, the
disordered Pol32 is not essential. Pol3 and Pol31 are highly conserved in eukaryotes; on the
other hand, the disordered Pol32 shows an extreme divergence in its AA sequence [44]. Hy‐
drodynamic studies of polymerase δ have shown an unusually high Stokes radius [45]. This
deviation from globularity may be due to the disordered structure of Pol32.
Pol32 is bound to Pol3 through Pol31. The C-terminus of Pol3 interacts with the conserved
region of Pol31 [46]. Deletion of the last four C-terminal AAs of Pol3, which are required for
the interaction between the Pol3 and Pol31, does not affect DNA replication but leads to de‐
fects in homologous recombination and in break-induced replication repair pathways. Dele‐
tion of Pol32 leads to signs of DNA replication defects and DNA repair defects, with
increased sensitivity to ultraviolet (UV) radiation and methylation damage [47].
Pol32 binds to Pol31 by the N-terminus (92 AA) and to PCNA by the C-terminus [48]. The
structured N-terminus of Pol32, which enables binding to Pol3 through Pol31, is essential
for damage-induced mutagenesis. Highly disordered C-terminus of Pol32 interacts with the
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structured N-terminus of Pol32, which enables binding to Pol3 through Pol31, is essential
for damage-induced mutagenesis. Highly disordered C-terminus of Pol32 interacts with the
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C-terminus of PCNA during DNA synthesis. Although the C-terminus of Pol32 is highly
disordered, there is one motif that is highly conserved in this region: the consensus PCNA-
binding motif 338-QGTLESFFKRKAK-350 (conserved amino acids in bold).
Figure 4. Predicted disordered regions of Pol32 (Disopred2).
It has also been shown that Pol32 interacts also with Pol1 that is a part of polymerase α, sug‐
gesting that Pol δ and Pol α interact via the Pol32 subunit [48]. These findings show diverse
role of Pol32 as typical IDP.
For the replication of the lagging strand where the polymerase must dissociate from the
DNA after  extension  of  each  Okazaki  fragment,  Polδ  utilizes  a  collision-release  mecha‐
nism where  the  Polδ  is  released  from PCNA.  Polδ  exhibits  a  very  high  processivity  in
synthesizing DNA with the PCNA sliding clamp. It has been shown that the N-terminal
region of Pol3 interacts with PCNA, and that this interaction increases Pol3 processivity
[49].  The  N-terminal  of  Pol3  is  predicted  to  be  highly  disordered  (Table  1).  Pol31  and
Pol32 also have binding sites for PCNA and all three subunits contribute to PCNA-stimu‐
lated DNA synthesis by Polδ [50].
4.4.3. DNA polymerase ε
DNA polymerase ε is primarily required for the leading strand synthesizes. Pol2 is the cata‐
lytic subunit of the polymerase ε complex. It has been shown that the highly structured C-
terminus of Pol2 is essential for DNA replication [51].
Dpb3  and  Dpb4  are  nonessential  small  subunits  of  the  DNA  polymerase  ε  complex,
which have a histone fold. Both Dpb3 and Dpb4 are highly disordered. They form a sub‐
assembly that interacts with histones and functions in transcriptional silencing caused by
chromatin structures [52].
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4.5. Dbf4, IDP with the role in replication and recombination
The complex Cdc7–Dbf4, also known as Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK), has a role at eukary‐
otic origins of replication. DDK is required for origin firing and replication fork progression
in mitotic S phase, for pre-meiotic DNA replication, meiotic double strand break formation,
recruitment of the monopolin complex to kinetochores during meiosis I and as a gene-spe‐
cific regulator of the meiosis-specific transcription factor Ndt80p. DDK is a Ser/Thr kinase
whose activity depends on the association of the Cdc7 catalytic subunit with a regulatory
subunit Dbf4. The level of Dbf4 is changes during the cell cycle and is the highest during
metaphase I [53]. Both subunits Cdc7 and Dbf4 are essential for growth.
Figure 5. Predicted disordered regions of Dbf4 (Disopred2).
Figure 6. Predicted disordered regions of Cdc7 (Disopred2).
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As expected, the regulatory subunit Dbf4 is highly disordered (Figure 5), while catalytic
subunit Cdc7 is a highly structured protein (Figure 6).
Dbf4 is a highly disordered protein with a disordered N-terminus (110 AA) and an IDR that
is half the length of the protein at the C-terminus; it has only a 200 AA long structural region
between both IDRs (Figure 5). It was shown that highly disordered C-terminus of Dbf4 has a
role in response to mutation by HU and that it is required in meiosis [54]. Superfamily as‐
signments [55] show no confident structure prediction for Dbf4, while Cdc7 has a predicted
cyclin-dependent protein kinase function at 1-304 AA with protein, ATP, and DNA binding
activity. Cdc7 has well conserved subdomains (30-195, 275-348, 438-465) found in the eu‐
karyotic protein kinase superfamily, while Dbf4 contains only three short conserved regions,
termed N (135-179), M (260-309), and C (659-696) [56]. Two of the three conserved regions
(N and M) are found in the the structural region of Dbf4.
4.5.1. Dbf4 in initiation of replication during mitosis
DDK phosphorylates  the  Mcm2-7 helicase,  and is  probably required for  helicase  activa‐
tion  or  for  recruitment  of  pre-IC  factors.  DDK  preferentially  phosphorylates  the  MCM
complexes that are most tightly linked to the DNA [57]. Dbf4 associates with origins in an
ORC-dependent manner [58]. The pre-RC components Mcm2, Mcm4, Orc2, and Orc3 have
each been identified as binding partners for Dbf4 [59,60,61]. The N-terminal half of Dbf4
is critical for recruitment of DDK to the origin. The highly disordered C-terminal half of
Dbf4 is required to bind the Cdc7 kinase [58]; more precisely, region 573-695 is required
for  interaction with  Cdc7,  while  the  structured region of  Dbf4  (110-296)  is  required for
binding the Mcm2–7 complex [60].
4.5.2. Dbf4 in checkpoint control
During the replication checkpoint response, Dbf4 is phosphorylated by checkpoint kinase
Rad53 allowing inhibition of initiation of replication at late origins. Checkpoint control during
S-phase slows the rate of DNA replication in response to DNA damage and blocks the replica‐
tion fork. This regulation is achieved through the Rad53 kinase-dependent block of late origins
of replication [62]. Dbf4 has been shown to be phosphorylated in a Rad53-dependent manner
in response to replication stress, which correlates with a reduced DDK activity [63]. It was
shown that mutations at predicted Rad53 phosphorylation sites (Ser84, Ser235, Ser377, Thr467,
Thr506, Ser507, and Thr551) contribute to bypassing such control [64].
The conserved region N of Dbf4 (66-221) is necessary for the interaction of Cdc7-Dbf4 with the
checkpoint kinase Rad53. The core of this binding region folds as a BRCT domain; in addition,
it includes an additional N-terminal helix unique to Dbf4 that is essential for the interaction
with Rad53 [65]. This unique N-terminal part of the conserved region N is predicted to be an
IDR (Figure 6) and probably becomes helix-structured after binding with Rad53.
4.5.3. Dbf4 in meiosis
DDK is required for replication, recombination and segregation events during meiosis in
yeast. It has been shown that in addition to the initiation of DNA replication, DDK has an
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important role in the initiation of meiotic recombination [66]. DDK phosphorylates the dou‐
ble strand break protein Mer2 and facilitates meiotic recombination [67]. CDK-S and DDK
function sequentially phosphorylate Mer2 on adjacent serines, Ser30 and Ser29, allowing
formation of meiotic double strand breaks.
DDK plays a role in meiotic segregation. DDK allows expression of NDT80, a global tran‐
scription factor in meiosis, required for the induction of genes required for meiotic progres‐
sion and spore formation. DDK promotes NDT80 transcription by relieving repression
mediated by a complex of Sum1, Rfm1, and histone deacetylase Hst1. Sum1 exhibits meio‐
sis-specific Cdc7-dependent phosphorylation. By this function, DDK links DNA replication
to the segregation of homologous chromosomes in meiosis I [68,69].
DDK is also necessary for recruitment of monopolin Mam1 to sister kinetochores, which
is required for mono-orientation of sister kinetochores in the reductional segregation oc‐
curring during meiosis I.
The use of the same Cdc7-Dbf4 complex to regulate many distinct meiosis-specific processes
could be important for the coordination of these processes during meiosis [68]. DDK is a link
between DNA replication, recombination and mono-orientation during meiosis I in budding
yeast [70]. In addition to the unifying role in meiosis, DDK has a role in initiation of replica‐
tion during mitosis and in checkpoint control. Highly flexible structure of Dbf4 is very likely
crucial for such a complex role of DDK.
4.6. Ecm11, IDP with the role in replication and recombination
Ecm11 is a protein with a strong meiotic phenotype; it affects meiotic DNA synthesis and
recombination [71]. Homozygous deletion of the ECM11 gene causes delay in a process of
meiosis, lower efficiency of ascii formation and lower spore viability.
Figure 7. Predicted disordered regions of Ecm11 (Disopred2).
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Ecm11 is highly disordered protein; 2/3 of Ecm11 is unstructured (Table 1). Ecm11 has 302
mostly hydrophilic AA as expected for IDP (Subchapter 2.1.). IDR of 183 AA is located at the
N-terminal end of Ecm11 (Figure 7). The C-terminal end is predicted to be mostly helical
and contain coiled-coil motif at the very C-terminus. Superfamiliy assignments [55] show no
confident structure prediction for Ecm11.
4.6.1. The ecm11 mutation affects sporulation efficiency
It was showed that ecm11 homozygous diploid strains sporulate more slowly and less effi‐
ciently than the wild type strains [71]. Wild type strains carrying additional ECM11 on the
centromeric plasmid also showed reduced sporulation efficiency comparing to wild types.
Obviously, sporulation efficiency depends on the copy number of Ecm11 protein in the cell
during meiosis. As more Ecm11 than usual in the cell make lower sporulation efficiency,
Ecm11 is probably a part of heterologous protein complex, demanding exactly correct bal‐
ance among those proteins.
4.6.2. Ecm11 has a role in meiotic recombination
It was showed that ecm11 homozygous spores have reduced viability for 50% [71]. The ma‐
jority of ecm11 ascii (56%) produced only two viable spores, while only 1% of such ascii were
observed in the parental strain. This result shows non-disjunction of homologous chromo‐
somes at the first meiotic division. By recombination tests was demonstrated that ECM11 is
required for crossing over, but not for gene conversion. This result raises the possibility that
ecm11 mutation impairs the crossover process at an early step of recombination, at the differ‐
entiation of intermediates into crossovers or non-crossovers.
4.6.3. Ecm11 is required for meiotic DNA replication
Deletion of the ECM11 gene cause diminished DNA replication in meiosis [71].
In the two-hybrid screen it was found out that Ecm11 strongly interacts with Cdc6 that has a
pivotal role in the initiation of DNA replication [72]. Genetic interactions between Cdc6 and
Ecm11 were also observed. Moderate supression of cdc6-1 mutation by overexpression of
ECM11 was detected [72] and deletion of ECM11 in cdc6-1 genetic background enhances
thermo-sensitivity of cdc6-1 mutation (Zavec AB, unpublished result). These data suggest di‐
rect involving of Ecm11 in initiation of DNA replication process.
4.6.4. Ecm11 is modified by SUMO during meiosis
IDPs are tightly regulated in a cell and diverse post-translational modifications (such as
ubiquitination, sumoylation, and phosphorylation) facilitate regulation of their function
(Subchapter 3.4.). It was shown that the majority of Ecm11 protein in the cell is sumoylated
during meiosis [73]. Lys5 at the highly disordered N-terminus of Ecm11 is modified by SU‐
MO. It was shown that sumoylation is essential for biological role of Ecm11 in meiosis and
that sumoylation directly regulates Ecm11 function in meiosis.




Cell nuclei contain high levels of IDPs. In this work, a hypothesis has been made, that in the
nucleus, transcription is a process with the highest level of IDPs and that a disordered struc‐
ture is likely present to a lesser extent in DNA replication process. However, the initiation of
DNA replication would be expected to engage more IDPs than the elongation of DNA repli‐
cation due to the need for responsiveness to the environment. By analysis of predicted disor‐
dered structure in replication proteins, it was confirmed that proteins with the role in
initiation of DNA replication have more disordered structure than proteins with the role in
elongation of DNA replication. The majority of IDRs in these proteins are at N- or C- termi‐
nus, most often IDRs are at the N-terminus of IDPs.
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1. Introduction
Replication fork progression is blocked by a variety impediments including DNA damage,
aberrant DNA structures, or nucleotide depletion [1-3]. The response to replication fork
stalling varies according the type of replication inhibition, the number of stalled forks and
the duration of the treatment [3-7]. Stalled replication forks are at increased risk for DNA
damage, which can lead to mutation or cell death [7-13]. The cell relies on the Intra-S phase
checkpoint and DNA damage response proteins to preserve fork structure to allow recovery
and resumption of the cell cycle [5, 10, 14-19]. Thus, the mechanisms that maintain replica‐
tion fork structure are crucial for genome maintenance, and form a primary barrier to malig‐
nant transformation [20, 21].
The drug hydroxyurea (HU) induces a reversible early S-phase arrest by causing deoxynu‐
cleotide triphosphate (dNTP) depletion [22-24]. HU is a venerable chemotherapeutic, used
for its ability to inhibit cell proliferation, but also because it predisposes proliferating cells to
genome instability. The loss of replication fork stability and its associated DNA damage fol‐
lowing HU treatment is loosely termed “replication fork collapse”. Changes in dNTP pool
levels through other mechanisms (e.g. exogenous thymidine or 5-bromo-2’deoxyuridine
treatment) are known to cause point mutations [25-27], plasmid instability [28] and poly‐
ploidization [29]. Further, dNTP pool changes in human cells may cause hypersensitivity to
secondary treatment with alkylating agents [30, 31].
Wild type cells recover from HU arrest and complete S-phase once drug is removed from the
culture medium. Alternatively, some cultures may recover from HU arrest prior to its remov‐
© 2013 Sabatinos and Forsburg; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
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al by up-regulating nucleotide synthesis and overcoming HU replication inhibition to slow‐
ly complete S-phase [17, 32, 33]. The ability to recover stalled replication out of an HU arrest
requires restoration of replication forks, restart of DNA synthesis and completion of S-phase.
Whether  a  replication  fork  successfully  recovers,  or  collapses  with  DNA  damage,  de‐
pends in part on the Intra-S phase checkpoint pathway. Cells lacking the checkpoint suf‐
fer fork collapse and death. Notably, cells that do not trigger the Intra-S phase checkpoint
continue to synthesize DNA despite the presence of HU. Continued synthesis in the pres‐
ence of low dNTP pools leads to reduced replication rates and increased single stranded
DNA (ssDNA) [33-37]. This is a fragile state of “open” DNA that is prone to double strand
breaks (DSBs) [38-40]. Further, altered dNTP levels during DNA replication enhance point
mutations, in which the base inserted shifts towards that of the dominant pool or away
from the lowest pool [25, 41-44]. This explains why the replication checkpoint is a crucial
barrier to genome instability.
Thus, replication fork collapse in checkpoint mutants does not occur immediately after HU
treatment, detection of decreased dNTP levels, or failure to mount a checkpoint response.
Instead, replication fork collapse across a population of forks, within a culture of cells, is a
consequence of continued fork activity. The signs and symptoms of replication fork collapse
represent a new execution point, the Replication Fork Collapse Point. This metric describes
the time at which the majority of replication forks in a cell population become non-function‐
al. In this review, we describe the causes and symptoms of the Replication Fork Collapse
Point, with particular regard to the Intra S-phase checkpoint.
2. Replication Fork Structure is Maintained During Stalling
The replication fork describes a region of denatured DNA where DNA synthesis is actively
occurring, resembling a two-tined fork. The replisome encompasses the forked DNA, and
the entire complex is large and dynamic, coupling DNA unwinding and polymerization
[45-47]. Unwinding is performed by a conserved hexameric helicase (MCM) and its associat‐
ed proteins Cdc45 and GINS. The processive helicase produces single strand DNA (ssDNA)
which becomes transiently coated with replication protein A (RPA), a ssDNA binding pro‐
tein homologue. ssDNA is the substrate for leading- (polε) and lagging-strand (polδ and
polα-primase) polymerases.
These functions must be linked to facilitate DNA synthesis. Coupling generation of ssDNA
with its use in replication is particularly important, because ssDNA is vulnerable to form‐
ing secondary structures, which leads to DNA damage [40, 48, 49], and recombination [50-52].
Thus, fork proteins limit the amount of DNA unwinding and ssDNA [39, 53]. In normal
conditions,  synthesis  may occur  rapidly  and the  goal  of  minimizing ssDNA production
(<200bp) is easily accomplished [54]. However, if either the leading or lagging strand poly‐
merases become stalled or arrested in a slow zone, the helicase must also be slowed down
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to prevent it from generating excessive ssDNA and potentially dissociating entirely from
the replisome.
Helicase and polymerases are linked by the replication Fork Protection Complex (FPC),
which contributes to replication fidelity and later chromosome segregation. Tim1 (S. pombe
Swi1) and Tipin (SpSwi3) are evolutionarily conserved core components of the FPC that are
essential for fork stability [11, 55-58](Table 1). This core is joined by AND1 (SpMcl1) and
CLASPIN (SpMrc1), two proteins that bridge the helicase and polymerases. AND1 links the
lagging strand primase (polα) [59-62], while CLASPIN connects the leading strand polymer‐
ase (polε) [58, 63].
Because of its role maintaining replisome structure, the FPC promotes replication fork effi‐
ciency and speed, particularly during fork stalling or pausing. While not essential for DNA
replication [58, 64-66], the FPC contributes to processivity [67-70], and has additional roles in
response to replication stalling [55, 71, 72], and facilitating sister chromatid cohesion, which
is essential for faithful chromosome segregation [73-75].
Human FPC component Homologues References
TIMELESS (TIM) Tim1 (M. musculus, X. laevis)
Tof1 (S. cerevisiae)
Swi1 (S. pombe)
[56, 57, 63, 65, 72]
TIPIN (TIP) Tipin (M. musculus, X. laevis)
Csm3 (S. cerevisiae)
Swi3 (S. pombe)
[11, 56-58, 63, 75,
75-77]
CLASPIN Claspin (M. musculus, X. laevis)
Mrc1 (S. cerevisiae, S. pombe)
[14, 63, 78-82]
AND1 And1 (M. musculus, X. laevis)
Ctf4 (S. cerevisiae)
Mcl1 (S. pombe)
[59, 61, 73, 83]
Table 1. Fork Protection Complex Proteins in Various Species.
3. Causes of Replication Fork Stalling
DNA replication occurs in a short period during the cell cycle. In yeasts, replication of the
~12 Mb genome occurs within 20 to 30 minutes out of a 2.5 to 3h cell cycle. Human cells re‐
quire several hours, a fraction of a full cell cycle, to replicate a substantially larger genome.
The rate-limiting factor is replication fork velocity at 1–2 kb/min. This is an astonishing rate,
considering secondary and tertiary structure of the genome packaged into higher order
chromatin domains. The tight links between helicase, polymerase and FPC promote highly
processive replication. Importantly, they also contribute to replication fidelity. Disruption of
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any one component (if not already lethal) leads to significant disruptions in processivity
and/or fidelity. This is particularly true when impediments to replication are encountered.
Replication pausing and stalling is caused by both natural barriers and external factors [3,
84, 85]. Some regions of DNA cause replication fork stalling through sequence elements (e.g.
DNA secondary structure in repetitive elements), or protein interference (i.e. transcription).
Replication “slow zones” have been described in many model organisms, and these may
contribute to genome instability and chromosome fragility. One characteristic shared by
many “difficult templates” is the presence of repetitive sequence elements that cause fork
stalling [86-89].
A replication termination sequence (RTS1) at the mating locus of fission yeast also promotes
unidirectional fork progression by binding the replication termination factor 1 (Rtf1) [88,
90-95]. Unidirectional DNA replication is required to establish an imprint that directs mat‐
ing type switching. RTS1 replication fork pausing is polar, meaning that forks approaching
the barrier from one direction will be affected; forks from the opposite direction continue
replication [93, 96].
Similarly, ribosomal DNA (rDNA) arrays are an example of a natural, repetitive element
that is at risk for fork pausing. Each of the rDNA repeats contains a polar replication termi‐
nator, which ensures that forks proceed unidirectionally through each element [86, 97-100].
This occurs as a response to the binding of a fork arrest protein. For example, in fission yeast
the Reb1 protein binds the replication termination element Ter3, which promotes long-range
DNA interactions with other chromosomal Ter sequences [101, 102]. Localized to the nucleo‐
lus, this may nucleate a zone for replication termination [103]. Based on similarity to pro‐
karyotic replication terminators, Reb1-Ter binding may stop the MCM helicase from
creating more ssDNA leading to fork pausing and stalling. Pausing of the fork at this site
also depends on FPC proteins Swi1 and Swi3.
Replication termination at rDNA is also seen in budding yeast and mammals. In S.cerevisiae,
the FOB1 protein binds to ribosomal fork barrier elements and arrests progression of the
replication fork so that replication is in concert with rDNA transcription [104, 105]. In mice,
transcription termination factor 1 (TTF1) binds to termination sites in the rDNA and causes
fork arrest [106-108]. It is suggested that Reb1/FOB1/TTF1 binding to their specific rDNA el‐
ements blocks the replicative MCM helicase and arrests forks.
The rDNA elements define one type of genomic sequence that causes replication slowing or
pausing sites. Other regions of the genome may also cause fragile sites, which are broadly
characterized as replication slow zones that are prone to forming DNA breaks [38, 40, 109,
110]. These may be dependent upon the chromatin context, transcriptional activity, or im‐
pairment of the fork by external agents, such as HU [111].
HU inhibits the activity of ribonucleotide reductase, which causes a reduction of dNTP
pools [112]. HU is frequently used as a reversible early-S phase block reagent in cultured
cells. In this sense, HU response is similar to excess thymidine treatment, which changes
dNTP pools and induces an early S-phase arrest in metazoan cells [35]. The size of dNTP
pools is intimately linked to cell cycle and checkpoint responses [24, 32, 113-115]. Critically,
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checkpoint proficiency allows cells to survive HU arrest, hold forks stable, and efficiently re‐
start during release.
4. Intra-S Checkpoint: keeping things connected
The Intra-S phase checkpoint is a kinase cascade that responds to HU treatment. It serves to
stabilize replication forks and arrest replication until dNTP pools recover. The checkpoint
also prevents DNA damage from forming, particularly DNA double strand breaks, by re‐
stricting endonucleases such as Mus81 that can act on stalled fork structures [9, 10]. In addi‐
tion, the Intra-S checkpoint regulates recombination enzymes (e.g. SpRqh1/ScSgs1/HsBLM,
Rad60), to preserve stalled forks in a state competent for restart without loss of genetic infor‐
mation [18, 116].
The remainder of this review will focus on the effects of the checkpoint on the replisome it‐
self. During checkpoint activation, the helicase is restrained and stabilized, to prevent exces‐
sive unwinding and allow the fork to restart when HU is removed or bypassed. DNA
synthesis is also restrained, preventing mutations that may occur during replication in the
presence of altered dNTP pools. Late replication origins are prohibited from firing, conserv‐
ing these “second-chance” origins for later replication restart. These activities help to stabi‐
lize established forks after HU treatment, later allowing them to restart. Alternatively, new
forks may be established from the late origins in restart to rescue collapsed forks and com‐
plete DNA synthesis.
Wild type cells are actively inhibited from DNA synthesis during HU block [10, 17, 36, 58,
65, 117, 118]. That is, the forks do not cease synthesis because they run out of nucleotides.
Rather, the checkpoint ensures that the forks are slowed or stopped before such starvation
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Figure 1. The Intra-S phase checkpoint across species. Key components of the checkpoint and their names are descri‐
bed for metazoan (Human, mouse, Xenopus), budding yeast (S. cerevisiae) and fission yeast (S. pombe). A) The replica‐
tion checkpoint signals the presence of replication fork stalling and ssDNA accumulation through the upstream kinase
(ATR/Rad3/Mec1), which activates the downstream effector kinase (CHK1/Cds1/Rad53). CLASPIN/Mrc1 is the media‐
tor of the replication checkpoint and is responsible for efficient dimerization and activation of the downstream kinase.
B) Similarities to the DNA damage response checkpoint. When DSBs are generated in G2, ssDNA is created around the
break, which recruits the upstream kinase (ATM/Rad3/Mec1). Through the 53BP1/Crb2/Rad9 mediator, the upstream
kinase phosphorylates and activates the downstream kinase (CHK2/Chk1/Rad53), which arrests the cell cycle and al‐
lows time for repair.
Checkpoint activation is also coupled to the FPC proteins, particularly CLASPIN and its
yeast equivalent, Mrc1 [118, 126, 127]. In fission yeast, Mrc1 is phosphorylated by the up‐
stream Rad3/ATR kinase to a checkpoint-active form [128]. This activation recruits the
downstream Cds1 kinase to the stalled replication fork and is essential to signal amplifica‐
tion and transmission by activated Cds1. This pathway is conserved: in humans and bud‐
ding yeast, respectively, Chk1/Rad53 is recruited to stalled forks by CLASPIN/Mrc1 and
ATR/Mec1 kinase [6, 14, 16, 124, 129-131].
This S phase checkpoint has a parallel structure to the DNA double strand break (DSB) re‐
sponse: Mrc1 is a replication-specific version of the Hs53BP1/ScRAD9/SpCrb2 mediator,
which brings together master kinases (ATM/ATR, Mec1 and Rad3) with an effector kinase
(CHK2, Rad53 or Chk1) for DSB response [14, 129] (Figure 1).
Fission yeast cds1∆ and mrc1∆ cells rapidly die in HU [117, 118, 127]. These cells lack the
Intra-S phase checkpoint and cannot restrain late origin firing or nuclease activity at stalled
forks [34, 36, 51, 58, 132]. In contrast to wild type cells, however, these mutants continue
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DNA synthesis during HU block [53, 133]. The replication forks develop extensive ssDNA
which can be observed by RPA binding. However, the fork proteins do not remain together,
suggesting that the link between helicase and polymerase components is lost. Upon release
from HU, cds1∆ or mrc1∆ cells manage a limited amount of further DNA synthesis. Their
DNA synthesis proceeds slowly, but cells never achieve a fully replicated amount of DNA.
Thus, the forks are failing as they reach the Replication Fork Collapse point, which results in
S-phase failure and ultimately, cell death.
5. The Rules of Replisome Restraint and Restart,1: Fork Movement
Considering the phenotype of checkpoint mutants, we infer that an active mechanism re‐
strains the helicase during HU treatment. Genome-wide studies in budding yeast show ac‐
cumulation of single stranded DNA occurs in checkpoint mutants, adjacent to replication
forks upon treatment with HU [39, 58, 133]. Similarly, in fission yeast checkpoint mutants,
large masses of RPA can be visualized in whole cells treated with HU, which depend upon
the MCM helicase [53].
A simple interpretation is that the helicase becomes uncoupled from the stalling polymerase
and unwinds DNA ahead of it. This excessive unwinding generates ssDNA that is prone to
breakage, which generates a characteristic DSB marker, phosphorylated histone H2A(X) [15,
39]. In many cases, the RPA signal is associated with markers of DNA synthesis, such as in‐
corporation of the nucleotide analogue BrdU [53], or proximity to replication fork proteins
[133]. Importantly, this uncoupling and unwinding occurs at the same time as DNA synthe‐
sis during both HU block and release. This suggests a more subtle effect in which leading
and lagging strand synthesis is uncoupled, which leads to simultaneous accumulation of
ssDNA and markers of synthesis, either because they are in the same region or because the
ssDNA is a functional template.
6. Rules of Restraint and Restart, 2: Synthesis
The second key to restraint and successful restart is modulating the DNA polymerases. Wild
type cells incorporate minimal amounts of nucleoside analogue in the presence of HU. Forks
slow but remain stable [7, 17, 34, 54]. The rate of nucleotide analogue incorporation decreas‐
es, and DNA content does not increase significantly [36, 117, 134, 135]. In the yeast system,
studies suggest that early replication forks extend about 5kb from the origin in the presence
of HU before stopping [134, 136]. Decreased dNTP pools slow replication elongation during
HU arrest. However, ectopic expansion of dNTPs by expressing ribonucleotide reductase
from a plasmid can increase fork velocity even in HU [34]. Upon release from HU, replica‐
tion rapidly restarts, whether from new origins or reactivation of existing forks, which re‐
sults in rapid completion of DNA synthesis before cell division.
Budding yeast dNTP metabolism is quite robust and resistant to challenge, sensitive only to
high levels of HU or significant NTP imbalance. In contrast, fission yeast [137] and metazo‐
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an cells are sensitive to low levels of HU, or modest dNTP imbalance, both which are suffi‐
cient to provoke replication arrest [7]. In all systems, there is an intimate connection to the
Intra-S phase checkpoint.
Surprisingly, checkpoint mutants do not block DNA synthesis in HU, indicating that they
are not actually starved for nucleotides, but rather lacking the ability to monitor pool lev‐
els  [53].  Fission  yeast  cds1∆ mutants  continue  to  synthesize  DNA and incorporate  ana‐
logue. In analysis of chromatin fibers, these can be visualized as extended tracts of newly
synthesized DNA despite the presence of HU. Upon release from the drug, cds1∆ mutants
continue to incorporate some analogue before reaching a plateau, by which time they have
accumulated approximately 66% the total amount of DNA incorporated in wild type (con‐
tinuous labeling, block and release) [53]. These differences can be measured by detection of
analogue incorporation, but are obscured by total DNA content analysis, which is prone to
artifact [22, 36, 134].
The difference between the two situations is that much of this synthesis occurs during HU
treatment in the mutant, and only after release in wild type [53]. Thus, it is not until the re‐
covery period that the majority of cds1∆ forks break down and can no longer synthesize
DNA. We define the point at which synthesis ceases as the Replication Fork Collapse Point
(see discussion of the Collapse Point in section “The Collapse Point: A Metric for Fork Stabil‐
ity”). Importantly, this is an extended window of time where there is a stochastic probability
of forks arresting and suffering collapse. Our data show that regions of DNA synthesis upon
HU release have high levels of RPA [53], which indicates that fork collapse is accompanied
by accumulation of ssDNA. This may reflect a burden of damage, incurred in HU, which is
remembered during release at the Collapse Point.
Polymerase ε is coupled to the helicase by Mrc1 and the FPC proteins Tof1 (Swi1) and Csm1
(Swi3) [63, 65, 132, 138]. This is thought to stabilize leading strand components at stalled
forks in HU. Asynchronously growing mrc1∆ cells lack this connection, which leads to in‐
trinsic damage and a higher level of basal Cds1 phosphorylation even without added repli‐
cation stress [128]. This essentially uncouples leading and lagging strands. mrc1∆ cells
treated with HU incorporate more nucleotide analogue but in shorter DNA fiber tracts. This
is consistent with a role for Mrc1 in modulating origin firing, as well as rate [139-141]. The
increase in DNA synthesis is only slightly higher after release, which could be attributed to
slower forks or polε uncoupling as in S. cerevisiae [81, 141]. These data suggest that in the
absence of Mrc1, forks continue to synthesize a low, steady level of DNA and this is inde‐
pendent of Cds1.
Mrc1 brings Cds1 and Rad3 together to phosphorylate Cds1 on threonine 11 [128, 142]. Sub‐
sequently, Cds1 activation is amplified by dimerization and autophosphorylation, setting in
motion the full Intra-S phase checkpoint [128]. HU treatment induces little Cds1-T11 phos‐
phorylation in mrc1∆; instead, the damage response kinase Chk1 is activated. This suggests
that there is conversion of stalled synthesis into DNA damage. Consistent with this, phos‐
pho-H2A accumulates in mrc1∆ nuclei and replicated fiber tracts after HU release [53]. The
damage signal is frequently coincident with areas of synthesis, but often distinct from RPA-
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heavy areas. Thus, unwinding and synthesis are likely uncoupled and distinct in mrc1∆ with
HU treatment.
7. Rules of Restraint and Restart, 3: the late origins
An additional function of the Intra-S phase checkpoint is to restrain late origins from fir‐
ing.  Upon release  from HU,  these  origins  become competent  for  replication,  and estab‐
lish “rescue forks” that ensure completion of DNA replication [33, 36, 143-145]. Could these
origins explain the post-release DNA synthesis observed in the checkpoint mutants? While
late origin firing must contribute to some of the synthesis after release,  we suggest that
much of  the  post-release  DNA synthesis  does  not  occur  from late  origin  firing,  for  the
following reasons.
First, origin firing is de-regulated in HU blocked checkpoint mutants, which suggests that
many late origins have already fired at the time of release, and are not available for this fur‐
ther synthesis. Recent work on dNTP pools in budding yeast suggests that >200 additional
origins are fired in a rad53-11 mutant compared to wild type in HU [34]. Deleting the ribo‐
nucleotide reductase inhibitor Sml1 results in activation of late origins in HU, while a
rad53-11sml1∆ double mutant shows increased replication tracts in HU [34]. Sml1 is regulat‐
ed by the replication checkpoint [114], and sml1∆ cells have increased dNTP pools [113, 146].
sml1∆ mutant backgrounds are frequently used in replication checkpoint studies because
they overcome the lethal effects of rad53∆ or mec1∆, but this makes direct comparison of
these double mutants with other organisms, which retain controls of NTP pools, difficult.
However, HU has also been shown to arrest replication without completely exhausting
dNTP pools [22, 34], which suggests that cells sense small dNTP changes. Perhaps the Intra-
S phase checkpoint also contributes to fork slowing and stalling, and is not limited to signal
transduction at stalled forks.
Second, it  is  likely that late origins that fire in checkpoint mutants after HU release are
incapable of synthesizing more than a short tract length, due to lack of nucleotides [137].
More analogue is  incorporated in  cds1∆ compared to  wild type for  the first  30  minutes
after  HU release,  suggesting  that  start-up replication  is  both  different  and faster  in  the
mutant cells. Additionally, more origins fire in mutants during HU block [140, 143, 147],
suggesting that fewer origins remain to be activated after release. These observations im‐
ply that for forks established during HU arrest in cds1∆ and mrc1∆, synthesis cannot pro‐
ceed past a point of increased fork collapse and template damage [9, 15, 116, 148-150]. The
role of origin repression, using mutant cells that impede origin firing, is required to con‐
firm the  degree  to  which DNA synthesis  occurring in  checkpoint  mutants  after  HU re‐
lease is dependent on late origins.
Together, these observations from multiple systems suggest that wild type cells survive HU
block and release through coordination of several mechanisms: control of late origin firing,
maintenance of existing replication forks, and later restart of the stabilized forks. Wild type
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cells do not encounter the Replication Fork Collapse Point because forks are maintained,
replication is successfully restarted, and DNA synthesis completed.
8. Converting Stalled Forks to Restart
After HU is removed from culture medium, stabilized replication forks are returned to com‐
petence for DNA synthesis. In theory, immediate restart from a stabilized fork may be possi‐
ble if all components are in place, having been protected from disassembly during HU
arrest. In many cases this is likely to involve recombination pathways and the Rad51 recom‐
binase. Rad51 binds to replisome components in HU, and around damaged replication forks
[7, 15, 151]. Rad51 binds to ssDNA and promotes homologous recombination by allowing
broken DNA to invade a homologous region for repair [52, 152, 153]. Checkpoint mutants
have additional ssDNA, and experience “branch migration” of the fork structure [7, 52, 94,
154]. The resulting “chicken foot” structure is at risk for becoming a break or collapsed fork.
Alternatively, the cruciform structure can be resolved by exonuclease Exo1, but leads to a
partially replicated structure that cannot be replicated without de novo polymerase recruit‐
ment or break-induced replication [154-158].
The amount of time in HU until release has different effects in yeast and metazoan cultures.
Both budding and fission yeast begin to arrest in HU within the first hour of HU exposure
(e.g. [53, 134, 144, 159]). After a few hours at normal growth temperature, adaptation occurs,
probably through changes in ribonucleotide reductase activity. In budding yeast, long-term
HU exposure causes normal replication profiles to proceed at a glacial pace [33]. Similarly,
human cells show increased sensitivity to HU over time, where fewer forks are observed
with extended HU dose [7]. Peterman et.al. (2010) demonstrated that restarting long-HU
treatment forks depends on both Rad51 and the repair protein XRCC3. Thus, protracted HU
exposure may change that repair pathway used in fork repair, slowing the entire replication
program [7, 153]. Slightly later than ssDNA accumulation, we detect Rad52 foci in live cells,
increasing during HU block and release but lagging behind RPA accumulation [53]. Intrigu‐
ingly, MRN/MRX- components co-localize at the replication fork and are important for fork
stability (e.g. [35, 149, 160-162]), pointing at the essential role of recombination repair in re‐
starting stalled replication forks.
9. The Collapse Point: A Metric for Fork Stability
The concept of replication fork “collapse” encompasses the observations that DNA damage
and broken forks lead to loss of replication. ssDNA accumulates at susceptible forks and is a
marker of increased risk of collapse [39, 54, 133, 137]. The DNA damage created at a stalled
fork at or before collapse may not simply be DSBs. In fact, single strand breaks may form an
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important part in the damage process, converted to DSBs either during fork regression or in
a second S-phase [163-165].
We propose the Collapse Point as the time when the balance between replication fork proc‐
essivity and instability tips toward disaster. The time when the majority of forks in a cell
have irreversibly, irrecoverably failed and replication will not be completed. Ongoing syn‐
thesis in checkpoint mutants during HU treatment sets the forks on a course to destruction,
but actual collapse does not occur until the attempt to recover. We suggest some replication
forks retain activity and undergo a shortened replication restart after HU release. This is
consistent with data in fission and budding yeasts that fork components are retained and
move during HU arrest in checkpoint deficient cells [53, 133].
Figure 2. Model of the Replication Fork in HU before the Collapse Point.
Model of how replication fork architecture is affected by HU treatment in wild type, cds1∆ or mrc1∆ fission yeast cells.
Left, wild type forks are stabilized through the Fork Protection Complex of Mrc1 (yellow diamond) and Mcl1 (green
diamond), and the Intra-S phase checkpoint. As part of the FPC, Mrc1 forms a link between polymerase epsilon (ε),
while Mcl1 links the helicase to polymerase alpha (α). A small loop of ssDNA forms at the fork in response to HU. This
signals through the mediator function of Mrc1, activating Cds1 kinase. Cds1 kinase stabilizes and stalls the helicase
activity of the replisome. Cds1 also inhibits Mus81 endonucleolytic activity and late origin firing, maintaining wild type
cells in a state where replication can be restarted and/or finished from late origins after HU is removed. Right, top;
when Cds1 is absent, a larger ssDNA loop forms from failing to slow the helicase. ssDNA is coated with replication
protein A (RPA, blue circles) which form large foci in nuclei during HU block and release. Mrc1 is present, likely stabiliz‐
ing polε, but the ssDNA may serve as template for lagging strand synthesis by pol α. Note that a ssDNA loop is pre‐
sumed on the cds1∆ leading strand, but is omitted for clarity. The Intra-S phase checkpoint is not activated, late origins
fire, and nucleases are not regulated.
Right, bottom; in the absence of Mrc1 the helicase is deregulated and potentially detached from polymerases. Large
amounts of ssDNA form at individual forks and are coated by RPA. Although there is a great deal of ssDNA template,
the length of mrc1∆ tracts in HU suggests that replication is slow, and that ssDNA areas are used as template during
block and release up to a point where damage is encountered and forks collapse. In both cds1∆ and mrc1∆ cases, loss
of replicative activity correlates with increased ssDNA foci, which build during HU block and release, suggesting that
both mutants reach the Replication Fork Collapse Point during release.
The Replication Fork Collapse Point has no meaning for an individual fork; instead, it is the
emergent property of the sum behavior of forks in a cell. The Collapse Point will generally
be estimated by ensemble averaging across all cells in a culture.
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While forks in cds1∆ and mrc1∆ retain synthesis activity, they are not necessarily the same as
wild type (Figure 2). The amount of ssDNA and DNA damage signal (phospho-H2A(X)) is
increased proximal to cds1∆ and mrc1∆ replication forks [39, 53], which could represent un‐
coupling of leading and lagging strand synthesis in advance of replication fork collapse. To‐
gether, these observations suggest that replication fork activity in checkpoint mutants
shapes their stability. The inability of the mutant cells to restrain replication during HU and
throughout release contributes to extensive ssDNA, DNA damage, and eventual collapse.
These results point to the cds1∆ and mrc1∆ Replication Fork Collapse Points occurring later
than previously expected, and largely during HU release as cells attempt to resume the cell
cycle. Thus, forks do not immediately collapse, but instead retain synthesis activity. The ends
of new synthesis in release bear the marks of ssDNA and DNA damage. We conclude that
fork collapse for these mutants is delayed, but its seeds are sown during HU block, only coming
into full effect during release. The Replication Fork Collapse Point may be used as a descrip‐
tor for other genotypes to describe both how and when the majority of replication forks are
destroyed in a population of cells. This is an execution point: while the cells are not viable by
this time, the Collapse Point signals the time at which decay leading to death is fully establish‐
ed. We anticipate that the Collapse Point will be much later for rad51∆ or other repair-defi‐
cient mutants, which collapse by failing to properly restart. In contrast, Fork Protection Complex
mutants may show an intermediate timing, or an incomplete Fork Collapse Point.
In turn, these studies prompt further questions. Do dNTP pools recover after release in cds1∆
and mrc1∆ cells? If this is the case, as suggested by the increase in replication after release in
cds1∆ and mrc1∆ cells, what are the additional defining features of replication fork collapse?
10. Conclusions
Monitoring replication competency, accumulation of ssDNA and DNA damage signals
around replication forks permits modeling to determine how replication forks respond to
HU arrest and recovery. This, in turn, indicates what role checkpoint proteins Cds1 and
Mrc1 play in fork stability and effective restart. The Replication Fork Collapse Point incorpo‐
rates the signs and symptoms of fork collapse and attempts to put a time to when the major‐
ity of replication forks undergo collapse. This is likely different for different genetic
backgrounds missing key components of checkpoint signal, fork stabilization and replica‐
tion restart. Future work will dissect replication fork proteins in HU and release, and take
the genome-wide data from microarray and sequencing, moving into monitoring patterns at
individual replication forks. Since replication stability and fidelity is a key barrier to malig‐
nancy, defining when and how replication forks collapse in the absence of checkpoint will
allow insights into the development and prevention of cancer.
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In turn, these studies prompt further questions. Do dNTP pools recover after release in cds1∆
and mrc1∆ cells? If this is the case, as suggested by the increase in replication after release in
cds1∆ and mrc1∆ cells, what are the additional defining features of replication fork collapse?
10. Conclusions
Monitoring replication competency, accumulation of ssDNA and DNA damage signals
around replication forks permits modeling to determine how replication forks respond to
HU arrest and recovery. This, in turn, indicates what role checkpoint proteins Cds1 and
Mrc1 play in fork stability and effective restart. The Replication Fork Collapse Point incorpo‐
rates the signs and symptoms of fork collapse and attempts to put a time to when the major‐
ity of replication forks undergo collapse. This is likely different for different genetic
backgrounds missing key components of checkpoint signal, fork stabilization and replica‐
tion restart. Future work will dissect replication fork proteins in HU and release, and take
the genome-wide data from microarray and sequencing, moving into monitoring patterns at
individual replication forks. Since replication stability and fidelity is a key barrier to malig‐
nancy, defining when and how replication forks collapse in the absence of checkpoint will
allow insights into the development and prevention of cancer.
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1. Introduction
1.1. WRN is a RecQ helicase/exonuclease required for genome stability and to prevent
premature ageing
1.1.1. Clinical phenotype of Werner’s syndrome
Humans possess five distinct RecQ helicases (see Figure 1), all of which possess a hallmark
RecQ helicase domain. Mutation or loss in any one of three human RecQ helicases give rise
to genetic instability syndromes: WRN mutation gives Werner’s syndrome (WS), BLM loss
results in Bloom syndrome (BS), and Rothmund-Thomson syndrome (RTS) is caused by mu‐
tation of RECQL41. WRN has come to prominence because its loss of function results in hu‐
man Werner’s syndrome, a segmental progeria (premature ageing) characterised by many
signs and symptoms of normal ageing at both the organismal and cellular levels, with short‐
ened lifespan (median age of death 47 years [2]). In particular WS patients suffer from osteo‐
porosis, athero-and arterio-sclerosis and a high cancer incidence (particularly sarcoma)
together with metabolic disorders normally associated with increased age, especially type II
diabetes and lipodystrophy. Furthermore, patients show outwardly recognisable signs of
ageing such as cataracts, greying hair and skin wrinkling, while female WS patients suffer
premature menopause and both sexes show hypogonadism, with decreased fertility (re‐
viewed in ref. [2]).
1 RTS is found in a subset of patients with RECQL4 mutation; different mutations in the same gene give rise to RAPA‐
DILLINO syndrome [1]
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1.2. Cellular phenotype on WRN loss
This premature ageing phenotype is also observed at the cellular level: fibroblasts from WS
patients undergo highly premature replicative senescence in culture, failing to proliferate af‐
ter only 9-11 population doublings, compared with the 50-60 doublings characteristic of
wild type fibroblasts [3]. Transcriptomic studies have demonstrated that >90% gene expres‐
sion changes associated with normal ageing are seen in young WS cells [4], while glycosyla‐
tion of blood albumin (a biomarker of ageing) in young WS patients is equivalent to levels
detected in normal centenarians [5]. Importantly, loss of function of WRN is associated with
significant genome instability with a high frequency of chromosomal translocations and de‐
letions [6, 7], which is thought to contribute to the increased cancer risk. Genome instability
is a hallmark of defective S phase checkpoint proteins (reviewed in ref. [8]), suggesting ei‐
ther than WRN is directly involved in the checkpoint, or that it normally serves downstream
of the checkpoint such that its loss prevents correct execution of the arrest and recovery
pathways. Notably, it is not only WS patients who are more susceptible to cancer on WRN
loss: epigenetic inactivation by methylation of CpG islands in the WRN gene promoter has
been reported in epithelial and mesenchymal cancers with value in prognosis in colorectal
cancer [9], while specific WRN SNPs have been correlated with breast cancer incidence [10],
even though such genetic changes do not alter the helicase or exonuclease activities of the
protein or modulate the levels expressed. WRN is therefore of interest not only to those at‐
tempting to understand the molecular basis of human ageing, but also to cancer biologists –
indeed WRN knockdown is likely to promote cancer cell death and hypersensitise cells to
current chemotherapeutic agents such as camptothecin that impact on DNA replication [9,
11, 12]. Small molecules that specifically inhibit WRN but not other RecQ helicases are there‐
fore likely to have therapeutic potential [13].
1.3. WRN protein
The wide range of ageing-associated phenotypes in WS patients and their cells indicates a
fundamental role for WRN in preventing premature ageing, but how can loss of one protein
lead to the pleiotropic outcomes of human ageing? The most important clue came from clon‐
ing the WRN gene [14], which showed for the first time that the human WRN gene encodes
a large protein of 1432 amino acid (~162kDa) with an amino terminal exonuclease domain
conserved with proteins of the DnaQ family, and a central helicase domain of the RecQ fam‐
ily. In addition, DNA binding (RQC) and protein interaction (HRDC) domains exist distal to
the helicase domain (Figure 1A). Immunofluorescence and mutational studies have demon‐
strated that WRN is a nuclear protein with both NLS and NoLS sequences situated at the C
terminus [15]), that appears to be sequestered in the nucleolus [16] except during S phase or
upon DNA damage, when it is redistributed to sites of DNA replication or repair ([17-19].
Of the five human RecQ proteins, WRN is the only one to possess exonuclease activity [20].
Acting in a 3’-5’ direction (as shown using 3’- or 5’-end labelled substrates), WRN exonu‐
clease has been demonstrated to bind onto overhanging 5’ ends of the guide strand of du‐
plex DNA and cleave the target strand sequentially, though with relatively low processivity
[21]. While it cannot cleave blunt ended substrates, nor those where ends are blocked by
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bulky lesions [22], WRN exonuclease degrades substrates that are likely to be found both
during DNA repair and as intermediates in DNA replication, including forks and bubble
substrates [23] (see Table 1). Despite early reports of lack of activity on short single-stranded
DNA (e.g. [21]), WRN exonuclease can digest single stranded oligonucleotides over 50 bases
in length [24, 25].
Figure 1. The RecQ helicase family. (A) Domain organization of human WRN. Note that for human WRN, the RQC
serves in DNA binding and the HRDC is probably involved in protein-protein interaction, though these roles may be
reversed in other RecQs. (B) Humans have 5 RecQ helicases (boxed), named after the archetypal RecQ of E. coli. Human
WRN is unique in the family in possessing an exonuclease domain. In invertebrates such as Drosophila and C. elegans,
the exonuclease (red) and helicase (blue) activities are encoded by separate genes.
Helicase substrates Exonuclease substrates
Holliday junction Holliday junction
Bubble duplex Bubble duplex
3’-recessed duplex 3’-recessed duplex
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Table 1. Substrates unwound by WRN helicase or degraded by WRN exonuclease. (Note that BLM also unwinds the
same substrates as WRN helicase)
The helicase activity of WRN is highly conserved with other RecQ helicase family members,
acting 3’-5’to unwind duplex DNA in an ATP-dependent manner [26]. Within the helicase
domain are seven conserved motifs characteristic of the RecQ family. In general, RecQ heli‐
cases are adept at unwinding unusual DNA structures that can inhibit the course of normal
DNA replication. Examples are tailed and forked duplexes, small gaps and flaps (commonly
found as DNA repair and recombination intermediates), bubble substrates and displace‐
ment-loop triplex and Holliday junctions (common at telomeres and during recombinational
repair and sister chromatid exchange), and G-quadruplexes which are often found at tracts
rich in guanine such as at the telomere (e.g. [27], reviewed in ref. [28], see Table 1). It is im‐
portant to note that the helicase and exonuclease activities do not simply act as independent
entities in cells, but that their actions are almost certainly co-ordinated and interlinked. For
example, co-operation between them is required during telomere maintenance ([29]; see sec‐
tion 4 below for more detail).
WRN helicase template specificity requires DNA binding that is probably mediated through
the conserved RQC domain. X-ray crystallographic analysis has shown some unusual fea‐
tures, in that binding of WRN to DNA does not occur through a standard ‘recognition helix’,
but instead through a beta wing of the RQC domain that inserts like a wedge between the
terminal bases of blunt duplex DNA to unwind one base even in the absence of ATP [30].
How this binding correlates with WRN’s lack of unwinding of blunt ended substrates re‐
mains to be determined. In addition to binding to DNA, WRN binds to many different pro‐
teins at the replication fork, the telomere and during fork recovery after stalling. Protein
interaction with WRN may occur through the helicase-and-ribonuclease D/C-terminal
(HRDC) domain; while this region is through to be important for DNA binding in E. coli
RecQ and yeast Sgs1, the conserved for DNA interaction surface is lacking in human WRN,
and the domain is unable to bind DNA in vitro, but that reveals many exposed alpha helicas‐
es that are likely to bind to protein partners [31].
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1.4. WRN orthologues
While the exonuclease and helicase activities are both encoded by the same gene in verte‐
brates, giving rise to one multifunctional protein, the enzymes are encoded by separate ge‐
netic loci in plants, invertebrates and prokaryotes (Figure 1B, reviewed in ref. [32]), with
physical and/or functional interaction between the helicase and nuclease proposed in vivo.
(Figure 1, reviewed in ref. [32, 33] For example, in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, we
have cloned and characterised the orthologue of human WRN exonuclease encoded by the
fly locus CG7670 [34]. Drosophila WRN exonuclease (DmWRNexo) is a 3’-5’ exonuclease [35]
that shows remarkable substrate conservation with human WRN exonuclease and utilises
conserved residues at the active site for nucleic acid cleavage [36]. Flies homozygous for a
strong hypomorphic mutation in CG7670 have greatly elevated levels of recombination that
appears to occur through reciprocal exchange, and are hypersensitive to the topoisomerase
poison camptothecin, that leads to replication fork collapse [37]. Hence loss of only the
WRN exonuclease activity in flies results in many features characteristic of human WS, sug‐
gesting a key role for the exonuclease in preventing premature ageing. We consider the pos‐
sible role(s) of WRN exonuclease in replication fidelity, restart of stalled forks and telomere
maintenance in more detail below (see sections 2.2, 3.4 and 4 below).
A limitation to studying WRN in flies is the lack of a fully characterised WRN helicase or‐
thologue. However, the nematode worm C. elegans has a highly conserved WRN-like heli‐
case, encoded by the wrn-1 gene, and two candidate exonucleases, at loci ZK1098.8 (mut-7
[38]) and adjacent ZK1098.3. RNAi knockdown of wrn-1 results in shortened lifespan [39]
and perturbation of the S phase checkpoint via ATM/R kinases [40], suggesting both that
WRN is important during DNA replication, and that its role is critical in maintaining normal
longevity of the organism. These outcomes are of particular interest since they so closely
echo the findings in humans, but in a genetically tractable and short-lived lower eukaryotic
model organism. In plants, WRN has been most studied in Arabidopsis, where physical and
function interaction has been described between the exonuclease (AtWEX) and helicase
(AtWRN) orthologues [41]. In budding yeast and fission yeast, there is only one RecQ heli‐
case (Sgs1 and Rqh1, respectively); whether these proteins interacts directly with an exonu‐
clease to reconstitute human WRN-like activity is yet to be determined, though genetic
interaction between Rqh1 and Mus81/Eme1 has been reported [42].
Because of the phenotypes resulting from WRN loss or mutation, it has been implicated in
many aspects of DNA metabolism, including transcription, DNA repair, recombination and
telomere maintenance. Its role in DNA replication will be discussed in this chapter, includ‐
ing not only a direct role in normal processive DNA replication, and replication of the telo‐
meres, but also in preventing replication fork stalling or assisting fork recovery after arrest.
1.5. S phase defects in WS cells
Fibroblasts and lymphoblastoid cells from Werner’s syndrome patients show a defect in pro‐
gression through S phase [17, 43]. FACS analysis demonstrates both a longer duration of S
phase and an overall significant increase in cell cycle time in primary fibroblasts from WS pa‐
tients ([17] and in normal primary fibroblasts in which WRN was depleted by shRNAi by
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80-90% [44]. Early studies on replication rates in WS fibroblasts used alkaline sucrose gradi‐
ents to detect the size of nascent DNA, demonstrating slower replication in WS cells compared
with normal controls [45]. The ability of WS cells to incorporate Texas-red-dUTP into nascent
DNA is also significantly impaired [46]. Interestingly, while acute shRNAi-mediated WRN de‐
pletion in SV40 T antigen-transformed cells had no impact on cell cycle progression in the ab‐
sence of imposed replication stress, primary fibroblasts depleted of WRN did show an S phase
delay [44]. Hence it appears that loss of WRN protein results in an S phase phenotype.
WRN has been isolated within a large multi-protein replication complex [47]and found to
interact in vitro with purified PCNA. The binding region has been localised to a PIP-like mo‐
tif on WRN towards the amino terminus [18], which is likely to bind within the hydrophobic
pocket of PCNA, as described for other PIP-containing proteins (see section 2.1). Studies on
Xenopus egg cell-free extracts depleted of the frog orthologue of WRN, called FFA-1 (focus-
forming activity-1) initially suggested that the protein was required for establishment of rep‐
lication foci and thus served a central role in DNA synthesis [48]. (Note however that
immunoprecipitation from Xenopus egg extracts is fraught with difficulties and accidental
removal of other components such as membranes may inadvertently lead to loss of replica‐
tion capacity). Subsequently, FFA-1 was shown to localise to sites of DNA synthesis coinci‐
dent with RPA, and expression of a dominant negative GST-FFA-1 fusion protein blocked
replication activity [49]. Similar immunofluorescence studies in both HeLa cells and primary
human fibroblasts, supported by high-resolution immuno-electron microscopy, also showed
WRN present at a subset (~60%) of replication foci, colocalising with PCNA [18]. This locali‐
sation is in the absence of replication stress, while on HU arrest, the majority of WRN relo‐
cates from the nucleolus to RPA-containing foci that are suggested to represent stalled forks
[19]. Hence WRN is present at replication sites, and in its absence, cell cycle and DNA syn‐
thesis phenotypes are consistent with a replication defect.
2. WRN at the replication fork
In order to appreciate where WRN acts during DNA replication, it is necessary to under‐
stand the core structure of the DNA replication fork during the elongation stage of DNA
replication. During elongation, processive polymerisation of the leading strand is carried
out by DNA polymerase epsilon (pol ε) and the leading strand by DNA polymerase delta
(pol δ) (based on mutational studies of the proof-reading domains of each in yeast) [50-52].
The replicative polymerases are tethered to the template by association with the homotri‐
meric sliding clamp protein PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) [53]. Co-ordination
between leading and lagging strands may be achieved through the action of the GINS/
Cdc45 complex that has been proposed to act as a replisome progression complex (RPC)
[54]. On the lagging strand, repeated cycles of priming by DNA pol α-primase results in
synthesis of 7-10 nucleotide of RNA primer followed by ~20 nucleotides of initiator DNA
(with error rates of 10-2 and 10-4 respectively), followed by switching to the higher fidelity
and more processive DNA pol δ on the lagging strand and pol ε on the leading strand. This
switch occurs through a multistep loading process essentially requiring recognition of the
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primer-template junction (where RPA is bound to the unwound single-stranded parental
DNA) by RFC, an AAA+ ATPase that serves to load the sliding clamp PCNA. Pol δ is then
recruited to PCNA through its p66 subunit to synthesise approximately 200 nucleotides of
the Okazaki fragment. (For a more detailed discussion of fork establishment, see ref. [55]).
2.1. Okazaki fragment processing
Because of the low fidelity of pol α-primase, it is essential to remove both the RNA primer and
iDNA during Okazaki fragment processing (OFP) This is coincident with continued synthesis
of nascent DNA on the lagging strand; processive replication by pol δ results in displacement
of the RNA-iDNA primer as a 5’ flap and its removal by one of a range of postulated pathways
involving RNase H1, FEN1, Dna2 (on long RPA-coated flaps) and other helicases/nucleases in‐
cluding Pif1 and possibly a RecQ helicase (Sgs1 in yeast, WRN in humans) (reviewed in ref.
[56]). Pol δ synthesises DNA to fill the gap and DNA ligase seals the nick in the phosphodiest‐
er backbone. These steps in Okazaki fragment processing (OFP) may be co-ordinated through
differential binding of the separate enzymes to PCNA, which has been suggested to act as a
molecular ‘toolbelt’ in OFP [57]. Association of the OFP proteins2 with PCNA occurs through a
conserved PCNA-interacting peptide (PIP) of the general motif QxxL/M/IxxFF to the hydro‐
phobic pocket of PCNA formed at the interdomain connector loop (e.g. [58, 60], reviewed in
ref. [61]). Each PIP is likely to bind by an induced fit mechanism, since the crystal structures of
PCNA bound by its various partners shows variation in this loop region [62]. Notably, WRN
has a conserved PIP, and peptide ELISA studies showed that this region is sufficient for PCNA
binding in vitro [18]. Additionally, WRN binds to and stimulates the nuclease activity of Fen1,
which may contribute to efficiency of Okazaki fragment processing [63]; as WRN binds to Fen1
immediately adjacent to its PCNA binding site, it is likely that there is some interplay between
the three proteins [64] that may be important in Okazaki fragment processing, though this has
not been fully explored.
2.2. Proof-reading during processive DNA synthesis
DNA replication overall has an extremely low error rate of 10-9, achieved in part by the very
high fidelity of the processive replicative polymerase ε and δ, and also by additional ‘extrin‐
sic’ proofreading activities together with mismatch repair (MMR) to remove incorrectly in‐
corporated bases. The high fidelity DNA polymerases ε and δ achieve an error rate of ~2
x10-5 (reviewed in ref. [65]) through two key structural features. Firstly, the active site is only
fully formed upon acceptance of the correct incoming dNTP to create a solvent–inaccessible
site that is partially specified by correct helical geometry of duplex DNA, thus increasing en‐
thalpy and decreasing entropy for correct nucleotides and allowing high discrimination
over incorrect nucleotides. Secondly, these polymerases each possesses a 3’-5’ exonuclease
active site whereby the nascent DNA swings through ~40o to present to this site [66], and
where incorrect nucleotides are removed by hydrolysis of the phosphodiester backbone just
created. X-ray crystal structures of the isolated WRN exonuclease domain have shown that
2 Many other proteins also bind to PCNA in this manner – some regulate PCNA’s activity (e.g. p21) [58] while others are
regulated by such binding (e.g. Cdt1 degradation is PIP-dependent) [59].
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WRN shares structural homology with exonuclease domains of the high fidelity DnaQ fami‐
ly of replication polymerases, suggesting a possible role for WRN in editing DNA, either
during DNA synthesis or in processing free ends, in collaboration with and stimulated by
the end-binding protein Ku [67]. Very recently, it has been shown that WRN assists pol δ
(possibly on the lagging strand during Okazaki fragment synthesis) by removing 3’ mis‐
matches, thus allowing the polymerase to extend primers [68]. This supports a direct role for
WRN in Okazaki fragment synthesis.
3. Replication fork stalling – the role of WRN
3.1. High rates of replication fork stalling in WS
Early electron microscopy studies of 3H-T labelled DNA in fibre autoradiographs suggested
a problem with replication origin spacing in WS [69, 70], though subsequent higher resolu‐
tion studies using fluorescent antibodies to halogenated nucleotides suggest rather that it is
replication fork rate, not inter-origin distance, which is abnormal in WS cells [17, 44]. In‐
deed, these DNA combing studies, that analyse individual DNA molecules labelled during
replication, have demonstrated a problem with replication fork progression in WS cells, re‐
sulting in a high degree of replication fork asymmetry from what should be bidirectional
origins [17]. Such studies led to the proposal that replication forks stall at high frequency in
cells lacking WRN protein. Why should WS cells be particularly prone to fork stalling?
3.2. Causes of fork stalling
The replication fork encounters barriers during normal replication, such as unusual DNA
structures arising at G-rich regions (G4-quadruplex) or fragile sites. These structures must
be unwound to present a single stranded template suitable for copying; a high incidence of
replication fork stalling is likely if the normal mechanisms for tackling the unusual struc‐
tures is lacking. Alteration in nucleotide pools through treatment with hydroxyurea (HU),
or polymerase inhibition with the dCTP mimic aphidicolin results in replication fork arrest
in the absence of template abnormalities or lesions. In addition, exogenous agents can cause
formation of lesions in the DNA that the replication fork cannot easily pass over – for exam‐
ple, methylated or oxidized bases.
Replication fork pausing or stalling is therefore likely to be a common occurrence, and the cell
has mechanisms to stabilise the fork, deal with the unusual structure or repair the damaged re‐
gion, and allow fork restart. Where DNA synthesis pauses but the MCM replicative helicases
proceed to unwind the duplex template, regions of single stranded parental DNA arise, that
are rapidly coated with RPA. This forms a signal to the S phase checkpoint machinery, particu‐
larly the kinase ATR, that, together with other checkpoint kinases such as Mec1, Chk1 and
Chk2 (Rad53) and mediator Mrc1, leads both to recruitment of proteins to deal with the partic‐
ular fork progression barrier, and to stabilisation of the replisome at the stalled fork, reviewed
in ref. [8]. Indeed, DNA pol ε has been shown to stay associated with stalled forks in yeast [71]
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under the influence of Rad53 signalling. Replication fork restart then occurs once the damage
has been resolved and the checkpoint lifted. More serious to the cell is the collapse of replica‐
tion forks as they traverse regions of the template containing single strand breaks – single-
stranded breaks are converted to double-strand breaks (DSBs) by the passage of the replication
fork, forming highly cytotoxic and potentially recombinogenic lesions. Hence surveillance and
rescue mechanisms must exist in the cell to deal both with stalled and collapsed forks. The
RecQ helicase family has been implicated as key in this mechanism.
3.3. Dealing with unusual structures before they arrest the fork
The most efficient mode of replication involves the removal of barriers to fork progression
before they lead to fork stalling. Importantly, WRN has been shown to be required by DNA
pol δ (but not α or ε) to unwind G4 DNA [72], bubbles and D loops [68] to allow pol δ-medi‐
ated synthesis over such template sequences without leading to fork stalling. In addition,
the helicase activity of WRN is also required to limit the formation of single stranded DNA
regions and gaps during replication of common fragile sites (CFS) [73, 74] and enhances
processivity of DNA pol δ on fragile site FRA16D over hairpins and microsatellite regions,
requiring either the helicase or DNA binding activities of WRN [75]. Hence one important
role of WRN in DNA replication is to present the replisome with a template that is easy to
replicate, but does it act at any other point to ensure efficient replication?
3.4. Is WRN involved in fork restart or progression following restart?
Where replication forks have stalled, replication restart can occur in one of a number of
ways: (i) the block may be repaired (or removed); (ii) it may be bypassed using error-prone
translesional synthesis (TLS), or (iii) it may be avoided by using an alternative template (e.g.
the newly synthesised region on the opposite strand, resulting from fork regression or gen‐
erated by recombination). The first option is usually the easiest and the least likely to have
mutational consequences; translesional synthesis is inherently more likely to cause mutation
(pol iota (ι), for example, has an error rate of 0.72 i.e. it incorporates nucleotides almost at
random, irrespective of the template sequence [76, 77]), whilst recombination requires a suit‐
able donor template that is not always available. The type of lesion, whether it is on the
leading or lagging strand, and the surrounding environment all contribute to how the repli‐
cation block is dealt with. For example, nucleotide depletion following HU treatment impos‐
es replication stress and can lead to fork stalling, but such stalling may be ‘seen’ differently
by the checkpoint and restart machinery to forks that stall at physical barriers caused by
damaging agents such as MMS.
It appears that RecQ helicases may aid in pathway ‘choice’, although the mechanisms that
dictate which pathway is utilised are not fully understood. For instance, yeast complementa‐
tion studies in rad50 mutants have demonstrated that BLM is important in resistance to ion‐
ising radiation that causes double-strand breaks [78], while WRN confers resistance to drugs
such as MMS that lead to replication fork stalling [79, 80]. In human cells, dual labelling of
DNA before and after either HU or MMS treatment and analysis by fibre spreading (DNA
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combing) has shown that cells acutely depleted of WRN using shRNAi were still able to pre‐
serve replisome integrity upon HU- or MMS-induced fork stalling, though following recov‐
ery, replication fork rates were slower in WRN-depleted cells than controls, as evidenced by
much shorter tracts of labelled DNA post-treatment compared with those synthesised before
treatment [44]. It has been proposed [44] that WRN leads to rapid elimination of single-
stranded DNA tracts by promoting recombination (using the sister chromatid as template),
by enhancing translesion polymerase-mediated gap filling, or by removing DNA immedi‐
ately after fork passage. It has therefore been suggested that the genome instability in WS
results from a defective response to stalled replication forks.
3.5. Error-prone translesional synthesis to relieve the replication block
Some lesions such as those caused by MMS or 4NQO present an insurmountable barrier to
templating for the high fidelity B family DNA polymerases, but error-prone replication
through these small lesions is often less costly for the cell than replication pausing and re‐
cruitment of repair complexes. Such error-prone synthesis is conducted by the Y family
translesion DNA polymerases (TLS pols). These can pair nucleotides opposite modified and
unusual bases, but at the cost of fidelity (ranging from error rates of ~6 x 10-3 for pol kappa
(κ), through 3.5 x 10-2 for pol eta (η) to the essentially random 0.72 error rate for pol ι [76, 77,
81, 82]). The active site of such polymerasis is much larger than that of the proofreading pol‐
ymerasis, allowing for unusual base pairing geometry, helical distortion of the template
DNA, and solvent access [83]. Consistent with an important role for WRN in replication fork
progression after pausing, WRN has been found to promote the processivity of Y-family
TLS pols on a wide range of substrates including oxidized bases, abasic sites, and thymine
dimers [84]. This activity is specific to WRN, and appears to increase the apparent Vmax of
polymerisation. This does not require either catalytic activity of WRN, as proteins with point
mutations that ablate both helicase and exonuclease activities can still promote pol η poly‐
merisation, although neither catalytically-active BLM nor RecQ5 can substitute [84].
3.6. WRN suppresses illegitimate recombination at stalled forks
Whilst the experiments described above strongly support the assertion that WRN is re‐
quired for fork progression after restart, others have suggested that WRN is itself required
to promote restart, possibly through preventing either the accumulation of recombinogenic
substrates or in suppressing recombination itself. High levels of spontaneous Rad51 foci in
WS cells indicate the presence of an increased number of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs)
and elevated recombination when WRN is absent, supporting the assertion that WRN
blocks excessive and illegitimate recombination. Indeed, stalled forks are thought to regress
to ‘chicken foot; structures with 4-way Holiday junctions that can either be removed by exo‐
nuclease degradation of the free ends, by branch migration to a point at which replication
can simply restart, or by recombination at the junction (see Figure 2). WRN is likely to sup‐
press the recombinational route, as shown by partial complementation of yeast cells defec‐
tive in Sgs1 by expression of human WRN. Accumulation and persistence of Holliday
junctions is likely, since ectopic expression of the bacterial RusA resolvase allows WS cells to
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proliferate as rapidly as control cells, and to resist treatment with CPT or 4NQO (fork col‐
lapse and fork stalling agents) to which WS are normally hypersensitive [46].
WRN helicase may branch migrate the chicken foot to ‘fold back’ the regressed form and
thus re-establish a normal fork structure (Figure 2). Indeed, fork regression by WRN on
RPA-coated DNA has recently been reported [85]. Alternatively, WRN exonuclease may de‐
grade regions of the chicken foot and allow reformation of a normal replication fork. In ad‐
dition to its own exonuclease activity, WRN associates with human Exonuclease 1 (Exo1),
stimulating its activity [86]. It may therefore be the case that the two nuclease activities com‐
bine to remove regressed forks. It has been suggested that in the absence of WRN, the re‐
combinational route is used to process the accumulated HJs, and that this requires the action
of the nuclease Mus81; fission yeast Rqh1 suppresses Mus81 mutation [42] and human WRN
suppresses Mus81-mediated recombination [87].
Figure 2. Possible roles of WRN in replication restart after fork stalling (see text for details)
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3.7. Template switching at stalled forks
Leading strand blockage often uncouples the replicative helicases from the rest of the repli‐
some, allowing significant unwinding to form long tracts of single-stranded DNA, with lag‐
ging strand synthesis continuing for a distance [88]. The accumulated long single stranded
loop of leading strand DNA is highly susceptible to damage. Replication fork restart on the
leading strand might simply utilise new priming by RPA-mediated recruitment of pol α-pri‐
mase to the region of transition between singe stranded and duplex DNA (i.e. where the
previous polymerase ceased synthesis), in much the same way that it normally reassociates
with the primer-template junction in Okazaki fragment synthesis. Alternatively, regression
of the replication fork may permit annealing to the new lagging strand using ‘template
switching’ to give a Holliday junction that can then be reversed past the lesion [89, 90]. In
bacteria, this can be done by RecQ helicase, with RecJ exonuclease to remove the protruding
lagging strand flap [91].
In mammals this is likely to require WRN and the flap endonuclease activity of FEN-1 [92].
WRN (and BLM) can induce fork regression over the lesion by local unwinding, and can
lead to the formation of the chicken-foot. WRN can also reverse a regressed fork. Both BLM
and WRN helicase activities can also catalyse branch migration of the DNA leading to recov‐
ery of the template daughter strand annealing via Rad51 [93], formation of a double Holli‐
day junction and strand exchange. If the product here is a hemicatenenes, it can be resolved
into either a chicken foot or a HJ and processed the same way. Ultimately, functional repli‐
cation forks may be reformed [94]. Alternatively, the Holliday junction can then be cleaved
by a resolvase and DSB repair as before. See Figure 2 (above) for a schematic of replication
fork restart.
3.8. How is WRN recruited to stalled forks?
Stalling of replication forks initiates the caffeine-sensitive S phase checkpoint, mediated by
RPA, ATR and Rad53. WRN recruitment to, or retention at, stalled forks may be direct
through binding to RPA [85], but it also appears to require phosphorylation by the check‐
point kinase ATR [95]. When such phosphorylation is prevented, WRN cannot accumulate
at repair sites and DNA strand breaks are detected [73]. That WRN is an in vivo as well as in
vitro target of ATR has been confirmed by phosphoproteomic studies [96]. However, it is
still the subject of research and debate as to whether WRN is an upstream sensor or down‐
stream effector in the S phase checkpoint that responds to replication stress or stalled forks.
For example, shRNAi-mediated WRN knockdown abrogated the S phase checkpoint on
CPT treatment but did not affect checkpoint induction on HU exposure [97], suggesting that
WRN may be an important ‘sensor’ of collapsed but not stalled forks, although the mecha‐
nism has yet to been defined. Perhaps fork collapse (e.g. upon CPT treatment) requires
ATM, with its double-strand break sensing activity through recruitment by Ku and activa‐
tion by DNA-PKcs (DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit), while fork stalling
(e.g. on HU) uses the ATR pathway. This is consistent with differential regulation of WRN
by the two kinases [73], and with a requirement for WRN not only in replication fork pro‐
gression after stalling (see above) but also in directing recombination in concert with RAD51
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and RAD54 [93]. Recently, it has been shown that WRN also interacts with the repair sliding
clamp 9-1-1 (homologous structurally and functionally to PCNA, though acting in repair
rather than replication), and that upon fork arrest, the 9-1-1 complex recruits TopBP1 that in
turn recruits ATR which phosphorylates WRN [98]. Perhaps the initial type of damage that
leads to fork arrest is therefore a deciding factor in the pathways of WRN recruitment and
post-translational modification.
3.9. Role of WRN at stalled forks on the lagging strand
Lagging strand blocks do not uncouple the replication fork; rather, lagging strand polymer‐
ase merely stutters to the next primer to restart synthesis of the next Okazaki fragment [99,
100]. The resulting single-stranded gap is repaired by translesional synthesis as above
(which may be error-prone) or by homologous recombination with the sister chromatid
(which is more likely to retain fidelity). In E. coli, this requires formation of a double Holli‐
day junction and resolution via non-crossover [101]. In mammals, BLM has the ability to
mobilise double Holliday junctions and the resulting catenated DNA is resolved by topoiso‐
merase III without crossover [102]. WRN does not interact with TopoIII and cannot migrate
a double Holliday junction [103], although structures involved in intermediate formation
(D-loops, G-quadruplex) might require either WRN or BLM. WRN can process a mobile D-
loop [104] using the co-ordinate action of both helicase and exonuclease.
However, WRN is also linked to the functionality of the lagging strand polymerase, pol δ.
WRN stimulates the base incorporation of pol δ (but not α or ε) even in the absence of
PCNA [105]. Pol δ is slowed at fragile sites and repetitive runs likely to cause hairpin or
bubble structures, but this can be alleviated by the helicase functionality of WRN [75]. Like
WRN, pol δ has a 3’-5’ exonuclease capability which it can use to proofread bases after inser‐
tion [106]. WRN can substitute at this proofreader, and cells with low levels of WRN show
increased mutation of the lagging strand [107]. Interestingly, the exonuclease activity of pol
δ is active on WRN-preferred DNA substrates such as Holliday junctions, D-loops and bub‐
ble duplex, and can form a complex with WRN [107] that increases the degradation of these
substrates. WRN exonuclease is blocked by many common lesions [22, 108]; it will be inter‐
esting to find out whether the nuclease activity of pol δ is complementary to this, and might
suggest why the two would functionally substitute within the lagging strand complex.
Ultimately, fork restart requires proximal repositioning of the replication complex; this re‐
modelling may make use of WRN nuclease activities to further process DNA ends and al‐
low removal of damage. Interactions with PCNA and either strict (pol δ, pol α) or
promiscuous (TLS pathway) repair polymerases and FEN1 flap removal activity can al‐
low bypass of nicks and modified DNA bases at the same time as restart positioning, al‐
lowing many lesions to be handled.
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4. Involvement of WRN in telomere maintenance
4.1. Telomere structure and replication
Mammalian telomeres consist of a few kilobases of repetitive non-coding G-rich sequence
(the human sequence is (TTAGGG)n) which must be ‘capped’ rather like a bootlace in order
to stop the DNA end being recognised as a DSB via p53/p21 signalling [109] and instigating
profligate double-strand break (DSB) repair [110]. Functional capping forms a lasso-like
structure [111] called the telomere-loop (T-loop) where the repetitive telomere sequence
folds back upon itself to displace a short segment of proximal sequence with a 3’ single
stranded end to give a displacement-loop (the D-loop)[112]. The proteins that make up the
telosome (or core shelterin complex [112]) include TRF1 and TRF2 [113], which bind and sta‐
bilise telomeric duplex DNA at the T-loop [114], and POT1 [115], a DNA-binding protein
which coats and protects the tracts of single stranded telomeric sequence that occur at the
telomeric D-loop and during telomeric replication and processing. Figure 3 shows the T and
D loop structure with associated proteins.
Telomeres are replicated by passage of a replication fork that initiated upstream of the chro‐
mosome end: obviously it is not possible to load the replisome or prime DNA synthesis be‐
yond the end of the chromosome. At each round of replication, the telomeric sequence is
unwound from the D (and possibly also the T) loops, and passively replicated by an incom‐
ing fork. While early reports suggested that priming on the lagging strand was defective at
the very end of the chromosome, it has become apparent that both leading and lagging
strands are normally replicated but that regeneration of a 3’ overhang for strand invasion to
form the D loop involves end resection of the leading strand, thus removing sequence infor‐
mation and shortening the telomere at each round of replication.
4.2. Telomere shortening leads to replicative senescence and genome instability
Telomere shortening acts as a counting mechanism to indicate the number of cell divisions a
somatic cell has passed through, and normal fibroblasts generally arrest at the Hayflick limit
of 55-60 population doublings [3] under the influence of this telomere attrition. Hence cellu‐
lar ageing is in a large part caused by progressive telomere loss – cells that lose telomeres
more rapidly senesce more quickly that those with long telomeres, and people with prema‐
turely short telomeres (e.g. mothers of chronically sick children[116], carers of partners with
dementia and low paid workers experiencing
work-related stress) age prematurely [117, 118]. (Note that this is not the case in mice, where
lab strains have extremely long telomeres and cells senesce prior to telomeres reaching a
critical length).
To overcome this cellular ageing, it is vital that immortal cells such as those of the germline
have a mechanism to restore telomeric DNA at every round of replication. Such cells express
active telomerase, a reverse transcriptase which utilises its endogenous RNA template to re‐
generate telomeric sequence [119], but telomerase levels are extremely low or absent in most
somatic cells [120]. Notably, immortalisation of cancer cells is accompanied by re-expression
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of telomerase [121] in about 85% of all human cancers, while the remaining 15% are able to
maintain their telomere lengths in the absence of telomerase, by alternatives mechanisms,
reviewed in ref. [122] (see section 4.6).
Figure 3. The structure of the telomere, showing the large telomere (T) loop and the smaller displacement (D) loop.
Proteins TRF1, TRF2 and POT1 are critically important in stabilising the telomeric structure. WRN binds to all of these
proteins
Dysfunctional telomeres that become uncapped are liable to degradation or immediate re‐
pair by homologous recombination (HR) or non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), the latter
causing chromosome fusions that are usually catastrophic for the cell. However, the tightly
capped telomere cannot serve as a template during replication, so regulated disassembly of
the shelterin complex and unwinding of the D (and possibly T) loop is necessary for efficient
copying of telomeric regions. The transient uncapping that occurs during replication is rec‐
ognised by repair proteins as DNA damage [123], and the correct reformation of the T-loop
requires correct handling and processing by repair enzymes. Uncontrolled uncapping is
therefore a powerful cause of genomic instability, and loss of telomeres shortens replicative
lifespan; both are hallmarks of WS.
4.3. Are telomeres defective in WS?
The major clinical characteristics of WS are premature ageing, presumably resulting from
the highly premature replicative senescence, and elevated cancer risk, which is caused by
excess genome instability. Since replicative senescence is caused, at least in part, by telomere
shortening, and chromosome fusions result from telomere loss, it has been of major impor‐
tance to determine whether telomeres are indeed defective in WS cells, and whether WRN
plays any role in telomere maintenance. Human WS cells in culture show elevated rates of
telomere loss [124]. Contradictory to this, however, are data from single telomere length
analysis (STELA) that suggest WS cells do not experience exceptional rates of telomere
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shortening, at least in clonal populations, though in bulk cultures of WS fibroblast, telomere
loss ranges from a normal 99bp/PD to a four fold increase at 355 bp/PD [125].
Support for the importance of telomeric dysfunction in WS replicative senescence comes
from studies of mouse models that are null for WRN. However, mice lacking WRN do not
exhibit the premature ageing symptoms seen in humans [126] because laboratory mouse
strains possess much longer telomeres than humans (40-80kb compared to 2-10kb) and de‐
tectable levels of telomerase even in somatic cells [127]. When mice deficient in telomerase
are bred for several generations to reduce their telomere lengths to that approaching the
normal human mean, removal of WRN gives similar premature ageing characteristics to
those seen in human WS [128, 129]. Crucially, later-generation telomerase-null mice that still
retain longer telomeres do not show this phenotype even though premature senescence is
seen in their littermates that have short telomeres. Hence short telomeres combined with
lack of WRN results in premature ageing.
Figure 4. Roles of WRN at the telomere include unwinding of G4 DNA, that would otherwise lead to replication fork
stalling, and repair of oxidative damage to which the telomeric DNA is exquisitely sensitive.
4.4. WRN helicase and exonuclease co-operate at the telomere
The repetitive nature of telomeric DNA arises as a consequence of the short RNA template
within telomerase; this, combined with the G-rich nature leads to these sequences forming
secondary structures called G-quadruplexes, which stall replication machinery much as any
bulky lesion or DNA gap or break will. It is therefore essential for cells to unwind telomeric
DNA ahead of the replication fork to prevent stalling, or worse, collapse. As discussed
above, D-loops, recombination intermediates and G-quadruplexes may all require WRN and
other RecQ helicases to remove these blockages (Figure 4). Under experimental conditions in
vitro, WRN localises to a sub-set of telomeres during S-phase without the induction of stress
[29], and is enriched when cells are subjected to damaging agents that cause replication
stress such as CPT. Thus WRN catalysis is needed to police both endogenous replication
fork blocks and induced damage.
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WRN interacts with many of the proteins making up the shelterin complex or telosome
[130-133] (see also Figure 3, above). Such interactions are likely to have functional conse‐
quences: for example, POT1 stimulates WRN helicase activity on linear and D-loop struc‐
tures in vitro [134], whilst the presence of TRF1 and TRF2 can modulate their activity. TRF2
recruits WRN to D-loops and therefore stimulates unwinding [134], but it inhibits the heli‐
case activity of WRN if binding to telomeric HJ substrates [135].
There are fewer pathways for replication fork recovery at telomeric ends because of the lack
of downstream origins [136]. This obviously increases the need for proteins such as WRN
that can dissolve or resolve replication blocks and promote fork progression before irreversi‐
ble fork collapse occurs. One such block is G-quadruplex DNA: it has been shown to stall
the major replicative polymerase δ [72]. G-quadruplex structures can arise spontaneously in
single-stranded telomeric sequence [137] and can be suppressed by the binding of POT1 to
release single stranded telomeric sequence during uncapping [138]. WRN preferentially un‐
winds G-quadruplex DNA [139] and its presence will suppress polymerase δ stalling [72],
suggesting it is a good candidate for this role.
Interestingly, WRN – the only human RecQ helicase to also have exonuclease activity – un‐
winds D-loops in vitro in the absence of other proteins, using co-ordinate activity of both its
helicase and exonuclease functions (RecQ helicase activity on these substrates is not particu‐
larly processive without stimulation for example by RPA [140]). The catalytic subunit of
DNA-PK has also been shown to interact with WRN at telomeres [141], acting to suppress
its exonuclease function and allow longer tracts to be unwound by the helicase activity.
Therefore in the presence of DNA-PKcs, WRN processing of telomeric DNA does not short‐
en telomeric ends.
4.5. WRN acts on the lagging strand during telomere replication
Despite these detailed studies, the exact catalytic role(s) of WRN in telomere maintenance
are still not fully defined. There is good evidence that cells lacking WRN have defective lag‐
ging strand synthesis at the telomere [142], as metaphase chromosomes in WRN helicase-
deficient cells show a characteristic (if low-level) loss of telomeric sequence on one but not
both sister chromatids. This is called sister telomere loss (STL), and suggests dysfunctional
processing of one strand of the telomere during replication. The sister telomere lost is al‐
ways the one resulting from lagging strand synthesis [142] This phenotype is thought to
arise because in the absence of WRN activity, G-quadruplexes accumulate in the G-rich tem‐
plate strand and cause failure of lagging-telomere replication. Expression of active (but not
inactive) telomerase suppresses STLs in cells lacking WRN [142], suggesting that sister telo‐
mere loss occurs during WRN-dependent processing of telomeres at times other than nor‐
mal S phase when telomeres are uncapped for replication elongation.
The low levels of STL that occur (if the experimental data from chromosomal FISH reflect
the underlying levels) suggest that the events that cause the telomere loss might be difficult
to process or close to irreparable, or are merely rare; they might be alternatively-processed
in a pathway that does not induce loss. Conversely, the catalytic activity supplied by WRN
might be substituted by other enzymes – its helicase role by one of the other RecQs, or its
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exonuclease function by another appropriate 3’-5’ exonuclease such as ExoI [143]. Whilst
this has not yet been determined, however it is notable that cells deficient in BLM also show
telomeric defects, although these are not the end-fusions arising from DSB repair as seen
with WRN, but seem to be catenated associations possibly from aberrant HR [131]. BLM
may thus have a role in resolving late-replicating DNA intermediates at telomeres distinct
from WRN, as the rate of telomere dysfunction seen in cells with either single-null genotype
is exacerbated in a double null [144].
Since the processing of Okazaki fragments during lagging strand synthesis gives rise to re‐
gions of ssDNA, and G-rich sequences have a tendency to form G-quadruplex structures
spontaneously, at the telomere there is increased likelihood of G-quadruplex formation in
the single-stranded tracts. POT1 cannot actively dissociate the structure by binding, strongly
suggesting that the G-quadruplex must first be dissociated before POT1 can bind and pro‐
tect the telomeric sequence, and implicating a role for WRN in removing the replication
block before problems arise (see review [145]). Interestingly, the available levels of POT1
may modulate the coupling of the leading and lagging strands at telomeres in the absence of
WRN, allowing uncoupled synthesis of leading strand without processing of the lagging
strand block [146].
Supporting this hypothesis, recent research in yeast suggests an alternative protein that may
function to suppress G-quadruplex formation at telomeres, but this time on the leading
strand. Pif1 is a 5’-3’ helicase that negatively regulates telomere length [147]. Loss of Pif1
leads to slow replication fork progression, and in vitro Pif1 can unwind replication sub‐
strates [148]. Recently it was shown that cells without Pif1 have chromosome breakage at
sites of G-tracts, and Pif1 can unwind G-quadruplex DNA that forms in the leading strand
[149]. The higher eukaryote C. elegans also possesses a helicase (DOG-1) that is able to inhibit
loss of guanine tracts, presumably by suppression of G-quadruplex structures [150]. It is
tempting to speculate that genome surveillance utilises Pif1 on the leading strand and WRN
on the lagging strand to suppress G-quadruplex formation and subsequent replication fork
blockage at sites of high guanine content such as fragile sites and telomeric sequence.
The loss of WRN in this putative mechanism inherently implies loss specifically of lagging-
strand DNA at the telomeres. In this model, the rarity of STL may be explained by a low rate
of G-quadruplex formation at single-stranded telomeric tracts during Okazaki fragment rep‐
lication, the ability of BLM (or another RecQ) to substitute for WRN, or the specific need for
WRN in a small subset of these events – perhaps because exonuclease processing is also re‐
quired. The WRN exonuclease activity is itself specifically implicated in processing of the 3’-
end of the telomere, although other nucleases such as ExoI or perhaps FEN-1 [151] might
possess the capability to substitute for WRN. Addition of exogenous DNA oligonucleotides
homologous to the 3’-overhang structure of an uncapped telomeric end to cells lacking
WRN results in an increase in DNA damage responses and ultimately cell senescence [152].
The loss of WRN in telomerase-positive cells in vivo causes the generation of extrachromoso‐
mal telomeric structures [153], [154] and this requires both helicase and exonuclease activi‐
ties. WRN has exonuclease activity here that requires telomeric sequence in both double-
stranded and single-stranded portions, and shows a characteristic limited degradation
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pattern [155]. TRF2 recruits WRN to telomeric sequence and in vitro it synergistically enhan‐
ces the ability of WRN to degrade the G-rich 3’-overhangs of telomeric D-loops substrates
[132, 156]. POT1 inhibits WRN exonuclease activity here [155]. TRF2 or WRN alone exhibit
little or no stimulation on these substrates. Non-telomeric substrates show similarly little
WRN-dependent degradation, presumably because TRF2 does not bind/recruit and stimu‐
late WRN exonuclease, whilst TRF2 bound to telomeric sequence completely inhibits the ac‐
tivity of other nucleases such as ExoIII [132]. WRN helicase and exonuclease, together with
TRF2, POT1, and Ku therefore probably act together to prevent telomeric free ends from be‐
coming substrates for HR or other aberrant pathways. Taken together, these results support
the specificity of WRN exonuclease in reducing the length of the telomeric 3’-end to the opti‐
mal length for regeneration of the T-loop after replication, and suppression of extrachromo‐
somal telomeric circles.
4.6. WRN may be important in ALT
Telomeres can be lengthened without the use of telomerase using recombination to generate
the template DNA needed. In yeast, this ALT3 pathway requires Sgs1 (the RecQ homologue
in S. cerevisiae), for which WRN and BLM may both partially substitute [131, 157, 158]. Both
WRN and BLM have also been seen to interact with telomeric DNA in human cells that uti‐
lize the ALT pathway [29, 130, 131], albeit only a small proportion. Although the ALT path‐
ways are not yet elucidated, most models suggest recombinational mechanisms where
strand invasion into telomeric DNA of the same (or different) chromosome or chromatid is
utilized as template for resynthesis (e.g. see [159, 160]). BLM-deficient cells show elevated
rates of sister chromatid exchange [161] that were not detected in cells lacking WRN, how‐
ever finer resolution experiments suggest that WS cells do show elevated SCE, but only at
telomeres [162, 163]. The WS mouse models with shortened telomeres (described in section
4.3 above) show elevated levels of this telomere-specific SCE [164], as do cells deficient in
POT1, or Ku and TRF2 together [165]. Ku stimulates both helicase and exonuclease activities
of WRN [166, 167], and suppresses telomeric recombination brought on by the absence of
TRF2 and consequent telomeric uncapping [110]. Taken together, these data suggest that
WRN is prominent in a pathway that specifically suppresses telomeric recombination or dis‐
solves junctions, and it is at least partially distinct from the role of BLM.
4.7. Telomeric DNA is hypersensitive to oxidative lesions – a further role for WRN
The G-rich nature of telomeric sequence means it is a rich target for oxidative damage4 [168],
and oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction often give rise to concomitant telomeric
dysfunction [169], which can be reduced using antioxidants. Notably, artificial replicative
senescence can be induced with a burst of oxidative damage [170, 171]. Oxidation of telo‐
meric bases can disrupt DNA binding of TRF1 and TRF2, and presumably therefore telo‐
3 ALT = alternative lengthening of telomeres
4 8-oxoG is a common product of oxidative attack of DNA
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some and T-loop assembly [166], whilst over-expression of TRF2 protect cells with
shortened telomeres from early senescence [172].
WRN is a central component of base excision repair (BER) of oxidative lesions, interacting
with most of the key proteins in the pathway such as pol beta (β) and FEN1 [173, 174]. Con‐
sistent with an important role for WRN in removing oxidative lesions, WS cells show in‐
creased oxidative damage [175, 176].
It has been shown that D-loops containing oxidised bases can be bound by POT1 and are a
preferred substrate for WRN [177]. The strand-displacement activity of pol β, the repair pol‐
ymerase in BER, is also stimulated by TRF2 [178], and TRF1, TRF2 and POT1 can enhance all
the constituent steps of long patch BER [179]. As previously mentioned, WRN itself can also
stimulate TLS pols to replicate past an oxidative block [84]. This suggests active recruitment
and stimulation of anti-oxidative damage processes at telomeres involving RecQ helicases.
These findings partly illustrate how the activities of RecQ helicases are tightly controlled by
the surrounding milieu in order to differentiate their roles in replication and repair.
Although the wider significance of all these data is yet to be determined, it is obvious that
WRN is active at multiple points in telomere replication and repair.
5. Conclusions
The helicase/exonuclease WRN has been shown to be critically important in DNA replica‐
tion, acting to enhance fidelity, regulate template unwinding to prevent fork stalling at un‐
usual structures, assist with replication fork restart and/or enhance processivity post-restart,
aid translesion synthesis over otherwise unreplicatable lesions, promote regression of stalled
replication forks to allow error-free restart, modulate recombination at collapsed replication
forks, and aid telomere replication. It is recruited to sites of DNA synthesis, possibly
through association with the sliding clamp PCNA, and to sites of stalled/collapsed forks
probably by RPA in concert with the S phase checkpoint kinase ATR and its downstream
effectors and mediators Chk1, Rad53, Mec1 and Mrc1. Loss of WRN results in high levels of
chromosomal instability and elevated cancer risk, and the defects in DNA replication on
WRN loss also results in premature onset of replicative senescence with concomitant organ‐
ismal ageing, manifest as progeroid Werner’s syndrome. While much has been discovered
as to WRN’s mode of action, there is still an enormous amount to learn as to how its activi‐
ties are co-ordinated with the cell during DNA replication.
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1. Introduction
The large amount of available human mitochondrial genome data from Ingman and Gyllen‐
stein and from Ruiz-Pesini et al [see http://www.mtdb.igp.uu.se/, 1 and http://www.mito‐
map.org/MITOMAP, 2] enables to study in some detail the spectrum of mutations observed
within this species’ mitochondrion. DNA mutations have two main causes: spontaneous
chemical alterations of nucleotides, from one nucleotide ‘species’ to another, such as hydro‐
lytic deaminations from C->T and A to hypoxanthine, which pairs with C and leads to its
replacement by G (in the following summarized as A->G); and inaccuracies by the enzymat‐
ic machinery that is responsible for the polymerization of new DNA strands from the tem‐
plate of the existing DNA during DNA replication. Here I explore the tendency for
mutations from different genes and mutation types to be explained by the first (physico-
chemical), or the other (more enzymatic/biological) factor, also in relation to adaptive con‐
straints (natural selection is weaker against DNA mutations that cause no or only
conservative changes at the protein level). The relative importance of these various factors
affecting mutation spectra is investigated for observed human mitochondrial mutations in
relation to different types of substitutions and different genes. I also explore nearest neigh‐
bour effects on the different mutation types, though the relative contribution of this factor in
relation to others is not evaluated here.
The main, presumably sole DNA replicating enzyme in vertebrate mitochondria is the DNA
gamma polymerase, which evolved from a bacterial tRNA synthetase [3]. Twelve types of sub‐
stitutions of one nucleotide by another nucleotide occur at different frequencies. The most fre‐
quent  changes  occur  within  each of  the  nucleotide  families,  purines  (adenosine,  A,  and
© 2013 Seligmann; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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guanine, G) and pyrimidines (cytosine, C, and thymidine, T), as these involve less changes in
molecular structure. These four purine to purine or pyrimidine to pyrimidine mutations are
called transitions, the eight mutations from one chemical group to another are called transver‐
sions. A simplistic model predicts the frequencies of all substitutions, based on the dipole mo‐
ment of the nucleotides [4], for a DNA region supposed to have no function, a pseudogene [5],
so that observed substitution frequencies are believed unaffected by natural selection. The par‐
tial dipole moment of a chemical bond is proportional to the distance of an electron’s mean po‐
sition, in the chemical bond between atoms, from mid-distance between these atoms. The
dipole moment of a molecule is the product of all partial dipole moments. G and C have high
dipole moments, A and T have low dipole moments [6]. The hypothesized model assumes that
a high dipole moment indicates high chemical reactivity, and hence probable alteration by
chemical processes. Indeed, observed frequencies of mutations in pseudogenes of one nucleo‐
tide into another nucleotide are proportional to dipole moment changes: nucleotides with low
dipole moment substitute those with high dipole moment.
Independently of the dipole moment hypothesis, some spontaneous chemical reactions, de‐
aminations, A->G and C->T, occur preferentially while the heavy DNA strand is in the single
stranded state [7, 8]. This occurs mainly during replication and transcription (DNA and
RNA polymerization). Distances from replication origins and for transcription, from pro‐
moters [9, 10], determine durations that different DNA regions remain single stranded, cre‐
ating gradients in deaminations in genomes with asymmetric replication, such as
mitochondrial genomes (reviewed in [11, 12]). Hence gene position affects transition fre‐
quencies. Site-specific mutation rates estimated by phylogenetic reconstruction suggest that
mutation gradients might also exist for some transversions [13, 14], indicating that single‐
strandedness might affect also substitutions that are not A->G or C->T.
Here I analyse mutation patterns observed in the 13 human mitochondrial protein coding
genes, to estimate relative contributions of different processes to observed mutation pat‐
terns: replicational gradients [13, 14, 15], dipole moments [6, 16], selection against mutations
that alter coding properties at the protein level [17] and gamma polymerase misincorpora‐
tion [18], and potential interactions between these processes. I also explore nearest neigh‐
bour effects on mutation rates. The present analyses are also original in the sense that they
are based on comparative analyses of sequence data, all the data originating from a single
species, and not, as previous ones (i.e. [13, 14]), from comparisons between different, fre‐
quently evolutionarily distant species.
2. Dipole moments and the accuracy of the DNA gamma polymerase
The estimation of process-specific contributions of different mechanisms to a given phenom‐
enon requires considering dependence among processes. Dipole moment effects are inde‐
pendent of the deamination gradient model which predicts a gradient in C->T, consistent
with the model of dipole moment decrease, but an A->G gradient is inconsistent. This means
that one deamination gradient fits into the dipole moment model, and the other does not,
making both approaches approximately unrelated.
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The issue of the accuracy of the gamma polymerase is more complex. It is indeed plausible
that nucleotide misinsertion results from misrecognition of nucleotides by the polymerase,
the latter due to physico-chemical similarities between nucleotides. This principle is also
suggested by the high average misincorporation rates resulting in transitions (447.25±375.22)
as compared to misincorporation rates causing transversions (121.64±186.6), explaining 33
percent of the variation in rates between different misincorporation types [18]. If so, the ab‐
solute value of the difference between dipole moments of nucleotides (from [16]) should be
inversely proportional to misincorporation rates (‘kd’ in [18]), high rates occurring for nu‐
cleotides with similar dipole moments. This model differs from the model of dipole moment
decrease, as it deals with the absolute value of the difference between dipole moments, and
not the signed difference.
Figure 1. Misincorporation versus absolute difference between dipole moment of substituted and substituting nu‐
cleotide. Transitions (filled symbols) have high kds, but similar dipole moments decrease misincorporation kds.
The dipole similarity model for polymerase misincorporation rates can be dismissed at this
point. Misincorporation rates increase, not decrease as expected, with absolute values of dif‐
ferences between dipole moments (r = 0.80, Figure 1). This unexplained association could re‐
flect effects of other properties on misincorporation rates, properties that are inversely
correlated with dipole moments. Note that after controlling for differences between transi‐
tions and transversions, the correlation shown in Figure 1 decreases (r = 0.54, not shown),
yet the analysis confirms the principle that nucleotide substitutions with high kds tend to be
substitutions between nucleotides with highly divergent dipole moments.
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It is also possible that many nucleotide misincorporations result from the delay occurring
between nucleotide recognition by the gamma polymerase and its incorporation in the elon‐
gating DNA polymer. One could suppose that some misincorporations are not due to misre‐
cognitions, but to spontaneous mutations occurring after the nucleotide’s accurate
recognition by the polymerase, and before its incorporation. In that case, misincorporation
rates should match the dipole moment model for decreased dipole moment: high rates are
observed when substitutions decrease the dipole moment. This hypothesis cannot be ruled
out, as misincorporation rates increase with the signed difference between nucleotide dipole
moments (r = 0.50, not shown). Controlling for differences in kd between transitions and
transversions, this positive association increases (r = 0.60, Figure 2).
Figure 2. Adjusted misincorporation kd as a function of difference between dipole moments of substituted and sub‐
stituting nucleotide. High kds imply dipole moment decrease.
Note that if causal interpretations of the associations in Figures 1 and 2 are relevant, it
would be the dipole moment that affects kds. An alternative explanation to the trend in Fig‐
ure 2 is that the gamma polymerase binds more readily nucleotides with low than high di‐
pole moment, hence resulting in this biased misincorporation trend. Such a pattern could
easily be caused by an overall relatively hydrophobic nature of the residues that constitute
the polymerase’s binding site (low dipole moment implying relative hydrophobicity). Even
a very small bias for hydrophobic interactions would cause strong biases in analyses focus‐
ing on misincorporation rates. However, this hydrophobicity hypothesis does not seem to
fit, at least in its simplistic form, what is known about the active site of the gamma polymer‐
ase according to the crystal structure published by Lee et al [19]. The active site consists of
amino acids E895, Y951, R943 and Y955, among which one residue is positively charged (E,
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glutamic acid), one negatively (R, arginine) and two are hydrophilic (Y, tyrosine). Note that
none is classified as a hydrophobic amino acid. Hence the positive association in Figure 2
does not seem explained by active site hydrophobicity. Speculatively, electrostatic neutrality
could favour misprocessing in active sites where each positive and negative charges occur,
while high dipole moments would promote efficient processing.
These preliminary analyses suggest several important points on gamma polymerase fidelity:
a) the causes for effects of similarity between nucleotides on misrecognition are unknown,
structural similarity having effects opposite to those of dipole moment similarities; b) nucleo‐
tide properties affecting misrecognition are unknown but correlate with dipole moments; c)
separating, even only conceptually, polymerase misrecognition from misincorporation, could
be useful to understand polymerase accuracy; d) many misincorporations might be due to
spontaneous mutations (with rates proportional to the dipole moment model) in the nucleo‐
tide occurring after accurate recognition by the polymerase, but before incorporation, result‐
ing  in  misincorporation  despite  accurate  recognition;  e)  alternatively,  the  polymerase’s
binding site might have in-built bias for hydrophobic misprocessing.
3. Selection on the gamma polymerase’s misincorporation rates
Grantham [20] developed a matrix of dissimilarities based on major physico-chemical prop‐
erties of amino acids (amino acid composition, polarity and molecular volume) that corre‐
lates best with amino acid replacement frequencies. From that matrix, Gojobori et al [17]
estimated an average change in amino acid physico-chemical properties due to residue re‐
placements for nucleotide substitutions in protein coding regions (see last line of table 4 in
[17]). For example, A<->G substitutions have the lowest average impact, while G<->T have
the greatest impact. One expects a negative association between impact on protein structure
and the frequency of a nucleotide substitution. For pseudogenes, which do not code for pro‐
teins, the correlation between this average impact and the frequency of corresponding muta‐
tions (data from [17]) is weak (r = -0.33, one tailed P = 0.15), and even weaker after
differences between transition and transversions have been accounted for (r = -0.18, one
tailed P = 0.29). However, for mutation frequencies in coding sequences, natural selection
against dysfunctional proteins has specifically decreased frequencies of non-conservative
substitutions, and a strong negative correlation exists between impacts on protein structure
and the frequency of a nucleotide substitution (r = -0.828, one tailed P = 0.00044). Accounting
for differences between transitions and transversions does not alter qualitatively this result
(r = -0.749, one tailed P = 0.0025).
Hence different misincorporations by the gamma polymerase [18] affect differently the coding
properties of genes. The polymerase probably mainly adapted to avoid high impact nucleotide
misincorporations. This can be tested by examining the correlation between misincorporation
kds and the amino acid impact distances presented in [17], which will indicate to what extent
these misincorporation rates resemble what is expected for pseudogenes (suggesting no selec‐
tion occurs), or coding genes (suggesting the gamma polymerase is selected to minimize sub‐
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stitution impact on proteins). This correlation is negative, stronger than for pseudogenes, but
weaker than for functional genes after selection (r = -0.434, one tailed P = 0.079). Controlling for
differences between transitions and transversions does not alter much this result (r = -0.323, P =
0.15). The same holds after accounting for effects of dipole moments (Figure 2) on misincorpo‐
ration rates: kds decrease with distances between replaced and replacing residues, but results
are intermediate between mutation patterns observed for pseudogenes and genes that actually
code for proteins (r = -0.44, one tailed P = 0.076).
This indicates that misincorporation rates include an adaptive component that minimizes
the potential impact of nucleotide misincorporations on proteins. It is probable that a bal‐
ance exists between minimizing different misincorporation rates, because the same active
site in the polymerase is responsible for them. Hence the misincorporation pattern cannot be
adapted to minimize all misincorporation rates, only to optimize misincorporation effects at
protein levels. For frequencies of mutations observed in genes, selection affects each site
(more or less) independently, hence impacts are minimized, resulting in much stronger cor‐
relations between mutation frequencies and impact at the protein level than observed for
misincorporation rates, because the same active site produces the various types of misincor‐
porations. The results indicate that this balancing effect due to interactions between differ‐
ent misincorporation types by the same active sites must be relatively strong in the gamma
polymerase, otherwise the correlation with amino acid dissimilarities would resemble much
more that found for coding genes. The matter of adaptively-tuned misincorporation rates by
polymerases is nevertheless an interesting line of research that would gain from being de‐
veloped further, including along the methods used here.
4. Gene-specific substitution matrices for human mitochondrial protein-
coding genes
Misincorporation by gamma polymerases during replication is a major factor causing mu‐
tations.  This factor is itself  influenced by dipole moments of nucleotides,  similarities be‐
tween them, and greater  selection pressures against  specific  misincorporation rates  than
on other rates (see previous sections). Here I examine observed mutation patterns in hu‐
man mitochondrial genes.
Numbers of nucleotide substitutions for each of the 12 possible substitutions were counted
from tabulations at http://www.mtdb.igp.uu.se/ [1] and http://www.mitomap.org/MITOMAP
[2], separately for each gene (Table 1). Values are percentages of sites where a given mutation
was observed among all sites where the substituted nucleotide mutated in that gene. The var‐
iation in that percentage within a given gene is mainly due to differences between transitions
and transversions, the former dominating. Hence for further analyses, for each gene, mean
percentages for transitions and transversions were calculated separately and subtracted from
the observed percentages for transitions and transversions, respectively. This adjustment ex‐
cludes effects due to differences between transitions and transversions in mutation percentag‐
es observed for each given gene. The two last columns in Table 1 are Pearson correlation
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coefficients of percentages adjusted for differences between transitions and transversions and
adjusted (along the same criterion) kd’s of nucleotide misincorporations by the gamma poly‐
merase (s), and after adjusting also for Grantham physico-chemical distances (s’). Correlation
coefficients s are positive in 12 among 13 genes, a significant majority of cases according to a
one tailed sign test (P = 0.000854). The correlation is significant (P < 0.05) at the level of a single
gene for three genes, ND1, CO1 and AT8 (marked by asterisks in Table 1).
Results are only slightly altered after accounting for differences between transitions and trans‐
versions. Further analyses (s’ in Table 1) using the residual misincorporation rates and the re‐
sidual mutation percentages, calculated from their regressions with Grantham’s amino acid
dissimilarities do not change results much. These results show that variation in percentages of
mutations of different types is to some extent due to misincorporation by the gamma polymer‐
ase, but a large part of the variation between substitution percentages remains unaccounted
for. It is probable that natural selection against various mutations occurs, so that percentages in
Table 1 are composites of misincorporation rates and other factors, such as selection against
specific mutations. However, taking selection into account by using residuals from the regres‐
sion of mutation frequencies with amino acid dissimilarities does not change patterns much.
Hence further major factors affect observed mutation patterns, besides misincorporation rates
and selection on coding impacts of mutations (and misincorporations).
5. Effects of deaminations and selection on mutation matrices
If one assumes that large parts of the variation that is not explained by the gamma polymer‐
ase’s misincorporation rates in the previous analyses is due to selection, one can estimate
which types of mutations are more or less prone to selection by analysing the residuals of
the adjusted percentages (for each gene) from the regression with misincorporation. The line
‘Res’ in Table 1 indicates the number of genes for which this residual was positive, meaning
that the percentage of that mutation was greater than expected from the regression with
misincorporation. For two types of mutations, C->A and T->C, there were 10 such genes,
which according to two tailed sign tests yields a significant tendency for observing percen‐
tages greater than expected by misincorporation (P = 0.046) as indicated by P in Table 1.
Hence C->A and T->C are more frequent than expected by misincorporation. At least for T-
>C, there are two plausible explanations. T->C is a transition, and transitions cause relatively
little functional effects at the level of coding properties of codons, suggesting low counterse‐
lection, hence relative over-representation (positive residuals). This explanation does not
seem adequate, because the effect is not strong for other transitions (A->G, G->A and even
opposite for C->T, where residuals were positive for only 2 genes (P = 0.0095, two tailed sign
test). The latter effect on C->T is however also compatible with the second explanation for T-
>C. Deamination, promoted by single strandedness during replication, contributes to A->G
mutations on the mitochondrial heavy strand DNA, which corresponds to T->C in Table 1
which uses the complementary light strand DNA annotation. Hence the systematic excess in
T->C and systematic lack of C->T would be due to a factor that does not relate to misincor‐
poration by the gamma polymerase, nor to selection, but presumably to the replicational
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mutation gradient of A->G. Residual analysis also indicates systematic underrepresentation
of a further mutation type, G->T (P = 0.0095, two tailed sign test), a transversion that might
be particularly counterselected [17]. Indeed, numbers of positive residuals tend to decrease
with mean physico-chemical distances between replaced and replacing amino acids associ‐
ated with these nucleotide mutations (r = -0.38, not statistically significant).
Gene A C G T A-C A-G A-T C-A C-G C-T G-A G-C G-T T-A T-C T-G s s'
ND1 272 116 344 124 112 45 228 48 2.8 88.9 8.3 13.3 4.7 82.0 87.8 6.1 6.1 7.7 78.2 14.1 55* 53*
ND2 326 114 349 109 99 33 268 77 3.8 91.5 4.7 15.3 5.9 78.8 80.5 9.8 9.8 3.3 89.1 7.6 -5 -11
CO1 419 121 462 121 250 59 410 97 5.7 89.5 4.8 12.7 4.2 83.1 91.8 3.3 4.9 6.7 90.4 2.9 55* 47
CO2 196 65 214 59 102 39 172 55 7.7 83.1 9.2 4.3 10.0 84.7 90.2 7.3 2.4 9.4 85.9 4.7 13 6
AT8 80 42 69 31 13 9 45 26 0.0 95.2 4.8 11.1 0.0 88.9 100 0 0 0 92.9 7.1 74* 71*
AT6 206 115 230 81 71 47 174 95 4.2 90.8 5.0 8.1 5.8 86.2 90.2 7.8 2.0 3.0 87.0 10.0 40 43
CO3 210 87 249 70 116 44 209 69 11.6 84.9 3.5 6.3 3.8 90.0 93.2 4.6 2.3 9.5 87.8 2.7 45 37
ND3 102 41 102 27 37 13 105 29 18.4 73.7 7.9 13.8 6.9 79.3 84.6 15.4 0 5.1 92.3 2.6 17 3
ND4l 84 27 92 19 36 12 85 23 7.7 84.6 7.7 7.7 0 92.3 84.6 0 15.4 8.7 78.3 13.0 20 47*
ND4 416 144 473 133 137 32 352 92 10.8 84.2 5.0 10.2 5.7 84.1 87.9 12.1 0 5.6 87.9 6.5 31 15
ND5 518 207 580 183 190 49 416 117 7.8 85.5 5.7 18.7 18.7 62.6 85.6 8.1 6.3 4.9 90.9 4.2 19 3
ND6 198 53 187 72 37 21 103 32 4.8 82.5 12.7 13.4 10.5 76.1 90.9 9.1 0 3.6 92.7 3.6 27 -25
Cytb 326 142 391 141 137 67 287 95 4.3 88.7 7.0 8.6 6.2 85.2 89.7 10.3 0 1.9 92.5 5.7 12 -1
Res 4 7 7 10 5 2 6 7 2 5 10 5
Dssh -29 16 3 38 23 -39 -13 30 -17 -63* 35 -9
Pos 1 -12 17 -11 15 4 -20 -6 12 -7 23 -18 2
Pos 2 -3 -1 11 10 -15 4 -1 1 -1 -27 13 4
Pos 3 -11 -23 53* 29 33 -35 -56* 52* 20 -39 28 -1
Dloop 22 -39 27 -9 42 -26 20 30 -41 -31 53* -42
Pos 1 -13 19 -11 5 2 -7 49* -18 -54 30 -3 -19
Pos 2 9 -20 36 41 -37 -4 -19 13 13 -21 33 -34
Pos 3 39 -50 38 -9 43 -20 -40 60* -26 -46 53* -26
Table 1. Percentage of mutations observed in each human mitochondrial protein coding gene. A, C, G, T indicate the
number of that nucleotide in that gene, followed by the number of sites with that nucleotide that are polymorphic. ‘s’
is the Pearson correlation coefficient of percentages adjusted for differences between transitions and transversions
and adjusted nucleotide misincorporations by the gamma polymerase (* indicates P < 0.05). The last lines (from Res
on) and s’ are explained in the text.
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6. Mutation gradients across mitochondrial genomes
The previous section indicates that some mutations might be systematically more frequent
than expected by misincorporations by the gamma polymerase, and suggests that mutations
due to replicational deamination gradients could cause this effect. The study of mutational
gradients has used different methods to compare mutation rates at different locations in the
genome. Some studies infer mutation rates from phylogenetic comparisons among species
of nucleotide contents at given sites (i.e. [13, 14]). Phylogeny-inferred kinetics for A->G and
C->T gradients match the properties of the underlying chemical processes: the chemically
faster C->T deamination saturates faster in computational analyses with duration spent sin‐
gle stranded than the slower A->G reaction [13, 14, 21]. Other studies infer mutation rates
from gene nucleotide contents: for the C->T deamination, one expects relatively high C and
low T contents in regions close to replication origin(s), and the opposite for genes with high
durations spent single stranded [11, 12, 15, 21, 22, 23].
The method used here is closer to direct observation of mutations, because it compares only
between genomes from the same species (Homo sapiens in this case). This means that one is
closer to an ‘instantaneous’ observation of mutations. This procedure decreases numbers of
undetected multiple changes. I did not use a full phylogenetic model of all human mito‐
chondria to infer mutation rates. Data in Table 1 are for a simplified procedure that counts
numbers of sites within a gene where a given type of mutation was observed and calculates
the percentage of sites with that nucleotide where that mutation occurred, assuming that the
most common nucleotide at any given site is the ancestral nucleotide.
Durations spent single stranded are calculated as previously [11, 12, 21, 22, 24]. I explored
for replicational and transcriptional gradients (Dssh and Dloop in Table 1) for each of the 12
mutations, not only for A->G and C->T. This is because time spent single stranded might al‐
so affect other mutations, notably transversions [13]. Correlational analyses for gradients
(analysis across rows, one per column in Table 1) used the residuals of mutation rates from
their regression with misincorporation rates (residual analysis is across columns, one regres‐
sion calculated per gene/row in Table 1), in order to exclude effects of polymerase inaccura‐
cy on mutational gradients. However note that using the raw mutation percentage data as in
Table 1, gradient analyses do not change much.
Two potential gradients in duration of singlestrandedness are considered, singlestranded‐
ness during replication and during transcription (indicated in Table 1 by Dssh and Dloop,
respectively). The last rows in Table 1 show Pearson correlation coefficients between residu‐
al mutation percentages and times spent single stranded during replication (Dssh) and tran‐
scription (Dloop). The hypothesis of singlestrandedness expects positive correlations, but
this was observed only for half the cases, for each replication and transcription. There was a
significant drop in T->A mutations along the replicational gradient, and a significant in‐
crease in T->C mutations along the transcription gradient (Figure 3). The latter effect is pre‐
dicted by deamination gradients. Deamination gradients are also expected for G->A, but
were not observed. Data in Table 1 only support the hypothesis of a deamination gradient
for T->C. They cannot differentiate between replicational and transcriptional gradients. It is
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notable that in this case the predicted G->A gradient is not stronger than gradients observed
for other mutations. Apparently, another mutation, T->A, reacts to single strandedness, but
in the direction opposite to that expected (singlestrandedness is predicted to increase muta‐
tions, not decrease them). Other, less direct methods based on phylogenetic reconstructions,
perhaps fail to detect this gradient because selection, at larger evolutionary scale, might
have weeded out many mutations such as the transversion T->A (this type of mutation im‐
plies non-conservative changes at the amino acid coding level), leaving mainly neutral and
close to neutral ones. Indeed, transitions affect less coding properties than transversions
(transitions cause on average more conservative amino acid changes than transversions).
This would explain why phylogenetic comparisons detected weaker signals for transversion
than transition gradients, while analyses in Table 1 for almost instantaneous mutations are
apparently less affected by natural selection occurring after a mutation happened and do
not show differences in gradients between transitions and transversions. These comparative
data restricted to Homo sapiens confirm only the (heavy strand) deamination of A->G (corre‐
sponding to T->C in the annotation used here) at the level of a transcriptional gradient.
Figure 3. Mutations versus singlestranded during replication (T->A, filled symbols) and transcription (T->C, circles).
Mutation percentages are residuals from regressions with misincorporation by the gamma polymerase, calculated
based on data from Table 1.
The results suggest that mutation rates estimated from sequence comparisons within a sin‐
gle species reflect misincorporation rates, but barely confirm well established observations
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of deamination gradients, which were based on comparisons between evolutionary more
distant sequences, and on nucleotide contents of single sequences. Apparently, instantane‐
ous mutation rates reflect misincorporation by gamma polymerase, while the effects of de‐
amination gradients, which result from a biased cumulation of mutations, might result from
long term processes and are therefore more detectable at a wider evolutionary scale.
7. Mutation gradients and selection at different codon positions
The issue of effects of selection on mutational gradients can also be investigated by analy‐
sing separately codon positions, as indicated for replicational and transcriptional gradients
in Table 1. In terms of replicational gradients, there were no gradients detectable for any
mutation at first and second codon positions, but there were three gradients, one negative
(G->A) and two positive (A->T and G->C) at third codon positions. Hence these analyses
confirm that replication gradients are more detectable where the mutation is synonymous or
has little impact because causing a conservative amino acid change, as occurs at third codon
positions, but not or much less at first and second codon positions. However, the specifically
predicted deamination gradients are not detected. The opposite is observed for G->A (corre‐
sponding to C->T mutations on the heavy DNA strand), this mutation unexpectedly de‐
creases along the singlestrandedness gradient, while an increase was expected.
Assuming a transcriptional gradient in singlestrandedness, the expected positive G->A gra‐
dient is detected for first codon positions. This is the only statistically significant gradient
detected that is not at third codon position. The transcriptional gradient analyses at third co‐
don position confirm the gradient observed for pooled codon positions for T->C, which fits
the deamination gradient, and detects a gradient for G->C mutations.
Comparing the absolute values of the correlation coefficients in Table 1 for replicational and
transcriptional gradients, correlations are stronger with transcriptional singlestrandedness,
however this analysis does not account for the expected positive direction of the correlations
of mutations with singlestrandedness. If one assumes that correlations should be positive
(singlestrandedness should increase mutations), one does not detect any systematic differ‐
ence between replication and transcription. The human mutation data might be better ex‐
plained by transcriptional singlestrandedness, but the matter remains unclear. Deamination
gradients are more detectable assuming transcriptional than replicational singlestranded‐
ness, suggesting that deaminations observed in human sequences occurred mainly during
transcription. The fact that more gradients are detected at third codon positions than at oth‐
er positions indicates that selection against mutations affecting protein structure occurs and
prevents detecting mutational gradients due to singlestrandedness.
8. Mutation gradients and misincorporations
Analyses in the previous section suggest that mutational gradients exist in mitochondria,
but are less detectable at the evolutionary scale reflected by sequence variation within Homo
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sapiens populations than when comparing between evolutionary more divergent sequences
belonging to different species. Nevertheless, additional analyses show that replicational gra‐
dients confound effects of misincorporation by the gamma polymerase. Indeed, the column
‘s’ in Table 1 shows that while mutation patterns in most genes overall fit the pattern pre‐
dicted by misincorporation, this extent varies widely among genes (from -5 for ND2 to 73
for AT8). My first guess was that gene size (from 69 to over 600 codons, for AT8 and ND5,
respectively) differences cause this. My assumption was that estimations of mutation pat‐
terns are less accurate in short genes, causing low correlations (low s) between observed
mutation patterns and misincorppration rates. However, if this was true, one would expect
a better match with misincorporation patterns in long genes, but surprisingly, patterns fit
best in AT8: sampling inaccuracy does not explain variation in ‘s’.
Figure 4. s from Table 1 as a function of singlestrandedness during replication. Mutation patterns resemble those pre‐
dicted by misincorporation by the gamma polymerase in genes that remain singlestranded for a short time during
replication. Values indicate gene lengths.
Replicational mutation gradients might explain variation in s between genes: mutation pat‐
terns in genes that endure short periods of singlestrandedness during replication should be
least affected by replication gradients, and fit best the pattern predicted by gamma polymer‐
ase misincorporation, and vice versa (Figure 4). Indeed, s decreases with singlestrandedness
during replication (r = -0.49, P = 0.045, one sided test; but there was no correlation of s with
singlestrandedness during transcription, r = -0.27, P < 0.10).
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least affected by replication gradients, and fit best the pattern predicted by gamma polymer‐
ase misincorporation, and vice versa (Figure 4). Indeed, s decreases with singlestrandedness
during replication (r = -0.49, P = 0.045, one sided test; but there was no correlation of s with
singlestrandedness during transcription, r = -0.27, P < 0.10).
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Inaccurate ‘s’ estimation due to short genes affects results in Figure 4. Short genes fit less the
trend in Figure 4 than large genes (gene size is indicated in Figure 4): absolute values of re‐
siduals calculated from the regression in Figure 4 decrease with gene size (r = -0.45). Hence
21 percent of variation in s unexplained by singlestrandedness is from sampling effects. Ac‐
counting for them, the correlation in Figure 4 is r = -0.63. This means that sampling effects
affect less ‘s’ (and estimates of observed mutation rates) from Table 1 than singlestranded‐
ness. This stresses the importance of mutational gradients despite weak results in Table 1.
Singlestrandedness during replication is an even better predictor of the fit between observed
mutation patterns and gamma polymerase misincorporation when residual analyses ac‐
count for each Grantham distances between replaced and replacing amino acids (s’ in Table
1). This s’ decreases more than s with replicational singlestrandedness (r = -0.6277, one tailed
P = 0.011). Interestingly, using transcriptional singlestrandedness yields r = -0.468 (one tailed
P = 0.053). Accounting for total singlestrandedness during both replication and transcription
by summing both up and analysing the correlation of s’ with this sum of replicational and
transcriptional singlestrandedness yields r = -0.649 (one tailed P = 0.0083). In each of these
analyses using s’, gene size had a significant impact on residuals. Accounting for that effect
systematically increased correlations between s’ and replicational, transcriptional, and the
combination of both singlestrandedness (r = -0.811, r = -0.68 and r = -0.89).
9. Mutation patterns: effects of dipole moments or gamma polymerase
misincorporations?
Figure 2 shows that even after accounting for differences between transitions and transver‐
sions on misincorporation rates, differences between dipole moments of the substituted and
the substituting nucleotides explain part of the variation in misincorporation rates. Hence both
factors (dipole moment or misincorporation by the gamma polymerase) are confounded, and
one cannot be sure which affects mutation patterns, or whether they affect each independently
observed mutation patterns. For that reason I calculated residuals of adjusted kds from the re‐
gression with signed differences in dipole moments (data from Figure 2) and calculated corre‐
lations between these residuals and the adjusted mutation percentages (calculated from Table
1) for each gene. This version of s is adjusted for effects of dipole moments on misincorporation
rates, and is positive for all genes. This adjusted s increased as compared to s from Table 1 in 8
(and decreased in 5) genes. Hence adjusting misincorporation for effects of dipole moments
only slightly increases its fit with observed mutation patterns.
However, when examining the increase in s after adjusting for dipole moment effects in re‐
lation to replicational singlestrandedness, this increase is proportional to singlestrandedness
during replication (not shown). This suggests that effects of the component of misincorpora‐
tion that is independent of dipole moments increase with singlestrandedness. Hence single‐
strandedness interacts with gamma polymerase fidelity. In these analyses, this fidelity is
separated into a component associated with dipole moments, and a different component.
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According to the analyses, it is the latter, unknown factor that increases its effects on ob‐
served mutation patterns with singlestrandedness during replication.
Similar residual analyses for dipole moments show that observed mutation patterns do not fit
well with differences in dipole moments after calculating residuals from their regression with
misincorporation rates (these analyses inverse between dependent and independent in Figure
2). These correlations were negative in 11 among 13 genes, suggesting a weak effect that is op‐
posite to that expected by the hypothesis that mutations decrease dipole moments [4].
The latter analyses indicate that dipole moments affect mutation rates through their effects on
misincorporation by polymerases, but not directly on spontaneous alterations of single strand‐
ed DNA. Misincorporation by gamma polymerase has at least two components, one related to
dipole moments, and another one, unrelated to dipole moments. Effects of the latter on muta‐
tion patterns increase with singlestrandedness. Analyses in a previous section suggested that
distinguishing between misincorporation due to nucleotide misrecognition versus misincor‐
poration due to nucleotide alteration after accurate recognition could prove valuable. It is not
clear whether the effect independent of dipole moments that increases with singlestranded‐
ness relates to misrecognition, alteration after recognition, or a subcomponent of any of these.
Hydrophobic bias (for low dipole moment) in relation to misincorporations by the gamma pol‐
ymerase binding site for nucleotides is not explained by a simplistic analysis of the residues
composing the active site of gamma polymerase. Nevertheless, these results indicate that the
‘age’ of the replication fork has some effect on its fidelity.
A similar comparison can be done between s and s’ in Table 1. Here one sees that s’, as com‐
pared to s, is lower than s in 11 among 13 genes. Hence gene-specific mutation patterns
match misincorporation rates after accounting for differences between transitions and trans‐
versions better than after accounting, in addition, for selection against non-conservative
amino acid replacements resulting from nucleotide substitutions: s’ as compared to s de‐
creases with singlestrandedness. Hence in this case, accounting for selection against non-
conservative amino acid replacements improves slightly the match of observed mutations
with misincorporations for genes with short singlestranded exposure, but mainly decreases
that match for those with long singlestrandedness. This effect is opposite to the one reported
in a previous paragraph for accounting for dipole moment effects. Accounting for the latter
improves the match between mutation and misincorporation patterns with singlestranded‐
ness, while accounting for selection decreases that match.
10. More evidence for complex indirect effects of mutation gradients
Sampling inaccuracy might affect estimates of s and s’ in Table 1. A further potential indirect
factor with opposite effect might exist. Duration spent single stranded used is for a gene’s mid‐
point, a good approximation for short genes, but increasingly inaccurate the longer the gene. In
order to evaluate this, absolute residuals of mutation percentages (Table 1) from their regres‐
sions with misincorporation rates (both adjusted for differences between transitions and trans‐
versions) are plotted versus numbers of potential sites that could mutate for that mutation type
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creases with singlestrandedness. Hence in this case, accounting for selection against non-
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that match for those with long singlestrandedness. This effect is opposite to the one reported
in a previous paragraph for accounting for dipole moment effects. Accounting for the latter
improves the match between mutation and misincorporation patterns with singlestranded‐
ness, while accounting for selection decreases that match.
10. More evidence for complex indirect effects of mutation gradients
Sampling inaccuracy might affect estimates of s and s’ in Table 1. A further potential indirect
factor with opposite effect might exist. Duration spent single stranded used is for a gene’s mid‐
point, a good approximation for short genes, but increasingly inaccurate the longer the gene. In
order to evaluate this, absolute residuals of mutation percentages (Table 1) from their regres‐
sions with misincorporation rates (both adjusted for differences between transitions and trans‐
versions) are plotted versus numbers of potential sites that could mutate for that mutation type
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in that gene (Figure 5). Residuals tend to decrease with sample sizes up to approximately 250
nucleotides, which corresponds to an average of a sequence of 1000 base pairs (for each muta‐
tion type, there is only one substituted nucleotide, so on average, these mutations occurred
over a total sequence that is about four times longer). The absolute value of residual mutation
percentages increases with sample size up from about 250 nucleotides.
Figure 5. Residual mutation percentage (absolute value) from regression with gamma polymerase kds for each nu‐
cleotide in each gene, versus numbers of potentially mutating nucleotides. The decrease indicates a sampling effect:
samples up to 200-300 nucleotides fit better misincorporation patterns because of sampling effects. Beyond 250, in‐
accuracy increases, perhaps because different gene regions have different mutation regimes.
The decreasing pattern is what one expects from sampling effects: up to about 1000 base
pairs, longer genes enable to estimate better mutation patterns (the absolute residual is
small). But for genes longer than that threshold, absolute residuals increase, hence mutation
patterns tend to fit less well misincorporation as predicted by the gamma polymerase. This
could be due to the mixing of regions with different singlestrandedness, which perhaps al‐
ters non-linearly mutation patterns. A similar effect where estimation inaccuracy of muta‐
tion rates decreases, then increases with sequence length exists for the correlation between
rates of morphological and molecular evolution [25]. The threshold was for sequence
lengths around 1200 base pairs, indicating that estimates of mutation rates (mainly from ver‐
tebrate mitochondrial protein coding sequences, as those analysed for Homo sapiens here) de‐
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creased beyond that sequence length. It was suggested, as for Figure 5 here, that mutation
patterns change with the relative position of a gene, and that for long regions, more than
one mutation regime might be mixed, decreasing the accuracy of analyses. Figure 5 follows
that principle, and indicates a similar threshold.
11. Mutational gradients after accounting for amino acid replacement
impacts on proteins
Previous sections show that indirect effects of gradients in singlestrandedness on mutation
patterns exist (i.e. Figures 4 and 5). Yet analyses of mutation percentages, or mutation per‐
centages after accounting for differences between transitions and transversions, and after ac‐
counting for effects of misincorporation by gamma polymerase, do only marginally enable
to detect mutation gradients with singlestrandedness, and this for any codon position. The
analyses of gradients that separate codon positions indicate that natural selection might af‐
fect mutation patterns (Table 1), and could mask mutational gradients according to single‐
strandedness. Selection against non-conservative amino acid replacements also affects
mutation percentages. Analyses for singlestrandedness gradients did not yet account for
that latter factor, in addition to misincorporation by the gamma polymerase and differences
between transitions and transversions.
I calculated residuals of mutation percentages (adjusted for differences between transitions
and transversions) from their regression with mean physico-chemical (Grantham’s) distan‐
ces between replaced and replacing amino acids resulting from that nucleotide substitution
in coding sequences (for mutation percentages across all codon positions), separately for
each of the protein coding genes. Hence this analysis is across columns, for each row in Ta‐
ble 1. Then, for each substitution type, I calculated correlations with singlestrandedness dur‐
ing replication, transcription, and their sum (these analyses are across rows, for each
column, on residuals produced by the latter ‘row’ analysis across columns). This yields cor‐
relations between residual mutation rates and singlestrandedness for each mutation type.
The majority of these are positive correlations (Table 2): mutation percentages (after ac‐
counting by residual analyses for differences between transitions and trasversions, misincor‐
poration rates and Grantham distances (assumed to reflect selection against dysfunctional
proteins)) increase with singlestrandedness during replication (11 among 12 cases, exception
A->C mutations), transcription (11 among 12 cases, exception A->G mutations) and their
sum (all cases). Hence overall, singlestrandedness promotes all types of nucleotide substitu‐
tions, not only deaminations A->G and C->T, for both replicational and transcriptional sin‐
glestrandedness. Their sum improves correlations in half the cases. Correlations were
statistically significant (one tailed P < 0.05) for one correlation with replicational single‐
strandedness (T->C), two with transcriptional singlestrandedness (C->G and T->C) and three
with the sum of both (A->T, T->C and T->G).
Correlations were stronger with transcriptional singlestrandedness than replicational single‐
strandedness in 7 among 12 cases, which does not indicate which among the two is the most
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strandedness. Selection against non-conservative amino acid replacements also affects
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that latter factor, in addition to misincorporation by the gamma polymerase and differences
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I calculated residuals of mutation percentages (adjusted for differences between transitions
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ces between replaced and replacing amino acids resulting from that nucleotide substitution
in coding sequences (for mutation percentages across all codon positions), separately for
each of the protein coding genes. Hence this analysis is across columns, for each row in Ta‐
ble 1. Then, for each substitution type, I calculated correlations with singlestrandedness dur‐
ing replication, transcription, and their sum (these analyses are across rows, for each
column, on residuals produced by the latter ‘row’ analysis across columns). This yields cor‐
relations between residual mutation rates and singlestrandedness for each mutation type.
The majority of these are positive correlations (Table 2): mutation percentages (after ac‐
counting by residual analyses for differences between transitions and trasversions, misincor‐
poration rates and Grantham distances (assumed to reflect selection against dysfunctional
proteins)) increase with singlestrandedness during replication (11 among 12 cases, exception
A->C mutations), transcription (11 among 12 cases, exception A->G mutations) and their
sum (all cases). Hence overall, singlestrandedness promotes all types of nucleotide substitu‐
tions, not only deaminations A->G and C->T, for both replicational and transcriptional sin‐
glestrandedness. Their sum improves correlations in half the cases. Correlations were
statistically significant (one tailed P < 0.05) for one correlation with replicational single‐
strandedness (T->C), two with transcriptional singlestrandedness (C->G and T->C) and three
with the sum of both (A->T, T->C and T->G).
Correlations were stronger with transcriptional singlestrandedness than replicational single‐
strandedness in 7 among 12 cases, which does not indicate which among the two is the most
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important factor. Possibly, singlestrandedness during replication and during transcription af‐
fect differently different substitution types, or differences are random. These analyses clearly
show that after accounting for mean effects of substitutions on proteins, percentages of all
types of nucleotide substitutions increase with singlestrandedness during each replication and
transcription. These clear patterns were not detectable without accounting for mean nucleo‐
tide substitution impact on physico-chemical properties of coded amino acids. It seems these
effects prevented detecting mutation gradients for substitutions that were not deaminations.
Singlestrandedness increases at least slightly probabilities of all types of substitutions.
Substitution Rep Trans Both
A->C -0.159 0.401 0.066
A->G 0.428 -0.242 0.241
A->T 0.400 0.447 0.481*
C->A 0.378 0.063 0.291
C->G 0.319 0.468* 0.433
C->T 0.243 0.315 0.312
G->A 0.091 0.339 0.216
G->C 0.395 0.322 0.421
G->T 0.425 0.340 0.448
T->A 0.301 0.381 0.382
T->C 0.478* 0.531* 0.573*
T->G 0.452 0.350 0.469*
Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients of time spent singlestranded during replication, transcription, and their sum
versus substitution percentages in the 13 human mitochondrial protein coding genes adjusted for differences
between transitions and transversions, misincorporation rates and for mean effect of the substitution on Grantham’s
physico-chemical distances between replaced and replacing amino acids.
Causes for differences in gradient strengths for different substitution types are not known.
Gradients are strongest for substitutions involving a small absolute change in nucleotide di‐
pole moment, and weakest for those where the absolute change in dipole moment is large.
Speculatively, large dipole differences may affect even when singlestrandedness is short, so
that no strong gradient is detectable, because the main effect is the dipole moment, inde‐
pendently of singlestrandedness. For small dipole moment differences, the dipole moment
effect woult hence be enhanced by singlestrandedness, resulting in a gradient.
12. Nearest neighbour effects on mutation rates
Previous analyses of mutation patterns in human mitochondrial protein coding genes fit ex‐
pectations according to several factors: misincorporation by the gamma polymerase, selec‐
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tion against mutations that alter amino acid properties, and dipole moments of nucleotides.
A hierarchy between these factors exists. In addition, they interact: misincorporation rates
are also affected by selection against non-conservative mutations; and gradients in single‐
strandedness affect extents by which the various factors affect mutation patterns. Only after
adequate accounting for misincorporation and selection (and differences between transi‐
tions and transversions), mutation gradients along durations of singlestrandedness are
cleary observed for all types of nulceotide substitutions.
Flank 5' 3'
A Tot Mut A C G T Tot Mut A C G T
A-> 968 319 15 290 14 928 238 19 193 26
C-> 1037 289 22 10 257 1069 363 21 12 330
G-> 461 166 150 11 5 371 89 79 6 4
T-> 897 278 8 244 26 1275 470 18 395 57
C
A-> 1097 326 36 260 30 1063 447 22 401 24
C-> 1285 327 41 270 1293 390 35 34 321
G-> 311 114 100 8 6 505 203 175 20 8
T-> 1110 245 23 203 19 981 286 17 240 29
G
A-> 378 158 6 145 7 447 229 12 204 13
C-> 503 156 15 28 113 322 154 21 8 125
G-> 254 72 60 8 4 256 72 68 2 2
T-> 227 83 6 67 10 323 115 6 102 7
T
A-> 890 425 18 373 34 888 303 20 271 12
C-> 823 252 19 21 212 1102 252 57 14 181
G-> 328 137 123 8 3 222 124 111 10 3
T-> 676 295 13 264 18 668 198 13 171 14
A 40 -54 1 72* 40 48*
C -37 36 43 60*
G 51* 91*
Table 3. Dinucleotide sites and mutating sites in human mitochondrial protein coding sequences, separating 5’ and 3’
nucleotide identity. Last 3 lines are correlations, see text.
Despite the relative complexity of factors described and affecting mutation patterns, this is
not an exhaustive list of effects on mutation rates. Notably, nearest neighbour effects exist
[26], where identities of nucleotide(s) flanking the mutating site affect mutation rates, as in‐
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dicated by the editor of this volume after reviewing a former version of this chapter. G and
C, the nucleotides with the highest dipole moments, seem to increase mutation rates in vari‐
ous organisms along similar patterns [26-30]. This suggests a physico-chemical basis for
nearest neighbour effects, possibly along the lines of dipole moment effects and the stability
of DNA duplexes surrounding the mutating nucleotide [26]. These biases are strong enough
to justify the need of incoprorating at least the strongest nearest neighbour effect in models
designed to detect natural selection on mutations [31], which is not surprising as CpG dinu‐
cleotides are disproportionately represented among sites with pathogenic polymorphisms
[32,33]. Moreover, nearest neighbour effects interact with gene location and the frequency of
transcription, suggesting interactions with singlestrandedness [34, 35]. Nearest neighbour
analysis of mutation patterns requires large sample sizes, and therefore is unfortunately in‐
compatible with a gene by gene analysis as a function of singlestrandedness in the context of
this mitochondrial dataset.
However, even after pooling mutation data from all genes, one would ideally examine the
twelve substitutions in relation to each of the 16 combinations of nucleotides at the 5’ and 3’
positions. Such detailed analyses are also not possible with this dataset. Nevertheless, as
known to this author, nearest neighbor effects have not yet been examined in the context of
mitochondrial genomes, hence even simplified analyses pooling mutations from all genes
and codon positions together may still be valuable. In addition, most nearest neighbour
analyses examined do not analyse substitutions in relation to their direction (they pool X->Y
with X<-Y), but this can be done on this dataset. Mutation data from all genes and codon
positions were pooled, and analysed each time separately in relation to the identity of their
5’, and their 3’ flanking nucleotide. This yields reasonable samples, and the mutation pat‐
terns can be compared according to the different flanking nucleotide identities (Table 3).
The data in Table 3 enable a number of different analyses, only one is presented here,
though many others are of interest. For example, biases exist in terms of dinucleotide fre‐
quencies, between 5’ or 3’ flanking by the same nucleotide. I focus here on the analysis of
mutation patterns. Numbers in each row in Table 3 were divided by the number of mutating
sites among all possible dinucleotide sites for that category (Mut). The column Tot in Table
3, which indicates the total number of dinucleotide sites found independently of the occur‐
rence of a mutation at that site, is indicated but not used in further analyses. The substitu‐
tion matrices that result are very similar, comparing 5’ and 3’, and different nucleotide
contexts. This is because the overwhelming majority of the variation in mutation rates is due
to the difference between transitions and transversions. For that reason, effects of transitions
versus transversions were accounted for by subtracting observed mutations rates from the
average for transitions and transversions, respectvely, as done in previous analyses. Then
these data adjusted for differences between transitions and transversions are compared be‐
tween different substitution matrices, so that effects of the difference between transitions
and transversions is accounted for before comparing the matrices with different neighbours.
The three last lines in Table 3 show Pearson correlation coefficients (x100) between these
mutation patterns (adjusted for differences between transitions and transversions). Even af‐
ter accounting for differences between transversions and transitions, substitution patterns
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across different 3’ neighbouring nucleotides resemble each other: all six correlations are pos‐
itive, 4 among these are statistically significant (P < 0.05, one tailed tests because positive as‐
sociations are expected, see asterisks in Table 3). 3’ G and T had most similar patterns.
Hence grouping of mutation patterns according to 3’ nucleotides does not follow purine/
pyrimidine nor dipole moment differences. 3’ G seems to affect most mutation patterns,
hence results are probably not random also for 3’ nearest neighbour effects.
Figure 6. Mutation rates adjusted for differences between transition and transversions for 5’ A and G neighbours in
human mitochondrial protein coding genes.
The same analysis for 5’ flanking nucleotides reveals a similar, more enhanced situation.
Here, the only statistically significant association is between mutation patterns with 5’ G and
T as nearest 5’ neighbour. The weak positive correlations in the 3’ context are negative in the
5’ context, one being close to statistically significant (the comparison between 5’ A and G,
see Figure 6): 5’ G affects mutation rates in a way that tends to be systematically opposite to
what is observed in other contexts, so that relatively high mutation rates become relative
low, and vice versa. Effects of 5’ G on mutation rates are expected, considering previous re‐
ports. However, these have mainly shown effects on C->T mutations. The results here show
that 5’ G has a systematic effect on all mutation types, some increasing, as expected, but oth‐
ers decreasing in the 5’ G context.
It is notable that the correlation matrices for 5’ and 3’ contexts (in the 3 last lines of Table 3)
are very similar, if not in their values, but in their pattern: the ranks, from least to most posi‐
tive correlation coefficients, are identical (Figure 7). This means that the same effects are at
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work for 5’ and 3’ flanks, but that effects are stronger for 5’ flanking nucleotides. In this con‐
text, it is important to remember that the annotation used here is that of the light strand
DNA in the mitochondrion, which bears the coding sequence of most genes. In the elongat‐
ing light DNA strand, the 3’ nucleotide is already present before the mutating nucleotide is
added, while the 5’ nucleotide is not yet there, and could not possibly have any effect. This
is not compatible with a 5’ effect during replication, unless one considers that the effect is
from the neighbouring nucleotide on the template heavy strand DNA. In that case, the in‐
verse complement would have the major flanking effects, with the strongest effect by the
nucleotide that is not yet complemented by the nascent strand (the 5’ of the light strand be‐
comes the 3’ in the heavy strand), and a weaker but similar effect by the neighbouring nu‐
cleotide that is already complemented by the replication process. Along that scenario,
neighbouring nucleotides would affect misincorporation rates. This scenario would be very
compatible with electrostatic effects, due to dipole moments.
Figure 7. Similarities (Pearson correlation coefficients in the three last lines of Table 3) between transition versus
transversion adjusted mutation patterns for 3’ neighbouring nucleotides as a function of similarities for mutation pat‐
terns found for 5’ neighbouring nucleotides (see Table 3). Letters near datapoints indicate the neighbouring nucleoti‐
des whose mutation patterns are compared.
It is notable that the 5’ G mutation pattern is very similar to the 3’ C mutation pattern as
these are observed for the light strand (r = 0.87). These are the most similar mutation pat‐
terns found when comparing 5’ and 3’ mutation patterns. Because 3’ C on the light strand is
5’ G on the heavy strand, this similarity indicates that the factor at work involves both
strands, always involving the 5’ G nucleotide.
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Alternative explanations not involving effects on misincorporation rates, such as dipole mo‐
ments and ‘spontaneous’ (non-enzymatic) mutations are also very plausible. The latter are
more compatible with the similarities in patterns between 5’ and 3’ effects and effects on
both strands, but less with the strong directional effect detected (less similar mutation pat‐
terns between 5’ than 3’ substitution patterns).
Hence strong neighbouring effects are detected on mutation patterns observed in human mito‐
chondrial genomes, yet their cause remain unknown, and might, as for other effects on muta‐
tion patterns, have different physico-chemical causes, combined with some biological factors.
13. Dipole moments and retrotranscription rates by the gamma
polymerase
The various analyses described show complex effects, most of them are confirmative of phe‐
nomena that have already been described. Indeed, it is quite trivial that misincorporation
rates affect mutation frequencies, and that these frequencies are decreased by selection
against dysfunctional proteins. Gradients in singlestrandedness as affecting mutation rates
are also known, though the fact that they affect all or most mutation types is relatively origi‐
nal to the analyses presented here. A similar rationale relates to the original component of
the results from the nearest neighbour analyses. However, the fact that so many different
factors are jointly considered in the analysis of a single dateset of mutations is not the sole
major originality in terms of potential mechanisms explored in this chapter.
The hypothesis that dipole moments affect misincorporation, mutation rates, and mutation
gradients, is a major potential novelty. Unfortunately, when its effects are detected, these are
not well understood: the main effect on misincorporation is that of absolute dipole moment
change, and the bias favouring low dipole moments remains unexplained.
The suggestion by David Stuart, the editor of this volume, to examine associations between
dipole moments and elongation rates in relation to the inserted nucleotide [36] yields inter‐
esting results in this respect, confirming that dipole moments affect the incorporation rate of
nucleotides into nascent DNA. Results below indicate complex mechanisms, and should be
considered as preliminary and with extreme caution. First, it seems that kms of incorpora‐
tions of nucleotides increase with dipole moments, as one would expect if high dipole mo‐
ments enable quick processing by the (charged and hydrophilic) active site of the gamma
polymerase, though this effect is not statistically significant at P < 0.05.
However, electron singlets and or triplets of molecules can be in an ‘excited’ state, which
modifies the dipole moment of the molecule, as calculated by Bergmann and Weiler-Feil‐
chenfeld [6] (therein table VII) for nucleotides. Dipole moments for the excited triplet state
correlate positively with nucleotide insertion rates (r = 0.9865, P = 0.007, one tailed test). Con‐
sidering that more than one correlation test was done (for the regular and the two excited
dipole moments), this result is not statistically very strong (especially that only 4 datapoints
are involved in the analysis).
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I assume that implicitly, the hypothesis developed by the editor, following my initial inter‐
est in effects of dipole moments on polymerase activity, is that if dipole moments affect nu‐
cleotide incorporation rates, discrimination against incorporation of the much more
common ribonucleotides should associate negatively with (deoxyribo)nucleotide dipole mo‐
ment. Indeed, the activity of the gamma polymerase as measured by Kasiviswanathan and
Copeland [36] includes also the (mis?) incorporation rates of ribonucleotides on the template
of DNA, and these associate negatively with nucleotide triplet excited dipole moment (r = -
0.963, one tailed P = 0.019). In addition, the rate of reverse transcription by the gamma poly‐
merase, where deoxyribonucleotides are inserted on the template of (mis)inserted
ribonucleotides correlates positively with the mean of the singlet and triplet excited dipole
moments (r = 0.99984, one tailed P = 0.00008, see Figure 8).These analyses yield notable re‐
sults, though they are not necessarily as statistically robust as they seem, due to the low
number of degrees of freedom (only four datapoints). In addition, correlations between each
of the kms and each the dipole moment, the singlet and excited, and their average was cal‐
culated, in total 12 correlations. In these cases, according to a strict Bonferroni criterion to
correct for multiple testing, to keep P <0.05 while testing 12 times a hypothesis, one should
use the threshold of P = 0.05/12= 0.0042. According to that often overconservative criterion,
only the result in Figure 8 remains statistically significant.
Figure 8. Rate of deoxyribonucleotide ‘reverse’ incorporation as a function of its mean excited dipole moment on the
template of ribonucleotide.
The data nevertheless confirm the hypothesis that nucleotides are processed on the basis of
their dipole moment, where nucleotides with high dipole moments are more rapidly cor‐
rectly processed. This result might actually explain also the results obtained in earlier sec‐
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tions on associations between dipole moment changes and nucleotide misrecognitions. The
rate of a process, and its accuracy are frequently negatively associated. Hence if correct in‐
corporation is proportional to dipole moments, misincorporation might be (as observed) in‐
versely proportional, explaining that patterns in Figures 1 and 2 are opposite to predictions:
the hydrophilic active site will handle correctly more rapidly a nucleotide with high dipole
moment, and more probably mishandle a nucleotide with low dipole moment.
14. General discussion
The analyses presented above show that mutation patterns estimated from the simple com‐
parison between sequences from a species confirm the patterns expected from experimental‐
ly determined misincorporation rates for the gamma polymerase. This is an important
confirmation that comparative analyses yield trustable estimates of mutation patterns and
rates. Analyses support, to lesser extents, that mutation patterns across genes are deter‐
mined by durations spent singlestranded, and suggest that in order to detect such effects,
comparisons involving longer evolutionary time spans than those implied by separations
between different individuals from a single species are required to detect the cumulation of
mutations due to singlestrandedness.
Grantham’s physico-chemical distances between replaced and replacing amino acids affect
misincorporation rates by the gamme polymerase, and percentages of mutations observed in
protein coding genes. This suggests that natural selection to conserve protein function affects
each of these two different patterns. Gradients of mutations with singlestrandedness are bare‐
ly detectable without controlling for effects of Grantham distances on mutation percentages,
several indirect effects are observable that indicate interactions between singlestrandedness
and misincorporation patterns by the gamma polymerase. After the effects of Grantham dis‐
tances on mutation percentages are accounted for by residual analyses, the expected increase
in mutation percentages with singlestrandeness becomes detectable in all types of substitu‐
tions. This is a notable result, because singlestrandedness was believed until now to affect only
or mainly substitutions due to deaminations (A->G and C->T). Analyses do not succeed to indi‐
cate which of replicational and transcriptional singlestrandedness is most relevant to predict
mutations. Further chemical processes accounting for effects of singlestrandedness on muta‐
tion types besides deaminations have to be investigated and suggested.
It seems that gamma polymerase misincorporation patterns change with single stranded‐
ness, which may reflect the duration of activity by the replication fork’s molecular ‘machi‐
nery’. Only molecular experiments much more developed than those used until now could
yield such results. This shows that combined analyses of bioinformatic and experimental da‐
ta enable to suggest the existence of previously unknown biochemical phenomena.
Further points raised are the involvement of nucleotide dipole moments in the interactions
between the nucleotide and the gamma polymerase. Analyses at this point do not yield
much information beyond the fact that such effects occur. More functional hypotheses could
help in this respect.
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The data on mutation patterns from Homo sapiens do not enable to establish whether muta‐
tions cumulate during singlestrandedness due to transcription or replication. It is probable
that the ratio between these two types of events that open double stranded DNA, changes
with the longevity of an individual/species, where greater lifespan increases the transcrip‐
tion component [11]. It is probable that analyses similar to those done here based on ample
mitochondrial sequence data available for other mammal species with shorter lifespans
could help in this respect. Comparing results from different species would probably be fruit‐
ful. In addition, these analyses could preliminarily reveal whether misincorporation pat‐
terns by the gamma polymerases of the different species differ. This could be an exciting line
of research, that could potentially link differences in mutation patterns with differences in
the gamma polymerases from these species. Such analyses could yield a workable model for
the efficiency and fidelity of gamma polymerase in relation to its detailed structure. It is no‐
table that much information necessary for such analyses is already available online and only
awaits the interest of enthousiastic students of molecular biology.
Nearest neighbour effects as detected for mitochondrial mutation patterns confirm what is
known from previous studies on nuclear chromosomes. They also show that the 5’ G effect on
mutation rates is more complex, as it affects differently different types of mutations. Unfortu‐
nately, nearest neighbour analyses require samples that are not compatible with the data at
hand, so that its analysis in combination with other factors could not be done. The fact that
nearest neighbour effects tend to increase (though marginally so), with the thermodynamic
stability of the DNA duplex where these neighbouring effects occur, is in itself compatible with
dipole moment effects as the causes for the nearest neighbour effects on mutations because nu‐
cleotide dipole moments predict duplex thermodynamic stabilities [37]. It is possible that the
direct cause for this is thermodynamic stability, through the fact that regions forming stable
duplexes are more able to tolerate a misinserted nucleotide. But the association between near‐
est neighbour effects and stability is weak, indicating that another, associated factor is at work.
Possibly, it is the electrostatic effect of nucleotide dipole moments of neighbouring nucleotides
on the fidelity of the gamma polymerase that causes these effects. Such effects are particularly
probable, considering that the gamma polymerase active site includes two charged residues,
and that nucleotide processing seems to depend to some extent on the nucleotide’s dipole mo‐
ments. Hence nearest neighbour effects could be due to interferences between the electrostatic
fields of the active site, the incorporated nucleotide, and the nearest neighbours, especially
when these nearest neighbours have high dipole moment.
Beyond effects of nucleotide dipole moments on incorporation rates, results suggest natural
selection decreasing nucleotide misincorporations with high impact on protein structure.
These are encouraging results that could yield further insights if similar analyses are applied
to different types of polymerases.
Variation in mutation patterns for genes with different locations along singlestrandedness
gradients might have explanations that differ from the ones suggested. The genome struc‐
ture might be designed so that genes that cannot afford, from a functional point of view,
large mutation rates, are located so as to endure little singlestrandedness. It is important to
remember that this factor might interact with the results presented. It is also important to
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remember that natural selection probably affects observed mutation frequencies in ways not
accounted for by presented analyses. This effect might be weaker in genes located far from
replication origins, and hence probably more able to tolerate mutations. Hence observed
mutations would in these cases much more reflect the original processes, not confounded by
effects of natural selection due to gene function.
A further point relates to the patterns observed in Figure 5, where gene length seems to af‐
fect the mutation pattern. A possible factor here is the capacity of longer sequences to form
more secondary structures by self-hybridization. Considering that secondary structure pro‐
tects against mutations due to singlestrandedness, this factor could hence indirectly affect
mutation patterns, especially in longer genes, assuming that in some ways, genes are repli‐
cated as functional units, a possibility that cannot be ruled out a priori, especially if secon‐
dary structure formation is designed to involve a gene as a unit, for example in the mRNA
[38]. It is also possible that secondary structures affect the function of the gamma polymer‐
ase, causing differences in misincorporation patterns between regions forming more or less
secondary structures, as previous analyses possibly indicated [13, 14].
An important point to stress here is that the data that are available at this point do not limit our
capacities to analyses, along multiple dimensions, the various factors that cause mutation pat‐
terns, and understand their details in relation to these factors. The computational power and
statistical tools are also not limiting and close to adequate. The limiting factor is the time invest‐
ed by the adequately skilled manpower, or more correctly, the financial investment to support
such activity based mainly on analysing valuable molecular data of different types.
15. Conclusions
Combined analyses of comparative sequence data and experimentally determined gamma
polymerase misincorporation data, together with models for substitutions based on nucleo‐
tide dipole moments and models for substitution impacts on protein structure reveal that
observed human mitochondrial protein coding gene mutation patterns are affected in de‐
creasing order of importance by gamma polymerase misincorporation rates, selection
against non-conservative amino acid replacements, and gradients in singlestrandedness
during replication and transcription. Gamma polymerase misincorporation rates are select‐
ed to optimize effects of substitutions on non-conservative amino acid replacements, and fa‐
vour nucleotides with low dipole moments, suggesting hydrophobic bias in nucleotide
misbinding. Further analyses confirm this: the hydrophilic active site of the gamma poly‐
merase handles faster nucleotides with high dipole moment and mishandles more often
those with low dipole moment, suggesting that process accuracy limits its rate. The wealth
of results confirms known and expected patterns, and expands beyond them, revealing se‐
lection on polymerase fidelity, and spontaneous tendencies during single stranded DNA
states for all substitutions, not only those previously known to react to singlestrandedness.
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Chapter 11
The Plant and Protist Organellar DNA Replication
Enzyme POP Showing Up in Place of DNA Polymerase
Gamma May Be a Suitable Antiprotozoal Drug Target
Takashi Moriyama and Naoki Sato
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
Mitochondria and plastids are eukaryotic organelles that possess their own genomes. The
existence of organellar genomes is explained by the endosymbiotic theory [1], which holds
that mitochondria and plastids originated from α-proteobacteria-like and cyanobacteria-like
organisms, respectively [2,3]. Organellar genomes are duplicated by the replication machi‐
nery, including DNA polymerase, of the each organelle. The enzymes involved in the repli‐
cation of organellar genomes are thought to be encoded by the nuclear genome and
transported to the organelles after synthesis [4].
DNA polymerase γ (Polγ) is the enzyme responsible for replicating the mitochondrial ge‐
nome in fungi and animals [5,6]. Polγ belongs to family A DNA polymerases, which share
sequence similarity to DNA polymerase I (PolI) of Escherichia coli. Animal Polγ consists of
two subunits: a large subunit with DNA polymerase and 3'-5' exonuclease activities, and a
small subunit that enhances processivity and primer recognition. The activity of Polγ is in‐
hibited by N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) and dideoxy nucleotide triphosphate (ddNTP).
In the late half of the 1960s, the presence of organellar DNA polymerase was confirmed by
the measurement of DNA synthesis activity in isolated plant chloroplasts [7,8] and mito‐
chondria of yeast and animals [9,10]. Since the 1970s, DNA polymerases have been purified
from the chloroplasts and mitochondria of various photosynthetic organisms (Table 1), with
biochemical data suggesting that plant organellar DNA polymerases and γ-type DNA poly‐
merases share similarities with respect to optimal enzymatic conditions, resistance to aphi‐
dicolin (an inhibitor of DNA polymerase α, δ, and ε), sensitivity to NEM, molecular size,
and template preference. Despite such observation, no gene encoding a homolog of Polγ has
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been found in the sequenced genomes of bikonts, including plants and protists. Therefore,
the DNA polymerase of both mitochondria and plastids in photosynthetic organisms had re‐
mained unidentified. Sakai and colleagues [11-13] isolated nucleoid-enriched fractions from
chloroplasts and mitochondria of tobacco leaves. They detected DNA synthetic activity in
the nucleoid fraction and showed that the apparent molecular mass of the polypeptide ex‐
hibiting the activity was similar to Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (PolI) in E. coli.
After their suggestion, it was found that the genomes of bikonts, consisting of plants and
protists, encode one or two copies of genes encoding a DNA polymerase having distant ho‐
mology to E. coli PolI. Homologs of this polymerase have been isolated in several plants, al‐
gae, and ciliates. Because genes encoding this type of enzyme are present in both
photosynthetic eukaryotes and protists, we proposed to call this type of DNA polymerase
POP (plant and protist organellar DNA polymerase).
Year Organism (organelle) Mr (kDa)
Optimal condition for









1973 Euglena gracilis (cp)a 7.2 6 10-15
1979 Wheat (mt) b 110m 7 5 150 5 yes
1980 Cauliflower (mt) c 150 1
1980 Spinach (cp) d 105n 8-9 0.1-1 100 2
1981 Wheat (mt) e 180m 8 no
1984 Pea (cp) f 87m 12 120 1 no
1990 Soybean (cp & mt) g 85-90n 8 125 strongly
1991 Spinach (cp) h 105n 1 yes
1991 Chlamydomonas (cp) i 110n 100 2 no
1993 Chenopodium (mt) j 80-90n 10 125 1 yes
1995 Soybean (cp) k yes
2002 Pea (cp) l 70n 7.5 8 125 partially yes
Table 1. Previous studies on organellar DNA polymerases with no gene identification in plants and algae. cp,
chloroplast; mt, mitochondrion; NEM, N-ethylmaleimide. a-l: references [14-25]. mdetermined by gel filtration;
ndetermined by glycerol density gradient. Reproduced from [26].
2. Enzymatic characteristics of POPs
The isolation of POP was first reported in rice (Oryza sativa) [27,28] and later in several high‐
er plants and algae, including thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) [29,30], tobacco (Nicotiana ta‐
bacum) [31], red alga (Cyanidioschyzon merolae) [32], and a ciliate (Tetrahymena thermophila)
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[33]. POPs typically consist of 900-1050 amino acid residues and contain 3'-5' exonuclease
and DNA polymerase domains (Figure 1). In addition, POPs have an organellar targeting
peptide at the N-terminus.
Figure 1. Schematic comparison of the structure of family A DNA polymerases. The colored boxes indicate domains
estimated from the Pfam database: pink, 5’-3’ exonuclease domain; blue, 3’-5’ exonuclease domain; orange, DNA pol‐
ymerase domain; purple, primase domain; green, helicase domain. Yellow boxes indicate characteristic motifs in the
3’-5’ exonuclease and DNA polymerase domains. Thatched boxes represent conserved sequences in POPs. Dotted and
striped boxes indicate conserved sequences in PREX and Polγ, respectively. In Polγ of Homo sapiens, a 3’-5’ exonu‐
clease domain was not found by Pfam, although 3’-5’ exonuclease activity was reported for Polγ [6]. This figure was
modified from [32] with permission of the publisher.
2.1. Properties of DNA polymerase activity
The properties of DNA polymerase activity of POPs have been examined using recombinant
[27,28,31] or native proteins purified from Cyanidioschyzon and Tetrahymena cells [32,33]. The
optimal concentrations of KCl and MgCl2 for DNA polymerase activity are 50-150 and 2.5-5
mM, respectively, which roughly coincide with the values reported in previous studies for
organellar DNA polymerases in plants (Table 1). POPs display the highest activity with
Poly(dA)/oligo(dT) as a template. Poly(rA)/oligo(dT) could also serve as a template, indicat‐
ing that POPs have reverse transcriptase activity. Polγ also exhibits reverse transcriptase ac‐
tivity, although the physiological importance of this activity remains to be elucidated.
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Processivity is defined as the number of nucleotides added by a DNA polymerase per one
binding with the template DNA. POPs, in general, have high processivity values; for exam‐
ple, the processivity of rice recombinant GST-POP and Cyanidioschyzon POP is 600-900 nt
and 1,300 nt, respectively [28,32]. In comparison, the Klenow fragment of E. coli PolI has
mid-range processivity of <15 nt [28]. POPs contain three additional internal sequences rela‐
tive to other family A DNA polymerases (Figure 8). The role of the two extra sequences,
amino acid residues 635-674 (Insert I) and 827-852 (Insert II) positioned before motif A (Fig‐
ure 8-1) and between motif A and motif B (Figure 8-2), were examined in rice POP [28].
DNA binding was decreased in Insert I and II deletion-mutant proteins, while DNA synthe‐
sis activity and processivity were decreased only in the POP protein lacking Insert I. These
findings suggest that the high processivity of POPs may be due to the existence of the insert‐
ed sequences. In animals, Polγ consists of two subunits, a large subunit (PolγA) having
DNA polymerase and 3’-5’ exonuclease activities and a small subunit (PolγB) that enhances
processivity and primer recognition [34]. Processivity of the Drosophila PolγA subunit is <40
nt, whereas that of Polγ holoenzyme (PolγA and PolγB) is >1,000 nt [35]. In contrast to ani‐
mal Polγ, POPs display high processivity as a single subunit, and no accessory subunits of
POP have been identified to date [28,32].
2.3. Sensitivity to inhibitors
The effects of inhibitors, such as aphidicolin, NEM, dideoxyTTP (ddTTP), and phosphonoa‐
cetate (PAA), on the DNA synthesis activity of POPs were evaluated [27,31-33]. Aphidicolin
is a specific inhibitor of DNA polymerases α, δ, and ε and acts through competition with
dCTP or dTTP [36,37]. The sulfhydryl reagent NEM inhibits DNA polymerases α, γ, δ, and ε
[38], and has a half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of <0.1 mM for Polγ. PAA is an
analog of pyrophosphate and interacts with viral DNA polymerases and reverse transcrip‐
tases at pyrophosphate binding sites to create an alternative reaction pathway [39,40].
ddTTP severely inhibits DNA polymerases β and γ, but only weakly impairs the activities of
DNA polymerases δ and ε [41]. POPs are not inhibited by aphidicolin or NEM. The inhibito‐
ry effect of ddTTP differs depending on the organism, with the IC50 ranging from 4-615 μM
for POPs (Figure 2A). The activity of POPs is severely inhibited by PAA, as demonstrated by
IC50 values of 1-25 μM for several POPs (Figure 2B, C). In contrast, other family A DNA pol‐
ymerases, including PolI and Polγ, are not markedly inhibited by PAA, suggesting that
PAA is a useful marker for the classification of organellar DNA polymerases in unse‐
quenced eukaryotes. T4 DNA polymerase and DNA polymerase δ of Saccharomyces cerevi‐
siae, which are both family B DNA polymerases, are also not sensitive to PAA, but the
respective Motif A mutants of each protein, L412M (T4 DNA polymerase) and L612M (DNA
polymerase δ of S. cerevisiae), are inhibited by PAA [42,43]. The mechanism of inhibition by
PAA has not been studied in detail for family A DNA polymerases, and the critical amino
acid residues involved in sensitivity to PAA in POPs are unknown due to the limited simi‐
larity of family A and B DNA polymerases in the Motif A region.
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Figure 2. Effect of inhibitors, phosphonoacetic acid (PAA), and dideoxy TTP (ddTTP) on DNA synthesis activity (A). Half
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) for PAA or ddTTP (B). Tet_Mt, Tetrahymena thermophila mitochondria; Ath_Cp,
Arabidopsis thaliana chloroplasts, Klenow, Escherichia coli PolI Klenow fragment; CmPolI, Cyanidioschyzon merolae Po‐
lI; Rat_Mt, rat liver mitochondria. Reproduced from [33] with permission.
2.4. 3'-5' Exonuclease activity
POPs have a 3'-5' exonuclease domain containing three conserved regions, Exo I, Exo II, and
Exo III (Figure 1), and this exonuclease activity has been demonstrated in rice [28] and Cya‐
nidioschyzon [32]. In rice POP, replacement of Asp365 with Ala in the Exo II domain abol‐
ishes nuclease activity, but has no effect on DNA polymerase activity. With regard to 3'-5'
exonuclease proofreading activity, POP shows relatively high fidelity for base substitutions
(10-4 to 10-5; [28]). The primary structure of Polγ appears to lack a 3'-5' exonuclease domain,
as indicated by the low E-value of 0.17 for this domain in human Polγ determined using the
motif search software Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/). However, Polγ possesses Exo I, Exo
II, and Exo III motifs in the N-terminus (Figure 1), and exhibits 3'-5' exonuclease activity and
high replication fidelity [6].
2.5. Subcellular localization
POP was first isolated as a plastidial DNA polymerase in rice, and its localization was con‐
firmed by immunoblot analysis using isolated plastids [27]. Subsequent studies using GFP-
fusion proteins and/or immunoblotting with isolated plastids and mitochondria
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demonstrated that POPs are localized to both plastids and mitochondria in Arabidopsis and
tobacco [31,44], and in the alga Cyanidioschyzon [32]. The mitochondrial localization of POP
in the ciliate Tetrahymena was also determined by immunoblotting [33]. Figure 3 shows all of
the known DNA polymerases found in the model plant A. thaliana and in humans. The nu‐
clear-localized DNA polymerases involved in genome replication, DNA polymerase α, δ,
and ε, are conserved in bikonts and opisthokonts, whereas the nuclear polymerases related
to DNA repair differ between organisms. POP and Polγ are the sole replicational DNA poly‐
merases in bikont or opisthokont organelles, where they also act as DNA repair enzymes.
Figure 3. DNA polymerases of a model plant and human. Greek letters in colored circles corresponding to families
indicate eukaryotic DNA polymerases alpha to sigma.
2.6. The role of POP in vivo
POPs exhibit high processivity and 3'-5' exonuclease activity, and were originally thought to
function as organellar DNA replicases. This speculation was verified by analyzing POP mu‐
tant of Arabidopsis [30], whose genome encodes two POP genes, At1g50840 and At3g20540,
whose protein products are each localized to both plastids and mitochondria (Figure 3). The
At1g50840-At3g20540 double mutant was lethal, while each single mutant had a phenotype
characterized as reduced DNA levels in plastids and mitochondria. In addition, only the
At3g20540 mutant displayed elevated sensitivity to ciprofloxacin, which is an inducer of
DNA double-strand breaks (DSB). Together, these results show that two distinct POPs are
involved in genome replication for plastids and mitochondria, and that the product of
At3g20540 also functions as a DNA repair enzyme in both organelles. In rice, the repair ac‐
tivity of POP was examined by a base excision repair (BER) assay using a recombinant pro‐
tein, revealing that POP has 5'-deoxyribose phosphate (dRP) lyase activity [28]. Polγ also
displays this repair activity [45].
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3. Role of POPs in cell-cycle regulation
3.1. Organellar genome replication in plant tissues
Nuclear genomes are replicated during the DNA synthesis phase (S phase), with the daugh‐
ter genomes being distributed at the mitotic phase (M phase) to maintain ploidy levels. Ob‐
servations of mitochondrial DNA stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and
microautoradiography using [3H]thymidine have demonstrated that the DNA content and
synthesis activity in mitochondria change dramatically during cell proliferation. In the root
apical meristem of geranium (Pelargonium zonale), mitochondrial DNA in the promeristem,
which is located just above the quiescent center, maintain high levels of DNA. However, in
the upper root region, located immediately below the elongation zone, mitochondria contain
small amounts of DNA [46]. Similar results were reported for the root apical meristem of
Arabidopsis [47], tobacco [48], and rice [49], shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis [50], and cul‐
tured tobacco cells [48,51], in addition to plastids. In Avena sativa, plastid DNA is extensively
replicated in small cells of shoot apical meristem. Subsequently, as the cells increase in size,
plastid numbers increase, while the DNA levels within plastids decrease [52-54]. These re‐
sults suggest that organellar DNA is predominantly replicated in the meristem, and that the
subsequent partition of organellar DNA to daughter cells does not coincide with the synthe‐
sis of organellar DNA in cells outside of the meristem center. In multicellular plants, there‐
fore, the replication of organelle genome is not synchronized with the cell cycle or even
organellar division.
3.2. Expression of POP in plants
The spatial expression patterns of POPs were analyzed in Arabidopsis and rice by in situ hy‐
bridization, which revealed that POP genes are strongly expressed in the apical meristem of
roots and shoots, leading to high POP protein levels in these tissues [27,29]. In cultivated to‐
bacco BY-2 cells, the amount of POP transcripts and proteins increases at the initiation of
plastidial and mitochondrial DNA replication [31]. These results indicate that POPs function
as the organellar genome replicase.
3.3. Red algal cell cycle
The unicellular red alga C. merolae contains a single plastid and mitochondrion [55], which
both have division cycles that are synchronous with the cell cycle. Synchronous cultures of
Cyanidioschyzon have been obtained by light-dark cycles [56]. Our group has also performed
synchronous culture of C. merolae [32,57] using an initial long dark period (30 h) to force the
cells into the G1 phase (Figure 4), followed by a 6-h light/18-h dark regime with bubbling
with ordinary air. However, due to the low nutrient levels, the conditions were not suffi‐
cient to drive the cell cycle (Figure 4A). Two subsequent cycles of 6-h light/18-h dark with a
supply of 1% CO2 enabled the cells to accumulate enough photosynthetic products to allow
progression of the cell division cycle, resulting in the synchronous division of cells 4-5 h af‐
ter the start of the dark period (Figure 4B, C). Therefore, this culture method can discrimi‐
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nate the effects of light from those of the cell cycle in photosynthetic eukaryotes, and
contains the cycle in which cellular nutrient level transitions from low to high (Figure 4B).
Figure 4. Cell cycle of Cyanidioschyzon and the expression of protein or mRNA related to organellar DNA replication.
Three cell cycle patterns (A, B, and C) with respect to the nutrient level are shown. The nutrient level was controlled by
aeration with or without the addition of CO2. These drawings are based on the data taken from [57]. The shaded and
white areas indicate dark and light cycles, respectively.
We have also determined the replication phases of nuclear, plastid, and mitochondrial DNA
by quantitative PCR using cyanobacterial DNA as an internal standard to estimate the abso‐
lute amount of DNA (Figure 4, [57]). In the first cell cycle pattern, the level of nuclear and
organellar DNA was unaltered (Figure 4A). Nuclear DNA replicated at or near the M-phase
in the second and third cycles (Figure 4B, C). The replication of the mitochondrial genome
was synchronized with the cell cycle to some extent, with mitochondrial DNA beginning to
increase from the middle (second cycle) or beginning (third cycle) of the light phase, and
doubling at or near the M-phase, as was observed for nuclear DNA (Figure 4B, C). In con‐
trast, plastid DNA replication continued throughout the entire cell cycle, even after cell divi‐
sion was complete (Figure 4B, C). These results suggest that the replication of nuclear and
organellar DNA is initiated after the accumulation of sufficient nutrients by photosynthesis,
and that light alone does not serve as a replication signal for nuclear or organellar genomes.
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Therefore, C. merolae cells may have two checkpoints (or thresholds) based on their nutri‐
tional state. The first checkpoint occurs during the G1/S-phase transition. Once cells over‐
come this point, the nuclear and organellar genomes are targeted for replication. The second
threshold is specific for plastid DNA replication. After passage of the first checkpoint for
G1/S transition, plastid DNA replication proceeds if the cellular nutrient level exceeds the
nutritional threshold required for the replication process.
3.4. Expression of POP in the red algal cell cycle
We determined the expression of POP in synchronous culture of C. merolae.  The protein
level of POP was very low in the first non-dividing cycle (Figure 4A), but continued to in‐
crease from the second light period, and subsequently decreased during the dark period
(Figure 4B). In the third cycle, the protein level of POP appeared constitutive during the
cell  cycle,  although slight  increases  in  the  light  phase  and decreases  in  the  dark  phase
were observed (Figure 4C).  A small  peak in the POP  mRNA level  was detected during
the first light period (Figure 4A), with larger peaks appearing soon after entering the dark
cycle (Figure 4B, C). The large peaks of POP mRNA levels correlated with the rise in mi‐
totic indices.
The transcript  level  of  other  possible  genes  related to  organellar  DNA replication in  C.
merolae was also examined (Figure 4). Gyrase A and B, which are types of bacterial topoi‐
somerase II, are related to both plastid and mitochondria genome replication in C. merolae
[58] and A. thaliana [59]. SSB is a bacterial single-stranded DNA binding protein that is lo‐
calized to mitochondria in A. thaliana [60]. In plants, DNA primases have not yet been iso‐
lated,  although  primase  activity  was  detected  in  the  chloroplasts  of  pea  and  the  green
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [61,62]. DnaB is a bacterial replicational helicase that is en‐
coded in the plastid genome of C. merolae. Twinkle is a replicational helicase and is local‐
ized to mitochondria in animals. Animal twinkle has only helicase activity; however, it is
predicted that twinkle in plants and protists might have both helicase and primase activi‐
ties  [63].  Changes  in  the  expression of  these  genes  were  qualitatively  similar  with  each
other, and were mainly stimulated by light. The expression pattern of these genes was al‐
so similar to that of genes related to photosynthesis, respiration, nuclear DNA repair, and
ubiquitin in C. merolae [57]. In contrast, the expression pattern of POP transcripts was sim‐
ilar to that of  cell  cycle regulatory genes,  including nuclear replicational DNA polymer‐
ase, mitotic cyclin, and mitotic cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK). Based on these findings, it
appears that the replication of organellar genomes might be controlled by the expression
of POP rather than that of other proteins related to organellar genome replication. Nota‐
bly, the kinetics of replication differed for plastid and mitochondrial genomes; however,
the regulatory mechanisms controlling the replication of the two organelles remain to be
elucidated.
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4. Possible evolutionary history of organellar DNA polymerases in
eukaryotes
POP belongs to family A DNA polymerases, consisting of polymerases harboring sequence
similarity to bacterial PolI, such as Polγ, DNA polymerase θ (Polθ), DNA polymerase ν
(Polν), and PREX (plastid replication and repair enzyme complex, [64]). Polθ and Polν are
DNA repair enzymes and are localized to the nucleus [65,66]. PREX is an apicoplast (plastid
like organelle)-localized DNA polymerase in the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum and
contains a DNA polymerase domain, as well as helicase and primase domains (Figure 1 and
[67]). Figure 8 shows the alignment of the DNA polymerase domain of several family A
DNA polymerases. Although bacterial PolI, POP, and PREX share some homology, POP and
PREX contain specific sequences, and the domain structure is clearly different in each poly‐
merase (Figure 1 and Figure 8). Polγ shows low similarity to other family A DNA polymer‐
ases, and has many Polγ specific sequences.
Figure 5 shows a phylogenetic tree of family A DNA polymerases. From the tree, it is clear
that POPs belong to a well-defined clade that is evolutionarily separated from bacterial PolI.
Therefore, it can be concluded that POPs did not originate from PolI of cyanobacteria nor α-
proteobacteria. Although PREX may have originated from a red algal secondary endosym‐
biont, their origin remains unclear, because PREX do not contain POP-specific sequences
(Figure 8). POPs are widely conserved in eukaryotes, including amoebozoa, that have a
close relationship with opisthokonts in phylogenetic analyses, but POPs have not been de‐
tected in opisthokonts, including animals and fungi (Figure 6). This suggests that POP might
have originated before the diversification of photosynthetic eukaryotes. Pathogenic protists
of animals, including Blastocystis hominis and Perkinsus marinus, possess POP, while genome-
unsequenced pathogens, such as the green alga Prototheca, are likely to have POP. Therefore,
POP is expected to be a suitable target for killing these pathogens.
From the phylogenetic tree, we proposed an evolutionary model of organellar DNA poly‐
merases (Figure 7). Initially, when the ancestor of eukaryotes acquired mitochondria, the el‐
ementary mitochondrial replicase was likely bacterial DNA polymerase III (PolIII) (1 in
Figure 7A). PolIII was then replaced by a POP, and the host cell then used POP for the repli‐
cation of organellar genomes (2 in Figure 7A). We presume that PolIII must have been intro‐
duced upon the endosymbiosis event, but another possibility is that an endosymbiont or a
host cell had already possessed POP before endosymbiosis. But this idea is considered un‐
likely because no bacteria having POP have been found so far. In this respect, it is of interest
to note that, based on phylogenetic analysis in family A DNA polymerases, it has been
postulated that Polγ is of phage origin [69]. POP could also have been acquired from a virus.
In effect, the ultimate origin of the ancestral POP is still unknown. The phylogenetic tree
(Fig. 5) suggests that the closest relative of POP is Polν or Polθ, which are present in various
eukaryotes. It is not impossible then that an ancestral polymerase in eukaryotic host di‐
verged into POP, Polν and Polθ.
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree of POPs and other family A DNA polymerases. Reproduced from [32] with permission.
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Figure 6. Distribution of organellar DNA polymerases in eukaryotes. Taxons containing POP, Polγ, PREX, and kineto‐
plastida PolI are enclosed in light green, blue, orange, and purple boxes, respectively. The tree topology in this figure
was adapted from [68], and the figure was modified from [33] with permission.
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the evolution of organellar replication enzymes. The figure was modified from [33]
with permission.
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In the plastids of plants and algae, POP also replaced PolIII, and thus POPs are presently
found in most eukaryotes (3-5 and 6-8 in Figure 7A). In opisthokonts, however, POP was
replaced by Polγ, whose origin is also unknown (4 in Figure 7A). Chromalveolates, consist‐
ing of alveolates and heterokonts such as diatoms, must have had a POP for mitochondrial
replication before the occurrence of secondary endosymbiosis. Phylogenetic analysis sug‐
gests that the POPs of diatoms are more closely related to red algal POP than the POPs of
ciliate Tetrahymena (Figure 5). The original POP might have been replaced by the POP of a
red algal endosymbiont in diatoms (13-16 in Figure 7C), whereas in ciliates, the original POP
has been retained (9-11 in Figure 7B).
Based on the genomic data obtained to date, Polγ is found only in opisthokonts, indicating
that two different polymerases cannot co-exist, at least over a long evolutionary span. The
catalytic subunit of bacterial PolIII is also not encoded by eukaryotic genomes, although the
PolIII gamma subunit, which functions as a clamp loader in bacteria, is conserved in land
plants, such as A. thaliana, which has three gamma subunits, At1g14460, At2g02480, and
At4g24790 [13]. One of the possible reasons why PolIII was replaced by POP may be the fact
that POP is a single polypeptide enzyme, whereas PolIII consists of ten subunits. Therefore,
the nuclear control of organellar DNA replication would be easier with nuclear-encoded
POP. This also raises the question: why was POP replaced with Polγ? Unfortunately, al‐
though we do not have a clear answer for this question, the replacement event might be re‐
lated to the mechanism of organellar genome replication. In animals, three replication
modes have been proposed: the classical strand-displacement replication mode, a strand-
coupled mode, and a RITOLS (ribonucleotide incorporation throughout the lagging strand)
mode [70]. This contrasts with plant plastids, for which at least two modes of replication
have been proposed, namely rolling circle replication via a D-loop and recombination-de‐
pendent replication [71]. Although the proposed replication modes in animals and plants re‐
main to be confirmed, it is likely that the type of replication mode is different in the
organelles of animals (opisthokonts) and plants (bikonts). In opisthokonts, the replication
mode of organellar genomes of animals may have arisen before the replacement of POP
with Polγ, with Polγ being a suitable enzyme for the replication process of animals. Secon‐
dary or tertiary endosymbionts do not exist among opisthokonts, a fact that may be due to
differences in the organellar genome replication mode or organellar DNA polymerase type.
5. Conclusion and prospects
POPs have been isolated as organellar-specific DNA polymerases in a number of photosyn‐
thetic eukaryotes and ciliates. As the majority of biologists still believe that all mitochondrial
replication enzymes are Polγ, the primary objective of this review was to introduce POP to
the wider research community. Although both POP and Polγ are family A DNA polymeras‐
es, their primary structures are quite different from one another. However, POP and Polγ
display similar DNA polymerase activities that are characteristics of replicases, including
high processivity, 3′-5′ exonuclease activity, and reverse transcriptase activity. Eukaryotes
containing a POP gene do not have a gene for Polγ, and vice versa. In our hypothesis con‐
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cerning the transitional evolution of organellar DNA polymerase in eukaryotes, POP was
proposed to be the primary organellar replicase and was then replaced by Polγ in opistho‐
konts. POP might have been replaced by PREX and kinetoplastida PolI in apicomplexa and
trypanosomes, respectively. Phylogenetic evidence suggests that organellar DNA polymer‐
ases are easily replaced, unlike nuclear replicational DNA polymerases, which are con‐
served in all eukaryotes.
The sensitivity of POP to DNA polymerase inhibitors clearly differs from that of Polγ. To
date, POPs have been shown to be commonly inhibited by phosphonoacetate. The inhibition
mechanisms remained unclear for family A DNA polymerases, including POP, although it
was reported that motif A in the polymerase domain of family B DNA polymerases is in‐
volved in the sensitivity to phosphonoacetate [42,43]. The detailed study of the inhibitory
mechanisms and structural analysis of POP are needed, although POP is likely to be con‐
served in pathogenic bikonts, such as the green alga Prototheca and chromalveolata Blastocys‐
tis. Determining the structural differences in essential enzymes between a pathogen and
host, and identifying pathogen-specific enzymes with no homologues in a host may identify
suitable targets for chemotherapy. Such an approach is needed for targeting the malaria par‐
asite. Chloroquine, mefloquine, and quinine have been used as antimalarial drugs. These re‐
agents inhibit the production of the malarial pigment hemozoin. In addition, dihydrofolate
reductase (DHFR) of malaria parasite is inhibited by proguanil and pyrimethamine. Howev‐
er, drug-resistant mutants of the parasite have emerged, and a new drug and enzyme target
are therefore needed [72]. An apicoplast is non-photosynthetic plastid-like organelle that
contains 27-35 kb of DNA in apicomplexa, and DNA replication within apicoplasts may be a
good drug target, because apicoplasts harbors various essential metabolic pathways, such as
those involving fatty acids, isoprenoid, and heme [73]. In plants and protists, our knowledge
of the supporting players of organellar DNA replication, such as primase, helicase, topoiso‐
merase, and single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB), are limited. To understand the
mechanism and regulation of replication in plastids and mitochondria, it is necessary that
the composition of these enzymes in each organelle be determined. In addition, reconstitu‐
tion of the replicational machinery of each organellar genome should be attempted. In hu‐
mans, successful in vitro reconstitution of the mitochondrial DNA replisome, including Polγ,
twinkle helicase, and SSB, was demonstrated [74]. The further development of organellar re‐
plisome models in plants and protists may pave the way for greater understanding of the
replication mode and discovery of new antiprotozoan reagents.
In multicellular plants, genomes of organelles are replicated in meristematic tissues, but the
process is not synchronous with the cell cycle or even with organellar division. In the unicel‐
lular red alga C. merolae, which contains a single plastid and mitochondrion, the expression
of POP appears constitutive during the cell cycle. POP is localized in both organelles, but the
kinetics of replication differs for plastid and mitochondrial genomes. Replication of the mi‐
tochondrial genome is synchronous with the cell cycle to a certain extent, whereas replica‐
tion of the plastid genome continues throughout the entire cell cycle. The organellar
replication is regulated by cellular nutrient levels, and POP protein levels are closely corre‐
lated with nutrient levels. The mechanisms regulating the replication of plastids and mito‐
chondria represent a new and exciting area of research in cell biology.
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Figure 8. Alignment of the DNA polymerase domain of family A DNA polymerases. Green, blue, and orange boxes
show specific sequences of POPs, DNA polymerase nu, and DNA polymerase gamma, respectively. Eco, Escherichia coli;
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Figure 8. Alignment of the DNA polymerase domain of family A DNA polymerases. Green, blue, and orange boxes
show specific sequences of POPs, DNA polymerase nu, and DNA polymerase gamma, respectively. Eco, Escherichia coli;
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S8102, Synechococcus sp. WH8102; Glv, Gloeobacter violaceus; A7120, Anabaena sp. PCC 7120; Tel, Thermosynecho‐
coccus elongates; Ath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Osa, Oryza sativa; Ostu, Ostreococcus tauri, Cme, Cyanidioschyzon merolae;
Tet, Tetrahymena thermophila SB210; Pte, Paramecium tetraurelia; Ddi, Dictyostelium discoideum; Pyo, Plasmodium
yoelii; Pbe, Plasmodium berghei; Pfa, Plasmodium falciparum; Tpa, Theileria parva; Tan, Theileria annulata; Danio, Dan‐
io rerio; Ppt, Physcomitrella patens; Tru, Takifugu rubripes; Xla, Xenopus tropicalis; Sce, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Spo,
Schyzosaccharomyces pombe. Reproduced with permission [33].
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1. Introduction
When growing cells divide, they need to copy their genetic material and distribute it to en‐
sure that each daughter cell receives one copy. This is a challenging task especially when the
enormous length of the DNA compared to the cell size is considered. During DNA replica‐
tion, organization of the chromosomes is even more demanding, since replication forks con‐
tinuously produce new DNA. This DNA contains all the information required to build the
cells and tissues of a prokaryotic or an eukaryotic organism. The exact replication of this in‐
formation in any species assures its genetic continuity from generation to generation and is
critical to the normal development of an individual. The information stored in DNA is ar‐
ranged in hereditary units known as genes that control the identifiable traits of an organism.
Discovery of the structure of DNA and subsequent elucidation of how DNA directs synthe‐
sis of RNA, which then directs assembly of proteins -the so-called central dogma - were
monumental achievements that marked the early days of molecular biology. However, the
simplified representation of the central dogma as DNA → RNA → protein does not reflect
the role of proteins in the synthesis of nucleic acids. Moreover, proteins are largely responsi‐
ble for regulating DNA replication and gene expression, the entire process whereby the in‐
formation encoded in DNA is decoded into the proteins that characterize various cell types.
Two of these proteins are the DNA adenine methyltransferase (Dam) and the DNA-Binding
Protein (SeqA).
© 2013 Aloui et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
  l i et al.; license  InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of th  Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
1.1. The Dam methyltransferase
Methylation of DNA by the Dam methyltransferase provides an epigenetic signal that influ‐
ences and regulates numerous physiological processes in the bacterial cell, including chro‐
mosome replication, mismatch repair, transposition, and transcription. A growing number
of reports ascribed a role to DNA adenine methylation in regulating the mechanisms of
DNA replication in diverse pathogens like in Salmonella Typhimurium and Escherichia coli,
…), suggesting that DNA methylation may be a widespread and versatile regulator of this
process. The Dam enzyme catalyzes the transfer of a methyl group from S -adenosyl-L-me‐
thionine (SAM) to the N6 position of the adenine residue in GATC sequences, using base
flipping to position the base in the enzyme’s catalytic site (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Dam catalyzes the transfer of a methyl group from S-adenosyl-L-methionine to the N6 position of adenine.
The natural substrate for the enzyme is hemimethylated DNA, where one strand is methy‐
lated and the other is not. This is the configuration of DNA immediately behind the replica‐
tion fork. Double stranded DNA is a better methyl receiver than denatured DNA, and there
is little difference in the rate of methylation between unmethylated and hemimethylated
DNA [28]. The Dam enzyme appears to have two SAM binding sites; one is the catalytic site
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and the other increases specific binding to DNA, probably through an allosteric transforma‐
tion [13]. Dam is thought to bind the template and to slide processing along the DNA, meth‐
ylating about 55 GATC sites per binding event [60]. There are about 130 molecules of Dam
per Escherichia coli cell, and this is considered optimal because it allows a period of time be‐
tween the synthesis of the extending nucleotide chains and the methylation of the GATC se‐
quences within them [15]. The cellular level of Dam is regulated mainly by transcription;
any increases or decreases in the number of Dam molecules can profoundly alter the physio‐
logical properties of the cell.
Dam competes with two other proteins, MutH and SeqA, for hemimethylated GATC sub‐
strate sites. These two proteins act before Dam to participate in the removal of replication
errors (MutH) and to form the compact and properly super coiled chromosome structure for
the nucleoid (SeqA). Increasing the cellular level of Dam causes a decrease in the amount of
hemimethylated DNA, and prevents these two proteins from carrying out their functions,
leading to an increased mutation rate and a change in the super coiling of the chromosome,
respectively [27; 42; 40]. Although Dam methylase is a highly processing enzyme, it may be‐
come less processing at GATC sites, flanked by specific DNA sequences [50]. Reduced rate
of processing may allow for a competition between Dam and specific DNA- binding pro‐
teins, thus permitting the formation of non-methylated GATCs which depended on the
growth phase and the growth rate, suggesting that the proteins that bind to them could be
involved in gene expression or in the maintenance of chromosome structure. The unmethy‐
lated dam sites appear to be mostly [53] or completely [49] modified in strains overproduc‐
ing Dam, suggesting that the enzyme competes with other DNA - binding proteins at these
specific sites. In addition to the unmethylated GATC sites discussed above, persistent hemi‐
methylated sequences have been detected in the chromosome [48; 18]. These are distinct
from the transiently hemimethylated GATC sites that occur immediately behind the replica‐
tion fork due to the time lag between DNA replication and Dam methylation.
1.2. The SeqA protein
SeqA protein was discovered in some prokaryotes as a protein involved in the methylation /
hemimethylation cycle of DNA replication [41]. This protein regulates the activation of the
chromosome replication origin [41]. Experiments have shown that SeqA has a high affinity
to hemimethylated as compared to fully methylated DNA. It binds specifically to GATC se‐
quences which are methylated on the Adenine of the old strand but not on the new strand.
Such hemimethylated DNA is produced by progression of the replication forks and lasts un‐
til Dam methyltransferase methylates the new strand (Figure 2). It is therefore believed that
a region of hemimethylated DNA covered by SeqA follows the replication fork.




Figure 2. Helically phased GATC sites can be bound by SeqA when they are in the hemimethylated state. Binding of
SeqA inhibits Dam methylation, maintaining the hemimethylated state for a portion of the cell cycle. Dissociation of
SeqA allows Dam to methylate the hemimethylated DNA, thus generating fully methylated DNA.
Proper chromosome segregation also requires SeqA [5]. Furthermore, SeqA trails the DNA
replication fork and may contribute to nucleic organization in newly replicated DNA [17; 37;
40; 67]. Aside from its roles in chromosome replication and nucleic segregation, SeqA is
known to regulate the transcription of certain genes. In bacteriophage lambda, SeqA acti‐
vates the p R promoter in a GATC methylation-dependent fashion. SeqA also acts as a tran‐
scriptional co-activator by facilitating binding of the cII transcription factor to the lambda p I
and p aQ promoters. Competition between SeqA and the OxyR repressor for hemimethylated
GATC sites has been shown to regulate phase variation in the Escherichia coli agn43 gene
[51]. These examples raised the possibility that SeqA binding to critical GATC sites may like‐
wise regulate the expression of prokaryotic genes like in Escherichia coli and Salmonella,
which are members of the Enterobacteriaceae family.
1.3. The competition of Dam methylase and SeqA for GATC sites
Newly synthesized hemimethylated DNA is also a target for Dam methylase. In fact, Dam
and SeqA have been suggested to be in competition for hemimethylated DNA [34]. Experi‐
ments with unsynchronized cells indicate that the sequestration period becomes shorter
upon Dam over-expression [15; 57]. SeqA binding is largely limited to hemimethylated
DNA, and the action of Dam will, therefore, transform DNA into a non-target for SeqA. This
protein was able to bind DNA despite Dam overproduction. Recent findings showed that
SeqA bound to DNA was not actively dissociated by Dam methylase [34]. The same study
showed that the SeqA protein spontaneously dissociated from bound DNA after some mi‐
nutes in vitro and that re-binding to the same site was inhibited by methylation [34]. We rea‐
soned that in vivo system, the effect of Dam overproduction on SeqA re-binding should
increase with increasing distance from replication forks towards the origin of chromosomal
replication. This is because the longer a SeqA molecule was bound to the DNA the more
likely is its dissociation. Such an effect might be too small to be observed by visual compari‐
son of SeqA binding patterns. This shows that Dam and SeqA are in continuous competition
for GATC sites in vivo with SeqA being the considerably stronger competitor. Since SeqA
has been shown to bind better to DNA regions with more densely packed GATC sites, we
speculated that such regions would allow SeqA to be better in competing against Dam than
do regions with fewer GATC sites. Recent data indicate that differences in GATC density
have only minor impact on the competition of SeqA against Dam methyltransferase [32].
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2. DNA replication
The initiation of chromosomal replication occurs only once during the cell cycle in both pro‐
karyotes and eukaryotes. This initiation is the first and tightly controlled step of a DNA syn‐
thesis. Because much of what is known about the regulation of the initiation of bacterial
chromosomal replication comes from studies of Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica sero‐
var Typhimurium, this review focuses mainly on regulatory mechanisms in these species.
In prokaryotic cells, DNA replication and segregation are not temporally separated process‐
es. Some evidence suggests that newly synthesized DNA is continuously segregated to op‐
posite cellular positions [45; 52]. Other work indicates that some parts of segregation may be
more abrupt and domain specific [7; 21]. Coordination of DNA replication and chromosome
segregation is complicated by the ability of growing with overlapping replication cycles [19;
55]. Whereas during slow growth, chromosomes are replicated in a simple pattern with only
one pair of forks; replication during fast growth occurs with one pair of old and two pairs of
new forks on one chromosome. (Forks are considered to be ‘old forks’ as soon as new forks
appear at initiation.) Depending on the exact conditions, a cell can have four copies of the
multi-fork chromosome and a total of 24 replication forks per cell [22; 44]. How the cell
meets the obvious need for efficient organization during such extensive replication is largely
unknown. However, the SeqA protein is one of the strongest candidates to contribute [41;
61]. Loss of SeqA leads to severe growth impairment during the rapid but not slow growth
[16]. Biochemical studies established that SeqA binding is specific to the sequence GATC
with high preference for hemimethylated over fully methylated DNA [10; 58; 11; 34]. Hemi‐
methylation occurs at newly replicated GATC sites which have not yet been re-methylated
by the Dam methylase. A transient hemimethylation after the passage of the replication fork
was found in an analysis of 10 individual GATC sites [18]. Similarly, transient binding of
SeqA was detected at seven genomic sites with multiple GATC sequences [67]. Multiple
DNA- bound SeqA dimers can oligomerize to form a higher order structure [25; 47]. The
above findings suggested that a SeqA complex follows the replication forks, potentially in a
tread milling fashion, growing at the leading end and diminishing at the tailing end. The re‐
duction of the SeqA bound region at the most replisome-distant GATCs would come about
through the activity of Dam which turns these sites into non-targets for SeqA by its methyla‐
tion activity. The process described above is called DNA sequestration.
3. DNA methylation by Dam protein
As mentioned above, the Dam methyltransferase of Enterobacteriaceae methylates adenine at
the N6 position in GATC sequences. Methylation of DNA has multiple consequences con‐
cerning bacterial physiology including the regulation of chromosome replication, DNA seg‐
regation, mismatch repair, transposition, and transcriptional regulation. The molecular basis
for the pleiotropic phenotypes associated with Dam is the differential methylation of DNA
resulting in an altered affinity of regulatory DNA-binding proteins. Regulatory proteins




might preferentially bind to non -methylated DNA, thereby blocking methylation by Dam,
while other proteins bind with high affinity only to hemimethylated or fully methylated
DNA [65]. Therefore, it is not surprising that Dam has an impact on pathogenesis, virulence
gene expression, influences DNA replication [2] and many other processes [4] in Salmonella
microorganisms. Dam-overproducing (DamOP) as well as dam mutant strains have been used
to assess the role of DNA methylation in DNA replication. By using these strains it is possi‐
ble to alter the methylation pattern in regulatory regions of genes, thereby changing the
binding affinity for regulatory proteins. Although DamOP does not reflect a physiologically
relevant condition, as the Dam levels have been found to remain basically constant in the
cell, it is a functional tool to analyze the effects of changes in DNA methylation patterns on
gene expression. Strategies of this kind have been successfully used for decades in both eu‐
karyotes and prokaryotes to perturb gene regulation for experimental purposes.
4. DNA sequestration by SeqA protein
Replication of the bacterial chromosomal DNA initiates only once, at a specific region
known as the origin of chromosomal replication ( oriC), by the initiator protein DnaA. This
protein interacts specifically with 9-bp non-palindromic sequences (DnaA boxes) that exists
at oriC. To ensure that initiation at an origin occurs only once per cell cycle, specific mecha‐
nisms exist to control chromosomal replication. In one mechanism, the SeqA protein that is
tightly bound to hemimethylated DNA by a mechanism known as sequestration and which
recognizes GATC sequences overrepresented within oriC and prefers binding to hemime‐
thylated over fully or unmethylated oriC.
The chromosomal DNA is methylated at adenine residues in GATC sequences by Dam
methylase. Following passage of the DNA replication fork, GATC sites methylated on the
top and bottom strands in a mother cell (denoted as fully methylated) are converted into
two hemimethylated DNA duplexes: one methylated on the top strand and non-methylated
on the bottom strand and one methylated on the bottom strand and non-methylated on the
top strand due to semi-conservative replication. Most GATC sites are rapidly re-methylated
by the enzyme Dam methylase and exist in the hemimethylated state for only a fraction of
the cell cycle (Figure 3).
Exceptions to this are the DNA replication origin of Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimuri‐
um, the dnaA promoter, and possibly additional GATC sites in the chromosome which bind
SeqA. SeqA preferentially binds to clusters of two or more hemimethylated GATC sites
spaced one to two helical turns apart (Figure 4).
In the case of oriC, sequestration delays re-methylation and prevents binding of the DnaA
protein, which controls the initiation of DNA replication. At other sites, binding of SeqA tet‐
ramers to hemimethylated GATC sites may organize nucleic domains. Notably, the tran‐
scription profile of a SeqA mutant was found to be similar to that of a Dam overproducer
strain. Based on this observation, a model was developed in which Dam and SeqA compete
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for binding to hemimethylated for binding to hemimethylated DNA generated at the repli‐
cation fork.
Figure 3. The vast majority of chromosomal GATC sites are fully methylated until DNA replication generates two hem‐
imethylated species, one methylated on the top strand and one methylated on the bottom strand. Within a short time
after replication (less than 5 minutes), Dam methylates the nonmethylated GATC site, regenerating a fully methylated
GATC site.
Figure 4. Two or more helically phased GATC sites can be bound by SeqA when they are in the hemimethylated state.
Binding of SeqA inhibits Dam methylation, maintaining the hemimethylated state for a portion of the cell cycle. Disso‐
ciation of SeqA allows Dam to methylate the hemimethylated DNAs, generating fully methylated DNA.
4.1. Binding of SeqA to Hemimethylated GATC Sequences
As mentioned above, the adenine residues of GATC sequences are methylated on their 6
amino group by Dam methyltransferase [23; 18]. Upon replication, the GATC sequences on
the newly replicated strand remain transiently unmethylated, leading to a hemimethylated
state of the DNA duplex. The new strand is subsequently methylated by Dam, and the du‐




plex becomes methylated on both strands. The initiation of chromosome replication at the
origin of chromosomal replication oriC, which contains repeated GATC sequences, is tightly
controlled [43; 38]. Once initiation is fired, reinitiation from the newly formed oriC is pre‐
vented by an oriC sequestration process affected by the binding of SeqA protein to the newly
replicated, hemi-methylated origin [41; 34]. The hemimethylated state of the replicated oriC
is maintained for about one-third of the cell cycle, whereas it persists in other chromosomal
regions for at most 2 minutes. Further, the asynchronous and overinitiation of chromosomal
replication characteristic of seqA mutants indicates that SeqA is a negative modulator of
chromosomal initiation at oriC [41, 16].
Topoisomerase IV is essential for the de-catenation and segregation of replicated chromo‐
somes at cell division [35; 36; 1; 68; 29]. Together with DNA gyrase, it also removes the posi‐
tive super coils that accumulate in front of replication forks and growing mRNA transcripts.
SeqA has been shown to promote the relaxation and the de-catenation activity of topoiso‐
merase IV [33]. This appears to result from a specific interaction between topoisomerase IV
and SeqA. Besides the asynchrony and overinitiation of chromosomal replication, seqA mu‐
tants have an aberrant nucleic structure, an increased frequency of abnormal segregation,
and increased negative superhelicity of chromosomal and plasmid DNA [41; 30; 63; 64].
These findings suggest that interaction with SeqA is required for proper functioning of top‐
oisomerase IV in vivo. In addition, SeqA functions as a transcriptional regulator of the bac‐
teriophage pR promoter [59].
The C-terminal region of SeqA interacts via hydrogen bonds and van der Waals contacts
with the major groove of DNA, with the hemimethylated A-T base pair and also with the
surrounding bases and DNA backbone. The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) structure
of hemimethylated GATC revealed that it has an unusual backbone structure and a remark‐
ably narrow major groove and suggested that this peculiar structural feature might contrib‐
ute to recognition of hemimethylated GATC sites by SeqA protein [6]. To form a stable
SeqA-DNA complex in the presence of competitor DNA, one SeqA tetramer binds to each of
two hemimethylated GATC sequences [26] that are up to 31 bases apart on the DNA [17].
The sequential binding of SeqA tetramers to hemimethylated sites leads to the formation of
higher order complexes [26]. Further, the binding of SeqA proteins to at least six adjacent
hemimethylated sites induces the aggregation of free proteins onto the bound proteins, thus
implying cooperative interaction between the SeqA proteins.
4.2. Effects of seqA disruption on DNA replication
As we said before, following the replication fork progression and the nascent strand synthe‐
sis, the daughter DNA becomes hemimethylated. SeqA protein binds to the hemimethylated
GATC sequences (hemi-sites) and performs various roles to control the cell cycle progres‐
sion. Immediately after the initiation of replication SeqA binds to the replicated oriC and se‐
questers it from remethylation and re-initiation of replication at the replicated oriC. SeqA
tracks replication forks as a multiprotein complex and contributes to the maintenance of su‐
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perhelicity and de-catenation of daughter chromosomes through the stimulation of topoiso‐
merase IV and results in a synchronous replication.
When rounds of replication are allowed to run to completion, the number of chromosomes
per cell is 2n (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc). When initiations are asynchronous, as in dnaA (Ts) initiation
mutants at the permissive temperature and in the Escherichia coli dam mutant [14; 56], the
presence of a different number of chromosome equivalents (three, five, six, etc.) was detect‐
ed by flow cytometry. The presence of cells containing a number of chromosomes different
from 2n suggests that the seqA mutant has a defect in the synchrony of replication initiation.
Wild type and seqA mutant of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium growing exponen‐
tially in glucose–casamino acid medium were treated with rifampicin and cephalexin, which
block initiation of replication and cell division respectively. Wild-type cells initiated replica‐
tion synchronously (number of chromosomes per cell is 2n). The appearance of cells with
chromosome numbers other than 2n indicates a moderate asynchrony of initiation.
So, the flow cytometer analysis of a seqA mutants has shown that replication initiation is
asynchronous and can occur throughout the cell cycle, not only at the normal cell age for
initiation. The most likely reason for this asynchrony phenotype is that secondary initiations
occurred at newly replicated origins in seqA mutants, due to lack of sequestration and inade‐
quate methylation. We showed that the initiation synchrony was dependent on intact GATC
methylation sites.
This loss of synchrony affected culture growth rates and cell size distributions only slightly
and suggest that seqA mutants have a slight defect in synchronizing replication initiation.
All these results suggest that DNA sequestration plays a role in preventing the occurrence of
multiple initiations at a single origin in the same replication cycle. However, using flow cy‐
tometry, we found that the asynchrony of initiation, which is one of the phenotypes of the
seqA mutation, was returned to almost normal in a seqA null mutant harbouring the wild-
type seqA gene under the control of a tac- promoter.
The OFF to ON phase rate was reduced in a seqA mutant, but much of this effect could be
accounted for by a reduction in the Dam / DNA ratio caused by increased asynchronous ini‐
tiation of DNA replication that occurs in the absence of SeqA, which normally sequesters
oriC and plays a critical role in timing of DNA replication [8].
5. Membrane sequestration hemimethylated of oriC
The coordination of the synchronization of the replication initiation, the activation of the
DnaA protein at oriC, and the cellular cycle suggested the existence of a very narrow interac‐
tion between the bacterial membrane and the SeqA protein [39]. Early studies demonstrated
that membranes are capable of binding to hemimethylated oriC in vitro and in vivo, but not
to fully methylated or unmethylated oriC [48]. While they are sequestered at the membrane,
the recently replicated origins are unavailable for re-initiation and are protected from meth‐




ylation by Dam methylase for an extended period. The origins remain sequestered until con‐
ditions in the cell are no longer in a state supportive for initiation (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Membrane sequestration of recently replicated origins [4].
Prior to initiation of DNA replication, Dam methylase sites are fully methylated. Immediate‐
ly following replication, the newly synthesized strand is unmethylated, and the resulting
hemimethylated origin is sequestered at the lipid bilayer of membrane by SeqA. This is not
accessible to replicatively active ATP–DnaA. After approximately one-third of the cell cycle,
the sequestered origin is released and methylated by Dam methylase. At this point in the
cell cycle, the levels of ATP–DnaA are not sufficient to catalyze a new round of replication.
As such, sequestration serves as a mechanism to prevent secondary initiations. Subsequent
work identified SeqA protein to be an essential factor in the oriC sequestration. Even though
the first steps of SeqA purificiation involve liberating SeqA from the membrane fraction of
cell lysates by treatment with high concentrations of salt and sonication, the primary se‐
quence for SeqA protein does not suggest any obvious membrane-associating domains. This
is supported by the crystal structure of the C-terminal DNA-binding domain, and by bio‐
chemical studies that show that the N-terminal domain serves in the aggregation of SeqA
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protein into functional homotetramers [24]. Yet, there is some evidence that SeqA has an as‐
sociation with membranes [20; 62]. The original data that newly replicated, hemimethylated
origins are sequestered at the membrane hold true. Whether the membrane sequestration of
oriC occurs directly through the SeqA protein or through an as yet unidentified factor re‐
mains unclear.
6. Cooperation between “Dam” and “SeqA” in DNA Replication
In Escherichia coli, persistent hemimethylated sites have been detected at the origin of chro‐
mosome replication, oriC, and the region surrounding it [18]. This region includes the dnaA
gene, which is located 43 kb from oriC. DnaA initiates chromosome replication by binding to
oriC and facilitating duplex opening to load DnaB helicase and DNA polymerase III holoen‐
zyme. The persistence of the hemimethylated state is due to the high density of GATC se‐
quences in oriC (11 in 245 bp) and in the promoter region of dnaA (8 in 219 bp), providing
multiple binding sites for the SeqA protein. The SeqA induced hemimethylated state in this
region of the chromosome lasts for about one-third of the cell cycle (sequestration), but the
mechanism by which it is relieved is not known. The purpose of sequestration is to prevent
re-initiation from oriC from occurring more than once per cell cycle. For initiation to occur
most efficiently, oriC and the dnaA promoter region must be fully methylated. This also con‐
tributes to ensuring that initiation occurs only once per cell cycle [9; 66]. In Salmonella Typhi‐
murium, SeqA may play replication-related roles similar to those described in Escherichia coli
[51]. In Vibrio cholerae, both Dam methylation and SeqA are essential [31; 54], and SeqA over‐
production causes DNA replication arrest [54].
In fast-growing Escherichia coli or Salmonella Typhimurium cells, the time required for chro‐
mosome replication exceeds the doubling time. Under such conditions, Escherichia coli and
Salmonella Typhimurium cells contain multiple copies of oriC due to initiations that occurred
two or three generations ago. These origins fire simultaneously during the cell cycle, leading
to synchronous initiation, which is thought to be due to the immediate release of DnaA from
an origin after initiation [46]. This release will temporarily increase the DnaA / oriC ratio in
wild-type cells for the remaining fully methylated origins. After initiation, other mecha‐
nisms ensure that DnaA is not in the proper conformation for initiation. Among these mech‐
anisms is a reduction in the transcription of the dnaA gene. Sequestration by SeqA after
initiation keeps the dnaA promoter region in a hemimethylated state, which reduces tran‐
scription initiation because the dnaA promoter GATC sequences need to be fully methylated
for maximal expression [9].
In dam mutant cells, there is no sequestration by SeqA; consequently, DnaA can immediately
rebind origins after the first initiation event, and initiate a second time when the concentra‐
tion of the active form of DnaA is high enough. Transcription from the dnaA gene continues
throughout the cell cycle although at a reduced level. Dam methylation, therefore, is not es‐
sential for replication initiation; rather, the cell uses methylation to discriminate between old
and new origins.





In the Enterobacteriaceae family (Salmonella Typhimurium, Escherichia coli,…), DNA methyla‐
tion and sequestration modulate a variety of processes such as DNA replication and tran‐
scription of certain genes. Deletion of the dam and / or seqA genes produces a variety of
phenotypes ranging from replication asynchrony to virulence attenuation, indicating multi‐
ple functions for Dam and SeqA proteins in modulating gene expression, proper chromo‐
some segregation, initiation of chromosome replication, and nucleic stabilization. Given
these multiple roles, it is not surprising that these mutations are highly pleiotropic. Howev‐
er, the lack of Dam and / or SeqA proteins does not impair viability. Bacterial mutant strains
are more sensitive to these mutations than the wild type which shows the inverse. In addi‐
tion, no great difference between the mutants of Salmonella Typhimurium and those of some
Enterobacterial species such as Escherichia coli was observed with replication asynchrony. In
conclusion, the role of Dam and SeqA in the prokaryotic cellular processes such as the DNA
replication is clear. So it may rely on their capacity as a global regulator of the gene expres‐
sion during bacterial life, in vitro, in a similar manner as it does in vivo.
8. Future research
Our knowledge on the effects of Dam and SeqA proteins in Enterobacteriaceae family (Salmo‐
nella Typhimurium, Escherichia coli,…) has considerably improved in the last decade. This
fundamental research has several implications that will prove to be useful for the develop‐
ment of novel therapeutic approaches. But, to date, therapeutic applications are still in their
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Chapter 13
The Mechanisms of Epigenetic Modifications During
DNA Replication
Takeo Kubota, Kunio Miyake and Takae Hirasawa
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
At the DNA replication step during cell division, not only fundamental information (i.e. nu‐
cleotide sequence) but also superficial information (i.e. “epigenetic” modifications) is faith‐
fully reproduced on the newly synthesized DNA sequence. The faithful maintenance of the
epigenetic pattern, which determines the gene-expression pattern of the cell, safeguards the
maintenance of cell identity.
The term “epigenetics” was first used to describe “the causal interactions between genes and
their products, which bring the phenotype into being” [1], and this definition initially refer‐
red to the role of the epigenetics in embryonic development, in which cells develop distinct
identities despite having the same genetic information. However, today epigenetics refers to
“the study of heritable changes in gene expression that occur independent of changes in the
primary DNA sequence” [2]. This definition is now associated with in a wide variety of bio‐
logical processes, such as genomic imprinting [3,4], inactivation of the X chromosome [5],
embryogenesis [6], tissue differentiation [7], and carcinogenesis [8].
Epigenetic chemical modifications, such as DNA methylation and histone modifications, are
known to be faithfully duplicated in each cell cycle and subsequently the chromatin struc‐
tures are propagated through DNA replication [9]; however, little is known about how the
chromatin structure is maintained during or reformed after DNA replication. Furthermore,
several lines of recent evidence suggested that the superficial information on the DNA
strand is more susceptible to change by environmental stress than the DNA strand itself.
Therefore, for a better understanding of the DNA replication process, it is highly important
and desirable, for biologists in general and molecular biology in particular, to learn about
the epigenetic mechanisms.
© 2013 Kubota et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
In this chapter, we introduce the current understanding of the DNA methylation mecha‐
nism, 5-hydroxycytosine (the sixth base), histone modifications, and their significance in
congenital and acquired diseases, and also discuss to which direction this field ought to pro‐
ceed in the future.
2. DNA methylation during DNA replication
Not all genes are necessarily expressed in every cell of the organism. Most of these genes
and genetic regions are programmed to remain repressed, which defines the identity of each
cell. Epigenetic modifications are molecular mechanisms that can preserve the inactive state
by regenerating a repressive chromatin structure on the “unnecessary genes and genomic
regions” following each round of DNA replication in the cell. DNA methylation is one of the
fundamental mechanisms known to be involved in this maintenance process [10].
Maintenance of such methylation pattern in DNA during replication is mediated by DNA
nucleotide methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) [11], which methylates newly synthesized CpG se‐
quences, depending on the methylation status of the template strand (Fig. 1). A bridging
protein, known as UHRF1 (ubiquitin-like, containing PHD and RING finger domains 1),
that interacts with DNMT1 and hemimethylated CpG is required to maintain the hemime‐
thylated CpG dinucleotides pattern at the DNA fork [12,13].
Figure 1. Maintenance of DNA methylation pattern with 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (upper) and 5-methylcytosine (low‐
er) during DNA replication and cell division. 5-hydroxymethylcytosine is relatively abundantly found in embryonic stem
(ES) cells and its level decreases during development due to the declining levels of TET expression. Cytosine, 5-hydroxy‐
methylcytosine and 5-methylcytosine are shown in white, blue and red circles, respectively [95].
The chromatin structure, modified by DNA methylation, is not stable, but it undergoes a
wave of disruption and reassembly during DNA replication. These changes in the chroma‐
tin structures influence the dynamics of DNA replication by regulating the selection of repli‐
cation origin sites and their initiation timings. Interestingly, active gene promoters are often
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found at these active replication origin sites. Thus, the coordination of replication and tran‐
scription is an important mechanism for the establishment and inheritance of differential
gene expression patterns during cellular differentiation [2].
DNA methylation status is also involved in determining the chromosomal replication tim‐
ing.  Hypomethylation is  associated with late-replication and late-replicating genomic re‐
gions are gradually demethylated with cell divisions, whereas DNA methylation of early-
replicating regions is maintained during DNA replication [14]. Moreover, DNA replication in
early S phase gets automatically repackaged with acetylated histones, whereas the regions
that replicate late in S phase assemble nucleosomes containing deacetylated histones [15].
So far several DNA nucleotide methyltransferases (DNMTs), which includes DNMT1,
DNMT2, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, DNMT3L, have been found in mammals, all of which con‐
tain a methyltransferase catalytic domain. Of these, DNMT1 is the most abundant DNMT in
differentiated cells; it has a preference for hemi-methylated DNA, and acts as a ‘mainte‐
nance methylase’, which allows it to efficiently methylate the hemi-methylated sites that are
generated during DNA replication. Thus, the CpG methylation pattern is maintained in the
genome after DNA replication [16]. Until recently, the biochemical and functional properties
of DNMT2 remained unknown. However, the DNMT2 is now known to act as an RNA
methylatransferase and the DNMT2-mediated methylation protects tRNAs against ribonu‐
clease cleavage in drosophila [17].
DNMT3A and DNMT3B are expressed at high levels in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells
and at lower levels in differentiated cells. They act as ‘de novo methylases’, which catalyze
the transfer of methyl groups to naked DNA, and are responsible for establishing the pat‐
tern of methylation during embryonic development [18]. Recent evidence suggests that be‐
sides playing the role as ‘de novo methylases’ DNMT3A and DNMT3B may also act as
‘methylation completer’ and ‘methylation error corrector’ - by completing the methylation
process and correcting errors, respectively, left by DNMT1 - at least at highly methylated
DNA regions, such as imprinted regions and repetitive elements [19].
Figure 2. Epigenetic gene regulation based on DNA methylation, histone acetylation and histone methylation, in‐
duced by proteins including nucleotide methyltransferases (DNMTs), methyl-CpG binding domain (MBD) proteins, and
histone deacetylases (HDACs).
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Once a certain site is methylated, it could then act as a candidate region where the silent chro‐
matin is established. For this purpose, the methylated site first recruits methyl-CpG binding
domain (MBD) proteins; the MBD proteins subsequently recruit histone deacetylases, his‐
tone modification proteins. In other words, MBDs, which form bridges between the methyla‐
tion site and other associated proteins, are the key proteins in epigenetic regulation (Fig. 2).
So far five MBD proteins, each containing a methyl-CpG binding domain, have been report‐
ed. Among these MBD proteins, MBD1 is unique because it is capable of repressing tran‐
scription from both methylated and unmethylated promoters [20].
MBD1 associates with chromatin modifiers such as the Suv39h1-HP1 complex, and enhan‐
ces DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional repression [21]. MBD1 also associates with
the H3K9 methyltransferase SETDB1 [22]. During S phase, the chromatin assembly factor
CAF1 recruits the MBD1-SETDB1 complex to chromatin to establish new H3K9 methylation.
On the other hand, the removal of DNA methylation disrupts the formation of MBD1-
SETDB1-CAF1 complex, which results in the loss of H3K9 methylation at the formerly me‐
thylated site [23].
MBD2 protein shares extensive sequence homology with MBD3. MBD2 binds to methylated
CpGs and confer DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional silencing through its associa‐
tion with HDAC1 and HDAC2 in the NuRD chromatin remodeling complex [23]. Although
Mbd2-null mice develops normally and remains viable and fertile [24], lack of Mbd2 affects
immunological systems by inducing ectopic IL-4 expression in undifferentiated helper T
cells [25]. Lack of Mbd2 also influences X-chromosome inactivation by inducing ectopic Xist
expression in the active X chromosome [26].
MBD3, like MBD2, is an essential subunit of the NuRD complex. It has been suggested that
MBD2 and MBD3 associate with the NuRD in a mutually exclusive way, thereby forming
two distinct complexes [23]. Although there is a great sequence similarity between MBD2
and MBD3, the two proteins do not perform redundant functions during early development.
In contrast to Mbd2-mull mice which displayed a mild phenotype, MBD3-null embryos die
on day 8.5, by failing to shut down the expression of undifferentiated cell markers such as
Oct4 and Nanog [27].
MBD4 is a thymine glycosylase, which acts as a DNA repair protein and targets the sites of
cytosine deamination. Spontaneous hydrolytic deamination of 5mC leads to 5mCpG-TpG
transitions, whereas that of non-methylated CpG leads it to UpG, and MBD4 is able to excise
and repair both ‘mutated’ nucleotides [28]. Consistent with this observation, Mbd4-null mice
exhibit a two to three times higher number of 5mCpG-TpG transitions, indicating that Mbd4
indeed acts to reduce the 5mCpG-TpG mutation rate [29]. More importantly, when crossed
with mice carrying a germline mutation in the Apc (adenomatous polyposis coli) gene,
Mbd4-null mice show accelerated tumor formation [29]. In fact, mutations in MBD4 have
been reported in various human carcinomas [30].
MeCP2 is the first MBD to be cloned [31]. As of now, MeCP2 is known to be a multifunction‐
al nuclear protein, which is known to be involved transcriptional repression, activation of
transcription, nuclear organization, and splicing [32,33]. Besides acting as a transcriptional
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repressor like other MBDs, MeCP2 also acts as a splice regulator, by interacting with YB-1, a
component of messenger ribonucleoprotein particles, in brain nuclear extracts [34]. Indeed,
microarray splicing analysis of cerebral cortex mRNA isolated from Mecp2-mutant mice
showed a number of aberrantly spliced genes [23]. Furthermore, MeCP2 deficiency activates
L1 retrotransposition in neurons, which is possibly associated with the genomic diversity of
brains [35]. Therefore, it is interesting that there exist several links between MBD-mediated
repression, RNA processing and DNA-sequence diversity. It is also intriguing to find a link
between epigenetic modification and its suppressive power on genetic diversity since, in ad‐
dition to MeCP2, a histone modification enzyme (H3K9 methyltransferase, ESET) also con‐
tributes to silence retrovirus-like elements in the mammalian genome [36].
3. 5-hydroxymethylcytosine - the sixth base in mammalian DNA
The 5-methylcytosine (5mC) has been recognized as “the fifth base”. However, early work
suggested the existence of a sixth base, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) (Fig. 1). 5hmC was
first reported in T-even bacteriophages [37] and later in mammalian cells [38]. However, the
reported finding, which claimed that this modified base accounted for ~15% of total cyto‐
sines in DNA extracted from the brains of adult rats, mice and frogs, could not be repro‐
duced [39]. The topic received only little attention for the next 30 years until 2009, when
work from two research teams brought it back to life [40,41]. Actually, it was found that
5hmC accounts for 0.6%, 0.2%, 0.03% of total nucleotides in Purkinje cells, granule cells, and
mouse ES cells, respectively [40,41].
The presence of 5hmC in the mammalian genome depends on pre-existing 5mC, because
5hmC is converted from 5mC with the help of TET proteins, which utilize molecular oxy‐
gen to incorporate a hydroxyl group to 5mC. TET is named after Ten-Eleven Translocation
(translocation between chromosomes 10 and 11) because it is initially found as a fusion pro‐
tein partner of mixed-lineage leukemia gene (MLL) in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) pa‐
tients carrying a t(10;11)(q22;q23) translocation [42,43]. The findings that ectopic expression
of TET1 in HEK293 cells lacking TET1 led to reduced levels of 5mC and increased levels of
5hmC, and that the levels of 5hmC decreased upon RNAi-mediated depletion of TET1 in ES
cells indicate that TET1 is able to catalyze the conversion of 5mC and 5hmC in cultured cells
[41]. Also, it has been demonstrated that TET1 is capable of acting not only on fully-methy‐
lated DNA strands but also on hemi-methylated DNA strands [41]. Furthermore, not only
TET1 but also other TET proteins (TET2 and TET3) is capable of converting 5mC to 5hmC [44].
In terms of gene regulation, the significance of this 5hmC modification is similar to that of
non-methylated cytosine. In other words, the 5hmC modification is associated with tran‐
scriptional activity, which is different from the 5mC modification that is associated with
transcriptional repression [16]. It has recently demonstrated that TET1-binding to the pro‐
moter region (presumably 5hmC modification at this site) induces the expression of Nanog
in ES cells and that downregulation of Nanog via TET1 knockdown induces DNA methyla‐
tion in the promoter region [44]. These findings indicate that the TET1 driven 5hmC modifi‐
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cation contribute to maintenance of the nature of un-differentiation and pluripotency of ES
cells, and support a working model by which TET1 and DNMTs coordinately regulate
Nanog expression.
In ES cells, high levels of TET1 block the access of DNMTs for maintained Nanog expres‐
sion. On the other hand, when TET1 is downregulated in ES cells by in vitro differentiation,
DNMTs methylate the Nanog promoter, which leads to the downregulation of Nanog ex‐
pression and loss of ES cell identity (Fig. 1) [44]. This hypothesis is supported by a recent
finding in which the chromosomes containing 5hmC are gradually reduced during the de‐
velopment of preimplantation embryos [45]. However, another study showed that the 5hmC
level in the mouse cerebellum during development increases from 0.1% of total nucleotides
at postnatal day 7 to 0.4% of total nucleotides in the adult mouse [46].
As described above, TET1 was initially identified through a rare translocation case with leu‐
kemia [42,43]. Later studies have demonstrated that deletion and mutations in TET1, TET2
and TET3 are associated with myeloid malignancies [47]. In fact, mutations found in TET2 in
myeloid cancers have been shown to impair hydroxylation of 5mC [48].
While our knowledge about 5hmC is rapidly growing, currently there is no reliable method‐
ology available that would provide information on 5hmC at single-base-pair resolution. Al‐
though a 5hmC antibody is available for chromatin Immunoprecipitation, this method only
provides some coarse information (i.e. detects presence of 5hmC but not that of 5mC in
chromatin). A more sensitive method has been developed for 5hmC by capillary eletropho‐
resis, but this is not the one at sinlge-base-pair resolution [49]. Another method (namely, bi‐
sulfite sequencing) has proven to be a powerful tool for providing information on the
methylation status at single-base-pair resolution. However, it too fails to discriminate be‐
tween 5mC and 5hmC. Thus, if the bisulfite-treated DNA is used as a template for PCR anal‐
ysis, cytosine will be read as thymine, whereas both 5mC and 5hmC will be read as cytosine
[16]. Therefore, it is important to develop a methodology that can distinguish between 5mC
and 5hmC at single-base-pair resolution in order to achieve complete understanding of the
active demethylation mechanism, because TET protein-mediated 5mC oxidation may con‐
tribute to dynamic changes in global or locus-specific 5mC levels by promoting active DNA
demethylation [50].
4. Histone modifications and DNA methylation during replication
DNA methylation and histone modifications not only occur separately, but they also work
hand-in-hand at multiple levels to determine expression status, chromatin organization and
cellular identity, and they are co-ordinately maintained through mitotic cell division, allow‐
ing for the transmission of parental DNA and for the histone modifications to be copied to
newly replicated chromatin [51,52].
Lande-Diner et al. recently developed a DNMT1- knockout cell line and demonstrated that
an unmethylated state, caused by the lack of DNMT1, induced deacetylation of histones H3
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and H4, resulting in transcriptional activation in many genes [10]. This observation clearly
indicates that DNA methylation is associated with histone deacetylation. However, this
group also demonstrated that in several other genes the unmethylated state, caused by lack
of DNMT, did not induce histone H3 and H4 deacetylation, resulting in transcriptional re‐
pression. In addition, late replication in S phase was observed at these loci, suggesting that
the replication timing may be independent of DNA methylation [10]. Rather, histone acety‐
lation is associated in controlling the replication timing [53].
DNA methylation is not only correlated to histone ‘acetylation’, but also associated with his‐
tone ‘lysine methylation’. Genome-wide DNA methylation profiles suggest that DNA meth‐
ylation is associated with the absence H3K4 methylation and the presence of H3K9 and
H3K27 methylation [54].
In fact, DNA methylation induces histone H3K9 methylation through an MBD, thereby es‐
tablishing a repressive chromatin state [55]. SETDB1, a H3K9 trimethylation (H3K9me3)
methyltransferase, contains a putative MBD domain with two conserved DNA-interacting
arginine residues, which are also present in the MBD domains of MBD1 and MeCP2 and are
known to make direct contact with the DNA in the structures of MBD1-DNA and MeCP2-
DNA complexes [56,57]. This result suggests that SETDB1 acts as an H3K9me3 ‘writer’ in
corporation with DNA methylation ‘reader’. Likewise, SUV39H1/2, another H3K9me3 ‘writ‐
er’, interacts with HP1, the H3K9me3 ‘reader’ to create a repressed status in their recruited
genomic region [58]. These are the mechanisms for propagating and maintaining repressive
chromatin marks on both DNA and histones during DNA replication.
A histone methyltransferase, in turn, can direct DNA methylation to specific genomic tar‐
gets by recruiting DNMTs to stably silence genes [59]; accordingly, disruption of the histone
lysine methyltransferase gene with specificity for H3K4 (MLL) in mice not only induces the
loss of H3K4 methylation but also induces de novo DNA methylation at several gene pro‐
moters [60,61]. In another study, it was shown that the lack of histone H3K9 methyltransfer‐
ase induced demethylation at the imprinting center in SNPRN locus on the maternal
chromosome, whereas the lack of DNMT1 failed to induce demethylation of histone H3K9,
indicating that the modification order at this locus is histone modification followed by DNA
methylation [62]. Taken together, histone methylation marks play important roles in predict‐
ing the methylation status of the genome [63].
Whereas DNMT1 is stabilized by a histone demethylase (HDM) to maintain DNA methyla‐
tion [64], DNMTs can direct the local status of histone methylation patterns, recruiting
MBDs and HDACs to achieve gene silencing and chromatin condensation [65,66]. Recently,
DNMT3L has been shown to act as a sensor for H3K4 methylation. Thus, when methylation
is absent, DNMT3L induces de novo DNA methylation by docking DNMT3A to the nucleo‐
some, which is one of mechanisms by which methylated regions are newly created during
the replication step [67].
The interplay of these modifications creates an epigenetic landscape that regulates the way
the mammalian genome expresses itself in different cell types, developmental stages and
disease states. The distinct patterns of these epigenetic modifications present in different cel‐
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lular states serve as a guardian of cellular identity [2]. Whereas it is well accepted that DNA
methylation patterns are replicated in a semi-conservative fashion during cell division via
the mechanisms discussed earlier, how histone modification patterns are similarly replicat‐
ed remains to be elucidated.
5. Abnormalities in epigenetic mechanism and their possible inheritance
Thanks to identification of molecules that contribute to epigenetic gene regulation, we now
know how that abnormalities in these molecules cause a number of congenital diseases.
The first group of diseases with abnormal epigenetic mechanism is genomic imprinting dis‐
eases [3]. Genomic imprinting is a mechanism in which only one of the two parental alleles
is expressed in a gene. For example, in the case of SNRPN gene, the paternal allele of the
SNRPN gene is expressed, whereas the maternal allele is suppressed by DNA methylation
in normal individuals, and abnormal suppression of the normally expressing paternal allele
causes a congenital obesity disease, known as Prader-Willi syndrome [4]. In the case of
UBE3A gene, which locates adjacent to the SNRPN gene, the maternal allele is expressed,
whereas the paternal allele is suppressed in neurons [68]; abnormal suppression of the ex‐
pressing maternal allele causes a congenital epileptic disease, known as Angelman syn‐
drome [69].
X-chromosome inactivation is another epigenetic mechanism in which only one of the two X
chromosomes is activated and the other X chromosome is inactivated in females [5]. Females
with aberrant X-inactivation (i.e. both two X chromosomes are activated) are thought to be
embryonic lethal, since somatic clones with aberrant X-inactivation are aborted [70].
Abnormal functioning of the proteins related to epigenetic regulation also causes diseases.
For example, mutations in the DNMT3B gene, which lead to hypomethylation at the para‐
centromeric chromosomal regions, cause the immunodeficiency- centromeric instability- fa‐
cial anomalies (ICF) syndrome, which is characterized by immunodeficiency, centromere
instability, facial abnormalities, and mild mental retardation (Fig. 3A) [71-73]. On the other
hand, over-expression of DNMTs is associated with hypermethylation found in colorectal,
breast, and hepatocellular carcinomas (Fig. 3C) [74-76]. Another example is Rett syndrome
caused by MECP2 mutations, which is characterized by seizures, ataxic gait, language dys‐
function and autistic behavior [77,78]. In this disease, MECP2 mutations induce abnormal
regulation of a subset of neuronal genes [79,80] (Fig. 3B).
Besides these “DNA methylation diseases” caused by mutations in DNA methylation-relat‐
ed enzymes and proteins, “histone modification diseases” caused by mutations in histone
modification-related enzymes have recently been reported. For example, Say-Barber-Biesek‐
er-Young-Simpson syndrome is caused by mutations in the histone acetyltransferase gene,
KAT6B, which is a multiple anomaly syndrome characterized by, an immobile mask-like
face, abnormal narrowing of palpebral fissures (short eyelid), anomalies of the spine, ribs
and pelvis, renal cysts, hydronephrosis, agenesis of the corpus callosum, and severe intellec‐
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in normal individuals, and abnormal suppression of the normally expressing paternal allele
causes a congenital obesity disease, known as Prader-Willi syndrome [4]. In the case of
UBE3A gene, which locates adjacent to the SNRPN gene, the maternal allele is expressed,
whereas the paternal allele is suppressed in neurons [68]; abnormal suppression of the ex‐
pressing maternal allele causes a congenital epileptic disease, known as Angelman syn‐
drome [69].
X-chromosome inactivation is another epigenetic mechanism in which only one of the two X
chromosomes is activated and the other X chromosome is inactivated in females [5]. Females
with aberrant X-inactivation (i.e. both two X chromosomes are activated) are thought to be
embryonic lethal, since somatic clones with aberrant X-inactivation are aborted [70].
Abnormal functioning of the proteins related to epigenetic regulation also causes diseases.
For example, mutations in the DNMT3B gene, which lead to hypomethylation at the para‐
centromeric chromosomal regions, cause the immunodeficiency- centromeric instability- fa‐
cial anomalies (ICF) syndrome, which is characterized by immunodeficiency, centromere
instability, facial abnormalities, and mild mental retardation (Fig. 3A) [71-73]. On the other
hand, over-expression of DNMTs is associated with hypermethylation found in colorectal,
breast, and hepatocellular carcinomas (Fig. 3C) [74-76]. Another example is Rett syndrome
caused by MECP2 mutations, which is characterized by seizures, ataxic gait, language dys‐
function and autistic behavior [77,78]. In this disease, MECP2 mutations induce abnormal
regulation of a subset of neuronal genes [79,80] (Fig. 3B).
Besides these “DNA methylation diseases” caused by mutations in DNA methylation-relat‐
ed enzymes and proteins, “histone modification diseases” caused by mutations in histone
modification-related enzymes have recently been reported. For example, Say-Barber-Biesek‐
er-Young-Simpson syndrome is caused by mutations in the histone acetyltransferase gene,
KAT6B, which is a multiple anomaly syndrome characterized by, an immobile mask-like
face, abnormal narrowing of palpebral fissures (short eyelid), anomalies of the spine, ribs
and pelvis, renal cysts, hydronephrosis, agenesis of the corpus callosum, and severe intellec‐
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tual disability [81]. Another example is Kleefstra syndrome caused by deletion or mutation
in the histone H3K9 methyltransferase gene, EHMT1, which is characterized by childhood
hypotonia, distinctive facial features, and intellectual disability with severe expressive
speech delay [82].
Recently, it has been shown that short-term environmental stress could also cause aberrant
epigenetic status associated with various diseases. Thus, aberrant epigenetic mechanism can
not only cause congenital diseases, but can also cause acquired diseases. For example, short-
term mental stress after birth, in which the mother is separated from the offspring, causes
DNA hypermethylation in the promoter of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) gene in the rat
brain, resulting in persistent abnormal behavior [83]. Malnutrition in the fatal period is also
known to induce DNA hypomethylation in the promoter of the peroxisome proliferator-acti‐
vated receptor alpha (PPARα) gene, a so-called “thrifty gene”, in the liver, which may be as‐
sociated with the developmental basis of adult diseases (i.e. obesity and diabetes mellitus)
[84,85] (Fig. 3D). This hypomethylation event has later been confirmed in human individu‐
als who suffered prenatal malnutrition during the period of famine [86,87].
Figure 3. Abnormal epigenetic patterns found in human congenital and acquired diseases.
Several lines of evidence suggested that acquired DNA methylation changes described
above are transmitted to the next generation. Epigenetic marks allow the transmission of
gene activity states from one cell to its daughter cells. Initially, it was assumed that epigenet‐
ic marks were completely erased and re-established in each generation. However, recent
studies using several model organisms indicate that the erasing process is incomplete at
some loci and so the epigenetic changes acquired in one generation are inherited by the next
generation.
For example, it has been shown in mice that the mental stress caused due to maternal sepa‐
ration in offspring not only changes the DNA methylation status in the first generation but
also in the next generation through changes in the sperms of the first generation in mice [88].
Moreover, the observed changes in the DNA methylation status altered the expression level
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of corticotrophin releasing actor receptor 2 (Crfr2) in the brains of next generation mice,
which could be associated with their abnormal behavior [88].
This phenomenon is termed “transgenerational epigenetic inheritance”, which is expected to
provide a biological proof for the apparent heritability of acquired characteristics [89-91].
6. Concluding remarks
One of the major differences between DNA sequence and epigenetic modifications is tissue
specificity. Epigenetic modifications vary according to the tissue type, which consequently
allows generating tissue-specific expression patterns. However, how determines the epige‐
netic modification (epigenomic) pattern in each tissue type is not fully understood.
Thus, it is essential to categorize epigenomic patterns in each human tissue at the nucleotide
resolution [92,93]. In fact, the NIH Roadmap Epigenomics Program under the US National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and the International Human Epigenome
Consortium (IHEC) have initiated the large-scale epigenomic mapping studies in order to
generate epigenome maps for each human cell type for this purpose [94].
Understanding the human epigenome will be fundamental to the study of congenital and
acquired diseases, and will also be invaluable for analyzing the linkage between birth de‐
fects and environmental factors. However, biological studies to understand the epigenome
are in their initial phase. Further studies are necessary to elucidate the molecular mechanism
by which the epigenome pattern in each cell type differs, epigenomic patterns are altered by
environmental factors, and process of inheriting the epigenomic pattern from the previous
generation could be avoided. The authors expect that these molecular mechanisms would
hopefully be discovered by the “next generation” of researchers.
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1. Introduction
In order to maintain genetic stability, strictly controlled mechanisms are essential to assure
the accuracy of genetic functions. Precise genome replication and correct control of gene ex‐
pression mostly via epigenetic mechanisms are critical in maintaining the stability of ge‐
nomes. Moreover, the characteristic chromatin compartmentalization of mammalian
genomes contributes to regulate the housekeeping or tissue-specific genetic activities [1, 2].
Table 1 summarizes the distinct chromatin compartments and their foremost properties. Eu‐
chromatin (eu: true) and heterochromatin (hetero: different) are two major compartments or
chromatin states of the DNA originally distinguished by their isopycnotic or heteropycnotic
interphase staining properties, respectively [3]. The heterochromatin compartment differen‐
tiates in both constitutive (permanent) and facultative (developmentally reorganized) states
[4]. Facultative heterochromatin represents chromatin regions being facultatively inactivated
(heterochromatinized) because of gene dosage compensation (i.e.: mammalian female inac‐
tive X chromosome) randomly silenced at an early stage of embryogenesis or tissue-specific
gene expression. Constitutive heterochromatin consists in regions of α- and β-heterochro‐
matin [5, 6].
Distinct features characterize the different chromatin states (Table 1). Interphase open chro‐
matin conformation and transcriptional activity in all cell types distinguish euchromatin.
Higher order chromatin compaction characterizes constitutive α- and β-heterochromatic re‐
gions while gene silencing differentiates constitutive α-heterochromatin. Tissue-specific
transcriptional activity and low or high chromatin condensation, depending on gene expres‐
© 2013 Di Tomaso et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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sion, correspond to features of facultative heterochromatin [7, 6]. The mammalian genome
compartmentalization can be visualized in both banded metaphase chromosomes and
stained interphase nuclei.
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Table 1. Distinguishing properties of chromatin compartments.
The C-banding procedure [8] produces a selective staining of specific chromosome regions,
mapping at or adjacent to centromeres, telomeres or interstitial arm sites, depending on the
species. Occasionally, a chromosome arm is entirely heterochromatic, such as the long arm
of the Chinese hamster X chromosome (Figure 1, left). In humans, C-bands are located at
centromeres and pericentric regions of all chromosomes, being conspicuous at the pericen‐
tric regions of chromosomes 1, 9 and 16 and the distal long arm of the Y chromosome (Yq)
(Figure 1, right).
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Figure 1. C-banding in CHO and human chromosomes. Left: C-banded metaphase of CHO9 cell line. The CHO cell line
was established from a Chinese hamster ovary fibroblast culture [9] and presents a modal number of 21 chromo‐
somes. This cell line contains eight normal and twelve rearranged autosomes with only one X chromosome. Giemsa-
stained C-band regions are visualized in yellow (reflected light microscopy). The CHO X chromosome (X) shows an
almost entirely heterochromatic long arm. Right: C-banded caryotype of a human peripheral lymphocyte metaphase
showing centromeric, pericentric (chromosomes 1, 9 and 16) and distal Yq heterochromatic blocks.
By digestion with the proteolytic enzyme trypsin followed by Giemsa staining (G-banding
procedure) [10], a pattern of alternate light and dark regions along the length of all chromo‐
somes is obtained (light G-bands and dark G-bands, respectively). The G-band pattern is
characteristic for each chromosome pair allowing their precise identification and caryotyp‐
ing. Figure 2 shows the CHO9 and human G-band chromosome patterns.
Figure 2. G-banded CHO9 metaphase (left) and a male human peripheral lymphocyte caryotype exhibiting G-bands
(right).
C- and G-band patterns reveal the heterogeneous organization of chromatin along con‐
densed chromosomes. C-bands enclose constitutive α- and β-heterochromatin. Regions with
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ubiquitously expressed housekeeping genes (euchromatin) reside in light G-bands, while
tissue-specific genes (facultative heterochromatin) dwell in dark G-bands [5, 6, 11 ].
Light and dark G-bands may reflect a differential array of SAR (Scaffold-Associated
Regions), composed by highly AT-rich DNA stretches binding to the chromosome scaffold.
Regions of dark G-bands exhibit a tighter chromatin fiber coiling than light G-bands do‐
mains [12]. Constitutive heterochromatin has an even more dense conformation.
Moreover, euchromatic light G-bands are GC-rich and gene-dense regions, containing un‐
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mainly represented by Alu family sequences. Conversely, facultative heterochromatic dark
G-bands are AT-rich, gene-poor and harbor hypermethylated CpG and moderately repeated
family of Long Interspersed Elements (LINE) sequences. Constitutive α-heterochromatic C-
bands are the major locations of tandem non-coding highly repeated satellite DNA sequen‐
ces, devoid of genes [11, 13]. However, constitutive β-heterochromatin presents inserted
middle-repetitive transposable elements between the tandem repeats, some of them tran‐
scriptionally active [6]. Moreover, genes residing within regions of pericentric constitutive
β-heterochromatin termed “heterochromatic genes” have been reported in Drosophila, mam‐
mals and plants [14, 15].
In spite of variations according to cell type or function of mammalian interphase nuclei, the
corresponding chromatin of light and dark G-bands as well as C-bands is non-randomly dis‐
tributed in different nuclear compartments, displaying specific chromatin conformation,
molecular composition and gene expression patterns.
In most interphase cells, euchromatin (light G-bands) dwells in the inner compartment of nu‐
clei, whereas heterochromatin (dark G-bands and C-bands) resides in the peripheral compart‐
ment, chromocenters and around nucleoli [6, 16]. Figure 3 illustrates a HeLa nucleus where the
different interphase chromatin compartments can be recognized.
Figure 3. Distinct eu/heterochromatin compartments in DAPI-stained HeLa interphase nucleus. DAPI-bright regions
correspond to heterochromatin and dim areas to euchromatin. N: nucleolus.
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Constitutive and tissue-specific genes are only expressed in the euchromatic state. There‐
fore, facultative heterochromatin behaves as euchromatin in cells where its tissue-specific
genes are transcribed, but holds a packed (heterochromatic) conformation when genes re‐
main silent.
However, some transposons and heterochromatic genes of β-heterochromatin are transcrip‐
tionally active in heterochromatic state suggesting that distinct epigenetic mechanisms of
gene regulation and preservation of eu/heterochromatic states may exist in these regions [6,
14, 15].
Once acquired, the chromatin states are somatically maintained as stable heritable epigenet‐
ic states. Euchromatin remodels during mitosis and restores the original organization in ear‐
ly G1 phase of each cell cycle. In addition, during DNA synthesis (S-phase) both
euchromatin and heterocromatin transiently lose their typical condensation status recover‐
ing the previous folding level after replication. Establishment and maintenance of chromatin
states involve post-translational modification enzymes that act coordinately to methylate
CpG islands and to either acetylate, methylate, phosphorylate, ubiquitinate, poly-ADP ribo‐
sylate or SUMOylate the core histone tails of nucleosomes. These epigenetic changes, togeth‐
er with the recruitment of methyl-CpG binding proteins, ATP-dependent chromatin
remodeling complexes and the association of specific non-histone proteins, such as HP1
(Heterochromatin Protein 1) or RNAi (non-coding interference RNA), also mediate the regu‐
lation of DNA replication, transcription and repair [17, 18].
The N- and C-termini of H3 and H4 core histones are particularly involved in epigenetic
regulation. Acetyl groups covalently added to lysines, serines or arginines of the N-terminal
histone tails reduce the affinity to DNA, promoting the accessibility of chromatin remodel‐
ing and activating transcription factors. Therefore, histone hyperacetylation usually charac‐
terizes active chromatin regions. Conversely, transcriptionally silenced chromatin regions
generally contain hypoacetylated histones (Table 1). For instance, H3 acetylated (ac) in ly‐
sine 9 (H3K9ac) is enriched at the promoter region of active genes although, it was reported
that the histone H3 acetylated at lysine 4 (H3K4ac) resides in pericentric heterochromatin of
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, playing a role in the assembly of repressive heterochromatin [19].
On the other hand, histone methylation (me) can be associated with transcriptional activa‐
tion or repression. For example, methylation of H3 on lysines 4, 36 or 79 (H3K4me,
H3K36me, H3K79me) is associated with transcriptional activation whereas methylation of
H3 on lysines 9 or 27 (H3K9me, H3K27me) and of H4 on lysine 20 (H4K20me) is involved in
transcriptional repression [18]. The concerted action of acetylated and methylated histone
core residues is central in creating a “histone code” which delineates distinct genomic loci
that recruit factors needed for DNA remodeling, transcription, replication and repair [5, 17].
In general, methylation of CpG islands within 5’regions of genes is associated with hypoace‐
thylated histones, characterizing the heterochromatic state (Table 1). However, DNA meth‐
ylation is not exclusively related to gene silencing. It was reported that methylation of some
imprinting centers can displace trans-acting repressor factors, allowing the expression of the
linked imprinted genes [20].
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The epigenetic mechanisms involved in the maintenance of eu/heterochromatic compart‐
ments and gene expression are connected to DNA replication. There are specific interactions
between components of the replication machinery and chromatin related factors, timing the
eu- or heterochromatin replication.
2. Replication of eu/heterochromatin compartments
Compartmentalization of vertebrate genomes cooperates in achieving the high fidelity DNA
replication necessary for the accurate preservation of the genetic information throughout
cell generations. DNA replication is a temporarily and spatially highly ordered and strictly
regulated process, occurring during S-phase of the cell cycle, with distinct genome compart‐
ments replicating at different times. The replication timing of the genome compartments are
highly conserved within consecutive cell cycles and regulated by specific epigenetic chroma‐
tin conformation domains, DNA features and transcriptional activity [21, 22, 23].
Mammalian chromosome duplication involves clusters or domains of neighboring replicons
named Replication Timing Domains (RTD) which synchronously start and end replication,
according to a deterministic replication timing program [21, 22, 24]. When one domain com‐
pletes replication, an adjacent domain successively initiates DNA synthesis [25]. Remarka‐
bly, mouse and human asynchronous replication timing may function randomly between
individual replicons within a RTD and non-randomly between RTD [25]. The random firing
of replication origins within a RTD generates a different replication pattern during each S-
phase, but it has been reported that some origins fire preferentially and more frequently
than others [26]. The RTD are stable structures of mammalian interphase nuclei, replicating
and transcribing in temporal and spatial coordination [26].
Pulse labeled interphase nuclei of human, mouse and hamster cells with the base analogues
5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) or 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxiuridine (EdU) demonstrated the asyn‐
chrony and specific spatial distribution of DNA replication. The early replication pattern of
S-phase (ES-phase) is characterized by replication foci dispersed throughout the inner envi‐
ronment of the nuclei with scarce or absence of foci at the periphery or adjacent to the nucle‐
oli. The replication pattern changes throughout the progression of S-phase. In mid S-phase
(MS-phase) most foci map adjacent to the internal nuclear membrane and around nucleoli,
with few foci centrally located. Lastly, late S-phase replication maps next to the nuclear en‐
velope as well as in chromocenters and around nucleoli [16, 27]. Early S-phase and late S-
phase replication patterns of CHO9 cells are illustrated in Figure 4.
In general, chromatin with transcriptional activity (euchromatin) replicates early in S-phase
whereas constitutive α-heterochromatin duplicates late. Besides, facultative heterochroma‐
tin replicates earlier if its tissue-specific genes are being expressed and later if not [6, 28]
(Table 1). It has been reported that genes of mouse embryonic stem cells residing within GC-
rich and LINE-poor DNA (euchromatin) do not modify their replication timing after differ‐
entiation to neural precursors, whereas genes residing in AT-rich and LINE-rich DNA
revealed changes in replication timing accompanied by changes in gene expression and
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chromatin folding [29]. A change of replication timing from early S to late S-phase is particu‐
larly evident in the female mammalian Xi [30]
Figure 4. Early (ES-phase) or late (LS-phase) replication patterns of CHO9 nuclei revealed by incorporation of EdU and
subsequent detection with an Alexa Fluor 488 (green) conjugated azide (Click-iT EdU imaging kit, Invitrogen). (a) ES-
phase nucleus with inner compartment replication. (b) LS-phase nucleus showing replication in the peripheral com‐
partment, chromocenters and around nucleoli.
Early replication seems to be important but not essential for gene transcription. Moreover,
late replication is not an obligatory feature of heterochromatin. For example, transcriptional‐
ly active transposons of β-heterochromatin replicate late while the heterochromatic centro‐
meres and the silent mating-type cassettes of Schizosaccharomyces pombe replicate in early S
phase [14, 15, 31]. There are additional cases reported of early heterochromatin replication
such as human telomeres [32]. and mouse pericentric heterochromatin and centromeres [33].
The early replicon clusters of higher eukaryotes alternate their replication and transcription
activity. However, correlation between replication and transcription does not exist in Sac‐
charomyces cerevisiae [34]. Employing distinct colored fluorescent labels to recognize early
replication foci and transcription foci (factories), it was shown that both labels do not coloc‐
alize. In ES-phase, actively replicating foci are transcriptionally inactive and only restart
transcription after finishing replication. The replication timing is indirectly related to tran‐
scription through the assembly of a higher-order chromatin state [2]. For example, silencing
of the mammalian Xi is initially reversible and only stabilizes when an identifiable higher-
order chromatin configuration (Barr body) appears and replication is delayed [35].
The chromatin replication timing is reestablished early in G1 phase of each cell cycle, coinci‐
dent with the anchorage and positioning of chromosomal segments at specific locations
within the nucleus named TDP (Timing Decision Point) [36]. Both anchorage and position‐
ing of chromosomes are central in the organization of nuclear eu/heterochromatic compart‐
ments and the establishment of replication timing and transcriptional activity [23, 36].
Modifications in subnuclear chromatin organization are associated with changes in replica‐
tion timing during development [37]. For example, the position of the immunoglobulin
heavy chain locus (IgH) in B cells shows that its localization in the interphase nuclei de‐
pends on replication timing and gene activity. During early stages of B cell differentiation,
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both transcribed alleles of the IgH locus are centrally located in the nucleus and replicate
early. Conversely, in advanced differentiation stages the IgH locus is repositioned to the nu‐
clear periphery, repressed and late-replicated [38].
Nonetheless, chromatin positioning at the nuclear periphery is indicative but not mandatory
for gene silencing and late replication. In fact, the nuclear periphery is heterogeneous with
respect to transcription. For instance, in budding yeast, nuclear pores, which mediate the
transport between the nucleus and cytoplasm, enhance the transcriptional activity of genes
positioned in their proximity [39]. The dosage compensation complex of the hyperacetylated
Drosophila male X chromosome interacts with nuclear pore proteins determining its tran‐
scription up-regulation and early DNA duplication [40].
Replication clusters correspond to bands of metaphase chromosomes. Tightly coiled C-band
(constitutive heterochromatin) replicates in late S-phase. Facultative heterochromatin of the
dark G-bands duplicates either early or late depending on its tissue-specific expression. Ear‐
ly replication pattern characterizes the loosely coiled euchromatin of light G-bands. Ubiqui‐
tously expressed housekeeping genes (light G-bands) are therefore early replicating [41, 42].
Duplication timing analysis by quantitative PCR of the boundary region between G-light
13q14.3 and G-dark 13q21.1 bands showed that the G-light side of the frontier replicates ear‐
ly whilst the G-dark interface replicates late. However, analysis using PCR primers spaced
at approximately 150 Kb intervals showed that the switch in G-light/G-dark band replication
timing takes place gradually from early-mid to late S-phase over a 1-2 Mb region [43]. The
DNA segments corresponding to large regions between early and late-S phase replication
timing domains are termed TTR (Timing Transition Regions) [44].
A correlation between replication timing and epigenetic modification of chromatin has also
been shown. Early replication domains are related to specific combination of changes in his‐
tone lysine residues (H3K9Ac, H3K27Ac, H3K4me, H3K36me and H3K79me) associated
with transcriptional activity. On the other hand, the repressive epigenetic modifications
(H3K9me, H3K27me and H4K20me) are linked to late replication [18].
Chromatin epigenetic changes occurring throughout DNA replication may provide a repli‐
cation timing mechanism (firing early or late replication origins) in the direction of main‐
taining specific chromatin expression patterns [45]. It was reported that histone
hypoacetylation is needed to preserve normal heterochromatin replication dynamics [46]
and that histone hyperacetylation may increase the efficiency of replication origins, advanc‐
ing the replication timing of distinct genomic regions [47]. For instance, removal of acetyl
groups by HDAC (Histone DeACetylase) contributes to mantain late replication at imprint‐
ed loci [48] and the generation of neocentromeres [49].
Several proteins, including CpG island-methylating DNMT (DNA Methyl Transferase), core
histone tail-methylating HMT (Histone Methyl Transferase) and HP1 (Heterochromatin-as‐
sociated Protein), colocalize with late replicating DNA regions [45]. HP1 binds to hetero‐
chromatin, facilitating the extension of the repressive H3K9me modification [50] and hence
delaying replication timing by supporting heterochromatin conformation. HP1 could facili‐
tate the late firing of replication origins within heterochromatin [51]. Furthermore, muta‐
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tions of DNMT result in earlier replication of normally late replicating DNA. For instance,
patients with mutations in the Dnmt3b gene (coding protein DNMT3b) have hypomethylat‐
ed CpG islands in the Xi chromosome, which replicates at an earlier S-phase stage despite
the presence of XIST (X-Inactive Specific Transcript) RNA [52]. Accordingly, changes in ei‐
ther DNA or histone methylation status in concert with histone acetylation patterns may
promote open or tight chromatin conformations and thus modifications in the firing of repli‐
cation origins and/or replication rates [47].
In mammals, several distinct discrete or diffuse genomic sequence motifs can potentially
act as Origin Replication Identification (ORI),  where a large number of proteins bind to
load replication complexes. A protein complex, named the pre-Replication Complex (pre-
RC) associates  with potential  replication origins in G1  phase.  This  complex includes the
Origin  Recognition  Complex  (ORC),  which  recognizes  the  replication  origins,  the  heli‐
case MCM2-7 (Mini Chromosome Maintenance 2-7), and other essential factors. Early fir‐
ing  ORI  demonstrated  to  be  rich  in  MCM  proteins.  Besides,  MCM  could  be  more
efficient in early firing than in late firing ORI suggesting that heterochromatin could re‐
press MCM activities [53, 54].
Accessibility of replication initiation factors to redundant or discrete replication origins may
be regulated by its nuclear localization in relation to chromatin states. For example, the early
replicating α-globin locus is located within a light G-band. Deletions that juxtapose the α-
globin locus next to a region of late replicating telomeric condensed heterochromatin (repo‐
sitioning this locus to the nuclear periphery), delay the initiation of α-globin replication by
restricting the access of initiation factors to the ORI [55].
There is a complex cell cycle intra-S checkpoint involving the ATR/CHK1-related network in
metazoas and ATR/Rad53 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae that controls replication asynchrony.
The transition from early to late S-phase replication (mid-S replication pause) is coupled
with the activation of the intra S-phase checkpoint at mid S-phase which inhibits the initia‐
tion of late replicons. It has been reported that inhibition of CHK1 generates earlier firing of
a late-firing subset of ORI [56, 57]. Accordingly, the checkpoint function may play a role in
regulating replication asynchrony and S-phase progression [25, 58].
Both DNA and histone methylation can affect replication timing via  the ATR/CHK1 con‐
trol pathway. There is  a complex and so far not completely understood relationship be‐
tween  checkpoint  function  and  epigenetic  modifications  (DNA  methylation,  histone
methylation and histone acetylation) in the regulation of replication origins firing during
S-phase [47, 59].
Following pre-RC loading to ORI, a protein pre-Initiation Complex (pre-IC) assembles upon
MCM proteins together with factors required for loading replicative polymerase. The chro‐
matin association of pre-RC and pre-IC is asynchronous, allowing pre-RC inhibition and
pre-IC activation (from S-phase initiation toward the end of mitosis) by the cell cycle CDK
proteins (Cyclin-Dependent Kinases). This regulation licenses replication to occur at a spe‐
cific time, only once per cell cycle, and ensures that cell cycle cannot progress until check‐
points are satisfied. In Xenopus laevis and mammalian cells there is an additional system to
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control licensing by means of the geminin protein, which also inhibits pre-RC. Degradation
of geminin at the end of mitosis is essential for a new license of replication [56, 60].
Completion of replication is necessary for entire chromosome condensation. Drosophila ORC
mutants unable to complete S-phase have defects not only in DNA replication (with some
euchromatic regions replicating even later than heterochromatin) but also in cell cycle pro‐
gression and chromatin condensation [61]. Although some levels of chromosome condensa‐
tion occur in the absence of a complete replication cycle, mitotic chromosomes are shorter
and thicker than in wild type Drosophila. Even though ORC is principally involved in the ini‐
tiation of DNA replication, additional roles in mitotic chromosome condensation, centro‐
mere function as well as the establishment and maintenance of gene silencing and
heterochromatin have been suggested [61, 62, 63].
3. Eu/heterochromatin replication and distribution of genetic damage
The S-phase of the cell cycle has proved to be very sensitive to genetic damage. S-phase has
been considered as one of the sources of genomic instability. There are several lines of evi‐
dence that correlate genomic instability with chromosomal aberrations (CA), birth defects
and infertility [64]. Besides, oncogene activation or tumor suppressor gene repression can
arise as a consequence of primary DNA damage or CA [65]. Several authors have reported
the colocalization of induced CA breakpoints (BP) (sites of chromosomal breaks in a CA)
with regions harboring fragile sites, oncogenes or cancer-associated CA [66-72].
The human genome holds long stretches of AT-rich sequences as well as inverted, mirror or
direct tandem repeats, prone to be arranged in unusual DNA secondary structures that may
inhibit replication. The presence of secondary structures, unstable single-stranded or non-re‐
plicated regions could lead to chromosome fragility expressed as gaps or breaks in meta‐
phase chromosomes [73, 74].
DNA replication in mammals slows down significantly when the 1-2 Mb regions of TTR are
replicated [57]. It was reported that after replication of euchromatic light G-bands, the repli‐
cation fork stalls at TTR of the interband regions, restarting DNA synthesis at the adjacent
dark G-band after a mid S-phase pause [6]. This interband region devoid of replication ori‐
gins is often replicated by means of a single replication fork [75]. Such genomic segments
could generate damage-prone regions that frequently overlap with DNA fragile sites [43,
76]. For example, the common fragile site FRA3B is devoid of replication origins and thus
completes replication very late in S-phase [77]. In addition, it was observed that mutation
rates increase with the distance from replication origins [78, 79].
Furthermore,  it  was  reported  an  increase  in  mutation  rate  as  S-phase  advances.  Early
replicating  housekeeping  genes  are  more  conserved than  later  replicating  tissue-specific
genes  [57,  80].  Genes  corresponding to  mutational  hot  spots  involved in  speciation and
adaptive radiation response are late replicating [57]. CpG methylation status of late repli‐
cating regions may contribute to the rise in mutation rate mostly due to 5meCpG substitu‐
tions [81, 82].
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3.1. Eu/heterochromatin replication and induced-damage distribution in a mitotic
chromosome model
DNA lesions trigger a DNA Damage Response (DDR) characterized by activation of cell cy‐
cle checkpoints, damage sensor proteins, DNA repair mechanisms and apoptotic pathways
[83, 84]. The DNA Double-Strand Break (DSB) is the critical DNA lesion involved in CA
production [85]. DSB can be generated by DNA-damaging agents or spontaneously through
the endogenous production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or cellular processes such as
DNA replication, repair, transposition or mitotic recombination. Agents inducing DSB and
CA are named clastogens. The S-phase independent clastogens, like ionizing radiation and
the radiomimetic agent bleomycin, directly induce DSB. Conversely, S-phase dependent
clastogens such as UV-C and alkylating compounds need the intervention of DNA repair
and replication in order to generate DSB, which could ultimately lead to CA. Hence, DNA
replication constitutes a relevant step in the transformation of DNA lesions into CA. Be‐
sides, some clastogenic agents such as the anti-topoisomerase II cleavable complex trappers
behave as S-phase independent clastogens. Eukaryotic topoisomerases II alleviate tensional
DNA stress by the generation of a DNA topoisomerase II complex (cleavable complex) with‐
in which the topoisomerase II component introduces transient breaks in both DNA strands
(DSB) allowing the DNA to pass through the breaks [86]. Drugs that act by trapping cleava‐
ble complexes hamper the resealing of DSB produced by topoisomerase II and, as a conse‐
quence, DNA DSB persist [87, 88].
As shown in Figure 1, the CHO9 X-chromosome exhibits an almost entire constitutive heter‐
ochromatic long arm (Xq) with the exception of a medial secondary constriction. Besides, Xq
replicates in late S-phase whereas the euchromatin of the short arm (Xp) and the Xq secon‐
dary constriction duplicates during early S-phase (Figure 5) [89, 90]. Differential replication
timing of Xp and Xq of CHO cells provided a valuable experimental model to analyze the
relationship between eu/heterochromatin DNA replication and CA induced by different
types of clastogens: UV-C light, the methylating agent methylmethane sulphonate (MMS)
and the anti-topoisomerase II inhibitor etoposide (a cleavable complex trapper) in BrdU
pulse-labeled CHO9 chromosomes [91, 92].
CHO9 cells were treated with MMS (20 mM) or etoposide (20 μM) and simultaneously ex‐
posed to 30 mM BrdU (40 min) or otherwise exposed to UV-C (30 J/m2; 0.1 J/m2/s) and im‐
mediately labeled with BrdU (40 min). Incorporation of BrdU in Xp or Xq was disclosed by
immunolabeling either treated or control CHO9 metaphases with anti-BrdU antibodies cou‐
pled to FITC. The relationship between replication timing, chromatin conformation and ge‐
netic damage was investigated by mapping induced BP in Xp and Xq in cells treated both in
early and late S-phase [91, 92].
Examples of CA induced by MMS, etoposide and UV-C in replicating CHO9 Xp or Xq are
shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 illustrates Xp/Xq distribution of etoposide, UV-C and MMS-in‐
duced BP in relation to replication.
The application of χ2 test to analyze the association between Xp/Xq replication pattern and
Xp/Xq BP localization showed that when Xp replicates, BP produced by either MMS, UV-C
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or etoposide clustered in Xp. On the other hand, during Xq replication, BP induced by the
clastogens concentrated in Xq [91, 92] (Figure 6).
Figure 5. Illustrations of CA involving CHO9 Xp or Xq induced by (a) MMS, (b) etoposide, or (c) UV-C in (a) early (Xp
replication) or (b and c) late (Xq replication) S-phase. Different types of CA are shown: (a) symmetric quadrirradial af‐
fecting Xp; (b) asymmetric quadrirradial with acentric fragment involving Xq; (c) duplication-deletion in Xq (arrow).
Chromosomes exhibit BrdU immunolabeling (yellow) and either PI (red) or DAPI (blue) counterstaining.
Figure 6. Bar diagram illustrating CHO9 X chromosome BP distribution induced by etoposide (ETO, 20 μM), methyl‐
methane sulphonate (MMS, 20 mM) and UV-C (30 J/m2; 0.1 J/m2/s) in Xp (grey) and Xq (blue) during early (ES-phase)
and late (LS-phase) cell cycle phases. The bar on the left side (E) indicates the expected frequencies of induced BP ac‐
cording to Xp and Xq relative length.
Since UV-C and MMS are S-phase dependent clastogens, the observed predominance of BP
produced in Xp or Xq according to replication timing could be explained based on their re‐
quirement of DNA synthesis to produce CA. DNA base damage induced by MMS as well as
cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) and 6-4 photoproducts (6-4 PP) produced by UV-C
are preferentially repaired through Base Excision Repair (BER) and Nucleotide Excision
Repair (NER) mechanisms, respectively. Both repair systems create an excision repair Sin‐
gle-Strand Break (SSB) intermediate at the site of DNA lesion which is then filled by DNA
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repair synthesis [93]. If DNA replication initiates with an excision repair SSB intermediate,
another SSB can be generated in the complementary DNA strand, thus forming a DSB [94,
95]. Additionally, CPD, 6-4 PP or base damage in a single strand (unrepaired before DNA
replication) may stall the replication fork and as a result, may produce a SSB in the opposite
DNA strand [96, 97]. Furthermore, two nearby SSB in each DNA strand may behave as a
DSB [98]. The DSB generated could be ultimately processed and transformed in CA [91, 92].
Nonetheless, the preferential location of CA in replicating Xp or Xq during etoposide treat‐
ment (independently of its eu/heterochromatic states) may occur due to the inhibition of
topoisomerase II activity during DNA synthesis [87, 88]. The local unraveling and subse‐
quent rewinding of eu or heterochromatin regions undergoing replication require topoiso‐
merase II activities to alleviate DNA torsional stress [86]. Etoposide stabilizes DNA-
topoisomerase II cleavable complex and hinders the resealing of DSB introduced by the
enzyme generating the accumulation of DSB unable to reach resolution. In addition, chro‐
matin unwinding during replication may turn DNA more accessible to S-independent and
S-dependent chemical agents including etoposide and MMS, respectively [91, 92].
3.2. Eu/heterochromatin replication and primary induced-damage distribution in
interphase nuclei
Few minutes after exposure of mammalian cells to DSB-inducing agents, the nucleosomal
histone variant H2AX is phosphorylated at serine 139 (humans) or 129 (mouse) of C-termi‐
nal tails reaching a peak of phosphorylation 30 min later. H2AX phosphorylation (named
γH2AX) initiates around the induced DSB and spreads through a large chromatin region
(~2000 H2AX molecules) flanking the lesion, which can be visualized as discrete γH2AX foci
in interphase nuclei and mitotic chromosomes by means of specific fluorochrome-conjugat‐
ed antibodies [99].
γH2AX is involved in the DDR by coordination with other damage response proteins to re‐
cruit signaling, remodeling, checkpoint and repair proteins. At sites of DSB, the DNA-PK
(DNA Dependent Protein Kinase) binds to activate the Non Homologous End Joining
(NHEJ) DSB repair pathway. If DSB are produced after replication, RAD51 and BRCA2 are
recruited to DSB sites initiating the Homologous Recombination repair pathway (HR). Si‐
multaneously, the sensing complex MRN (MRE11, RAD50, NBS1) associates to DSB, facili‐
tating the recruitment and activation (auto-phosphorylation) of ATM (Ataxia Telangiectasia
Mutated), MDC1, BRCA1 and 53BP1 [100].
ATM, ATR (ATM- and Rad3-related) and DNA-PK are members of the phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase-like family of serine/threonine protein kinases that phosphorylate H2AX. Unlike
ATM, which appears to be mainly activated by DSB, ATR seems to be activated by induced
SSB and the excision repair SSB intermediates generated during DNA repair. Since ATR ac‐
tivation was observed in replicating cells, it was suggested that the blockage of replication
forks by SSB is required to initiate ATR-mediated phosphorylation of H2AX. Besides, it was
reported that stalled replication forks may also trigger H2AX phosphorylation when bulky
lesions (i.e.: CPD and 6-4 PP) collide with replication forks [101, 102].
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NBS1, MDC1, 53BP1, and BRCA1 may all function as mediators and amplifiers of the DDR,
recruiting diverse repair and checkpoint proteins (including ATM and ATR) and generating
an amplification loop that also extends H2AX phosphorylation [99]. 53BP1 can bind directly
to H3K79me and H4K20me accumulated at sites of DSB collaborating with a global chroma‐
tin unwinding following the formation of DSB in concert with other proteins like TIP60
(member of an histone acetyltransferases family) and KAP1 [103, 104, 105].
Several immunofluorescence studies have demonstrated that induced-γH2AX foci are locat‐
ed preferentially within euchromatic regions of the genome, suggesting that heterochroma‐
tin could be refractory to γH2AX foci formation. Employing immuno-FISH to analyze
radiation induced-DSB (γH2AX foci) in chromatin regions with known chromatin compac‐
tion (human chromosome 18 versus chromosome 19; RIDGE versus anti-RIDGE region of
human chromosome 11), it has been observed that condensed regions of gene-poor chroma‐
tin are less susceptible to DSB induction compared with decondensed, gene-rich chromatin
[106-109].
Different hypothesis have been raised to explain the non-homogeneous distribution of
γH2AX foci in nuclei. The highly condensed state or abundance of binding proteins may re‐
duce the accesibility of chemical DNA damaging agents to heterochromatin. Besides, since
condensed chromatin is less hydrated than euchromatin, a lower amount of free radicals
could be induced by radiation [110]. Furthermore, compact heterochromatin could contain a
lower proportion of H2AX isoform or be less accessible to kinases due to compaction or pro‐
tein coating [106]. Additionally, a wave of chromatin unwinding starting at DSB sites and
spreading throughout the entire chromatin was described (as a result of KAP1 phosphoryla‐
tion by ATM kinase) implying that the preferential location of γH2AX foci in decondensed
chromatin perhaps reflects chromatin reorganization [105, 111-113].
Finally, a short-range migration of DSB from packed chromatin toward specific decon‐
densed DSB repair domains could also take place [106, 110]. Using carbon ion microirradia‐
tion to induce DSB combined to a modified TUNEL assay to directly visualize these lesions
and γH2AX immunodetection, a bending of the linear ion-induced γH2AX track around
heterochromatic regions was observed [114]. The γH2AX foci migration from the interior to
the periphery of heterochromatin appears to initiate within 20 min post-irradiation and be
almost complete 1 h after damage induction. The decondensation of heterochromatin at sites
of ion hits possibly promotes the movement of DSB to peripheral regions of lower chroma‐
tin density where repair may potentially proceed [114].
To assess the influence of replication in the distribution of chromatin damage, we analyzed
the localization of bleomycin-induced γH2AX foci in relation to replication of eu- or hetero‐
chromatin interphase compartments in 5-ethynyl-2’deoxiuridine (EdU) pulsed-labeled
CHO9 nuclei. Bleomycin (BLM) is a radiomimetic S-independent clastogen that induces oxi‐
dative damage, SSB and mainly DSB as well as a rapid phosphorylation of H2AX [115].
Asynchronously growing CHO9 cultures were pulse-exposed (30 min) to EdU (controls) or
simultaneously (30 min) treated with BLM (40 μg/ml). Early and late replication regions and
γH2AX foci were detected with an azide conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (Click-iT EdU, Invi‐
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trogen) and mouse anti-γH2AX (Abcam) followed by Cy3-conjugated antimouse antibodies,
respectively. Single-cell z-stacks from control (n=25) and treated (n=63) nuclei were obtained
by confocal microscopy and processed with Image J software. Using binary masks for each
channel, the relation (ratio) between the percentage of damaged (γH2AX) area in replicating
chromatin (EdU) area and the percentage of damaged area in the whole nuclear area (DAPI)
was calculated for each nucleus. Finally, the arithmetic mean of the ratios corresponding to
early S (n=30) and late S (n=33) nuclei was calculated.
Figure 7. Distribution of BLM induced-γH2AX foci revealed by immunolabelling (Cy3; red) in early (top) or late (bot‐
tom) S-phase CHO9 nuclei. Replicating patterns were obtained by EdU incorporation and chemical detection (azide-
Alexa Fluor 488; green). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Early S (a-c) and late S replicating nuclei are
shown. Panels (a, d) and (d, e) contain DAPI/γH2AX/EdU and γH2AX/EdU merged images, respectively. Panels (c) and
(f) illustrate binary masks of red (γH2AX) and green (EdU) channels overlaying the respective DAPI images.
Preliminary results (arithmetic mean of the ratios: 1.57 in early S- and 1.45 in late S-nuclei)
suggest a bias in damage distribution towards replicating areas (~50 % higher than expect‐
ed) probably due to local unwinding of chromatin down to naked DNA in both eu- and het‐
erochromatin during DNA synthesis. Chromatin decondensation may increase the
susceptibility to DNA damage as well as the accessibility of kinases that phosphorylate
H2AX. Noteworthy, detailed visual analysis of fluorescent images or the corresponding bi‐
nary masks in both early and late S-phase revealed that these results were not due to a large
amount of γH2AX foci dwelling within replicating area and few of them outside. Instead,
γH2AX foci recurrently mapped to the interfaces between replicating and non-replicating
regions (Figure 7; Liddle P, unpublished observations).
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The fact  that  in late-replicating cells  γH2AX foci  tend to map to the boundaries of  rep‐
licating  compartments  (Figure  7,  panels  d-f)  may  be  due  to  repositioning  of  damaged
sites  to  less  condensed peripheral  heterochromatin  regions,  as  it  has  been suggested  in
other models [112, 113]. However, this peculiar distribution of γH2AX foci in replicating/
non-replicating interfaces was also observed in early S-phase when the less compact eu‐
chromatin  replicates  (Figure  7,  panels  a-c).  In  this  respect,  BLM-induced  DNA  lesions
could  preferentially  map  at  the  damage-prone  TTR  located  at  the  boundaries  of  early
and  late  replicating  compartments.
4. Conclusions
We assayed the influence of eu/heterochromatin replication timing in the distribution of
chromatin induced damage using two different approaches: (1) the analysis of UV-C, MMS
and etoposide-induced BP in Xp or Xq replicating CHO9 X mitotic chromosome and; (2) the
analysis of primary BLM-induced damage (γH2AX foci) in CHO9 early and late replicating
interphase nuclei. Our findings support the assumption that induced damage patterns shift
according to eu- or heterochromatin replication. The asynchronic replication of eu- or heter‐
ochromatin compartments could influence the distribution of primary DNA lesions and CA,
prevailing in replicating chromatin regions, irrespective of its eu- or heterochromatic state.
Thus, eu/heterochromatin replication timing seems to play an overriding role in the produc‐
tion and localization of chromosome damage in S-phase cells.
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1. Introduction
Each time a cell divides it must duplicate its DNA content and segregate it equally between
two daughter cells. Once a cell has decided to replicate its DNA, hundreds of different pro‐
teins must carefully interact with each other in a very orchestrated process. Defects in any of
these steps can lead to cell death and genetic instability and have been shown to be present
in many human diseases including cancer [1]. Each step of DNA replication must take place
in a correct spatial and temporal window, so cells have evolved complex regulatory net‐
works allowing an efficient regulation of this process. One important feature of eukaryotic
cells is that DNA is strongly associated with histones, basic proteins that wrap DNA around
octameric structures called nucleosomes. The association of DNA and nucleosomes is com‐
monly known as chromatin.
Nucleosomes are, among others, one of the principal differences between eukaryotic and
prokaryotic DNA. Unlike bacteria, eukaryotic cells are not able to live without DNA packed
into chromatin [2]. Replication involves dramatic changes in the whole chromatin land‐
scape, since nucleosomes must be removed transiently from the front of the replication ma‐
chinery and repositioned after it. Nucleosome disassembly and assembly involves the action
of chromatin remodeling factors, proteins able to destabilize interactions between histones
and DNA allowing the interaction of other complexes with DNA. Restoration of chromatin
after the replication bubble is a very important step because nucleosomes are not repetitive
units of information and contain a specific epigenetic signature or code [3]. In order to en‐
sure enough histones for the nascent DNA, cells must increase the pool of free histones. In
human cells, each passage through S-phase requires the synthesis and assembly of almost 30
million nucleosomes that are synthesized mainly during S-phase and are rapidly packaged
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to DNA. Histone production is very tightly coupled to DNA synthesis and is rapidly shut
off when replication finishes or is halted by treatment with mutagenic agents. Histone regu‐
lation is very important and accumulation of free histones in the cell has been shown to be
highly deleterious for the cell and lead to chromosome loss [2].
Chromatin is a structural barrier for replication but can also play an important role in the
regulation of some of the steps within. In this chapter, we will focus on how the chromatin
landscape influences DNA replication and show that histones and DNA must adapt to each
other in order to ensure a correct genomic duplication. We will describe the influence that
chromatin plays at the different stages of DNA replication and then jump to the accurate
control that cells exert on histone levels during the cell cycle. We will finally show different
situations that uncouple DNA replication from histone deposition and synthesis, and dis‐
cuss if chromatin state can influence the decision of cells to replicate their DNA or not.
2. Replication from a chromatin point of view
2.1. Chromatin influences early steps of replication
The initiation of DNA replication in any organism requires a series of proteins able to recruit
and ultimately load two hexameric DNA helicases. These proteins are able to unwind DNA,
a process required to start replication. In eukaryotic cells the pre-initiation complex is
formed by two MCM2-7 rings that are loaded in an inactive form next to the Origin Recogni‐
tion Complex (ORC). The MCM helicase must be activated by the sequential action of Dbf4
Dependent Kinase (DDK) and Cyclin Dependent Kinase (CDK), and the addition of other
accessory proteins. In mammalian cells, 30,000 to 50,000 origins are sequentially activated
each time a cell divides [4].
The nature of the sequence and the structure of replication origins is still a matter of debate,
and most higher eukaryotes lack a specific consensus sequence for ORC binding. Origins of
DNA Replication Initiation (ORIs) are normally regions of DNA sequence rich in AT that
contain a nucleosome-free region (NFR) [5] [6] and it has been suggested that the chromatin
environment is important for the establishment of the ORC complex [7] [8]. In Drosophila
follicle cells histones that localize around ORIs are hyperacetylated and changes in the ace‐
tylation levels of these histones affects ORC binding [9].
As ilustrated in figure 1, methylation of histone H4 has also been shown to be important for
ORC recruitment and artificial tethering of the methyltransferase SET8 to a random locus
promotes ORC1 binding [10]. Once ORC is bound to DNA, proteins CDC6 and CDT1 help
to load the two MCM2-7 helicases to DNA [11]. Loading could also be influenced by the ace‐
tylation of histone H4, since CDT1 is able to recruit the histone acetyltransferase HBO1 to
the ORC and enhances the recruitment of MCM2-7 to the origin [12, 13] [14]. Nevertheless,
some ORC and MCM subunits are acetylated by Hbo1 in yeast and could therefore be the
real targets of this enzyme [14]. Although all origins that are selected are able to load the
pre-initiation complex, only one out of every ten will fire. Regulation of firing depends on
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the activation of the MCM helicases by sequential phosphorylation of some of its subunits
by DDK and CDK kinases, that allow the recruitment of CDC45 and the GINS complex [15].
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Figure 1. Chromatin influences DNA replication fork establishment. Schematic representation of the different
steps during the assembly and activation of the replication fork machinery that are influenced by histone modifica‐
tions. 1.0RC recruitment is influenced by methylation and acetylation levels of histone I-I4. 2.Acetylation of histone H4
by the Hbo1 might influence loading of the two Mcm2-7 helicases. 3. H4K 16 aoetytation is related to the timing of
origin firing distribution.
Two interesting observations have lead to the hypothesis that chromosome architecture can
also be important for origin usage. One of them is that origins seem to be organized into
clusters of 5 to 10 origins that fire simultaneously [18]. Cohesins are enriched next to origins
and depletion of the RAD21 cohesin subunit greatly reduces the number of active origins.
This ring-like complex is able to wrap two chromatin fibers and creates a chromatin loop. It
has been suggested that this spatial organization of chromatin could define replication do‐
mains that are activated synchronously [16, 17]. In agreement with this hypothesis, analysis
of the oriGNA13 replication origin of hamster cells shows that active origins localize close to




and replication is that genome replication does not take place in a single and continuous
way. Domains containing several megabases of contiguous DNA are replicated earlier than
others [19] and this replication timing is somehow correlated with acetylation levels of his‐
tone H4 at the K16 residue [20].
Chromatin influences the recruitment and the activity of different elements of the replica‐
tion machinery. Once this machinery has been set up and is fully active, fork progression
must now cope with the fact that approximately every 192 bp there is a nucleosome that
must be displaced from DNA in order to continue with replication.
2.2. Nucleosome reorganization around the replication fork
Replication fork progression involves many proteins that interact closely with DNA. Elec‐
tron micrography of replicating SV40 mini-chromosomes has shown that 300bp ahead of the
replication fork, DNA remains naked, or at least contains nucleosomes that are unstable
when compared to a canonical nucleosome [21] [22]. MCM progression in mammalian cells
suggests that chromatin is decondensed in front of the replication fork [23] and artificial
tethering of Cdc45 to DNA is able to promote a partial decondensation of chromatin without
DNA synthesis [24]. This initial decondensation could be related to an increase in the mobi‐
lity of histone H1 due to its phosphorylation by the cyclin A-CDK2 complex. It is still un‐
clear if nucleosome disruption in front of the replication fork is due to specific chromatin
remodeling in front of the fork or to the passage of the replication machinery itself [3].
Nucleosome disassembly and reassembly are processes quite well described for transcrip‐
tion. The efficiency of these processes is largely dependent on chromatin-remodeling com‐
plexes, proteins able to interact with and change the stability of chromatin, allowing the
transcription machinery to interact with DNA. There are many different chromatin-remod‐
eling complexes and all of them are possible candidates for nucleosome eviction during rep‐
lication. The fact that chromatin disassembly and assembly occur in such a small spatial
window makes it very difficult to distinguish between the complexes required for one or the
other process. There are two major complexes that could be involved in H2A/H2B displace‐
ment during replication: FACT and NAP1, and another two for H3/H4: Asf1 and CAF1.
The FACT complex is composed of two main subunits, SPT16 and SSRP1 (Pob3 in S.cere‐
visiae),  and  plays  a  key  role  in  nucleosome  reorganization  during  transcription  elonga‐
tion.  FACT function has been mostly related to the displacement of an H2A/H2B dimer
during transcription,  but  it  has also been proposed that  displacement could be an indi‐
rect effect of nucleosome reorganization by this complex [25, 26]. There are many differ‐
ent items of  evidence suggesting that  FACT plays a role as a histone chaperone during
DNA replication. FACT is required for DNA replication in Xenopus extracts, is present at
human replication  origins  [27]  and  has  been  co-purified  as  part  of  the  replication  fork
progression  complex  in  yeast  [28].  The  other  H2A/H2B  histone  chaperone  candidate  is
Nap1, which has been shown to disassemble nucleosomes in vitro when combined with
the  RSC complex  [29,  30].  Once  H2A/H2B dimers  are  displaced,  the  H3/H4 tetramer  is
now accessible for an H3/H4 chaperone.
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To date, it is not known if H2A/H2B dimers removed during replication are recycled. On the
contrary, it is well established that the original H3/H4 tetramer present in front of the repli‐
cation fork machinery is restored after the replication fork in a random semi-conservative
process [31]. The fact that the H3/H4 tetramer is recycled suggests that a histone chaperone
must disassemble this tetramer in front of the replication machinery and reassemble it after.
One good candidate for this process is Asf1. This protein along with Chromatin Assembly
Factor 1 (CAF1) plays a key role in deposition of new H3/H4 following passage of the repli‐
cation fork. Asf1 binds PCNA and replication factor C [32], and can also bind the MCM heli‐
case complex through histones H3 and H4. Upon a replication fork progression block, Asf1
can be found associated with post-translationally modified H3/H4 histones, which most
likely belong to the parental chromatin [33].
Figure 2. Nucleosome reorganization around the replication fork. Representation of the different nucleosome re‐
organization events that take place during replication fork progression. In order to simplify the figure, the DNA repli‐
cation machinery and other accessory proteins that are important during fork progression are not shown.
Interrogation marks are used when the protein/s involved in such process remain unknown or when the pathway has
not been directly demonstrated.
Deposition of histone octamers occurs as soon as DNA is long enough to wrap around a nu‐
cleosome [21]. Since one H3/H4 tetramer is recycled after DNA replication, one new H3/H4




H3/H4 tetramer remains unclear but probably involves Asf1 (see previous paragraph). In‐
corporation of the new H3/H4 tetramer on the other hand is more defined and involves the
action of CAF1 and Asf1. CAF1 is recruited to both leading and lagging strands by the pro‐
liferating cell nuclear antigen PCNA. Depletion of CAF1 produces a clear decrease in the as‐
sembly of new chromatin during replication [34], activates the DNA Damage Checkpoint
(DDR), and stalls replication forks [35], suggesting that efficient chromatin repositioning af‐
ter replication is important for replication fork progression. Asf1 plays a role in this process
as a histone pool protein that delivers H3/H4 dimers to CAF1. After the H3/H4 tetramer is
assembled, H2A/H2B becomes incorporated into chromatin in a process that probably in‐
volves FACT or NAP1. Finally, H1 protein is incorporated to allow further compacting of
chromatin. Incorporation of H1 is probably mediated by the NASP protein and is required
for efficient S-phase progression [36].
One interesting feature recently described is that the chromatin landscape influences the
length of the Okazaki fragments synthesized at the lagging strand during DNA replication
[37]. Due to the 5´to 3´ polarity of DNA polymerase, synthesis of DNA in the lagging strand
is discontinuous and generates short fragments of DNA named Okazaki fragments. These
fragments must then join to form a unique DNA strand in a process known as maturation.
Okazaki fragment maturation requires the sequential action of the flap endonuclease 1
(FEN1) and DNA ligase I. This group has demonstrated that the ligation junctions of Okaza‐
ki fragments are preferentially located in the nucleosome midpoint. The length of Okazaki
fragments depends on the chromatin behind the replication fork and mutations that impair
chromatin repositioning increase the average size of Okazaki fragments. According to their
model, Pol  runs into the nucleosome assembled into the previous Okazaki fragment and
this triggers termination, flap processing and ligation.
2.3. Chromatin maturation and centromere formation
After nucleosome incorporation to DNA, two major processes must take place: chromatin
maturation and centromere formation. Histones start to acquire certain modifications in
their tails as soon as they are repositioned to DNA. Nascent chromatin is highly acetylated
and must be deacetylated and methylated to reach a more compact state. Deacetylation nor‐
mally takes place by the histone deacetylases HDAC1-3 and DNA methylation by the DNA
methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1). In addition to chromatin compacting, there are also some
specific post-transcriptional modifications that must be acquired to establish a specific epi‐
genetic code that is transmitted to daughter cells. Maintaining this “epigenetic memory” of
daughter cells is important and has implications during cell differentiation (23). Restoration
of all these marks does not take place exclusively in replication and can also take place dur‐
ing mitosis or even in daughter cells [38, 39]. Replication of the chromatin near the centro‐
mere is also vital to ensure an efficient segregation during mitosis. This heterochromatin
presents a specific variant of histone H3 named CENP-A, which is essential for the efficient
binding of the kinetochore during mitosis. The kinetochore is a huge structure that attaches
to centromeric DNA and mediates the interaction of chromosomes with the mitotic spindle
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and their movement to the spindle poles during mitosis [40]. Accurate segregation of chro‐
mosomes relies on the correct formation of the spindle apparatus.
CENP-A (also known as CENH3) is an essential protein that replaces histone H3 at centro‐
meric DNA. This protein is highly divergent among different species but is functionally well
conserved since the homologue protein of S. cerevisiae, Cse4 is able to complement human
cells lacking CENP-A or vice versa [41]. In human cells, CENP-A is not assembled on to DNA
just after DNA replication and CENP-A-containing nucleosomes are interspersed with can‐
onical nucleosomes during replication of centromeres [42, 43]. This organization promotes
the folding of centromeric chromatin into a unique structure during metaphase, in which all
the nucleosomes containing CENP-A are facing the external side of chromosomes. This
structure allows kinetochore assembly and microtubule attachment and favours sister chro‐
matid cohesion [44]. Once chromosomes are separated, CENH3 is fully positioned on cen‐
tromeric chromatin during the period between telophase and G1 in a process that is
dependent on the transient incorporation of Mis18 and KNL2 in anaphase [45]. The incorpo‐
ration of CENP-A to centromeric chromatin is mediated at least in part by the HJURP pro‐
tein (Scm3 in S. cerevisiae) and is related to low levels of acetylation of the K16 residue of
histone H4. Defects in the proper incorporation of this histone variant can lead to cell death,
genetic instability and chromosome loss [46-48]. There is also a subset of specific proteins
important to prevent the deposition of CENH3 containing nucleosomes out of the centro‐
meric DNA. In S. cerevisiae, the ubiquitin E3 ligase Psh1 prevents the spread of Cse4 contain‐
ing nucleosomes out of the centromere [49] [50]. The absence of both CAF1 and HIRA also
leads to the presence of this type of nucleosomes in euchromatic regions in both S. cerevisiae
and S. pombe and has been shown to cause genetic instability [51]. Finally, several papers
point out that a proper homeostasis between H3 and CENH3 histones is important for the
distribution of this centromeric variant and for efficient chromosome segregation [52, 53].
3. From gene to protein, histones are highly regulated
It is clear that there is a strong interdependency between DNA replication and chromatin
reorganization. Nucleosomes are more than structural bricks for DNA, and require the mod‐
ification of specific residues or the substitution of certain histone variants for others to main‐
tain a correct epigenetic state. Once cells have decided to replicate their DNA, an increase in
the abundance of histone proteins is required to pack the new genome that is about to be
generated. Histone genes are among the most highly cell-cycle-regulated genes [54] because
cells need to ensure a high demand of histones during replication, but must make sure that
these levels are quickly down-regulated when replication slows down or is blocked, to
avoid the deleterious effects of free histones on cell survival.
Canonical histone proteins can be regulated at transcriptional, post-transcriptional, transla‐
tional and post-translational levels. The importance of each pathway on histone metabolism
largely depends on the organism. In S. cerevisiae for example, the transcriptional regulation




cells, post-transcriptional and translational mechanisms seem to be more important. Never‐
theless, it is clear that all organisms try to produce histones exclusively during the replica‐
tive S-phase and more specifically only when replication is actively taking place.
3.1. Histones are regulated from the beginning: transcriptional regulation
Histone transcription is tightly regulated during the cell cycle. In some organisms like S. cer‐
evisiae, transcription of histones can only be detected in late G1 and during DNA replication
[55]. In higher eukaryotes, however, histones mRNAs can be found at all stages but increase
as cells enter S-phase [56]. Expression of all canonical histones must be stoichiometric and
several studies show that an imbalance between the different histone subtypes can be highly
deleterious for the cell [52, 53, 57].
In metazoans, entry into S-phase increases the expression of replication-dependent histone
genes three to five-fold [58]. Histone genes are clustered and each cluster normally contains
at least one copy of the five canonical histones. Although transcription of all histones is care‐
fully coordinated, no obvious common sequence element has been found at their promoters.
Nevertheless, common elements can be found for some particular histone variants, like the
Octamer-binding Transcription Factor (OTF1) for H2B promoters [59] or the Coding Region
Activating Sequences (CRAS) in H2A, H3 and H4 genes [60]. Activation of histone gene
transcription requires the Nuclear Protein Ataxia-Telangiectasia (NPAT), which is essential
for S-phase progression [61]. This protein normally locates next to the Histone locus bodies
and is phosphorylated by cyclin E-CDK2 at the beginning of S-Phase. Phosphorylation per‐
sists through S-phase and increases histone gene transcription [62, 63].
Transcriptional regulation of histones in S. cerevisiae  is  largely dependent on the integri‐
ty  of  the HIR complex.  This  complex is  conserved from yeast  to  humans and has been
shown to play a role in both of them in replication-independent chromatin assembly. In
yeast,  this complex is composed of the three subunits Hir1-3 and Hpc2. Deletion of any
of  the  subunits  leads  to  a  de-repression  of  histones  outside  of  S-phase  [64].  Histone
genes are grouped in 4  clusters,  and each of  them express  simultaneously H2A/H2B or
H3/H4  from  a  bidirectional  promoter.  These  promoters  contain  upstream  activating  se‐
quences  (UAS)  required  for  the  recruitment  of  activators  such  as  Spt10  and  SBF  [65].
Three of these four clusters also contain a negative regulatory site (NEG or CCR) able to
maintain these genes in a  repressed state  in cell  cycle  phases outside of  late  G1 and S-
phase and under replication stress conditions [64, 66, 67].  Deletion of the negative regu‐
latory  site  is  able  to  de-repress  the  HTA1-HTB1  histone  locus  and  allow  expression
outside  of  S-phase.  The  mechanism of  repression  is  not  completely  understood  but  in‐
volves  changes  at  the  chromatin  structure  creating  a  repressive  chromatin,  which  de‐
pends  on  the  HIR  complex,  proteins  Rtt106,  Yta7  and  Asf1,  and  the  chromatin
remodelling complex  RSC.  Two recent  reports  coming from the  same group have shed
some light  on how repressive chromatin switches to active chromatin (in terms of  tran‐
scription). The first one involves the degradation of Yta7 mediated by a phosphorylation
event  that  involves  Casein  Kinase  II  (CKAII)  and  the  cyclin-dependent  kinase  Cdc28.
Degradation  of  Yta7  allows  the  efficient  expression  of  histone  mRNAs  during  S-phase
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through a mechanism that could involve transcription elongation efficiency [68]. The sec‐
ond report  is  related  to  the  cell  cycle  regulation  of  Spt21,  an  activator  of  histone  gene
expression  [69].  Spt21  protein  levels  outside  S-phase  are  regulated  by  proteolysis,  in  a
mechanism  that  depends  on  a  complex  formed  by  the  Anaphase  Promoting  Complex
(APC)  with  Cdh1  during  G1,  and  on  APC-Cdc20  during  G2  and M (Brenda  Andrews,
EMBO transcription meeting 2012).
It has been recently shown that the HIR complex is conserved through evolution [70, 71]
[55]. In humans, this complex is formed by three proteins: HIRA, Ubinuclein1 and Cabin1.
The role described for HIRA in humans has been mostly associated with chromatin assem‐
bly of the transcriptional histone variant H3.3 in cooperation with ASF1 [72]. Nevertheless,
several studies suggest that this complex could also play an important role in metazoan his‐
tone regulation. Ectopic over-expression of HIRA is able to repress histone gene transcrip‐
tion and block S-phase progression in human cells. This protein localizes to histone gene
clusters in an immunofluorescence essay [73]. Cyclin E-CDK2 and cyclin A-CDK2 can phos‐
phorylate HIRA, and this phosphorylation is inhibited by cyclin inhibitor p21, which has
been shown to be important for repression of histone synthesis upon replication stress [74]
[69]. HIRA could therefore be acting as a repressor of histone gene expression outside of S-
phase regulated through phosphorylation by the cyclin E-CDK2. In this model, phosphory‐
lation by the cyclin E-CDK2 could switch histone expression by activating NPAT and
inactivating HIRA.
3.2. Once they are transcribed: post-transcriptional and translational regulation
Mammalian histone mRNAs lack introns and do not have a poly(A) tail as do most mRNAs.
Instead, they contain a special 3´UTR sequence that forms a stem-loop structure [54]. His‐
tone clusters localize to specific Cajal Bodies that are enriched in factors required for expres‐
sion (NPAT) and maturation (U7 snRNA) of histone mRNA named histone locus bodies [75].
Maturation requires the formation of the 3´end through an endonucleolytic cleavage that
has been shown to be important for transcription termination [76, 77]. Cleavage takes place
between the stem-loop and the histone downstream element (HDE). The machinery in‐
volved in this process uses some common elements from the processing machinery of polya‐
denylated mRNAs but has also some specific components like SLBP, the Sm-like proteins
(LSM1-11), the U7 snRNA and ZFP100. Additional information on maturation of histone
mRNAs can be found in a nice review published some years ago [54]. The Stem Loop Bind‐
ing Protein, SLBP, is one of the most important proteins for post-transcriptional and transla‐
tional regulation of histone mRNAs and accompanies histone mRNA throughout its life.
SLBP is the only known cell cycle regulated protein of all the histone processing machinery.
This protein starts accumulating during late G1 and is degraded at the end of S-phase by the
phosphorylation of two threonine residues that target it for degradation [78]. There are three
major roles for SLBP on histone regulation: 1. Allow an efficient cleavage during mRNA ma‐
turation 2. Facilitate circularization of histone mRNAs, required for their efficient translation
by polyribosomes [79, 80] and 3. Increase histone mRNA stability preventing degradation of




SLBP is artificially present at constitutive levels at the end of S-phase [78] or when DNA rep‐
lication is inhibited [82], indicating that although this protein has a major contribution to
histone mRNA stability, it is not able to prevent degradation itself.
Canonical  histone mRNAs in  lower  eukaryotes  and plants  are  polyadenylated.  The fact
that  these transcripts  lack any known specific  structure at  their  3´end and have a short
half-life has lead to the conclusion that regulation in these organisms mostly takes place
at a transcriptional level. Nevertheless, there is quite a lot of recent evidence that strong‐
ly suggests the importance of the post-transcriptional regulation of histone mRNAs in S.
cerevisiae. Several reports implicate some of the components of the exosome in the specif‐
ic  degradation of  the H2B transcripts  [83].  One year ago,  Herrero and Moreno revealed
the importance of the SM-like protein Lsm1 in histone mRNA degradation. Mutants lack‐
ing Lsm1 are sensitive to DNA damaging drugs and histone over-expression, and show
a defect in histone mRNA degradation under replication stress conditions [84]. This pro‐
tein is part of the Lsm1-7-Pat1 mRNA degradation complex, which has an important role
in  histone  mRNA  degradation  under  replication  stress  conditions  in  human  cells.
Lsm1-7-Pat1  has  been shown to bind preferentially  mRNAs carrying U-tracts  in  human
cells,  and  oligoadenylated  over  polyadenylated  mRNAs  in  yeast  [85,  86].  Upon  DNA
replication arrest,  histone mRNAs in  human cells  suffer  an oligouridylation process  ac‐
quiring  a  terminal  oligo  U-tract  required  for  an  efficient  degradation  by  this  complex
[87]. Uridylation of mRNA has not been detected to date in S. cerevisiae but there is a re‐
cent report showing that the average length of the poly(A) tail of the yeast H2B histone
mRNA is quite short compared to other transcripts. The length of this poly(A) is cell cy‐
cle-dependent and seems to decrease as cells exit G1 and progress through S-phase up to
G2,  when some of  the  transcripts  completely  lack a  poly(A)  tail  [88].  This  difference in
length  opens  a  possible  explanation as  to  how the  Lsm1-7  yeast  complex  preferentially
recognizes yeast histone mRNAs over other transcripts to degrade them at the end of S-
phase.
3.3. Last frontier of histone regulation: controling protein levels
In addition to the tight regulation of histone mRNA levels, a mechanism able to control
histone protein levels was described some years ago [89]. To date, this pathway has on‐
ly  been  described  in  the  yeast  S.  cerevisiae  and  involves  the  action  of  the  yeast  homo‐
logue  of  CHK2,  Rad53.  Rad53  plays  an  important  role  in  the  DNA  Damage  Response
and has been shown to be essential upon DNA damage or replication stress [1, 90]. His‐
tone degradation involves the direct action of Rad53 along with the E2 ubiquitin ligases
(UL) Ubc4 and Ubc5 and the E3 UL Tom1 [91].  This  complex is  able  to  degrade histo‐
nes  in  a  mechanism that  involves  tyrosine phosphorylation and poly-ubiquitylation,  be‐
fore  their  proteolysis  by  the  proteasome.  Histone  degradation  is  independent  on  the
central  DNA  damage  checkpoint  signal,  since  it  does  not  depend  on  other  kinases  in‐
volved in the DDR like Mec1 (ATM) or Tel1 (ATR). Further studies in higher eukaryotes
need to be done to confirm if this pathway is conserved in all eukaryotes.
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Figure 3. Regulation of histone levels in S.cerevisiae and H.sapiens. Different mechanisms able to control histone
levels in S.cerevisiae and H.sapiens. Arrows normally indicate a positive effect on the pathway and straight lines a neg‐
ative One. Interrogation marks are used when the protein/s involved in such process remain unknown or when the
pathway has not been directly demonstrated. The big interrogation mark shown for post-translational regulation in
the H.sapiens column, remarks that this pathway has not been demonstrated to date in human cells.
4. Histones: Enough to pack but not too much
Histone levels are regulated as soon as transcription of its mRNA starts. On top of the nor‐
mal cell cycle regulation, additional mechanisms are able to block histone production when
replication slows down or is completely blocked. Eukaryotic cells are unable to live without
histones [92] and inhibition of histone deposition behind the replication fork blocks DNA




evolved to a situation in which histones must not be free in the cell and DNA must not be
free of histones. In this last part of the chapter, we will focus on how cells cope with situa‐
tions that break this bidirectional relationship.
4.1. Harmful effects of free histones
Histones are basic proteins that can bind-specifically to negatively charged molecules. Re‐
constitution experiments show that a slight excess of histones over DNA is sufficient to pro‐
mote chromatin aggregation, probably due to the neutralization of negative charged DNA.
In yeast, high levels of histones increase chromosome loss and enhance DNA damage sensi‐
tivity [57, 89]. Defects in histone degradation during replication stress or DNA damage se‐
verely decreases cell viability [84]. Free histones show electrostatic interactions with some
cellular macromolecules carrying the opposite charge such as RNA molecules. Additionally,
an excess of free histones can saturate and inhibit the activity of some histone modifying en‐
zymes, and change the expression pattern of almost 240 genes [93]. Two different studies in
the yeasts S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe have demonstrated the importance of a
correct balance between histone H3 and the centromeric variant Cse4 (CENPA) for efficient
chromosome segregation. H3 can compete with Cse4 in the assembly of centromeric chro‐
matin and this competition largely depends on a correct balance between levels of H3 and
H4 [52, 53]. Cells must therefore not only prevent the accumulation of free histones but also
ensure a correct homeostasis between canonical and other histone variants. Once cells have
decided to initiate replication, any problem that unbalances replication fork progression
with histone levels can potentially lead to an increase in the abundance of free histones. In
order to prevent this, there is an additional pathway linked to the DDR able to block histone
synthesis under DNA replication stress conditions or replication fork arrest.
4.2. The DNA Damage Response (DDR): Coupling DNA and histone synthesis
DDR is probably one of the most well characterized checkpoints in the cell and is normally
activated whenever a cell senses DNA damage. Activation leads to the sequential action of a
cascade of kinases that block or delay cell cycle progression to allow the cell to correct the
damage. If damage cannot be repaired, human cells enter the apoptosis program and die
[94]. Proper functioning of this pathway is essential for genome integrity and mutations in
most of the branches of this path are linked to cancer and other diseases. DDR is able to
block cells at G1, S and G2/M [95]. In human cells, two kinases ATM and ATR (Tel1 and
Mec1 respectively in S. cerevisiae) play a major role in the activation of the DDR. ATM has
been directly involved in the activation of a mechanism that ultimately leads to repression
of histone expression.
In human cells, activation of histone gene transcription requires NPAT phosphorylation by
the cyclin E-CDK2 complex at the beginning of S-Phase. Activation of NPAT is essential for
S-phase progression and histone expression. Repression of histone synthesis upon DNA
damage requires the activation of ATM, which leads to the sequential activation of p53 and
then p21. p21 is able to block the activity of the cyclin E-CDK2 complex. Inhibition of this
complex leads to a progressive dephosphorylation of NPAT, which no longer localizes to
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histone clusters to activate transcription [96]. One interesting hypothesis that remains to be
tested is if this cascade could also lead to histone repression by a change in the activity or
location of HIRA, the human homologue of the HIR complex, at histone promoters (see pre‐
vious paragraph about transcriptional regulation of histones). DNA damage also promotes
post-transcriptional degradation of histone mRNAs. Treatment of cells with hydroxyurea
(HU) increases oligouridylation of histone mRNAs in a process that depends on Upf1. Upf1
binds SLBP and helps to recruit a 3’ Terminal Uridylyl Transferase (TUT-ase) required for
oligourydilation. These 3′ oligo(U) tails are recognized by the Lsm1–7 complex that triggers
mRNA degradation through the exosome and Xrn1 [87]. How Upf1 is recruited to histone
mRNAs upon DNA damage remains unknown.
Regulation of histone levels upon DNA damage in S. cerevisiae shows some common regula‐
tory elements with human cells, and suggests the existence of a conserved mechanism. Post-
transcriptional regulation also depends on the Lsm1-7 complex. It is not clear how this
complex recognizes histone mRNAs but it could be related to the poly (A) tail-length (see
post-transcriptional regulation of histones). Post-translational regulation by the Rad53 his‐
tone degradation pathway has not been directly addressed during the DDR, but taking into
account the role of this protein in both pathways, it is reasonable to think that Rad53 could
be important to destroy the population of translated histones when replication is halted.
There are no NPAT homologues described in yeast and negative regulation during the DDR
depends on the integrity of the HIR complex. The repressive structure formed to block tran‐
scription on histone promoters also requires Asf1 and Rtt106 among others. Although there
is a lot of information about the formation of the repressive structure created at the promot‐
er [97], the first steps by which DNA damage triggers histone repression remain largely un‐
known. There is some data nevertheless that suggest that Asf1 and Rad53 could play a role
in this process.
Asf1 is able to form a very stable complex with Rad53. Upon activation of the DNA damage
response, Mec1 phosphorylates Rad53 and this phosphorylation dissociates the stable Asf1-
Rad53 complex. This mechanism has been linked to a possible connection between check‐
point activation and DNA repair since Asf1 plays a role in chromatin remodeling during
DNA repair [98]. Rad53 can also be found in a hypophosphorylated form in normal condi‐
tions during G1, G2 and M, stages at which histone transcription is repressed. This phos‐
phorylation seems to depend on Cdc28, the yeast functional homologue of human CDK1
and CDK2. Asf1 is able to co-immunoprecipitate with all the subunits of the HIR complex.
This complex has been related to replication-independent nucleosome assembly and in vitro
data prove that it is able to assembly nucleosomes to a DNA template [99]. Mutants lacking
Asf1 have higher levels of histone mRNA and show defects in S-phase progression [100].
We have recently seen in our lab that mutants lacking the kinase activity of Rad53 also have
enhanced levels of these mRNAs (unpublished results). Taking into account the close rela‐
tionship that Asf1 plays with both Rad53 and the HIR complex, it is possible to think that
the dissociation of Rad53 and Asf1 during DNA damage could be important for the efficient




4.3. Generation of free histones in the cell
How can free histones be generated during a normal cell cycle? Taking into account the tight
regulation of histone levels, such situations may seem unlikely. There are two scenarios in
which it is possible to think that histone supply and DNA replication can be unbalanced
during a normal cell cycle. In the first one, this situation could arise from differences be‐
tween the rate of DNA synthesis and histone supply during replication. Early S-phase cells
use more replication forks than late S-phase cells [101, 102] and lesions in DNA or replica‐
tion stress also affect the speed of the replication fork [103-106]. The second scenario in
which a cell can encounter free histones would take place during the G2 stage of the cell cy‐
cle. Given the importance of a balanced ratio between histone H3 and CENPA in chromo‐
some segregation, once cells have finished replication, all free histones that are not
positioned should be quickly degraded. It is possible to think that an imbalance between
these two types of histones could sometimes take place in actively replicating cells and
opens a simple explanation to why most cancer cells have a high incidence rate of chromo‐
some loss [107].
4.4. Transcription as a source of free histones
Transcription of a chromatin template also requires nucleosomes to be disassembled and re‐
assembled after the passage of RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II). Outside of the S-phase,
transcribed chromatin is probably the major potential source of free histones. These free his‐
tones could arise due to minor imbalances between histone supply and demand during
chromatin reassembly. One very well described essential factor involved in RNA pol II tran‐
scription is the FACT complex [108, 109]. This complex is able to stimulate RNA Pol II-de‐
pendent transcription elongation through chromatin in vitro [110, 111] and also in vivo
[112-114]. FACT is able to bind H3/H4 tetramers and H2A/H2B dimers [115, 116] and it has
been shown that the integrity of at least one of its subunits, Spt16, is important for an effi‐
cient reassembly of the original H3 and H4 histones evicted during transcription [117]. Our
group, in collaboration with others, demonstrated two years ago that dysfunction in chro‐
matin reassembly during transcription due to defects in the Spt16 protein generates an accu‐
mulation of free histones in yeast. Combination of this mutant with a kinase dead version of
Rad53 (rad53K227A), unable to efficiently degrade histones, increases the accumulation of free
histones and greatly impairs viability of this mutant in a checkpoint-independent way [118].
Deletion of one of the two-histone clusters for H2A-H2B expression is able to partially sup‐
press the growth defect of this mutant and increasing H2A-H2B expression has the opposite
effect. There is a strong correlation between histone levels and viability defects of the chro‐
matin reassembly mutant of Spt16. This defect is not exclusive for Spt16, since Spt6, another
chromatin remodeling factor involved in H3-H4 repositioning during transcription, also has
a strong negative interaction with rad53K227A. Chromatin reassembly defects can lead to the
generation of free histones evicted from chromatin during transcription, a new source of his‐
tones potentially toxic for the cell. Rad53 negatively interacts with many different proteins
involved in chromatin-related processes and could have an important function in maintain‐
ing chromatin structure in yeast [119]. Some of these interactions are with factors that have
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ing chromatin structure in yeast [119]. Some of these interactions are with factors that have
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only been exclusively involved to date in chromatin related processes during transcription
[118, 119] suggesting that Rad53 could play an important role in the degradation of histones
when chromatin is not correctly reassembled during transcription.
4.5. Can the state of chromatin influence the decision of cells to initiate DNA replication?
Histones are able to affect DNA replication right from the beginning; the state of the chro‐
matin influences the timing and organization of origin firing. Replication fork progression
also depends on the correct histone deposition behind the replication machinery, since de‐
fects in CAF1 lead to checkpoint activation and block cells in S-phase. The state of chromatin
is able therefore to influence DNA replication. Work done in our lab, suggests that chroma‐
tin state might also influence the decision of cells to enter or not replication during the G1/S
transition in the S. cerevisiae.
The commitment to a new round of cell division takes place towards the end of the G1
phase of the cell cycle in a process called START in yeast, and Restriction Point in mammals
[120]. In yeast, this is the main regulatory event of the G1 phase of the cell cycle and in‐
volves an extensive transcriptional program driven by transcription factors SBF (Swi4-Swi6)
and MBF (Mbp1-Swi6) [121, 122]. MBF and SBF activation depends on the cyclin/cyclin-de‐
pendent-kinase (CDK) complex Cln3-Cdc28. This complex phosphorylates Whi5, the nega‐
tive regulator of START, thus promoting its release from SBF (Swi4-Swi6). Activation of
MBF-dependent transcription by Cln3-Cdc28 acts through a mechanism independent of
Whi5, involving the phosphorylation of Mbp1 [123]. Activation of these two complexes re‐
sults in the accumulation of G1 (Cln1 and Cln2) and the early S-phase cyclins (Clb5 and
Clb6), which promote in last term S-phase entry [124]. The kinase activity of Cln1,2-Cdc28
triggers the degradation of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor Sic1 which no longer inhibits
the S phase-promoting complex Clb5,6-Cdc28 [125, 126].
FACT plays a role in maintaining the integrity of the chromatin structure during transcrip‐
tion [127-129] but has also been related to a G1/S cell cycle defect in yeast in a genetic screen
to identify cdc (cell division cycle) mutants. This cell cycle defect had been linked initially to
a general transcription defect of the three G1 cyclins Cln1-Cln3 [130] and later, to a possible
important role of FACT in the transcription of CLN1 and CLN2 [131]. We recently described
that this G1 defect is also due to a transcriptional downregulation of the cyclin Cln3 at the
promoter level. Surprisingly, FACT seems not to be directly involved in the transcriptional
regulation of this cyclin, since it is not recruited to the promoter at START when CLN3 levels
are maximal (D. Stillman unpublished results). One rather unexpected but interesting result
is that this cell cycle defect shows a direct correlation with histone levels. Decreasing the
H2A-H2B histone pool diminishes the cell cycle accumulation of this mutant while blocking
the efficient degradation of histones has an additive effect. This defect is not exclusive for
FACT mutants, since an Spt6 mutant also shows cell cycle defects at the G1/S transition
[118]. Moreover, in yeast, a structural mutant of histone H4 in a region important for the in‐
teraction between the H3-H4 tetramer and the two H2A-H2B dimers completely mimics the
cell cycle defects of the Spt16 mutant [132]. Defects in the chromatin structure seem to be




able to sense the chromatin state before entering a new round of replication. This mecha‐
nism would act at least in part through a transcriptional repression of the cyclin Cln3
mRNA. Although our first results pointed out that free histones could be the signal that trig‐
gers this G1/S transition defect, new results obtained by our lab show that this regulation
could be more complex and also involve the chromatin structure itself (unpublished results).
5. Conclusion
In eukaryotes and also some archaebacteria, DNA forms a nucleoprotein complex called
chromatin, which allows extensive compaction of genomic DNA in the limited space of the
nucleus. This traditional view of chromatin as simple building-bricks has substantially
changed since the nucleosome hypothesis was proposed [133, 134]. Cells have evolved a
unique and complex machinery to cope with the fact that most of the processes involving
DNA are going to need to interact with and probably modify chromatin first. Chromatin
acts as a new step of regulation and carries an epigenetic specific code that in some cases can
be as important for the cell as the one contained on DNA. In addition, cells must also care‐
fully balance the levels of histones during chromatin formation to avoid the generation of
free histones, in order to prevent their deleterious effects.
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1. Introduction
The replication of DNA is a process found throughout the prokaryotic and the eukaryotic
kingdoms. Although the basic aim of this process is the duplication of the genetic informa‐
tion, the mechanisms leading to replication are different in prokaryotes and in eukaryotes. A
major divergence between the two kingdoms corresponds to the nature of the substrate of
the replication process [1]. Indeed, while the genetic information in prokaryotic cell is recov‐
ered in the nucleoid, the eukaryotic genome is found in the nucleus and the genetic material
is associated with proteins. The tight interaction of the DNA molecule with proteins forms
the chromatin, and for replication as well as for the other cellular processes that require the
access to the genetic material, the chromatin is the actual substrate [2]. This organization of
the eukaryotic genome in chromatin generates additional constraints to enzymatic activities.
Therefore, it is required for the replication machinery to over-rule the refractory environ‐
ment of chromatin.
Although the arrangement of the genetic material with proteins is an inhibitory environ‐
ment, it is also required for packaging the molecule of DNA within the confined nuclear vol‐
ume and for organizing the genome. Therefore, defects in the genetic material packaging
affect genome stability and cell viability. Importantly, as replication results in the doubling
of DNA, it is required for the cell to synthesize DNA-associated proteins and to form chro‐
matin. This process known as replication-coupled chromatin assembly implies the copy of
the epigenetic information carried by the histone proteins [3].
In the present chapter, we define the general features of chromatin, primarily on the ba‐
sis  of  the  fundamental  sub-unit,  the  nucleosome,  and the  constraints  that  this  structure
generates for creating a refractory environment to replication. In addition to the view of
the single nucleosome, as chromatin can be viewed as a polymer of nucleosomes which
© 2013 Galvani and Thiriet; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
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are highly ordered, the impediment of the replication machinery induced by higher chro‐
matin order is discussed. Although replication activity should be inhibited by the chroma‐
tin,  we  review  the  mechanisms  developed  by  eukaryotic  cells  to  over-rule  this  non-
permissive  environment.  Genetic  experiments  have  shown  that  chromatin  structure  is
essential for cell viability. We review the data providing evidence that the genome stabili‐
ty is,  at  least  partly,  inherent to chromatin assembly during replication,  and the histone
requirement in this process.
2. Chromatin: From the nucleosome sub-unit to the higher order structure
The basic chromatin sub-unit is the nucleosome, which is composed of the association of his‐
tone proteins with DNA [4]. The histone proteins are the most abundant nuclear proteins
and are divided in four classes, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, respectively. We distinguish in the
histone protein two regions, the histone fold domain which is involved in the histone-his‐
tone and histone-DNA interactions, and the histone tail domain located at the N-terminal
part of the protein, which is unstructured and extends out of the nucleosome [2, 5](Figure
1A). The association of the histones via their fold domain is highly conserved throughout
the eukaryotic kingdom. Indeed, H3 is always associated with H4 and H2A with H2B form‐
ing therefore heterocomplexes H3/H4 and H2A/H2B (Figure 1B, upper panel). The histone
pairing is done by three helixes of the fold domain of two histone counterparts which adopt
a specific ‘handshake’ structure. The first high resolution crystal structure of the histone oc‐
tamer in absence of DNA revealed that the histone octamer was organized in a tripartite
structure wherein the H3/H4 complex formed a central tetramer which is flanked by two
H2A/H2B dimers [6, 7](figure 1B, lower panel). Interestingly, while the histone fold domains
were clearly resolved in the crystal, the unstructured tail domains were unseen. Although
the histone octamer arrangement in presence of DNA confirmed the tripartite structure of
the histone octamer, details of the edge of histone tails revealed the exit of these unstruc‐
tured domains from the nucleosome [8].
It has been believed that the basic nature of the histones allowed the neutralization of the
DNA phosphodiester backbone. However, the structure of the nucleosome at 1.9 Å resolu‐
tion substantially improved the clarity of the electron density and revealed the presence of
over 3000 water molecules and 18 ions [9]. The water molecules within the nucleosome pro‐
mote the formation of hydrogen-bond bridges between the histone and the DNA molecule,
like balls in a ball-bearing. Therefore, the water molecules enable the accommodation of in‐
trinsic DNA conformational variation and promote the nucleosome mobility by limiting the
rigidity of the nucleoprotein complex. The nucleosome crystal structures provided impor‐
tant information on the interactions between the histones and showed that the histone-DNA
association is not only due to electrostatic interactions between the positively charge histo‐
nes and the negatively charge DNA as it was primarily believed.
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1A). The association of the histones via their fold domain is highly conserved throughout
the eukaryotic kingdom. Indeed, H3 is always associated with H4 and H2A with H2B form‐
ing therefore heterocomplexes H3/H4 and H2A/H2B (Figure 1B, upper panel). The histone
pairing is done by three helixes of the fold domain of two histone counterparts which adopt
a specific ‘handshake’ structure. The first high resolution crystal structure of the histone oc‐
tamer in absence of DNA revealed that the histone octamer was organized in a tripartite
structure wherein the H3/H4 complex formed a central tetramer which is flanked by two
H2A/H2B dimers [6, 7](figure 1B, lower panel). Interestingly, while the histone fold domains
were clearly resolved in the crystal, the unstructured tail domains were unseen. Although
the histone octamer arrangement in presence of DNA confirmed the tripartite structure of
the histone octamer, details of the edge of histone tails revealed the exit of these unstruc‐
tured domains from the nucleosome [8].
It has been believed that the basic nature of the histones allowed the neutralization of the
DNA phosphodiester backbone. However, the structure of the nucleosome at 1.9 Å resolu‐
tion substantially improved the clarity of the electron density and revealed the presence of
over 3000 water molecules and 18 ions [9]. The water molecules within the nucleosome pro‐
mote the formation of hydrogen-bond bridges between the histone and the DNA molecule,
like balls in a ball-bearing. Therefore, the water molecules enable the accommodation of in‐
trinsic DNA conformational variation and promote the nucleosome mobility by limiting the
rigidity of the nucleoprotein complex. The nucleosome crystal structures provided impor‐
tant information on the interactions between the histones and showed that the histone-DNA
association is not only due to electrostatic interactions between the positively charge histo‐
nes and the negatively charge DNA as it was primarily believed.
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Figure 1. Histones and nucleosome formation: (A) schematic representation of the core histones. The boxes indicate
the helixes of the histone fold domain, which is involved in the histone-histone interactions between H2A/H2B, and
H3/H4. The amino-acid sequences correspond to the conserved sequence of the unstructured histone tail domain. (B)
Individual core histones H2A (green), H2B (blue), H3 (yellow) and H4 (magenta) first heterodimerize to form the
H2A/H2B and the H3/H4 complexes. The different complexes can either under different stringencies or with the help
of histone chaperones associate together to form the nucleosome composed of a central tetramer of H3/H4 flanked
by two heterodimers of H2A/H2B, and wrapped by 146 base pairs of DNA.
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The demonstration of the labile interactions between the DNA molecule and the histone oc‐
tamer was performed by the development of an elegant biochemical approach examining
the accessibility of specific DNA sites within the nucleosomal DNA [10, 11]. In these experi‐
ments, the authors used a known nucleosome-positioning DNA sequence from the 5S gene,
and by directed mutagenesis, restriction sites were generated at precise position within the
DNA sequence. Nucleosome core particles were reconstituted with the different DNA se‐
quences and purified by sucrose gradient centrifugation. The accessibility of the specific
DNA sequences was examined as a function of time by adding to the nucleosome core parti‐
cles the restriction enzymes. The quantitative analyses of the digested nucleosomal DNA re‐
flect the accessibility of precise positions within the nucleosome core particles
corresponding to the loss of histone-DNA contacts. Interestingly, the results revealed that
DNA sequences engaged in the histone-DNA interactions are accessible to the restriction en‐
zymes, and the accessibility gradually decreased when the restriction site is placed at prox‐
imity of the diad axis [12]. It was thus proposed that within the nucleosome core particle,
dissociation of the histone-DNA contacts enables the transient exposure of DNA stretches to
the solvent. Using a similar strategy, Widom and colleagues have also examined the contri‐
bution of the histone tail domains in the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA [13]. The results
revealed that the removal of the histone tail domains leads to up to 14-fold increase in the
site exposure within the nucleosomal DNA. Therefore, the tail domains within the nucleo‐
some are also involved in the stabilization of DNA-histone fold domain interactions possi‐
bly by repressing the intrinsic dynamic nature of DNA.
The packaging of DNA in the nucleosome is a dynamic structure in conformational equili‐
brium, transiently exposing stretches of DNA off the histone surface, as demonstrated in
model systems. Importantly, the binding of linker histone nearby the dyad axis to DNA re‐
stricts the flapping of the arms of DNA at the entry and at the exit of the nucleosome [14].
Although the analyses of the nucleosome behavior are very informative on the potential mo‐
bility of the nucleosome, it is obvious that the nucleosome is not recovered as a single sub-
unit in living cell but rather found as a nucleosome polymer. Thus, the mobility of a
considered monomer is possibly modulated by the surrounding nucleosomes. The analyses
of a dinucleosome template generated from the 5S gene revealed a spontaneous mobility of
the core histones which is restricted by the presence of the linker histone [15]. To better un‐
derstand the function of the histones in the chromatin folding, it was required to examine
templates that contained more than one or two nucleosomes. Using defined oligonucleo‐
some models systems, the molecular mechanisms through which the histones modulated
the chromatin folding were investigated [16]. These experiments revealed that the core his‐
tone tails play a critical function in the chromatin folding, as demonstrated by the removal
of the tail domains in vitro [17, 18]. Interestingly, analyses of histone acetylation mimics on
the chromatin fiber folding exhibited effects on the self-association properties of model nu‐
cleosome arrays, which depended upon the histone carrying the acetylation mimics and the
number of mimics within the nucleosomes [19]. Such in vitro approaches using reconstituted
nucleosomes systems are performed under particular pH and salt conditions. Additionally,
acetylated histones increase chromatin solubility. Even if this can potentially biased the re‐
sults, these investigations provide important features for understanding the physico-chemi‐
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cal parameters that facilitates or relieves the folding chromatin. But to date, the actual
arrangement of the nucleosomes in the fiber is not yet well-determined. Nonetheless, experi‐
mental data have enabled to propose different models, the solenoid model and the zig-zag
model, and it is possible that both models are juxtaposed in the nucleus [20, 21].
3. Relieving the chromatin inhibition
The ordered structure of chromatin represents the primary barrier to access the genetic in‐
formation.  On  the  basis  of  in  vitro  studies,  the  linker  histones  are  proposed  to  be  in‐
volved in the high-ordered chromatin structures [22].  Although the linker histone is not
essential  in  protozoans  [23,  24],  the  knock-out  experiments  in  mouse  revealed  critical
functions  [25].  Indeed,  in  higher  eukaryotes,  the  linker  histones  are  composed of  about
eight subtypes which can compensate each other in some extend. However, upon the de‐
letion of  three subtypes,  the synthesis  compensation fails  and embryonic lethality is  ob‐
served.  To attempt to  gain insight  in  the  function of  the linker  histone,  analyses  of  the
histone modifications have been carried out and reported a correlation between the cell
cycle and the phosphorylation of the C-terminal tail domain [26, 27]. Surprisingly, while
the genetic analyses revealed that preventing the phosphorylation of linker histone affects
the chromatin organization leading to  an increase of  the  nuclear  volume,  a  raise  in  the
linker histone phosphorylation was also detected in mitosis  [28,  29].  Nonetheless,  at  the
G1/S phase transition, linker histone is also found as substrate of cyclin-dependant kinase
Cdk2, wherein the phosphorylation of the C-terminal tail leads to a relaxation of chroma‐
tin structure which might facilitate DNA replication [30, 31]. More recently, knock-down
experiments of the linker histone in the slime mold Physarumpolycephalum  showed a sig‐
nificantly faster rate of genome duplication, which was caused by a lost in the regulation
of  replication  origin  firing  rather  than  the  increase  in  the  replication  fork  propagation
[32]. Clearly, it has been evidenced that the linker histone affect the compaction of chro‐
matin into the nucleus, and its release is required for the initial transition from non-per‐
missive to permissive chromatin, but the actual mechanisms remain unclear.
Undoubtedly, if the primary inhibition for DNA replication is the higher levels of chromatin
structure, relieving the high order of chromatin leaves the core histones associated with
DNA, which is still an impediment for DNA accessibility. Thus, the next step is the release
of the parental core histones to allow replication machinery to process all along the DNA
molecule. To reach this goal, several concerns have to be taken into account. A bevy of stud‐
ies have attempted to address the segregation of parental histones during replication, but
the results are often controversial and many questions still need to be addressed. The fate of
parental nucleosomes deals mainly with two overlapping key questions : do they dissociate
from DNA during replication ? and, how are they transferred behind the replication fork ?
In vitro studies claimed chromatin replication without histone displacement. Initially
showed in prokaryotic in vitro system [33], same conclusions were drawn from eukaryotic
system studies [34]. In contrast, other studies evidenced that parental nucleosomes dissoci‐
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ate from DNA [35, 36]. The main argument for a non-displacement was that radioactively-
labeled histone octamers are not reassembled onto a large excess of competitor DNA
templates, suggesting that they do not dissociate from initial DNA matrix [34]. The idea that
nucleosomes could partially relax to allow the passage of DNA processing machineries
without complete dissociation is a matter of intense debate in the chromatin field, where the
problematic of DNA accessibility is essential for most chromatin activities including replica‐
tion, transcription and repair. Regarding replication, although no definite model can be
drawn, it is commonly believed that disrupted parental nucleosomes are bound to specific
protein chaperones which would transfer the core histone building blocks behind the repli‐
cation fork.
The tripartite structure of the histone octamer implies that the removal of the H3/H4 from
the nucleosome is associated with a displacement of the histone dimers H2A/H2B. Howev‐
er, two hypotheses could be postulated for lost of the nucleosomal structure, either the en‐
tire octamer is evicted or this is performed by the successive displacement of the different
building blocks composing the histone octamer. Experimental approach for studying paren‐
tal histone segregation implies the possibility of discriminating the old pool of histones and
the new one [37]. By preventing the synthesis of new histones using translation inhibitors,
like cycloheximide and puromycine, would enable the analysis of parental nucleosome
transfer, though such treatments impair replication progression. Still, one can argue that as
the replication process requires a tight regulation of the histone supply, impairing this regu‐
lation profoundly impact the replication leading to the replication fork blocks. Thus, most
conclusions from these experiments have to be taken with caution. Original studies using
this approach coupled with micrococcale digestion (enzyme allowing specific digestion of
internucleosomal DNA) revealed that the size of the fragments obtained were consistent
with DNA size protected by the histone octamer. So it was originally proposed that the pa‐
rental nucleosomes are dissociated ahead of the replication fork and transferred behind with
no detectable intermediate. Whether the experimental design led to artifacts remains likely.
Importantly, several studies using different approaches have demonstrated a distinct mobi‐
lity for the H2A/H2B and the H3/H4 in living cells [36, 38]. On the basis of the different mo‐
tions of the H2A/H2B and the H3/H4, one can reasonably believe that the octamer building
blocks dissociate during cellular processes. Moreover, in vitro experiments for reconstituting
or destabilizing nucleosome revealed the presence of basic heterocomplexes of H3/H4 tet‐
ramer and H2A/H2B dimer [37]. At physiological conditions, the heterotetramer H3/H4 pre‐
pared from chromatin and in absence of histone chaperones is the most stable form of the
complex in solution [39]. Even if it has been claimed that a very transient dimeric state can
exist, the absence of demonstration of the H3/H4 dimers led to the anchored view that pa‐
rental nucleosomes split into two H2A/H2B dimers and a H3/H4 tetramer, and are then re‐
assembled behind the fork, with the central tetramer H3/H4 deposited first [40, 41].
The simplest view regarding the dissociation of the parental core histone from DNA could
be that the driving force of the replication fork progression is sufficient for overriding the
histone-DNA interactions by the only action of replication specific proteins as helicases [42].
This model involves that core histones in presence of DNA spontaneously form nucleosomal
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structures with a tripartite organization. Unfortunately, in vitro experiments demonstrated
that such arrangement of the histone octamer required either high salt concentrations or
chaperone proteins to assist the proper loading of the histones in a tripartite structure [43].
A more comprehensive view was provided by a study by Groth et al [44] showing that the
major H3/H4 histone chaperone ASF1 (Anti-Silencing Factor 1) forms a complex with the
putative replicative helicase MCM2-7 (Minichromosome Maintenance Complex), via a
H3/H4 bridge. On the basis of the in vitro capability of ASF1 to assemble chromatin, it has
been proposed that this chaperone might be involved in the recycling and the transfer of pa‐
rental H3/H4 histones directly coordinated by the DNA replication process.
Concerning H2A/H2B, picture is even less clear. Chaperones, like NAP1 (Nck-associated
protein 1) and FACT (Facilitates Chromatin Transcription) might be involved. The heterodi‐
meric complex FACT, a chromatin-modifying factor initially described to promote nucleo‐
some rearrangement during RNA polymerase II-driven transcription through H2A/H2B
dimer destabilization [45], was shown to be involved in DNA replication. FACT interacts
with DNA polymerase α, and in human with the MCM helicase to act on DNA unwinding
[46]. Recently, a conditional knock-out of one of the FACT subunit in DT40 chicken cells
(Structure-Specific Recognition Protein 1, SSRP1) showed apparent impairment in replica‐
tion fork progression [47]. Even if the precise mechanisms are still to be elucidated because
this complex interacts with H2A/H2B and H3/H4 in multiple ways, the synergized action of
histone chaperones and replication actors is actually an attractive model of coordinated nu‐
cleosome eviction/reassembly and DNA replication during S-phase.
It is known for a long time that chromatin assembly is an ATP-dependent process [48], so it
is not surprising that ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors have been implicated in
the release of the chromatin structure. Most studies focused on nucleosome movement dur‐
ing transcription, but strong arguments of their involvement during replication exist. The IS‐
WI-class of ATP-dependent remodeling family interacts with several proteins in complexes,
among them ACF1 (ATP-utilizing Chromatin assembly and remodeling Factor) and WSTF
(Williams syndrome transcription factor). Depletion experiments demonstrated that ACF1 is
critical for efficient DNA replication of highly condensed regions of mouse cells [49], and
that WSTF, targeted to replication foci via its interaction with the processivity factor PCNA
(Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen), promotes DNA replication by preventing premature
maturation of chromatin [50].
4. Reforming chromatin behind the replication fork
Chromatin reassembly behind the replication fork is a rapid process. Electron microscopic
studies and psoralen cross-linked nucleosome used, have clearly shown random distribution
of the nucleosomal structures on both strand of the nascent DNA, with no apparent free-DNA
[35]. By blocking protein synthesis with different inhibitors, it was demonstrated that half of
the nucleosome pool came from random segregation of recycled parental ones, whereas the
other half came from newly synthesized histones. In proliferating cells, the histone biosynthe‐
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sis is coupled with the cell cycle progression. The vast majority of histones (the canonical histo‐
nes)  are  massively produced at  the beginning of  the S  phase,  mainly by transcriptional
activation of histone genes and improvement of pre-mRNA processing and stability, that be‐
gins during G1 phase (reviewed in [51, 52]). Through a feedback regulation reducing drastical‐
ly the half-life of histone mRNAs, the amount of proteins then decreased at the end of S-phase
until the baseline level is reached. However, experiments using replication blocking agents
showed distinct synthesis profiles between H3/H4 and H2A/H2B, illustrating that specific lev‐
el of regulation may exist [53]. Some specific histones (histone variants), used for deposition
and exchange of nucleosomes outside of the S-phase (replication-independent chromatin as‐
sembly), are produced throughout the cell cycle. Although this aspect presents a great inter‐
est, the present chapter focuses on the regulation of the canonical histone proteins at the onset
of DNA replication (for reviews about histone variants see [54, 55]).
Once the histones are synthesized, they are rapidly delivered to the site of replication and
assembled into chromatin. Because these proteins are highly basic proteins, histones tend to
promptly bind non-specifically to nucleic acids with a higher affinity to RNA than DNA,
and they do not spontaneously form nucleosomes. To allow correct transfer into the nucleus
and efficient deposition onto DNA, histone chaperones play a dual function, they neutralize
the histone charge to prevent the formation of aggregates and they address the histones at
precise locations within the nucleus [56].
The supply of histone is a tightly regulated process. Any events leading to replicational
stress (as DNA damage for example) disturb the fine balance between histone supply and
demand and have deleterious effects on the cell. Histone chaperone have critical roles in
regulating this process. Consistently, deletion of the major histone H3/H4 chaperones CAF-1
(Chromatin Assembly Factor 1) or ASF1 in various organisms impair S-phase progression
[57, 58]. In human, it was shown that ASF1 exists in a highly mobile soluble pool that buf‐
fered the histone excess [59]. In the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, ASF1 depletion impairs cell
cycle progression and generates chromosome instability [60]. In this organism, it was shown
that the up-regulation of the amount of histone in the cells leads to the degradation of the
excess histones by a Rad53 kinase-dependent mechanism [61].
4.1. Transport into the nucleus
The nuclear import of the histone complexes is among the first levels of regulation. Several
groups have attempted to define the mechanisms by which the histone supply might be
regulated. The role of specific domains within newly synthesized histones essential for
transport (and also formation of nascent chromatin) was first addressed using powerful ge‐
netic approaches in the yeast S. cerevisiae. Pioneer studies performed in budding yeast em‐
phasized the essential role of both N-terminal H2A/H2B tails for cell viability (reviewed in
[62]). Fusion protein experiments using fluorescent tracers led to the assumption that nucle‐
ar localization signals (NLS) are present in the N-terminal non-structured domain of histone
proteins, and their interaction with karyopherin or importins would promote nuclear im‐
port of newly synthesized histones [63, 64]. Nevertheless, incorporation experiments of
exogenous histones in the slime mold Physarum polycephalum showed that H2A/H2B dimers
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lacking both tail regions still localized to the nucleus. It was thus concluded that the tails of
H2A/H2B are dispensable for nuclear import. However, the chromatin assembly analyses
revealed that at least one tail is necessary for the deposition of the dimer complex into chro‐
matin [65]. Conversely, studies using a similar strategy of incorporation of exogenous histo‐
nes in Physarum to examine the fate of the H3/H4 complexes exhibited a function of the
amino-terminal domains in nuclear import. Indeed, the histone H3/H4 dimers lacking H4
tail are inefficiently imported, while H3 tail was found dispensable in this process, but im‐
paired nucleosome assembly coupled to replication [66].
By extending out of the nucleosomal structure, the exposed N-terminal regions of histones
are subjected to active post-translational modifications. These marks, when imposed on as‐
sembled histones, have been shown to impact on the overall nature of the chromatin [67].
Newly synthesized histones are also characterized by a specific pattern of post-translational
modifications, imposed in the cytoplasm shortly after synthesis. For example, newly synthe‐
sized H4 are diacetylated at lysine 5 and 12 by the holoenzyme HAT1 (Histone Acetyl
Transferase 1), and these acetyl groups are rapidly removed after the assembly of histones
into chromatin [68]. Despite the conservation of the H4 diacetylation throughout the evolu‐
tion, the actual function in histone nuclear import and/or chromatin assembly remains un‐
determined. In Drosophila embryos, the RCAF complex comprises ASF1, acetylated H3K14,
and diactetylated H4K5K12 [60] and in human, the CAC complex is composed of diacetylat‐
ed H4K5K12 and CAF-1 [69]. This highlights an essential role of this dual signature for the
formation of a complex between H3/H4 and the major chaperones associated to replication.
However, as revealed by the co-crystal structure, ASF1 interacts with the C-terminal region
of H3 [70], so the precise role of the post-translational modifications is not obvious. Striking‐
ly, all described chaperones so far do not interact with the unstructured tails of histones. To
conclude, even if the requirement of the amino-terminal regions of the histones has been evi‐
denced for the assembly of chromatin and/or regulation of histones, their precise involve‐
ments in the overall process still necessitate investigations.
4.2. Mechanism of chromatin reassembly
Albeit the two DNA strands run in opposite directions, the progression of the replication
fork is unidirectional. To reconcile that, during the replication process one daughter strand
is synthesized continuously (the leading strand) whereas the other (the lagging strand) is
build by short stretches of DNA named Okazaki fragments, ligated afterwards. Does this
particular mode of duplication have an impact on parental nucleosomes segregation ? Even
if adjacent “old” histones tend to segregate together, no clear preference for the leading or
lagging strand have been demonstrated, mainly because the studies did not clearly discrimi‐
nate the two strands. A recent study suggests that nucleosome positioning onto the lagging-
strand could determined the length of Okazaki fragment in S. cerevisiae, via interaction with
the enzyme polymerase pol δ, responsible for the extension of the nascent DNA chain
through the 5′ end of an Okazaki fragment [71]. By purifying Okazaki fragments, and per‐
forming the alignment onto the yeast genome, they demonstrated that they strikingly map‐
ped with nucleosome positions. Once again, these experiments nicely illustrated the
coupling between the DNA replication and the chromatin assembly.
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The apparent higher sensitivity to nuclease digestion of newly synthesized chromatin com‐
pared to bulk chromatin suggests that new chromatin is not completely mature. Even
though it was shown that specific post-translational modifications carried by newly synthe‐
sized histones and the absence of linker H1 histone could at least partially outline a more
relaxed chromatin state, the reasons for the detection of the greater DNA accessibility in re‐
plicated chromatin remain actually elusive.
Newly synthesized H3/H4 are sequestered into the cytoplasm by ASF1, probably through
interaction with several other chaperones, like the histone acetyltransferase HAT1, heat-
shock proteins as HSC70 (Heat Shock Cognate 70 kDa protein), HSP90 (Heat Shock Protein
90), and NASP (Nuclear Autoantigenic Sperm Protein). The recent involvement of NASP as
part of a cytosolic H3/H4 histone buffering complex is surprising, as this protein was initial‐
ly described as an H1 chaperone [72, 73]. Indeed, in the nucleus ASF1 synergize with CAF1
via direct interaction with the p60 subunit. CAF1 was described to promote chromatin as‐
sembly in vitro [74]. This evolutionary conserved trimeric protein complex is recruited to site
of DNA synthesis through interaction of the p150 subunit with the replication processivity
factor PCNA, linking again chromatin assembly to replication fork progression [58]. As for
parental histones, pioneer experiments using pulse-labeled histones suggested a sequential
deposition of newly synthesized histones, with a H3/H4 tetramer assembled first, follow by
the deposition of two H2A/H2B dimers.
The deposition model of nucleosomes, based on the stable tetrameric nature of histone H3/H4,
was recently revisited [75]. Tagami and colleagues purified predeposition chromatin assem‐
bly complexes from HeLa cells stably expressing epitope-tagged histone H3.1 isoform (the rep‐
licative  histone).  The analyses  of  the  immunoprecipitated tagged histones  from purified
nucleosomes and from the predeposition complexes showed that whereas about 50% of H3 in
the nucleosomal fraction contained the epitope tag, all the histone complex in the predeposi‐
tion complexes were tagged. It was thus concluded that H3/H4 complex is deposited onto
DNA as dimer rather than tetramer. Biochemical, crystallographic and NMR analyses of ASF1
in complex with H3 (and sometimes H4) confirmed the dimeric nature of H3/H4 bound to the
chaperone [70, 76, 77]. Furthermore, the structural data pointed out that the H3/H4 heterodim‐
er binds ASF-1 at critical residues for H3/H3 interaction in the nucleosome, thus physically
blocking the formation of a H3/H4 heterotetramer. This model has been reinforced by muta‐
tions of amino acids at critical regions. The dimeric nature of H3/H4 is also supported by a pa‐
per analyzing the composition of centromeric nucleosomes in the fruit fly Drosophila. At this
particular genomic location, the nucleosome would exist in interphase as a stable tetramer, as a
complex of single copy of CenH3-H2A-H2B and H4 has been identified [78].
5. Concluding remarks
The semi-conservative mode of replication of DNA ensures that the genetic information is
faithfully transmitted to the daughter cells after mitosis. In higher eukaryotes, as the DNA is
replicated, the chromatin environment has to be removed and subsequently restored. Here,
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we have reviewed an overview of the actual mechanisms that can sustain this operation.
The studies described and cited in this chapter are based upon different experimental ap‐
proaches, which might potentially present caveats inherent to the experimentations. Even
though profound advancements have been reported during the past few years to clarify the
factors involved in the transport and delivery of histones, basic concerns still have to be un‐
raveled.
It is generally believed that the histone post-translational modifications impact chromatin
structure and the chromatin activities through the recruitment of different effectors and
modulators. Beside the mechanistic comprehension of the process of DNA replication in the
chromatin context, underlying question addressed is how the chromatin organization and
the information carried by histones are maintained or altered during replication. Indeed, the
demonstration of the link between chromatin replication and cell differentiation suggests
that the S-phase is a window of great opportunity for modulating the epigenetic regulations
in a genetic program. However, in this context, the alterations of the chromatin structure
and the histone modifications have not yet been fully elucidated.Three models can empha‐
size the nucleosome reorganization behind replication fork (Figure 2): (A) the entire parental
octamer is transferred to form nucleosome and newly synthesized histones fill up the gaps.
(B) The parental nucleosome splits into building blocks composed of a tetramer of H3/H4
and dimers of H2A/H2B, and the blocks are redistributed onto the two strands of DNA. The
new histones are utilized for achieving the formation of the octamer. (C) The recently ad‐
vanced dimeric nature of H3/H4 paved a new avenue for future investigations. The splitting
of the tetramer could lead to mixed nucleosome, composed of parental and new histones.
Figure 2. Working models of nucleosome reorganization during DNA replication. (A) Parental nucleosome is transfer‐
red as intact unit, without disruption of the octamer, leading to nucleosome fully constituted either of old or of new
histones. (B) Parental nucleosome splits into H3/H4 tetramer and H2A/H2B dimers. In this model, new and old H3/H4
cannot coexist in the same nucleosome behind the replication fork. (C) Parental nucleosome splits into H3/H4 and
H2A/H2B dimers, leading to mixed nucleosomes composed of old and new histones in each nucleosome building
block.
In any considered model, the epigenetic information associated with the histone marks need
to be copied from parental histones to newly synthesized ones. Concerning DNA methyla‐
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tion, the inheritance is a better-characterized process. In mammals, this modification mainly
occurs on CpG dinucleotide (a cytosine followed by a guanine). The anti-parallelism of the
DNA molecule, and the semi-conservative mode of DNA replication, ensure that the PCNA-
interacting DNA methyltransferase DNMT1 easily copy the parental pattern onto the virgin
daughter strand. To date, the mechanisms of the histone modification inheritance remains
unclear. Most likely, future works in the field will attempt to address this issue.
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1. Introduction
Telomeres are essential nucleoprotein structures at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes. They
play several essential roles preserving genome stability and function, including distinguish‐
ing chromosome ends from DNA double stranded breaks (DSBs) and maintenance of chromo‐
some length. Due to the inability of conventional DNA polymerases to replicate the very end
of a chromosome, sometimes known as the end replication problem, chromosome ends short‐
en with every round of DNA replication. In the absence of special telomere maintenance
mechanisms this telomere shortening leads to replicative senescence and apoptosis. Several
telomere maintenance mechanisms have been identified; these are reflected in several known
types of telomeres. In most eukaryotes telomeres comprise a tandem array of a short, 5-8 bp,
well conserved repeat unit, and telomere length is maintained by telomerase, a specialized
reverse transcriptase that carries its own RNA template and adds telomeric sequences onto
chromosome ends [1].  Nevertheless,  in  some organisms the  array of  short  telomeric  se‐
quence motifs has been replaced with less conventional sequences, such as satellite sequen‐
ces  or  transposable  elements.  The  telomeres  of  such organisms are  maintained through
homologous recombination or through transposition of the mobile elements [2,3]. These dif‐
ferent telomere types present distinct difficulties for chromosome end protection. Telomeres
maintained by telomerase are protected by a proteinaceous telomere cap, termed shelterin,
that recognizes chromosome ends in a DNA sequence specific manner, while telomeres with
long terminal repeat units are protected by a cap, termed terminin, that binds to chromo‐
some ends independently of DNA sequence.
2. The structure of telomeric DNA: “usual” and “unusual” telomeres
The most common telomere structure found across the whole eukaryotic tree is a simple
telomeric repeat of the form (TxAyGz)n generated by telomerase. For example, the sequence in
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unikonts generally, including animals, fungi and amoebozoa, is T2AG3, while in most plants
and green algae it is T3AG3. Within these broad generalizations, however, there are excep‐
tions. Some species seem to have lost the canonical telomeric motif altogether. We will men‐
tion a few examples here, then describe one of these examples in more detail.
2.1. Chromalveolata
The terminal sequence motif seems to be quite variable among the Chromalveolates, while
still adhering to the consensus telomeric motif (Figure 1). Apicomplexa species use three
different motifs [4-6], and ciliates use two [4,7]. Dinoflagellates use T3AG3 [8], similar to plants
and green algae, while diatoms use T2AG3 [9], similar to unikonts. Photosynthetic species in
the Chromalveolates are derived from the engulfment of a red alga. The resulting nucleo‐
morphs retain the algal linear chromosomes and telomeres that are very different. The cryp‐
tomonad,  Guillardia  theta,  for  example,  uses T3AG3  in its  nucleus and (AG)7A2G6A in its
nucleomorph [11,12].
Figure 1. Diagram showing five major eukaryotic supergroups and representative telomeric motifs. These groups are
shown to have diverged from a single latest common ancestor, because the evolutionary relationships are not known.
Trees connecting the major taxa within these supergroups are shown, but the branch lengths are arbitrary. Represen‐
tative telomeric motifs are shown for the major subtaxa. In some cases, two or three representative motifs are known
for one of these taxa, as shown. Exceptions to these representations are discussed in the text. The figure was modified
from [10] with permission.
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It seems likely that the telomere binding proteins in these organisms are either different in
the two intracellular bodies, or do not bind in a DNA sequence specific manner.
2.2. Plantae
Among the Plantae, land plants and green algae mostly use T3AG3 as a telomeric motif,
while the red algae have a very different sequence at their chromosome ends. The red alga
Cyanidioschyzon merolae, for example, uses A2TG6 [13]. While telomeres in most green algae
conform to the telomeric motif of this kingdom, the order Chlamydomonadales includes
species that carry the telomeric motifs T4AG3, T3AG3 and T2AG3, apparently independently
of phylogeny as determined by the 18S rDNA sequence [14]. Some species of this order lack
all three of these telomeric motifs and carry unknown DNA sequences at their chromosome
ends. It is possible that the 18S rDNA sequence does not represent an accurate reflection of
phylogeny or the telomeric motif is quite variable in this order. In either case, it seems that
sequence specific binding by telomeric proteins may have eased in this order.
Similarly, while most land plants retain the canonical T3AG3 telomeric motif, telomeres in a
few orders differ from this structure. Within the monocot order Asparagales some species of
Alliaceae have switched to the sequence T2AG3, and others appear to have lost the canonical
telomeric sequence completely. It has been proposed that the telomeres of these latter Allia‐
ceae species are maintained through transposition of mobile elements or through homolo‐
gous recombination between the satellite sequences [15,16]. In the eudicot order Solanales
the canonical telomeric motif as well as telomerase are absent from several genera of the
family Solanaceae [17-20]. The actual telomeric sequence and compensation mechanism in
this group of plants, however, remain unknown.
2.3. Unikonta
The T2AG3 telomeric sequence is found widely among the unikonts (Figure 1). While this is
generally true within the fungi, representatives of two classes, Schizosaccharomycetes and
Saccharomycetes, use variable, degenerate telomeric sequences that may result from replica‐
tion infidelity or slippage [12]. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for example, the repeat motif is TG1-3.
Similarly, T2AG3 is found widely at chromosome ends among metazoans. The animal phy‐
lum Arthropoda,  however,  uses the sequence T2AG2  at  telomeres,  and its  sister  phylum
Tardigrada lacks both of these telomeric motifs [21]. Insects are the largest class of arthro‐
pods, and even here individual insect taxa may have different forms of the canonical se‐
quence or even unrelated telomeric sequences. Insects seem to have lost the canonical arthropod
telomeric motif several times [22,23]. In some cases, such as the coleopteran superfamily
Tenebrionoidea, the arthropod repeat has been replaced by a similar motif, in this case TCAG2
[24], while in many other instances the new telomeric DNA sequence has not been identified.
Insects of the orders Diptera, Mecoptera and Siphonaptera (superorder Antliophora) do not
carry a canonical telomeric DNA sequence at their chromosome ends [23,25]; nor do they
have a telomerase gene [26], indicating that telomerase was lost some 260-280 Mya. Even
so, Diptera is one of the most successful insect orders, with some 152,000 species [27]. This
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suggests that telomerase and the canonical telomeric DNA sequences generated by telomer‐
ase, per se,  are not critical for evolutionary survival. It is possible telomerase is expenda‐
ble, as long as the telomere capping complex is compatible with whatever terminal DNA
sequence is present on chromosome ends. When the primary pathway for telomere replica‐
tion is defective,  an alternative backup mechanism can restore telomere function. It  was
documented in yeast. Yeast mutants lacking telomerase showed the progressive telomere
loss and, although the majority of the cells died, a minor subpopulation survived via homol‐
ogous recombination [28].
Long satellite sequences have been reported in nematoceran species. Chromosome tips of
several Chironomus species (infraorder Culicomorpha) consist of large, 50-200 kb, blocks of
complex, tandemly repeated sequences that have been classified into subfamilies based on
sequence similarities. Different telomeres display different sets of subfamilies, and the distri‐
bution of subfamilies differs between individuals within a species. The variation of the satel‐
lite sequences supports the proposal that telomeres in Chironomus are elongated by a gene
conversion mechanism involving these long blocks of complex repeat units [29-32]. A simi‐
lar situation has been found in Anopheles gambiae (infraorder Culicomorpha) using a plasmid
fortuitously inserted into the complex telomeric sequences at the tip of chromosome 2L. The
telomere carrying the plasmid was found to engage in frequent recombination events that
resulted in extension of the terminal array [33,34]. Recently, a similar case was reported in
Rhynchosciara americana (infraorder Bibionomorpha). Tandem arrays of short repeats, 16 and
22 bp in length, were found to extend to chromosome ends [35]. Although telomere elonga‐
tion could not be assayed in this case, it seems likely that the mechanism is similar to that
seen in other nematoceran species. In many respects, these complex arrays resemble subtelo‐
meric sequences [36], suggesting a possible mechanism for telomere formation upon the loss
of telomerase.
Telomere structures have only been examined in a single brachyceran genus, Drosophila (in‐
fraorder Muscomorpha). Telomeric DNA sequences consist of long arrays of non-long ter‐
minal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons and are thus very different from those found in
Nematocera. These telomeric transposons resemble long interspersed elements (LINEs)
found in mammals, but have some differences that may reflect their telomere-specific ‘life‐
style.’ Three families of telomeric elements have been described in Drosophila melanogaster
(subgenus Sophophora), HeT-A, TART and TAHRE [2]; in all cases these elements are attach‐
ed to the chromosome by their 3' oligo(A) tails. Many of the elements are truncated at the 5'
end, possibly due to the end replication problem. HeT-A transposons are about 6 kb in
length and make up about 80-90% of the elements found at chromosome ends. They are
atypical LINE-like elements in three respects: the 3' untranslated region (UTR) comprises
about 3 kb or half the length of the element; the transcriptional promoter is at the 3' end of
the element to prevent loss when the element is present at the chromosome terminus with
its 5' end exposed to incomplete DNA replication of linear DNA; and an open reading frame
(ORF) coding for a reverse transcriptase is absent. TART elements are about 10 kb in length
and make up about 10-20% of the telomeric retrotransposons. They are also unusual ele‐
ments, but in some ways that differ from HeT-A: they also have an unusually long 3' UTR;
they have a relatively strong antisense promoter of unknown function and a pair of perfect
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long non-terminal repeats that may be important for replication [37,38]; they make a reverse
transcriptase, but the encoded Gag-like protein is unable to target telomeres in the absence
of the HeT-A Gag [39]. TAHRE elements closely resemble HeT-A, except they encode their
own reverse transcriptase. Thus, while TAHRE seems to be the only one of the three ele‐
ments capable of independent transposition, it is by far the least abundant, comprising only
1% of the telomeric retrotransposons.
HeT-A and TART elements have also been found in Drosophila virilis (subgenus Drosophila)
Although there is little sequence homology across species, the two types of retrotransposons
can be recognized by their telomeric locations and unusual structures, as described above
[40,41]. Given the difficulty in finding homology between evolutionarily related telomeric
elements within the Drosophila genus, finding similar elements in other brachyceran species
based on homology alone is unlikely. Thus, it is not known when these targeted transposi‐
tions took over the role of telomere maintenance from homologous recombination.
Human telomeres have been shown to form a large terminal loop dependent on the pres‐
ence of a 3'  G strand overhang at the telomeric end. This 3'  end is tucked back into the
double-stranded DNA as a loop, termed a t-loop [42]. Similar t-loops may also be formed
in yeast [43].
3. Proteins associated with telomeres
The telomere cap, a multiprotein structure at chromosome end ensuring stability and integ‐
rity of the genome, was revealed by early cytological observations of chromosomal rear‐
rangements after exposure to ionizing radiation [44]. The telomere cap allows cells to
distinguish their natural chromosome ends from DSBs, thus protecting the chromosome ter‐
mini from inadvertent DNA damage response (DDR) activities. Defects in the cap, or DSBs
elsewhere in the genome, lead to activation of cell cycle checkpoints followed by DDR mech‐
anisms. A consequence of inappropriate DSB repair are end-to-end fusions of chromosomes,
i.e. formation of ring chromosomes or dicentric linear chromosomes, followed by chromo‐
some breakage, which results in genomic instability and loss of cellular viability [45,46]. Al‐
though, in this context, telomeres perform the same essential function across phyla, cap
proteins of diverse organisms are less conserved that one might expect. Even within a single
taxonomic class, such as mammals, telomeric proteins display less conservation than other
chromosomal proteins [47]. In mammals the telomere-specific cap complex has been termed
‘shelterin’ (Figure 2). The six-protein complex is formed by double-stranded TTAGG repeat-
binding proteins TRF1 and TRF2, which recruit TIN2 and TPP1. The latter proteins make a
bridge between the TRF proteins and G-overhang-binding protein, POT1. The sixth protein
is the TRF2-interacting protein RAP1 [46,48,49]. A characteristic of shelterin proteins is spe‐
cific and exclusive association with telomeric DNA, where they are permanently present
throughout the cell cycle and serve as platform for a transient and dynamic recruitment of a
number of telomere-associated factors, referred to as non-shelterin telomeric proteins. These
non-shelterin proteins are required for telomere protection and replication but also have nu‐
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merous nontelomeric functions. Examples include DDR proteins that are commonly in‐
volved in DSB repair through nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) or homologous
recombination (HR), such as ATM, ATR and Ku70/80, which associate with TRF1 and TRF2,
and the MRN complex, composed of the MRE11, RAD50 and NBS1 (MRN) proteins, which
associates with TRF2 [50-55]. Another protein associated with TRF2 is Apollo, an exonu‐
clease important for recreating the 3' overhang [51,56]. The binding of shelterin proteins and
formation of a functional cap require a terminal DNA array of specific sequence and of satis‐
factory length.
Analysis of deleterious events at shelterin-free telomeres revealed six pathways for end pro‐
tection [57]. The primery protection by shelterin is against classical NHEJ and unwanted ac‐
tivation of ATM and ATR signaling. Additionally, shelterin provides a defense against
alternate NHEJ, HR and 5' end resection. Another protective layer is achieved through the
Ku70/80 heterodimer or 53BP1. 53BP1 minimizes resection but only at telomeres eliciting a
DNA damage signal. Ku70/80 blocks alternate NHEJ and HR at telomeres independent of a
DNA damage signal [57].
Figure 2. A. The telomere forms a t-loop structure characterized by invasion of the 3' overhang into a double stranded
telomeric DNA. B. Six proteins, TRF1, TRF2, TPP1, POT1, TIN2, and RAP1 form a dedicated telomere-protection protein
complex in humans [48,49,58].
Telomeres in Saccharomyces cerevisiae are protected by two separate protein complexes. One
is the Rap1/Rif1/Rif2 complex, which localizes to double-stranded telomeric DNA. The other
is the Cdc13/Stn1/Ten1 (CST) complex, which is targeted to the single-stranded G-overhangs
through sequence-specific binding of Cdc13. Defects in the CST complex result in degrada‐
tion of the C-stand and activation of DDR mechanisms [47]. As with shelterin, CST interacts
with numerous proteins required for telomere function. Some evolutionary conservation in
the protein composition of the cap is expected, for instance similarities to CST and shelterin
are observed in telomeric proteins of numerous organisms. This is documented for mamma‐
lian CST, which, although not involved in telomere capping, facilitates telomere replication
and, if impaired, leads to catastrophic telomeric defects [59]. Another example is Ver, a com‐
ponent of the Drosophila cap with weak structural similarities to Stn1 [60,61].
A multiprotein capping complex in Drosophila, termed ‘terminin,’ is an analog of mammali‐
an shelterin [61]. One major difference between these two complexes is that terminin does
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not bind to a specific telomeric DNA sequence. Rather limited information is available about
the structure and function of four known terminin proteins, HOAP, Moi, Ver, and HipHop.
As with shelterin, terminin proteins localize specifically to telomeres and appear to function
only at telomeres. HOAP is encoded by the cav gene [62]; Moi is a HOAP-binding protein
encoded by moi [63,64]; Ver is structurally homologous to STN1 and is encoded by ver [60];
and HipHop is a HP1-HOAP interacting protein [65]. Assembly of the terminin complex re‐
quires strict dependencies. For example, the binding of HOAP and HipHoP to telomeres is
interdependent, loss of one protein reduces binding of the other [65]; HOAP is required for
Ver and Moi localization [61]. The terminin complex seems to occupy a broad region cover‐
ing a more than 10 kb from the chromosome termini [65]. As with shelterin proteins, defects
in terminin proteins lead to frequent telomeric fusions.
As there is no specific telomeric DNA sequence in Drosophila, terminin binding to telomer‐
ic DNA is sequence-independent, which makes a substantial difference between mammali‐
an and Drosophila telomeres. In contrast to mammals, the complete loss of a Drosophila
telomere does not definitely mean inescapable damage to genome stability and cell death,
because under the right circumstances the telomere cap can be formed de novo as on any broken
chromosome end and perform there the same protective functions as the regular telomere.
This demonstrates that the telomeric retrotransposons, although important for telomere elon‐
gation, are not required as an unique assembly platform for cap formation [2,66,67].
Similar to shelterin, terminin presents a docking site for binding of additional proteins,
called non-terminin capping proteins. Although not exclusively located at telomeres and
having some telomere-unrelated functions, these proteins are required for the capping func‐
tion and, in many cases, facilitate terminin assembly. There are several known non-terminin
proteins; most of them were identified because their mutants display frequent telomeric fu‐
sions [61]. The best characterized is HP1a that is encoded by Su(var)205. The presence of
HP1 at telomeres is required for HOAP binding, which reveals the importance of HP1 for
terminin assembly. As in mammals, other non-terminin proteins are DNA repair factors: the
Drosophila homologs of the ATM kinase and proteins of the MRN complex. Defects in the
MRN complex lead to reduction of HOAP and HP1 at telomeres and frequent telomeric fu‐
sions. Through its effects on the binding of HOAP and possibly other terminin components,
the MRN complex seems to be essential for the terminin formation [61,68,69]. ATM prevents
telomeric fusions, and defects in this protein partially affect HP1/HOAP localization [70-72].
Woc is a zinc-finger protein preventing telomeric fusions, but acting independently of HP1,
HOAP, and RAD50 [73]. UbcD1 is an E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme. It has been suggest‐
ed that UbcD1-mediated ubiquitination of telomeric proteins is an essential post-translation‐
al modification ensuring their proper function [61,74]. In contrast to non-terminin and non-
shelterin proteins that are largely conserved, a comparison between shelterin and terminin
reveals no obvious homology in protein composition. Loss of conservation between shelter‐
in and terminin proteins may correspond the evolutionary stage when a Antliophoran an‐
cestor lost telomerase-based telomere elongation and had to evolve a sequence-independent
protection of chromosome ends and acquire a new elongation system.
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A  highly  condensed  chromatin  structure  is  a  common  characteristic  of  telomeres  from
yeast to man. Usually telomeres are heterochromatic, and the heterochromatic properties
are thought to play an important role in telomeric function [75-77]. Telomeric chromatin
is  the  source  of  telomeric  position  effect  (TPE),  a  silencing  of  transgenes  inserted  into
telomeres or their  vicinity [78].  Besides the cap region, Drosophila  telomeres contain two
distinct chromatin domains:  a subtelomeric region of repetitive DNA, termed TAS (telo‐
mere associated sequence), exhibiting features that resemble heterochromatin, and a termi‐
nal  array  of  retrotransposons  with  euchromatic  characteristics  [79].  The  Drosophila  TAS
region is, in contrast to retrotransposon array, the source of TPE [79,80]. Although organ‐
ized into a heterochromatic structure, the vertebrate TTAGGG sequence remains unmethy‐
lated due to the lack of  a  appropriate  cytosine substrate.  The subtelomeric  region is,  in
contrast, heavily methylated by DNA methyltranferases DNMT1, DNMT3a and DNMT3b
[81].  Both in vertebrates and Drosophila,  telomeric and subtelomeric regions are enriched
in histone H3 methylated at lysine 9 (H3K9me), mediated by a H3K9-specific histone meth‐
yltransferase and HP1.
4. Telomeric replication and its difficulties
Based on DNA and protein composition, telomeres are typical heterochromatin, so their rep‐
lication should correspond with a common paradigm of late heterochromatin replication.
Based on early microscopic studies, it is generally accepted that DNA replication at early
stages of S phase is associated with expressed genes, whereas repressed tissue-specific genes
or heterochromatic regions are replicated during the late stages of replication [82-84]. The
late replication seems to be common, but definitely is not universal [85]. Replication of hu‐
man telomeres takes place throughout S phase, and specific telomeres tend to replicate at
defined stages, some replicating early and others late [86]. The pattern of replication timing
seems to be conserved between homologous chromosomes and does not vary between cells
of different individuals. Although no correlation was found with telomere length or telo‐
merase activity, a strong association was observed with nuclear localization. Late-replicating
telomeres show a preferential association with the nuclear periphery, while early-replicating
telomeres are preferentially located near the nuclear center [86]. A different situation was
found in budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where early telomere replication correlates
with short telomeric length and telomerase activity [87,88]. In fission yeast, Schizosaccharo‐
myces pombe, telomere replication corresponds to S/G2 phase [85,89].
Because of the repetitive nature of telomeric DNA, telomeres present a significant prob‐
lem for their replication. Spontaneous replication fork regression in telomeric DNA in vi‐
tro was determined to be 41% higher than seen in non-repeated DNA [90]. The obstacles
during replication may lead to formation of cruciform intermediates, resulting in unwant‐
ed recombination events, amplifications or deletions [90,91]. Most of the telomere is repli‐
cated by a standard replication fork, however, to achieve efficient telomere replication a
number of additional steps are needed. The process requires cooperation between stand‐
ard replication factors and telomeric proteins, DDR proteins and numerous additional fac‐
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tors  [47].  Examples  of  additional  proteins  are  RecQ-type  helicases  that  are  present  at
replication  forks  in  addition to  standard helicases  and are  shown to  unwind structures
similar to chickenfoot intermediates [90,92]. Cooperation of replication factors with shelter‐
in proteins is also documented. TRF1 mutants showed a reduction in replication efficien‐
cy,  suggesting that  TRF1 promotes efficient  replication of  telomeric  DNA by preventing
fork  stalling  [93].  Similarly,  Taz1,  a  TRF1 homolog in  fission  yeast,  has  been  shown to
prevent fork stalling [94]. Another example is mammalian CTC1; deletion of CTC1 results
in increased loss of leading C-strand telomeres, dramatic telomere loss and accumulation
of excessive single-stranded telomeric DNA [95].
In yeast, the replication of telomeres is initiated in subtelomeric regions, and the replication
fork moves towards the chromosome termini [96]. In mammalian cells, the origin of telo‐
meric replication and direction is ambiguous.
After the replication fork reaches the chromosome terminus, the lagging strand gains a 3'
overhang due to the removal of the primer for the terminal Okazaki fragment. At the same
time C-strand specific resection occurs by nucleases Exo1 and/or Dna2 to produce a G-over‐
hang on the leading strand [89]. If active, telomerase elongates the G-overhangs by addition
of new telomeric repeats. Telomerase action is followed by complementary C-strand synthe‐
sis by DNA pol α. The process is terminated by additional processing to remove the RNA
primer and to leave a 40-400 nucleotide G-overhang. The timing of the events differs be‐
tween species. In human cells, telomere replication occurs at the same time as telomerase-
mediated extension, and fill-in synthesis of C- strand is delayed until S/G2. Budding yeast
shows tight coupling between G-strand extension and C-strand synthesis [89,91].
5. The mechanisms of telomeric elongation and their regulation
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase that utilizes its protein subunit
(TERT in mammals, Est2p in S. cerevisiae) to elongate the 3' end of telomeric DNA using an
internal RNA subunit (TR) as a template [97-99]. Telomerase activity is related to cell prolif‐
eration status: it is high in actively cycling cultures and low in quiescent differentiated cells
[100]. Telomerase is not detected in human mature sperm or unfertilized eggs, but after fer‐
tilization telomerase is rapidly activated. A dramatic increase is observed in blastocysts, but
during later stages of gestation telomerase activity declines. In the 16-week fetus Wright
[101] showed high levels of telomerase in liver and intestine; detectable activity in lung,
skin, muscle, adrenal glands, and kidney; and very weak or no activity in brain, bone or pla‐
cental extracts. Most somatic cells in adults show no telomerase activity, as enzyme activity
is limited to specific types of proliferative cells, such as embryonic, stem and epithelial cells,
the germline, or cells of the hematopoetic system [102,103]. Telomerase activity is highly
regulated. Reactivation of telomerase is associated with tumor development, and converse‐
ly, insufficient telomerase activity is linked to stem cell diseases, such as dyskeratosis conge‐
nita and aplastic anemia [104-106].
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Telomerase is regulated through genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors: TERT and
TR transcription, posttranscriptional and posttranslational modifications of TERT, and telo‐
merase recruitment and processivity [104]. TERT promoter activity has been studied exten‐
sively, and numerous transcription factors have been found to interact with TERT. TERT
transcription is, for instance, activated by the oncogene c-Myc and suppressed by the tumor-
suppressor WT1 (Wilm’s tumor suppresor). Misregulation of TERT through the c-Myc or
WT1 pathways is associated with telomerase reactivation in cancer cells [107,108]. Although
transcription of TERT is the major determinant of telomerase activity, TERT transcript levels
do not always correlate with enzyme activity. Posttranslational phosphorylation may regu‐
late telomerase activity, as may telomerase degradation through ubiquitination, as the half-
life of telomerase activity was approximately 24 hours [109]. In human cells the POT1-TPP1
complex was found to be a key regulator of telomerase processivity [110-113].
Little is known about the regulation of telomere length in Drosophila, where two modes of
telomere elongation have been described: transposition of telomeric elements and gene con‐
version. The process of telomeric transposition is composed of several steps: 1. transcription
of the telomeric elements, 2. export of retroelement transcripts from the nucleus to the cyto‐
plasm, 3. translation, 4. nuclear re-import of the retroelement transcripts together the retro‐
element proteins, 5. recognition of chromosome ends, and 6. target-primed reverse
transcription, which attaches the 3' oligo(A) tails of the elements to chromosome termini [2].
Transposition of these elements to chromosome termini does not depend on a specific DNA
sequence at the target site and together with the loss of telomeric DNA results in tandem
arrays of mixed complete and 5' truncated elements [2]. The regulation of telomere elonga‐
tion may be on the level of retroelement transcription and/or accessibility of the chromo‐
some ends for new retroelement attachments. A variety of proteins have been identified to
play a role in Drosophila telomere capping, however, only a few proteins are known to func‐
tion in telomere elongation. HP1 was found to have a dual role in telomere protection and
telomere length control. Compared to wild-type, heterozygotous Su(var)205 mutants dis‐
played much longer telomeres associated with a dramatic increases in retroelement tran‐
scription and transposition [114-116]. The regulation of retroelement transcription by HP1
was observed along the terminal retrotransposon array, thus this HP1 function is not limited
to the telomere cap [117]. No, or only minor, changes were observed in telomere length or
retroelement transcription in mutants of genes involved in telomere capping, such as cav,
moi, ver or atm [61,117], which may indicate that terminin does not control telomere length.
Another gene regulating telomere length is prod. Although prod mutants showed elevated
levels of HeT-A transcripts, no change in telomere length was observed, suggesting that ele‐
vated retroelement transcription is not sufficient for telomere length growth [118]. Similar
data were observed for members of rasiRNA (repeat-associated small interfering RNA)
pathway aub (aubergine) and Spn-E. Their mutants displayed higher HeT-A transcript levels
[119], albeit without any significant increase in telomere length (our unpublished data). In
parallel with telomerase activity, transcription of telomeric elements is observed only in pro‐
liferating cells, such as embryonic cells, cells of imaginal discs, testis and ovaries [120,121].
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Telomere length is maintained through an interplay between telomere maintenance mecha‐
nisms and telomere shortening events. Based on human research it has been proposed that
telomerase activity and telomere length are modulated by different endogenous and exoge‐
nous factors, such as emotional or physical stress, health conditions and aging [102]. How‐
ever, the prime factor in telomeric shortening may well be oxidative stress. Due to a high
content of guanines, telomeres are particularly vulnerable to oxidative damage, and the im‐
pact of oxidative stress on telomeric length has been proposed to be much larger than the
end-replication problem [122]. Endogenous oxidative stress is associated with several cellu‐
lar processes, such as the mitochondrial OXPHOS system and inflammation. Mitochondrial
dysfunction-induced reactive oxygen species and hyperoxia in vitro lead to accelerated telo‐
mere shortening and reduced proliferative lifespan of cultured somatic cells [123]. Thus,
short telomeric length in humans appears to be linked to the limited proliferative capacity of
normal somatic cells, and it is likely that telomeric shortening is one of the key events relat‐
ed to cellular senescence and organismal aging. As telomeres shorten with age, telomere
length is considered as a biomarker of aging and a forecaster of longevity [102].
6. Conclusion
The  ends  of  all  linear  chromosomes  face  the  same difficulties  regardless  of  their  struc‐
tures. Chromosome ends are not replicated completely by the standard replication machi‐
nery, resulting in loss of sequence and a 3' overhang on half of the replication products.
Early eukaryotes may have solved the end replication problem by co-opting a reverse tran‐
scriptase that had arisen in a retrotransposable element [124] and using it to generate ar‐
rays of a simple repeat unit. They then solved the end protection problem by engineering
long 3' overhangs on all termini, which could then loop around and tuck into the double
stranded telomeric region and coating the terminal arrays with proteins that recognize the
product of the reverse transcriptase. This combination of telomere maintenance by telomer‐
ase and protection by CST/shelterin served eukaryotes well and has been amazingly sta‐
ble for more than a billion years.
Depending on how strictly shelterin recognizes the telomeric motif, the sequence may be
conserved over long expanses of time, as in unikonts. If shelterin is less strict in recognizing
the telomerase-generated motif, this sequence may have more latitude to vary, as in chro‐
malveolates. If the protective telomere cap completely loses its ability to recognize the telo‐
meric sequence, telomerase and the canonical telomeric motif may be lost. Many eukaryotes,
including yeast and humans use unequal homologous recombination/gene conversion as a
backup telomere maintenance system. It appears that in some species of plants and animals
telomerase has been lost, and gene conversion has taken over as the primary mechanism to
maintain chromosome length, with the eventual loss of telomeric motif. Chromosome length
maintenance and end protection must be maintained through all of this. The evolution of
new telomere structures, therefore, requires a delicate interplay between these two func‐
tions, as well as other telomeric functions that may be less well understood, such as hetero‐
chromatin formation and meiotic chromosome pairing.
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1. Introduction
Telomeres are the terminal regions of the linear chromosomes of eukaryotes, which are
composed of telomeric DNA and associated specific telomeric proteins. In most kinds of
organisms, telomeric DNA is presented by a large number of repetitive, strictly defined short
nucleotide sequences, such as: TTAGGG (in vertebrates), TTTAGGG (in the majority of
terrestrial plants) and TTGGGG (in the ciliated infusoria Tetrahymena), etc. Although
telomeric proteins differ among different groups of organisms they perform similar functions,
which mainly consist of telomere length regulation and their protection against degradation
(Grach, 2009). For a long time, it was considered that telomeres did not code RNA molecules
and thus proteins. Subsequently, it was found that RNA is still transcribed from telomeres but
that it did not encode any proteins. Further studies showed that this RNA plays an important
role in telomere length regulation and chromatin reorganisation during both development and
cell differentiation (Azzalin et al., 2007). In spite of the fact that telomeres do not code proteins,
they also perform very important functions, the main role of which is to maintain the stability
and functionality of the cellular genome. Among these are the protection of chromosomes from
fusion with each other (Blackburn, 2001), participation in mitotic and meiotic chromosome
segregation (Conrad et al., 1997; Dynek and Smith, 2004; Kirk et al., 1997), the stabilisation of
broken chromosome ends (Pennaneach et al., 2006), their attachment to the nuclear envelope
(Hediger et al., 2002; Podgornaya et al., 2000), influencing gene expression (Baur et al., 2001;
Pedram et al., 2006), counting the quantity of cell divisions (Allsopp et al., 1992; Kurenova &
Mason, 1997; Olovnikov, 1973), and also an original buffer function (Olovnikov, 1973). The
latter consists of the protection of the mRNA coding regions of chromosomes from the end
replication problem. The end replication problem consists of the impossibility of the full
reproduction of the previous length of linear DNA ends on the leading telomeres during of
the S-phase of the cell division cycle. It is caused by peculiarities in their structure and the
functioning of the DNA replication machinery. As a result the telomeric regions of chromo‐
© 2013 Grach; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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somes in daughter cells are shortened by several tens of nucleotides at each cell division
(Lingner et al., 1995). In addition to the end replication problem, the telomere repair problem
can also play a role in telomere length shortening. This problem in turn can be divided into
the end repair problem and the shelterin-mediated telomere repair problem. The end repair
problem includes the incomplete repair of DNA ends and direct damage-mediated telomere
shortening and it can occur at the extreme ends of chromosomes. The incomplete repair of
DNA ends consists in the inability of a repair system to complete the repair of damage if it
occurred at the extreme ends of telomeres, since repair proteins cannot work correctly on the
brink of a template and, as a result, they will also be shortened. Direct damage-mediated
telomere shortening is based on the fact that, in some cases, the repair of damage at the extreme
ends of chromosomes cannot even begin, in contrast to the incomplete repair of DNA ends at
which the repair process begins but is not fully completed. It can generally be invoked by the
fact that the breaks occurring on the extreme ends of chromosomes lead to the complete
separation of the terminal DNA section and as a result repair system proteins are not able to
even partially restore such damage. The consequence of this - and also of the subsequent
actions of nucleases, which restore previous telomere ends’ configuration - is the DNA ends
shortening again. The shelterin-mediated telomere repair problem consists of the inability of
the proteins involved in DNA damage response to detect and repair the damage occurring at
telomeres due to the fact that the telomeric proteins in combination with telomeric DNA form
a special structure on the telomeres called a telomeric loop (t-loop) that directly blocks DNA
damage response proteins, as well as they block various DNA repair pathways themselves
that is especially actual for the uncapped telomere condition when t-loop is not yet formed.
This ultimately leads to the accumulation of damage and telomere shortening, and occurs
along the entire length of telomeres where there is a telosome organisation and not just at their
extreme ends as is the case with the end repair problem.
Telomere shortening is closely related to the replicative potential of cells and their lifespan.
Thus, in accordance with A. M. Olovnikov’s telomere theory of aging, when the telomere
length approaches a certain critical level the cells stop dividing and begin ageing and are
exposed to apoptosis upon reaching that level (Olovnikov, 1973). This fact has been confirmed
experimentally in a number of studies (Allsopp et al., 1992; Allsopp et al., 1995; Aubert &
Lansdorp, 2008). Besides playing a key role in aging, telomeres are also have great significance
for carcinogenesis, as some cells with shortened telomeres acquire mechanisms to bypass the
aging program and gain (among other characteristics) the ability to maintain telomere length
and hence to "unlimited" quantity of divisions (Desmaze et al., 2003; Londoño-Vallejo, 2008;
Stewart & Weinberg, 2006). The ability to elongate telomeres in vertebrates can be realised by
means of two known mechanisms. The first and the most widespread mechanism among
tumours provides for the use of a special enzyme called telomerase. It is a ribonucleoprotein
enzyme consisting of a catalytic subunit, a telomerase RNA molecule and several additional
components. Joining in with the ends of telomeres, its catalytic subunit uses reverse transcrip‐
tion of RNA, which is a part of telomerase to elongate a G-rich chain of telomeric DNA, which
corresponds to the 3'-end regions of the DNA. Further, a C-rich chain corresponding to 5'-end
DNA is synthesised on a template of a significantly elongated G-rich chain by a regular DNA
polymerase reaction. As a result, the telomere ends gain the same structure as they had prior
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to the telomerase action but they become much longer in this case (Blackburn & Collins,
2011; Dong et al., 2005; Testorelli, 2003). The second mechanism, which is found in a minority
of neoplasm types, is accomplished by recombination-mediated telomere replication and
belongs to the alternative lengthening of telomeres mechanisms (ALT) (Grach, 2011a; Grach,
2011b; Henson et al., 2002; Muntoni & Reddel, 2005; Stewart, 2005). Besides the elongation of
telomeres in tumour cells, telomerase also has a high activity in stem and germ cells, thereby
providing them a high proliferative capacity (Meeker & Coffey, 1997). Meanwhile, its activity
is low or absent in normal somatic cells, making their replicative capacity strictly limited (Rhyu,
1995). As for ALT, it is usually repressed in normal cells by telomeric proteins and certain other
factors (Grach, 2011b).
In recent years, the study of telomeres has becomes increasingly popular among scientists who
are engaged both with different branches of molecular biology as well as with the most distant
problems in the whole of modern medicine. Such heightened interest in their study is first of
all caused by the fact that telomeres perform very important functions in the maintenance of
eukaryotic cell genome normal functionality. Besides this, telomeres define the replicative
capacity of cells and play a key role in their aging and transformation processes which make
these end structures an even more important subject for research. All of the above mentioned
roles of telomeres depend upon their shortening and, therefore, telomere shortening mecha‐
nisms are among the key aspects of telomere biology, because the loss of chromosome
functions, cell aging and degeneration are associated with the telomeric regions of chromo‐
somes’ length shortening. In this respect, the study of these mechanisms as well as the factors
involved in their protection and elongation are of primary importance as long as our cumu‐
lative knowledge can help in the future in the struggle against aging, tumours and many other
diseases, the treatment of which requires a high replicative capacity in the cells. Based on the
great significance of the telomere shortening process, the nub of various telomere-shortening
mechanisms will be considered in detail in this chapter, namely the end replication and
telomere repair problems.
2. The end replication problem
2.1. Early views of the end replication problem
2.1.1. The end replication problem as a cause of telomere length shortening, which determines the
replicative potential of cells
For the first time, the problem of eukaryotic linear chromosome ends’ replication was proposed
and described in detail in the form of the theory of marginotomy by A. M. Olovnikov in Russian
in 1971 (Olovnikov, 1971). One year later, in 1972, the problem was also described by J. D.
Watson, independently of Olovnikov (Watson, 1972). In 1973, the problem proposed by
Olovnikov was represented in its English version (Olovnikov, 1973). At the heart of this
problem, as was suggested, lies the inability of the usual DNA replication system to fully




it was assumed that the telomeric regions of chromosomes are shortened by roughly tens of
base pairs (bps) at each cell doubling (Olovnikov, 1973). This state of affairs should explain
why normal somatic cells, having divided a number of times, stop their further reproduction,
start ageing and undergo apoptosis (i.e. the causes of the Hayflick cell division limit) (Hayflick,
1965). It was therefore suggested that in all of the non-transformed somatic cells of the
organism, the telomere replication mechanism is absent and as a result of which they are
gradually shortened on their division. When telomeres shorten to the definite minimal length
needed for their normal functioning, the cells stop their division, age and then die. In other
words, it was suggested that the telomere shortening process is a kind of "counter" which
determines the replicative potential of cells (Olovnikov, 1973). These suppositions have been
confirmed experimentally in several studies (Allsopp et al., 1992; Allsopp et al., 1995; Levy, et
al., 1992). Thus, in one such experiment it was found that cells with shortened telomeres could
perform far fewer divisions than cells with long telomeres (Allsopp et al., 1992).
2.1.2. The old theoretical model of the end replication problem
We now consider the actual mechanisms of the incomplete replication of the ends of linear
DNA. As is known, every human chromosome consists of two anti-parallel DNA strands,
which together form a single linear double-stranded DNA molecule with two ends. When the
end replication problem was described for the first time, it was still considered that according
to the generally accepted DNA model its ends would also have a double-stranded structure.
Proceeding from this understanding of DNA, has been formulated the old theoretical model
of the end replication problem, which was based on two possible mechanisms by means of
which DNA ends could not be completely replicated.
The first mechanism suggests that DNA polymerase implementing DNA synthesis only in the
5' → 3' direction should have besides the catalytic centre also the DNA binding site, which
should be located in front of catalytic one and be responsible for attachment of enzyme to a
parent DNA strand. As such, and during DNA replication, when a DNA polymerase ap‐
proaches the very end of the template by moving in front of the DNA binding site it cannot
continue synthesis and so dissociates from the DNA because it will have nothing more to bind
to. As a result, the end portion of a template which is equal in length to a DNA binding centre
cannot be replicated, since a DNA polymerase cannot simply bring its catalytic centre to the
last nucleotides of a parent strand without being dissociated from the DNA. Thus, after an
incomplete replication process of such a kind, the 3'-end of a new DNA strand should become
shortened by several nucleotides when compared with the parental one (Olovnikov, 1973).
The second mechanism of the incomplete replication of DNA ends was based on the fact that
a DNA polymerase is not able to begin new DNA synthesis itself but is capable only of
elongating already existing oligonucleotides. Therefore, at the very beginning of replication,
primase synthesises a short RNA primer of around 9-12 nucleotides long, which is subse‐
quently elongated by a leading strand DNA polymerase. When the DNA polymerase has
already synthesised a long enough DNA strand, the RNA primer is removed by RNase after
that the gap is filled by the polymerase and the ends between the DNA fragments are connected
by a ligase. The DNA end regions there do not form an exception and are replicated according
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to the same principle. However, the problem arises with the RNA primer, which is attached
to the 3'-end of the DNA and defines the 5'-end of a new strand. The end gap arising after
removal of the RNA primer cannot be filled later by the DNA polymerase, as there is no free
3'-end, which it could elongate. As a result, such incomplete end replication mechanism leads,
this time, to the shortening of the 5'-end of a new DNA strand (Olovnikov, 1973).
Thus, according to the old theoretical model of the end replication problem, the 5' overhang
at one end and the 3' overhang at the other can be formed at both daughter DNAs arising due
to the peculiarities in the functioning of the DNA polymerase system. Such single-stranded
protrusions should be cut by nucleases further in order to achieve double-stranded DNA ends’
structure - which, as it was supposed earlier, they had initially. Consequently, the daughter
chromosome telomere ends upon completion of the replication process will have the same
configuration as they had before doubling. However, at the same time they will be shortened
by a certain number of nucleotides (Olovnikov, 1973). The old theoretical model of the end
replication problem is depicted in Figure 1.
2.1.3. Experimental confirmation of the old theoretical model of the end replication problem
As is shown in Fig. 1, the old theoretical model of the end replication problem assumes that
incomplete replication can result from two mechanisms at both DNA ends - both on leading
and lagging strands, resulting in each daughter chromosome being shortened at each of it’s
telomeres simultaneously. Further experimental verification of these circumstances has
demonstrated quite different results for the leading strand and has completely confirmed the
suppositions concerning the lagging DNA strand. In the course of one piece of research into
the end replication problem using the artificially-created linear DNA replication system of the
SV40 virus in vitro, it has been clearly determined that leading strand is synthesised entirely
up to the very 5'-end of the template (Ohki et al., 2001). The explanation for this is that the
DNA helicase unwinds its parent DNA to the very end and thus allows the completion of the
synthesis of a new DNA strand. This discovery could abruptly undermine the possibility of
the existence of the first proposed incomplete DNA replication mechanism, which assumes
that due to the peculiarities of the functioning of DNA polymerase, the leading DNA strand
synthesis cannot be fully completed up to the very end of the template. However, it is perhaps
too early to judge this.
The results of another study of the end replication problem have shown the absolutely opposite
situation. In the course of experiments looking into G-rich and C-rich single-stranded DNA in
human fibroblasts, researchers unexpectedly revealed that the 5'-end of the DNA leading
strand template is not replicated completely in the proliferating cells. Therefore, the 5'-
overhangs appears in these cells predominantly during S-phase. This information provides
grounds to suppose that the replication fork can terminate before reaching the chromosome’s
end. The authors of this study explain this in such a way that if the last RNA primer of the
lagging strand is to be created as closely as possible to the 3'-end of the template then, in this
case, the complete synthesis of the leading strand up to the very end of the 5'-end of a template




replication and related to it, enhanced telomere shortening may be observed (Cimino-Reale et
al., 2003).
Similar results have also been observed in one more study, although it was not carried out
with nuclear DNA but rather with the linear mitochondrial DNA end regions of the yeasts (in
humans, mitochondrial DNA is ring-shaped). It was found during this work that the DNA
polymerase stops at a distance of approximately 110 nucleotides from the 5'-end of a template
and does not continue further leading strand synthesis, thereby again leaving the 5'-overhangs.
However, the authors of the research could not explain why this happens (Nosek et al., 1995).
Consequently, the results of the researches just reviewed are quite conflicting. Unlike the first
investigation described, where DNA leading strand synthesis continues up to the very end of
the 5'-end of the parent DNA, creating "blunt" end, in the second and in the third studies we
observed the incomplete replication of the leading strand with the creation of a "sharp" end of
the DNA molecule. Moreover, none of the studies describe the possibility that complete or
incomplete replication of the parent DNA 5'-ends was due to the peculiarities in the function
of DNA polymerase as had been suggested by Olovnikov in its first incomplete DNA ends
replication mechanism. Instead they consider quite other reasons for - in one case of complete
leading strand synthesis to the very end of a template, and in another instance of incomplete
leading strand replication.
Therefore, this data cannot fully support or refute the possibility of the inability of DNA
polymerase to complete the replication of the 5'-end through a failure to bring its catalytic site
to the last nucleotides of a template. It is also very important to note that the above mentioned
studies, which describe the incomplete synthesis of the DNA leading strand with the creation
of a 5' overhang, in practice are almost unique in their kind. The prevailing majority of studies
show that leading strand is synthesised completely up to the very end of a template (Chai et
al., 2006; Lingner et al., 1995, Wright et al., 1997).
It was also shown in the experimental research reviewed by us initially that lagging strand
synthesis stops within the area located at a distance of approximately 500 bps from the end of
a parent strand leaving 3' overhangs there (Ohki et al., 2001). This in its turn fully supports
assumptions concerning existence of the second mechanism of incomplete DNA replication
described above. As too long extension of incomplete replication was found here, in this work
the authors have reviewed somewhat in a new way this mechanism, performed on the lagging
strand. It is known that the length of RNA primers range from 9 to 12 nucleotides, which has
been described in most of the studies that we have analysed (Griep, 1995; Hao & Tan, 2002;
Sfeir et al., 2005). In some cases, primers of 20-30 nucleotides in length are also mentioned
(Bouche et al., 1978; Dai et al., 2009). Nonetheless, the length of an incomplete replication of a
DNA lagging strand is much longer, and has been discovered to be as long as 500 nucleotides.
Therefore, the authors of this research propose the following mechanisms for the incomplete
replication of the DNA lagging strand. It should be noted that the first mechanism completely
corresponds to that proposed in the old theoretical model of the end replication problem for
DNA. As has already been noted, it is based on the removal of the end RNA primer and the
further failure to fill the resulting gap with deoxyribonucleotides. As lagging strand’s incom‐
plete replication reached approximately 500 nucleotides and the RNA primer length ranges
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replication and related to it, enhanced telomere shortening may be observed (Cimino-Reale et
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from 9 to 12 nucleotides, the authors of the work considered it very unlikely that this mecha‐
nism was the only one for the shortening of the 5'-end of daughter DNA. The second assumed
mechanism consists of the inability of the DNA polymerase α-primase to begin lagging strand
synthesis at the very end of a linear DNA molecule that can be the main cause of the end
replication problem of the parent DNA’s 3'-end (Ohki et al., 2001). It is also interesting that the
length of Okazaki fragments, which represent the short DNA fragments with RNA primers at
the 5'-end and are the key feature of the lagging strand, can range from between 100 to 500
nucleotides (Burgers, 2009; Mackenney et al., 1997; Zheng & Shen, 2011). Therefore, if such a
fragment cannot be formed at the very end of the parent strand then the DNA daughter strand





after the replication process will appear to be shortened in its length. Besides this research,
many other studies showing similar results with incomplete lagging strand synthesis are also
known.
Thus, most of the conditions of the old theoretical model of the end replication problem initially
proposed by Olovnikov were confirmed absolutely in the course of the experiments carried
out. In particular, it has been confirmed that telomeres are shortened at every cell division and
that, specifically, these circumstances define the replicative potential of the cells and appear
to be the cause of their aging and subsequent programmed cell death. Nevertheless, it was a
failure to acquire any information absolutely confirming that the specifically incomplete
replication of the DNA strands and subsequent cleavage of the resulting single-stranded
overhangs of the molecule by nucleases results in telomeres’ ends shortening, as was supposed
by the old theoretical model. Unfortunately, we also failed to find any experimental data which
fully confirms the first mechanism for the incomplete replication of DNA ends, assuming that
DNA polymerase is not able to completely copy the 5'-end of the DNA leading strand template
since it is incapable of bringing its catalytic site to the last nucleotides of a parent strand. At
the same time, the results of the studies show that the 5'-end of a template remains in some
cases not completely replicated, but other reasons for this, which are not directly related to
DNA polymerase are specified in these cases. Therefore, the assumption regarding incomplete
replication of the DNA leading strand is basically confirmed, but it is still unclear whether
DNA polymerase directly plays a key role here or whether some other factors are involved
(such as the ones that have been mentioned by the authors of the studies already discussed).
Given all this, the assumption concerning the second mechanism of the incomplete replication
of DNA ends is completely confirmed. Thus, the 3'-ends of the parent DNA, as was confirmed
by the results of the experiments and initially stated in the theory, cannot be completely
replicated during the lagging strand synthesis. As long as the extension of the incomplete
replication of a lagging strand was much longer than the RNA primer length, it was supposed
that the reason for the incomplete formation of a lagging strand along with the end primer
removal might be due to the inability to prime and create the whole Okazaki fragment at the
very DNA end. Given that the incomplete synthesis of the DNA leading strand is described
only in some studies, but in the overwhelming majority of works it is shown that leading strand
synthesis is performed completely up to the very end of a template, and that the 3'-end of the
DNA template cannot for sure be replicated completely, the old theoretical model of end
replication problem was also named a problem of incomplete lagging strand synthesis.
2.2. Modern views of the end replication problem
2.2.1. The establishment of the fact that telomere ends have a single-stranded structure
In the early 1980s, the data began to appear suggesting that both ends of each chromosome
need not necessarily have a double-stranded structure but that they have a single-stranded
structure (i.e. they are represented by 3'-overhangs). In 1981, it was noted for the first time that
the ends of the linear minichromosomes, which are present in macronuclei of such ciliates as
Oxytricha, Stylonychia and Euplotes, possess G-rich 3'-overhangs between 12 and 16 nucleotides
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long (Klobutcher et al., 1981). Later on, in 1989, similar results were also acquired for the linear
extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA of ciliate Tetrahymena and - evolutionarily distant from it
– the slim mould Didymium (Henderson & Blackburn, 1989). Later, in 1993, it was found that
the telomeres of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae also gain 3'-end overhangs in the late S phase
of the cell cycle and which differ a little in their dimensions from the ones which were described
in previous works, being formed by more than 30 nucleotides (Wellinger et al., 1993). Unlike
the above-mentioned organisms, which have a constant G-overhang length, the telomeric
overhangs of higher eukaryotes display variability, even among the different cells studied in
one group. As has been demonstrated by the results of a great number of studies, human
telomeres possess very heterogeneous 3' overhangs, ranging from very short ones 35 nucleo‐
tides long and even less, to very long ones with an extension of 500 nucleotides or more.
Furthermore, such varying in their dimensions G-overhangs are observed in all types of
examined cells including the telomerase-positive transformed cells, telomerase-negative
normal mitotic cells and post-mitotic cells (Cimino-Reale et al., 2001; Makarov et al., 1997;
McElligott & Wellinger, 1997; Stewart et al., 2003; Wright et al., 1997). All these observations
allow the supposition that G-overhangs are a general feature of eukaryotic chromosome
telomeres.
2.2.2. A new theoretical model of the end replication problem
Based on numerous experimental observations showing that telomere ends’ structure is not
double-stranded but single-stranded, J. Lingner et al. have shown that this situation consid‐
erably changes established views as to the end replication problem. In particular, they
demonstrated that the second mechanism of incomplete DNA replication, based on last RNA
primer removal, no longer necessarily appears to be a problem for DNA replication machinery
and the cause of telomere shortening. As primer cutting all the same leads to the creation of a
3' overhang, which also existed prior to replication and which is a normal structural feature
of chromosome ends, so no genetic informational loss occurs in this case. In this respect, the
incomplete synthesis of the lagging strand up to the end of a template can be considered now
to be the mechanism of normal single-stranded 3' overhang telomere ends’ structural forma‐
tion. At the same time, a problem arises with the leading strand synthesis. This is caused by
the fact that in the course of replication on such telomeres, daughter chromosomes lose the 3'
overhang which was present in the parent chromosome and in the absence of telomerase this
will accordingly result in their shortening. Moreover, if it is not restored by this enzyme to its
previous state then, and only in this case, in the next round of replication might be observed
the problem of incomplete lagging strand synthesis and already associated to it DNA short‐
ening (Lingner et al., 1995) (Fig. 2). Thus, the result of replication with the new theoretical
model proposed by Lingner et al. is a formation of two daughter DNAs which have one "sharp"
end with a 3' overhang forming due to lagging strand synthesis and the other "blunt" end (or
a "sharp" one with a 5' overhang if we take into consideration the possibility of performing the
first mechanism of the old model of the end replication problem proposed by Olovnikov)
forming on the leading strand. In contrast to the earlier proposed theoretical model of the end
replication problem where overhangs should be cut, now single-stranded 3'-end protrusions




to a new theoretical model leading strand synthesis results in the loss of 3' overhangs and the
formation of "blunt" DNA ends, but the results of many experiments show that both chromo‐
some ends have G-overhangs, and given that incomplete lagging strand replication assumes
its formation only on one end, then there should also be a mechanism creating such an
overhang on leading telomeres (Fig. 2).
Lingner et al. have also proposed two possible mechanisms for previous 3' overhang formation
which also guarantee that DNA shortening, due to a problem of incomplete lagging strand
synthesis, can never occur. The first mechanism presupposes that after the DNA replication
process the end of the newly synthesised leading strand in the "blunt" DNA end can be
elongated by telomerase and as a result a "sharp" DNA end, with a previous 3' overhang, will
be restored. The possible caveat of this variant is that the DNA molecule with the “blunt” end
acts here as a substrate for telomerase but telomerase is able to elongate only single-stranded
ends rather than double-stranded ends as was found earlier in vitro. Nevertheless, the
possibility that telomerase access could be provided in this case by helicases, nucleases or
proteins binding single-stranded DNA has been considered. The second mechanism assumes
that telomerase acts before the replication process, elongating the 3' overhang. It creates a
template for the gap-filling synthesis of the complementary C-strand. As a result of the
elongation of the 5'-end by conventional DNA replication machinery and the subsequent
removal of the RNA primer, a telomere end region acquires a 3' overhang structure again but
becomes much longer. Now, when the replication process approaches its end, the overhang
on the leading strand is also lost but the genetic material no longer decreases, since before
replication the parent strand of the leading strand was elongated. Further, the so-formed DNA
"blunt" end and, in particular, its 5'-end region are exposed to processing by nucleases resulting
in the formation of a "sharp" end with a previous 3' overhang that existed prior to the elongation
by the telomerase (Lingner et al., 1995).
2.2.3. Experimental evidence for the new theoretical model of the end replication problem
These mechanisms describe the different possibilities for the creation of a previous 3' over‐
hang and opposition to telomere shortening due to an inability during leading DNA strand
synthesis to create such a single-stranded protrusion. However, both of these mechanisms are
based on the possibility of telomerase action. At the same time telomerase activity is either very
low in most normal human somatic cells or else is not observed at all (Rhyu, 1995). In spite of
this, 3' overhangs are observed at both chromosome ends in normal cells (Makarov et al., 1997).
There are also the results of focused experimental studies, showing that the removal of the genes
coding for telomerase components does not affect the G-overhang structure considerably and
this in turn also shows that the formation of such overhangs occurs irrespective of telomerase
activity (Dionn & Wellinger, 1996; Hemann & Greider, 1999; Yuan et al., 1999). Besides, it was
found during another study that these overhangs are exposed to cell cycle-regulated changes
independent of telomerase activity (Dai et al., 2010). At the same time, telomerase in the cells
where it is present is capable of elongating the 3' overhang after it is formed and thus make it
like in the previous parental telomere. On this basis, it might be supposed in principle that
previous 3' overhang in cells where there is no telomerase activity cannot be restored, but at the
same time in its place a new overhang, by means of a special mechanism which will be reviewed
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later, is formed which results in the telomere shortening. It is should also be mentioned that if
it were forever restored to a previous state with the telomerase participation that was as‐
sumed in the above described mechanisms, it would lead to telomeres not be shortened during
the course of cell doubling. This is equivalent to the acquisition of the unlimited replication
potential which is observed mainly in the transformed cells. At the same time, the second
mechanism reviewed presupposes that after preliminary elongation by polymerases, a DNA
"blunt" end formed during replication due to the impossibility of creating a 3' overhang through
leading strand synthesis is exposed to treatment by nucleases which process its C-rich strand
and thus create an overhang of a specific length.  Recent studies suggest that such post-
replication treatment of a parent strand by nucleases,  independently of whether there is
telomerase in the cells or not, seems likely to be the main mechanism of 3' overhang forma‐
tion in the leading telomeres (Lenain et al., 2006; van Overbeek & de Lange, 2006; Wu et al.,
2010). If the parent 3' overhang before replication were to be elongated by telomerase, then the
nucleases activity would further lead to previous 3' overhang formation, i.e. telomere end length
does not decrease upon that and even increases, and if not, then these enzymes will create a
new 3' overhang resulting in the shortening of the telomere’s length. It is important to note that
there are studies, showing that telomerase elongates the 3' overhangs of the leading daughter
telomeres (Chai et al., 2006). Therefore, the first of the above reviewed mechanisms can be
considered more realistic for previous 3' overhang restoration, especially taking into account
that the DNA’s "blunt" end after replication is necessarily exposed to the nuclease’s influence
and only after this does it become accessible for telomerase. It is also important to note that if
in a case of accomplishment of the first mechanism of the old model of the end replication
problem a DNA " sharp" end with a 5' overhang will be formed, the telomere ends shortening
in that case would be even greater, as the incomplete synthesis of the DNA leading strand up
to the end of a template and - related to this - excessive post-replication processing will take
place. The latter is caused by the situation that nucleases now, in order to create a 3' over‐
hang, will not only remove a certain number of C-strand nucleotides as a part of the double-
stranded DNA, but also its single-stranded overhang. The schematic representation of the new
theoretical model of the end replication problem is presented in Fig. 2.
It is clearly shown in Fig. 2 that under the new theoretical model of the end replication problem
the incomplete DNA lagging strand synthesis, as a consequence of the impossibility of creating
an Okazaki fragment and the removal of an end RNA primer, no longer leads to the daughter
telomere’s shortening but appears instead to be a kind of mechanism of their normal 3'
overhanging structures’ renewal. At the same time, during the synthesis of the leading strand,
the DNA replication machinery is not able to recreate such an overhang on other chromosome
ends as for its synthesis there is simply no template. Therefore, the leading telomeres of
daughter chromosomes with respect to a parent chromosome lose their 3' overhang, which
can be the cause of their further shortening. Experimental evidence for the claim that it is 3'
overhang loss, which really leads to telomere shortening is derived from one study where it
was found that the length of this overhang completely agrees with the chromosome end
regions’ shortening rate (Huffman et al., 2000). Nevertheless, there is also the data from another
study showing that the G-overhang length does not correlate with the telomere-shortening
rate (Keys et al., 2004). The authors of the research suggest that besides the 3' overhang loss in
the course of DNA replication; the telomere-shortening rate is also influenced by damage from




formation of DNA daughter molecules that have one "sharp" end with a 3' overhang and the
other "blunt" end. Taking into account that both chromosome ends have G-overhangs the
"blunt" end on the leading telomere is further exposed to treatment by nucleases which cut its
C-strand and thereby create the new 3' overhang, the length of which, will determine the rate
of telomere shortening due to the end replication problem in the next replication cycle. The
processing of the 5'-end of a parent strand of DNA can occur with the participation of such
factors as the MRN protein complex (MRE11-RAD50-NBS1) as well as EXO1 and Apollo
nucleases (Dewar & Lydall, 2010; Larrivee et al., 2004; Lenain et al., 2006; Maringele & Lydall,
2002; Tran et al., 2004; van Overbeek & de Lange, 2006; Wu et al., 2010; Zubko et al., 2004).
Given this, the likely leading role is assigned to the Apollo nuclease, as RNA interference
Figure 2. New theoretical model of the end replication problem.
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mediated repression of the gene encoding Apollo nuclease, leads to the loss of 3' overhangs,
subsequent cell cycle arrest and programmed death (van Overbeek & de Lange, 2006). The
dominant role of such overhangs on the ends of chromosomes, as has long been established
in the course of experiments, consists of the formation of special structures called telomeric
loops (t-loops, see below), which protect DNA ends from being recognised as double-stranded
breaks by the repair system proteins and other enzymatic influences (Grach, 2009; Griffith et
al., 1999; Stansel et al., 2001). This is why it is so important that the leading telomere form a
new 3' overhang, even taking into account some DNA parent strand shortening. It should also
be noted that if we assume - hypothetically - the possibility that chromosomes could function
normally if a 3' overhang was present on only one DNA end, at the same time if in this case
the parent 5'-end was never cut by nucleases, it would lead to the impossibility of telomere
shortening in a considerable number of primary cells and their immortalisation without
telomerase. Fortunately, it is not possible because then there would be a high probability of
such cells transforming. As is shown in Fig. 2, telomere shortening as a result of one round of
DNA replication happens due to the impossibility of recreating a 3' overhang on a leading
daughter telomere and a subsequent undercut of a 5'-end by nucleases in creating such a new
overhang. If, after these events, a telomerase does not become active and does not elongate
this new 3' overhang, thereby providing the possibility of recreating a previous overhang, then
the shortened 3'-ends, having passed to the next round of replication will lead to a situation
such that now, on their template, even shorter 5'-ends will be created as a result of incomplete
lagging strand synthesis. Therefore, it is possible to say that in such cases telomere shortening
can be performed by means of incomplete lagging strand synthesis, which, it should be
especially emphasised, is possible only after the previous loss of the 3' overhang or, as some
have noted, after incomplete DNA leading strand synthesis, and so cannot proceed on the
initial chromosomes. It is interesting to notice here that in certain scientific works, which
describe the new model of the end replication problem, the 3' overhang loss is designated as
a problem of incomplete leading strand synthesis. This description - as it appears to us - does
not fully correspond to the actuality because, in this case, a template is replicated to the very
5'-end, unlike the variant proposed by the first mechanism of the old model of the end
replication problem, where its incomplete replication with C-overhang formation can be
carried out. Therefore, with regard to a single-stranded template, the leading strand synthesis
here is performed completely, however the truth is that in relation to the parent double-
stranded DNA with a 3' overhang on both sides it does not do so completely. Thus, irrespective
of these descriptions, but in the case of absence of telomerase activity, it seems to be possible
that the following chain of events under the new theoretical model of the end replication
problem lead to a daughter telomeres’ shortening: a 3' overhang loss on the DNA daughter
strand, the processing of the 5'-end of the DNA parent strand within one round of replication,
and then the incomplete replication of a shortened 3'-end of the previous DNA daughter strand
in the next one.
In order to understand in more detail how incomplete DNA lagging strand synthesis and 3'
overhang loss on the leading telomere is accomplished under the new theoretical model of the
end replication problem, let us examine the structure of replication forks on both chromosome




Fig. 3 shows two replication bubbles on eukaryotic chromosome ends, each of which consists
of a pair of replication forks moving in opposite directions. As is known, in most cases the
initiation of replication is accomplished from a non-telomeric origin (Gilson & Geli, 2007). Later
on, one fork of the replication bubble moves towards a centromere and another one towards
a telomeric end. Here it is seen that helicase unwinds a double-stranded DNA molecule up to
the very ends. It allows for DNA polymerases to finish leading strand synthesis completely,
to the very end of a template. The double-stranded ends on the leading telomeres are formed
upon that. As is clear from the figure, in such cases, the previous 3' overhang, which earlier
was on the parent DNA ends, cannot be reproduced, in principle, in daughter molecules during
leading strand formation as there is nothing for it to be synthesised on and, consequently, it is
lost, resulting in telomere shortening. While the leading strand concerning the parent strand
is synthesised completely, the lagging strand synthesis cannot be completed up to the end of
the template. Earlier, it was thought that the removal of the end RNA primer is responsible
for it. However, today many researchers are inclined to consider that this is not the only reason
and it is also probably significantly complemented with the impossibility of creating the last
Okazaki fragment. This situation is also well represented by Fig. 3. As is known, first of all the
leading strand is synthesised in the motion of the unwinding of the parent DNA, and later on,
after the DNA polymerase has synthesised a certain leading strand extension, it moves to a
lagging strand and elongates it, thereby catching up with the first one. When such synthesis
of both strands reaches the last point of unwinding - which can correspond to the 5'-end of the
parent DNA - there remains a long stretch of single-stranded DNA in the form of a 3' overhang
beyond its limits. Upon this, there is no more space for synthesising the leading strand in order
that later on a DNA polymerase can move and fill such an overhang with a lagging strand. In
this connection, the Okazaki fragment on the 3' overhang is not created and it remains non-
replicated, and after the last primer removal its length increases a little more. However, as an
overhang - which occurred prior to replication - is created anyway, the telomere’s shortening
does not happen in this case.
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that 3' overhang loss in particular leads to telomere shortening. Besides it has also been
confirmed that a new overhang is formed due to leading telomere processing by nucleases. At
the same time, the assumptions as to the point at which a telomerase itself directly restores a
previous overhang were not confirmed. For all this, according to new views of the end
replication problem and which have been confirmed by a number of studies, from now on it
should be construed not as the lagging strand synthesis problem but rather as the DNA leading
strand synthesis problem.
2.3. The conclusion of this section
Thus, summarising all of the aforesaid, the views of the end replication problem as the cause
of telomere shortening have changed over a period of several decades. Initially, when everyone
considered that the structure of chromosome ends was double-stranded, it was supposed that
telomeres were shortened mainly due to incomplete DNA lagging strand synthesis, which
leads to the formation of 3' overhangs in support of which there is much experimental data.
Furthermore, some studies have demonstrated the possibility of the accomplishment of
incomplete leading strand synthesis up to the very end of a template with 5' overhangs
forming, but the truth is that their number is small. Such overhangs further should be undercut,
which would lead to the single-step shortening of chromosomes from both ends. As most of
these works nevertheless provide evidence in favour of the idea that the replication of 5'-ends
was carried out completely, it was later considered that telomeres were shortened only due to
the problem of incomplete lagging strand synthesis. Here, it would seem that if the telomere
shortening mechanism acts only from one end of a chromosome then the its other end would
never decrease in length. Actually, this is not precisely true. The matter is that, if we were to
monitor two strands of any initially parent DNA then one of them - after a certain number of
divisions and in case of the absence of telomerase - will be really shortened from one end and
the other one would be from the opposite end. If we continuously monitor some formed
daughter strands, then in the subsequent generations of the cells there will also appear
chromosomes which are shortened at their own two ends. After the establishment of the
important circumstance that the structure of telomere ends is not double-stranded but 3'
overhanging single-stranded, the problem of incomplete lagging strand synthesis already
actually ceased to be treated as being the problem, since it no longer led to telomere shortening
now, and only restored a previous configuration of their ends, which is important for normal
chromosome functioning. At the same time, the existence of 3' overhangs on the chromosomes’
ends creates a significant problem for leading strand synthesis. It is caused by the fact that in
the course of replication, the 3' overhang which is present in the parent DNA on two ends
cannot be renewed in the daughter DNAs during leading strand formation because of the
absence of a template for its synthesis; in this connection it will be absent at one end in one
daughter molecule and on another end of another one. Such a 3' overhang loss, the further
processing of the 5'-ends of leading telomeres resulting in the formation of new G-overhangs
and also the subsequent incomplete lagging strand synthesis in the next generation on a
template of an already shortened 3'-end, actually lead to telomere shortening. In this connec‐
tion the end replication problem is inverted from the lagging strand to the leading strand.




to the very end of a template, and it can be reproduced fully in this case. Thus, all of the
observations described above have shaped our current thinking about telomere shortening
during cell division.
3. The telomere repair problem
3.1. Early ideas of the telomere repair problem — The incomplete repair of double-stranded
DNA ends
The problem of the incomplete repair of the very ends of DNA was also described, first, by A.
M. Olovnikov as early as 1995. As with the old model of the end replication problem it was
based on the idea that telomere ends have a double-stranded structure. The two suggested
mechanisms of incomplete DNA ends’ repair that are actually similar to the mechanisms of
incomplete replication described in the previous section were distinguished. The essence of
the first one concluded that if a single-stranded break (SSB) or “nick” occurred close to a 3'-
end of a DNA strand at a distance of just several nucleotides, then this damage could not in
principle be repaired. It was presumably connected with the following situation. The short end
oligonucleotide created by the nick could not remain hybridized to the rest of the DNA
molecule resulting in the formation of a gap with a protruding 5'-end. Later on, a repair DNA
polymerase should attach to a DNA molecule and, while moving along the undamaged C-rich
strand, synthesizes the lost 3'-end region on its template. However, it could not be performed
in this case as DNA polymerase again, as well as with respect to the replication of the very 5'-
end, not able to bring its catalytic site to the last nucleotides of a template in order to reproduce
them on a complementary strand. Therefore, the DNA molecule remains shortened at the 3'-
end afterwards. The second suggested mechanism provided for the impossibility of damage
repair if a nick happened near the 5'-end of the DNA strand. A gap formed after the separation
of a DNA fragment that was too short to remain hybridized to the template, could not be filled
in for another reason in this case. The chain which was subject to repair and shortened due to
the single-stranded break has no 3'-end or primer to which a DNA polymerase can add
nucleotides in the course of repair synthesis and, therefore, should also remain non-elongated.
On this basis, in both cases of the incomplete repair of DNA ends, single-stranded overhangs
are formed which should be cut further by nucleases that would subsequently lead to telomere
shortening (Olovnikov, 1995a; Olovnikov, 1995b; Olovnikov, 1995c).
3.2. The end repair problem — The incomplete repair of DNA ends and direct damage-
mediated telomere shortening
The discovery that telomere ends had a single-stranded 3' overhanging structure, besides
changing views on the end replication problem also considerably changed conceptions of the
repair of chromosome ends. Before considering in detail exactly what these changes are
characterised by, it is necessary to clearly define what should be understood by an incomplete
DNA ends’ repair. It is suggested by A. M. Olovnikov that it can proceed in two cases. In the
first case, damage resulting in the breaking off of a single-stranded DNA fragment happens
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nucleotides in the course of repair synthesis and, therefore, should also remain non-elongated.
On this basis, in both cases of the incomplete repair of DNA ends, single-stranded overhangs
are formed which should be cut further by nucleases that would subsequently lead to telomere
shortening (Olovnikov, 1995a; Olovnikov, 1995b; Olovnikov, 1995c).
3.2. The end repair problem — The incomplete repair of DNA ends and direct damage-
mediated telomere shortening
The discovery that telomere ends had a single-stranded 3' overhanging structure, besides
changing views on the end replication problem also considerably changed conceptions of the
repair of chromosome ends. Before considering in detail exactly what these changes are
characterised by, it is necessary to clearly define what should be understood by an incomplete
DNA ends’ repair. It is suggested by A. M. Olovnikov that it can proceed in two cases. In the
first case, damage resulting in the breaking off of a single-stranded DNA fragment happens
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near the very end of the 3'-end of a double helix, and further DNA polymerase is not able to
completely synthesise the lost region insofar as by moving along the opposite undamaged
strand it cannot bring its catalytic site to the last nucleotides of the template. The second case
assumes that damage with the separation of a DNA fragment happens near the 5'-end of a
double-stranded molecule, and as a result DNA polymerase cannot restore the lost part again,
since there is no available 3'-end as a primer to elongate. It is known that to begin polynucleo‐
tide synthesis at primer absence, as already noted, it is not able. Moreover there appears that
the gap is so short that primase cannot even create an RNA primer. It is thus meant that in the
first case a DNA polymerase binds to a DNA molecule and synthesizes several nucleotides,
but the truth is that the last bases, which should lie opposite the very edge of the template, do
not form (i.e. the damage repair process starts but does not come to its completion), and that
in the second case the DNA polymerase, due to a RNA primer absence, cannot attach to a DNA
double-stranded molecule and even to begin damage repair process. Based on these differen‐
ces, specifically as to whether the repair process can start but does not come to its end or
whether it does not start at all, we propose to look at the problem of incomplete DNA ends’
repair and related to it telomere shortening somewhat in a new way. In particular, it is
proposed that, under the problem of incomplete repair to consider that, the repair of damage
at the end of double-stranded DNA starts but cannot finish completely because of the inability
of most repair system proteins to correctly function at the very edge of a template that leads
to chromosome ends shortening. It is necessary to emphasise that when noting that repair
cannot be finished it is meant not only that DNA polymerase is unable to copy a template
completely up to the very end in the course of repair DNA synthesis, but also that other
enzymes can begin and even accomplish some stage of the repair process, however that later,
due to certain reasons, repair cannot continue and so it finishes prematurely. As such, in the
first case described, it is possible to say that what is actually accomplished is the incomplete
repair of DNA ends. In addition, it is also proposed that if the repair of damage at a DNA end
cannot start at all, again owing to the inability of repair proteins to work correctly at the edge
of a template - and it will lead to chromosome telomere regions shortening, then this situation
further should be designated as direct damage-mediated telomere shortening (DDMTS). The
second described case can be related to this. Thus, we define two possible variants by means
of which telomere shortening can be performed in a case where damage occurs at the very
ends of a double-stranded DNA molecule, namely incomplete DNA ends’ repair and direct
damage-mediated telomere shortening.
Based on these new conceptions, let us consider once again Olovnikov’s theoretical model of
incomplete DNA ends’ repair. As was mentioned, since it is described in the first variant that
a DNA polymerase attaches to a DNA molecule, reproduces several nucleotides but subse‐
quently cannot finish repair synthesis to the very end of a template, then in this case there
occurs incomplete DNA repair. In the second variant, the enzyme cannot even attach itself to
a template to begin repair - that was designated as DDMTS. It is necessary to note here that if,
in the case of the first variant, the gap is very short then the DNA polymerase - even if it attaches
itself to a template - will also not be able to begin repair because it will place its anchor region
directly onto the very end of an undamaged DNA strand and, as a result, it will be immediately




same time, if with the second variant the gap will be long enough for an RNA primer to be
formed, and then it is possible that there will be two variants, in both cases of which there will
now occur the incomplete repair of the DNA ends. If the gap will be long enough to fit just an
RNA primer, then in this case it might be supposed that when a DNA polymerase attaches
itself, it will not be able to synthesise nucleotides as well, but as far as primase synthesizes the
primer, then it is possible to consider that repair has started and that one of its stages has
finished, but also that another one is not able to begin. In the future, such a primer is removed
by RNase and a gap of the same length as it was before the repair arises. In the case where the
length of a gap is such that in spite of the RNA primer several nucleotides are able to fit there,
then the DNA polymerase synthesises them. However, after primer removal there will be a
gap anyway but which the truth is that will be smaller than before the repair. As a result, such
situation should also be viewed as incomplete repair. Ultimately, it is important to note that
at replicative and cell senescence stages it is known that repair systems act poorly. Therefore,
if a long enough gap appears at one of the DNA ends in senescent cells, then it will probably
not be even partially repaired, and as a result DDMTS will take place. Thus, if such gaps are
repaired in young cells, even if incompletely, then in old ones they will be not be repaired. It
is also necessary to emphasise that at one time is apparently possible to separate only terminal
single-stranded DNA fragment that was less than nine nucleotides in length, since it is widely
known that RNA primers 9-12 nucleotides in size are strongly hybridized to a template. For
that matter, when it was mentioned that a gap can arise is longer than primer itself or else the
same, it can proceed only according to several steps, i.e. a successive separation of several
fragments 8 nucleotides in size or less. Thus, if a break occurs, e.g. at a distance of 9 or more
nucleotides, then such a terminal oligonucleotide will not only be able to hang on a template
but will also be reunited with the remaining proximal part by DNA ligase. In summary, it is
also necessary to add that since it was experimentally discovered that 5'-end copying by a DNA
polymerase in the course of replication is, in most cases, accomplished completely, then in
such a case only the second variant of incomplete repair based on RNA primer removal so
described could feasibly be carried out.
3.3. Modern views of the end repair problem
Now let us consider what exactly are characterized by the changing of conceptions of repair
at the ends of chromosomes, if the telomeres have single-stranded 3' overhanging structure.
They are characterised by the following circumstances. First, given such telomere ends
organisation, the problem of incomplete repair can arise, as it seems to be possible, only if a
single-stranded break occurs at a distance of up to approximately eight nucleotides towards
the centromere from a place where the 3' overhang begins and the 5'-end of complementary
strand is situated (Fig. 4). In such a case, if a DNA polymerase even manages to copy a template
up to the very 5'-end in the course of the repair synthesis of the lost single-stranded DNA
fragment, the previous 3' overhang would still not be able to renew, and so it can be seen that
in such a situation repair has begun but cannot be finished, insofar as the damage could not
be fully repaired. If we take into account that a DNA polymerase might not be able to copy
the last nucleotides of a template, then in such a case if a break with a subsequent separation
of a DNA fragment occurs at a very short distance (e.g. of one nucleotide) from the above
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but will also be reunited with the remaining proximal part by DNA ligase. In summary, it is
also necessary to add that since it was experimentally discovered that 5'-end copying by a DNA
polymerase in the course of replication is, in most cases, accomplished completely, then in
such a case only the second variant of incomplete repair based on RNA primer removal so
described could feasibly be carried out.
3.3. Modern views of the end repair problem
Now let us consider what exactly are characterized by the changing of conceptions of repair
at the ends of chromosomes, if the telomeres have single-stranded 3' overhanging structure.
They are characterised by the following circumstances. First, given such telomere ends
organisation, the problem of incomplete repair can arise, as it seems to be possible, only if a
single-stranded break occurs at a distance of up to approximately eight nucleotides towards
the centromere from a place where the 3' overhang begins and the 5'-end of complementary
strand is situated (Fig. 4). In such a case, if a DNA polymerase even manages to copy a template
up to the very 5'-end in the course of the repair synthesis of the lost single-stranded DNA
fragment, the previous 3' overhang would still not be able to renew, and so it can be seen that
in such a situation repair has begun but cannot be finished, insofar as the damage could not
be fully repaired. If we take into account that a DNA polymerase might not be able to copy
the last nucleotides of a template, then in such a case if a break with a subsequent separation
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mentioned place, then repair will not begin and it will be designated as DDMTS. Secondly, if
a break occurs somewhere at the 3' overhang or near its base (i.e. at a region where the opposite
C-rich strand ends), then the distal part of the overhang or its entirely will separate from the
DNA molecule and will be lost, as a result of which DDMTS will be observed - as far as repair
in that case cannot even begin in principle due to single-stranded DNA fragment loss and the
absence of a template for synthesizing the new one (Figure 5). With both variants, the new
overhang will form in the future through 5'-end processing by the nucleases. Thirdly, an
incomplete repair problem of the 5'-end, which should arise due to RNA primer removal on
telomeres with "blunt" ends, is no longer a problem, and hence the reason for telomere
shortening in instances with "sharp" ends, because as is the case with lagging strand synthesis
at DNA replication, its cutting out leads only to the formation of the previous 3' overhanging
configuration of telomere ends (Figure 6). Thus, single-stranded end breaks, at the 3' over‐
hanging telomere structure, can lead to incomplete telomere repair and further telomere
shortening only if they will occur on a G-rich strand at a distance of several nucleotides in front
of a place where a complementary C-strand ends. If the breaks affect the 3' overhang itself,
then this will lead to DDMTS. Finally, the breaks of a C-rich strand occurring near the very 5'-
ends will repair completely.
As is known, apart from single-stranded breaks, there are also such basic types of DNA damage
as various nucleotide modifications, double-stranded breaks and cross-links (Sancar et al.,
2004). Various nucleotide modifications (of a single one, a pair or else several) arising at DNA
ends in most cases cannot lead to single-stranded breaks of the molecule in themselves.
Further, they are exposed to various repair pathways, such as a direct repair (DR), a base
excision repair (BER) and a nucleotide excision repair (NER) (Sancar et al., 2004). Since a direct
repair is accomplished without any breakage of the phosphodiester backbone it cannot, in
principle, lead to telomere shortening and, therefore, in our case, is of no particular interest.
This type of reactions includes the photoreactivation of ultraviolet-induced pyrimidine dimers
by a DNA photolyase enzyme, the removal of the O6-methyl group from O6-methylguanine
(O6MeGua) in DNA by the DNA methyltransferase enzyme, and the repair of apurinic/
apyrimidinic sites through the direct insertion of bases by the insertase enzyme (Sancar et al.,
2004). In addition, the repair of single-stranded DNA breaks by DNA ligase enzymes also
belongs to this type but only if they do not arise at the very ends of DNA and do not lead to
gap formation. Base excision repair consists of the cutting out of damaged nucleotide from a
DNA strand by means of several reactions with the participation of DNA glycosylases, AP-
endonuclease and phosphodiesterase, resulting in the formation of a very short gap (Fromme
& Verdine, 2005; Krokan et al., 1997; Seeberg et al., 1995). This gap should be filled further by
a DNA polymerase on a template of an undamaged complementary strand, after which the
free ends are sealed by a ligase. If such a form of repair is carried out somewhere in the middle
of the DNA molecule or near its 5'-end, then no problem will arise. However, if it proceeds at
a distance of, say, 9 nucleotides from the place where the 3' overhang begins, i.e. the 9th
nucleotide will be removed at that, then the end DNA fragment 8 nucleotides long up to the
5'-end of an opposite strand, together with the 3' overhang, would be lost. It will lead to gap
formation, which can be filled further to form a "blunt" DNA end, but upon this, as well as in




subsequent formation of the same gap as discussed earlier, the previous 3' overhang it will not
be able to restore itself and the telomere will shorten. Thus, base excision repair imposed on
the end regions of a G-strand may be lead to an incomplete DNA repair. It is also interesting
to discuss the situation where such a damaged nucleotide arises within the 3' overhang itself.
BER system enzymes are apparently incapable of acting on a single-stranded DNA. As a result,
such damage will not be repaired, and where further the base modification can similarly lead
to DNA strand breaking and 3' overhang distal part loss, then this situation should be
considered as DDMTS. However, if repair enzymes all the same could cut out a damaged
nucleotide, which again will lead to the separation and loss of the 3' overhang terminal
fragment, and so there will be an incomplete repair in this case. As for the nucleotide excision
repair, it is very similar to BER but is accomplished by other enzymes, and in this case not only
one damaged nucleotide is removed but up to thirty (de Laat et al., 1999; Reardon & Sancar,
2005; Sancar et al., 2004). With NER as well as with BER, if the gap is formed on the G-strand
of telomeric DNA, in such a way that 8 or less nucleotides remain up to the end of a double-
stranded DNA structure in the G-strand, then again a short end fragment of a G-strand together
with the 3' overhang will be separated and lost and as a result an incomplete repair and related
to it telomere shortening will be observed subsequently again. In order not to repeat this, it
may be said that all other situations involving NER at the end of the telomere, including
whether several nucleotides on the 3' overhang will be damaged, are similar to those that have
been reviewed in relation to BER.
Double-stranded breaks (DSBs) of DNA can be repaired by three mechanisms: non-homolo‐
gous end joining (NHEJ), microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) and homology-
directed repair (HDR) (Chu, 1997; Liang et al., 2008; Lieber et al., 2003). The first mechanism
consists of the direct joining of broken ends by a specialised enzyme DNA ligase IV with the
participation of the protein Ku and DNA-PK, which is carried out within G0/G1 and the early
S phases of the cell cycle (Lieber et al., 2003). The second mechanism does not depend on these
proteins and also differs from NHEJ in that this mechanism of DSBs repair uses 5-25 base pair
microhomologous sequences to align the broken strands before joining, and it is carried out
within the S phase of the cell cycle (Liang et al., 2008). The third mechanism is based on
homologous recombination of a damaged chromosome with a sister chromatid or homologous
undamaged chromosome, and therefore the damaged chromosome is repaired on their
template that is carried out within the late S and G2 phases of the cell cycle (Chu, 1997).
Nevertheless, NHEJ and HDR seem to be the main mechanisms for DSB’s repair. If DSB occurs
near the very end of a chromosome at a distance of only several nucleotides from the place
where the 3' overhang begins, then such damage will probably not be repaired since the distal
double-stranded fragment of DNA would be too short for the repair enzymes to bind to it,
and, in the case of NHEJ and MMEJ, connect it to the rest of a molecule. Additionally, HDR
also would be ineffective in repairing such damage since the homology tract would be again
too short to effectively engage the enzymes that catalyze homologous recombination. As a
result, the repair of such damage will not begin and there will be observed DDMTS. In addition,
it is also necessary to note that if telomere damage occurs at a great enough distance from the
very end of a DNA, but still within the telomere region organized by the telosome, it is unlikely
that it could be repaired by homologous recombination. This is caused by the ability of
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telomeric proteins to block recombination events for the preventing of the elongation of
chromosome telomere regions through ALT (Grach, 2011b).
Figure 4. Incomplete double-stranded DNA end repair.




Figure 6. Complete double-stranded DNA end repair.
DNA cross-links represent connections between the nucleotide bases by covalent bonds
(normally they are bound by hydrogen bonds) which can be of two types: intrastrand and
interstrand (Dronkert & Kanaar, 2001). The latter ones represent a very serious problem for
DNA replication machinery insofar as before a DNA polymerase replicates a parent DNA, it
is at first unwound by helicase through the breaking of the hydrogen bonds between two
strands. Therefore, if two complementary nucleotides are covalently linked, helicase will not
be able to separate them and this will lead to the stalling of the replication fork and potential
DSB formation. Two mechanisms for the repair of such damage are known which can be
carried out during different phases of a cell cycle. Both of these mechanisms begin identically
by forming cuts on both sides of the cross-link on one DNA strand by NER system proteins,
after which there occurs a twisting of the oligonucleotide carrying the damage and gap
formation. Later, such a gap will be filled; one mechanism for this is by TLS (Translesion
synthesis), which makes use of DNA polymerases that are able to replicate DNA despite
template damage arising before them. This is followed by another round of NER during which
the second DNA strand is cleaved, and adduct removal is carried out. The second gap that is
formed can than be filled by a conventional DNA polymerase on a complementary strand
template and the ends are connected by DNA ligase. In the case of the other mechanism, the
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filling of the first gap is carried out during the course of recombination on a homologous
chromosome template within a G2 phase of a cell cycle, upon completion of which NER
proceeds again. The subsequent stages of repair are the same as those for the first mechanism.
If cross-links occur somewhere on the non-telomeric chromosome regions, then these two
repair mechanisms can act without any problems arising. If, however, they arise too close to
an end of a double-stranded DNA, in such a way that there are 8 or less nucleotides left towards
the place where the 3' overhang begins on a G-strand during gap formation, then NER system
activity will lead subsequently to such overhang loss and incomplete repair with telomere
shortening. It could probably be restored to a previous state only in the case of the recombi‐
nation-mediated DNA synthesis, which on the very ends of chromosomes, is very tightly
blocked, as has already been mentioned. Every other event here is similar to those that have
been described in relation to BER and NER.
Thus, we have reviewed the possible cases of the occurrence of incomplete repair and of
DDMTS for various types of the damage of chromosome ends with 3' overhangs, which in
their turn, should lead to the telomere shortening. At the same, not all such possible cases (as
well as variations of damage and mechanisms for their repair) have been analysed but only
those that seem to be the most important. Also, it should be emphasized that every possible
case of incomplete repair and DDMTS, which has been assumed, can arise on uncapped linear
telomere ends. If telomere ends are in a capped condition (i.e. in the form of a t-loop) then
already other such cases will probably be observed, which also will lead to their shortening.
Nevertheless, it seems for us that if telomere ends are organised into t-loops then the cases of
incomplete repair and DDMTS characterised by telomere shortening will occur much less
frequently than with linear telomeres. It should be noted that experimental data fully and
directly confirming the appearance of incomplete repair or DDMTS for different described
variants of damage could not be found. At the same time, there are many studies providing
general information, demonstrating that various kinds of damage can occur on telomeres,
which are repaired much less efficiently than those which are formed on the non-telomeric
chromosome regions, and that they lead to telomere shortening (Passos et al., 2007).
3.4. The shelterin-mediated telomere repair problem
Many investigations have been performed focussing on the influence of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) on the occurrence of telomere damage and associated telomere shortening. In
one of the earliest studies it was found that mild hyperoxia leads to accelerated telomere
shortening and inhibits the proliferation of fibroblasts which, as it was supposed at that time,
could happen due to the accumulation of single-stranded DNA breaks on chromosome end
regions (von Zglinicki et al., 1995). In another study, it was found that oxidative stress really
leads to the accumulation of single-stranded breaks on telomeres whereupon they actually
become rapidly shortened (Petersen et al., 1998). In yet another study, it was found that
ultraviolet radiation combined with riboflavin induces the formation of 8-oxo-7, 8-dihydro-2'-
deoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) in DNA fragments with telomere sequences that further leads to
the appearance of breaks in the area of the central guanine of GGG sequences. It was also




fragments DNA damage also occurred, which included the formation of 8-oxodG at the GGG
sequence in the telomere sequence (5'-TTAGGG-3'), and which also led to breaks. Therefore,
it was concluded that the formation of 8-oxodG in a GGG telomere sequence triplet induced
by oxidative stress could play an important role in the acceleration of telomere shortening
(Kawanishi & Oikawa, 2004). Along with these studies, many others showing that ROS leads
to telomeric DNA damage formation and to their subsequent shortening are known (Passos
& Von Zglinicki, 2006; Richter & von Zglinicki, 2007; Saretzki et al., 1999; Tchirkov & Lansdorp,
2003; Toussaint et al., 2000; von Zglinicki, 2000; von Zglinicki et al., 2000; von Zglinicki, 2002).
It is also possible that besides the occurrence of single-stranded breaks on telomeres under the
influence of ROS, there could also be oxidative modifications of nucleotides, which should be
subject to repair by BER and NER systems, as well as double-stranded breaks (Passos et al.,
2007). ROS has special importance concerning telomere damage, because unlike other
mutagenic factors such as ionizing radiation, ultraviolet emanation, different chemical agents
etc, ROS are constantly formed by mitochondria in a human organism during its normal
metabolic activity. This is what triggered a strong interest to their study. Based on this, it may
be that these other damaging agents can affect an organism and damage its telomeres in only
very rare cases, while ROS continuously damages chromosomes’ end regions, leading to their
shortening. This situation actually should explain the fact that under normal conditions in the
course of a cell’s division, the telomere shortening rate considerably exceeds that which is
expected only as a result of 3' overhang loss under the end replication problem (Keys et al.,
2004). There are also studies which demonstrate that ROS can directly damage mitochondria
themselves, and their mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in particular, thereby leading to their
dysfunction which in turn can lead to the more intensive production of free radicals and, as a
consequence, can result in even more intensive telomere damage and their shortening (Liu et
al., 2002; Passos et al., 2006; Passos et al., 2007).
As was already noted, the damage occurring on telomeres is repaired less efficiently than that
which originates in other genome regions (Kruk et al., 1995; Petersen et al., 1998; von Zglinicki,
2002). The reasons for such deficiencies in telomere-specific repair have not yet been com‐
pletely established. At the same time, it is supposed that a basic role in the significant lessening
of damage repair efficacy on telomeres belongs to the formation at their ends of the t-loops
(capped telomere condition) (Passos et al., 2007). It was mentioned earlier that t-loops protect
telomere ends from the activity of repair system proteins and another enzymatic influences
(Grach, 2009; Griffith et al., 1999; Stansel et al., 2001). The example of the latter, incidentally,
could be the telomerase attaching to the 3' overhang and its elongation. How does such repair
suppression on telomeres by t-loops proceed? In order to answer this question let us first
consider in detail what these t-loops represent and what actually characterises the response to
DNA damage.
A t-loop represents a structure on eukaryotic chromosome ends which is formed at the bending
back and subsequent insertion of a single-stranded telomeric DNA (3' overhang) into a double-
stranded one (Grach, 2009). Upon this, the G-overhang forms a heteroduplex with the
complementary C-strand region in double-stranded telomeric DNA, which is accompanied by
the local untwisting of the latter and which leads to the formation of the so-called displacement
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loop (D-loop). The latter represents a triple-stranded structure which consists of a double-
stranded DNA, formed by a 3' overhang and a C-strand of the previous double-stranded DNA,
and single-stranded DNA, corresponding to the G-strand region of the previous double-
stranded DNA (Fig. 7).
Figure 7. Structural organisation of a mammalian t-loop (Grach, 2009).
In t-loop formation, the primary role belongs to specific telomeric proteins, which are collec‐
tively referred to as the shelterin complex or telosome. Telomeric proteins differ slightly with
different groups of organisms, but along with this they carry out similar functions. In mam‐
mals, shelterin includes six basic proteins, namely TRF1, TRF2, Rap1, TIN2, Pot1 and TPP1.
These in turn can be divided into three groups: 1). double-stranded telomeric DNA binding
proteins (TRF1 and TRF2); 2). single-stranded telomeric DNA binding proteins (Pot1); 3).
proteins necessary for higher-order nucleoprotein complex formation (Rap1, TIN1 and TPP1)
(Grach, 2009). The role of TRF1 function in t-loop formation it is to promote the bending back,
twisting and linking of double-stranded telomeric DNA regions (Bianchi et al., 1997; Bianchi
et al., 1999; Griffith et al., 1998; Griffith et al., 1999). Subsequently, TRF2 carries out the self-
introduction of single-stranded telomeric DNA into a double-stranded one (Greider et al.,
1999; Griffith et al., 1999; Stansel et al., 2001). Pot1 binds to single-stranded regions of telomeric
DNA, which are represented only by a G-strand, and stabilises them (Baumann & Cech,
2001; Bunch et al., 2005; Churikov et al., 2006). Moreover, if a telomere end turns up in an
uncapped condition, then Pot1 will cover the 3' overhang. If it turns up in a capped condition,
then this protein will bind a single-stranded G-strand region in a D-loop structure. The Rap1
protein interacts with telomeres through binding with TRF2 (Li et al., 2000). It is suggested
that the main functions of Rap1 are connected with its ability to recruit various repair system
proteins, including Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1, Ku70/80 and PARP-1, to the telomeres (O'Connor et
al., 2004). TIN2’s role consists of both the binding of TRF1 proteins among themselves (Kim et
al., 1999) and the binding of TRF1 with TRF2 (Ye et al., 2004). TPP1 is also necessary for the
binding of TRF1 and TRF2 sub-complexes. It assists in the stabilising of TRF1-TIN2-TRF2




al., 2006). Thus, TIN2 and TPP1 play a key role in the association of different telomeric proteins
in a single functional complex, which participates in the formation of t-loops and the capping
of telomere ends, and this provides telomeres protection from different kinds of enzymatic
action.
The DNA damage response is characterised by the following circumstances. It is possible to
distinguish such basic key points as DNA damage detection from repair itself. Earlier, we
considered the most important repair mechanisms, and therefore we will analyse the damage
detection pathways. As is known, there are two distinct DNA damage detection pathways,
which can potentially be activated by a chromosome’s natural ends, namely the ATM kinase
pathway and the ATR kinase pathway (de Lange, 2010). The ATM kinase pathway is triggered
in response to double-stranded DNA breaks (Lee & Paull, 2007). Upon this, the process by
which the ATM kinase response is accomplished is still not completely clear (Lee & Paull,
2007). It is known that the Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1 complex (sensor proteins which take part in
double-stranded breaks’ detection) binds to DNA ends upon this and activates the ATM kinase
in a combination with Tip60 HAT (Carson et al., 2003; de Lange, 2010; Williams et al., 2010).
Later on, the ATM kinase phosphorylates some key proteins involved in the damage response
to DNA double-strand breaks and initiates the activation of the DNA damage checkpoint,
which pauses the cell cycle and allows time for a cell to repair damage before continuing its
division (Lee & Paull, 2007). Upon this, Tip60 HAT, through histone acetylation, modulates
repair proteins’ loading and repair of double-stranded DNA breaks (Murr et al., 2006). In that
case, if the damage is not resolved, the p53 protein is then activated, which triggers an apoptosis
program (Polyak et al., 1997). The ATR kinase pathway is activated in response to the single-
stranded DNA, and is based on the point that the abundant single-strand DNA binding protein
RPA recognises and associates with single-stranded DNA, resulting in an RPA-ssDNA
complex (Cimprich & Cortez, 2008; de Lange, 2010; Nam & Cortez, 2011). Further, the ATR
kinase together with the ATRIP protein recognises such a single-stranded DNA coated with
RPA and attached to the DNA’s damage site (Cimprich & Cortez, 2008). At the same, the ATR
kinase’s recruitment to the RPA-ssDNA complex strongly depends on the ATRIP protein,
which itself directly attaches to RPA-ssDNA, and thus binds this complex with the ATR (Zou
& Elledge, 2003). The checkpoint clamp complex containing RAD9-HUS1-RAD1 (9-1-1)
proteins, which take part in checkpoint activation, cell cycle arrest, and recruitment of specific
DNA polymerases and other repair proteins to damaged DNA is also independently recruited
to the DNA damage site by RAD17 protein (checkpoint clamp loader) (Bermudez et al., 2003;
Sohn & Cho, 2009). Besides, the ATR activator TOPB1 is recruited to the DNA damage site
(Choi et al., 2009). After these events, the activation of ATR by TOPBP1 and the phosphoryla‐
tion of downstream targets in a signal transduction cascade proceeds, which eventually leads
to checkpoint activation, cell cycle arrest and subsequent damage repair (Cimprich & Cortez,
2008). Later on, all of the events are similar to those which were considered concerning the
ATM kinase pathway, i.e. if damage is completely repaired then the cell cycle is resumed and
the cell will continue its division, and if not then there will occur a trigger of the apoptosis
program and subsequent cell death.
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Now that we have considered what t-loops represent in themselves and what the DNA damage
response is characterised by, it is possible to answer the question – how the repair of damage
on telomeres is so strongly repressed. As such, it was proposed that shelterin hides the
chromosome end from the ATM kinase pathway of DNA damage detection by remodelling
telomeres into a closed structure – the t-loop. In a t-loop, Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1 is unlikely to
recognise the telomere end as a double-stranded DNA end, which thus prevents ATM kinase
activation, with subsequent cell cycle arrest and initiation of DNA damage repair (de Lange,
2009; de Lange, 2010; Griffith et al., 1999). This situation can be implemented as after the DNA
replication, as well as after the double-stranded breaks occurred at telomeres. On the other
hand, ATR signalling on telomeres is blocked by the shelterin Pot1 protein. It was noted earlier
that, telomeres, on their own ends, contain a single-stranded DNA. This DNA at the uncapped
condition of telomere ends is represented by 3' overhangs, and at the capped condition by a
single-stranded region of a G-strand as a part of a D-loop. Furthermore, such single-stranded
DNA can arise after a single-stranded damage and double-stranded breaks occurred at
telomeres. It is potentially capable of activating the ATR kinase; however it was suggested that
Pot1 binds a single-stranded telomere DNA and excludes the RPA protein from it. Later on,
in the absence of this protein, such single-stranded DNA can no longer be distinguished by
the ATR-ATRIP complex as damage, which prevents ATR kinase pathway activation and all
subsequent events, including repair (de Lange, 2009; de Lange, 2010; Denchi & de Lange, 2007).
Along with the blocking of ATM and ATR kinase DNA damage detection pathways, shelterin
can also block the DNA repair reactions by the direct blocking of repair proteins. It was
mentioned earlier that the repair of double-stranded breaks can basically be performed by two
pathways - NHEJ and HDR. These two pathways in turn are triggered in a manner similar to
the ATM and ATR signalling pathways in various ways (de Lange, 2010). NHEJ first employs
the ring-shaped Ku70/80 protein complex, which loads onto DNA ends and facilitates their
further synapsis and ligation by DNA ligase IV. As such, there is the suggestion, that a t-loop
in addition to the repression of the ATM signalling pathway, also - probably - effectively blocks
Ku70/80 joining and thus could thwart NHEJ in its earliest steps (de Lange, 2009; de Lange,
2010; Palm & de Lange, 2008). Besides this, the possibility was discussed that additional
mechanisms not involving the t-loop can be used for telomere ends’ protection from NHEJ (de
Lange, 2010). It is suggested that POT1 contributes in NHEJ repression, especially after DNA
replication when the t-loop is not yet formed (de Lange, 2009). HDR is initiated when Rad51
(the protein playing one of the most important roles in homologous recombination, since it
organizes the proteinaceous complex which is necessary for chromosomes pairing and
subsequent DNA strands exchange (Babynin, 2007)) replaces RPA on a single-stranded DNA
(de Lange, 2010). In this connection, for blocking such a pathway of DSB’s repair at telomeres,
it is enough simply to repress RPA binding. Such repression on the telomere ends of mammals
is carried out with the help of the POT1 protein, the binding of which to a single-stranded
telomeric DNA, as was already noted, excludes RPA (de Lange, 2010). Therefore, POT1 is
probably capable not only of blocking the ATR signalling pathway, and NHEJ after DNA
replication, but also HDR on telomeres (de Lange, 2010). Besides this, there is data suggesting
that Ku70/80 is also capable of repressing HDR in the absence of POT1 (Celli et al., 2006). It is




weakens the repair of single-stranded breaks on telomeres, resulting in their accelerated
shortening. This suggests the possibility that the repair of such damage on telomeres, as well
as the other types of single-stranded damage, is again hindered by t-loops and shelterin, in the
formation of which TRF2 participates. In this connection, at increased TRF2 production, the t-
loops are probably formed more intensively in this case, and damages are repaired less
effectively, leading to accelerated telomere shortening (Richter et al., 2007).
Thus, shelterin can inhibit repair on telomeres by the repression of various pathways of DNA
damage detection, as well as of their repair itself. T-loop formation, in particular, leads to the
blocking of the access of Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1 and Ku70/80 to double-stranded DNA ends,
which prevents the activation of ATM signalling pathway and NHEJ that in its turn protects
DNA natural ends, but blocks the repair of double-stranded breaks at telomeres. Besides, it is
possible that the t-loop sterically blocks the repair of single-stranded damage at the telomeres
by its three-dimensional structure. POT1 binding to single-stranded telomeric DNA excludes
RAP from it and, therefore, prevents the recognition of damage by ATR in a complex with
ATRIP, and which in turn prevents ATR kinase pathway activation. POT1 also blocks the
binding of the Rad51 protein to single-stranded telomeric DNA, which prevents repair through
HDR. Besides this, it is supposed that POT1 - after DNA replication when the t-loop yet is not
formed - takes part in NHEJ repression, which is carried out, apparently, by Ku70/80 hetero‐
dimer blocking. There is also data suggesting that telomeric proteins themselves directly
repress the pathways of single-stranded damage repair as well.
All of these mechanisms for repair repression on telomeres would seem, at first sight, to be the
enemies for them, since repair deficiency leads to the circumstance where damage, occurring
at chromosomes’ ends is badly repaired and this leads to their shortening and, ultimately leads
to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Nevertheless, a certain amount of time is needed for this
purpose, which in some cases can be a quite considerable. On the other hand, if telomeric
proteins did not repress the DNA damage response at chromosomes’ ends, it would result in
apoptosis being triggered immediately rather than after telomeres had been shortened to a
critical degree, which is caused by the following circumstances. If shelterin were be absent on
distal telomere regions, or in other words if nucleosome organisation would be observed rather
than telosome organisation, that probably would not distinguish them from other chromosome
areas – it would lead to such a case whereby DNA natural ends would be recognised by the
damage detection system as double-stranded breaks. In this connection, Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1
would activate subsequently the ATM kinase pathway. Besides this, it is known that MRN,
attaching to double-stranded DNA ends and recognising them as DSBs, is also capable of
performing the 5'-3' resection of such ends, thus creating 3' single-stranded tails or overhangs
(Mimitou & Symington, 2009). With the absence of telosome and, in this case, of the POT1
protein in particular, this would now lead to the activation of the ATR kinase pathway. The
activation of any of the DNA damage detection pathways would lead to cell cycle arrest and
damage repair. The repair of such, let us say, false DSBs in the case of ATM signalling pathway
would probably be carried out by the NHEJ way. Insofar as during NHEJ broken chromosome
ends are directly joined, but in our hypothetical variant the natural ends of different chromo‐
somes would be recognized as broken ends, then NHEJ in this case could lead to various
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effectively, leading to accelerated telomere shortening (Richter et al., 2007).
Thus, shelterin can inhibit repair on telomeres by the repression of various pathways of DNA
damage detection, as well as of their repair itself. T-loop formation, in particular, leads to the
blocking of the access of Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1 and Ku70/80 to double-stranded DNA ends,
which prevents the activation of ATM signalling pathway and NHEJ that in its turn protects
DNA natural ends, but blocks the repair of double-stranded breaks at telomeres. Besides, it is
possible that the t-loop sterically blocks the repair of single-stranded damage at the telomeres
by its three-dimensional structure. POT1 binding to single-stranded telomeric DNA excludes
RAP from it and, therefore, prevents the recognition of damage by ATR in a complex with
ATRIP, and which in turn prevents ATR kinase pathway activation. POT1 also blocks the
binding of the Rad51 protein to single-stranded telomeric DNA, which prevents repair through
HDR. Besides this, it is supposed that POT1 - after DNA replication when the t-loop yet is not
formed - takes part in NHEJ repression, which is carried out, apparently, by Ku70/80 hetero‐
dimer blocking. There is also data suggesting that telomeric proteins themselves directly
repress the pathways of single-stranded damage repair as well.
All of these mechanisms for repair repression on telomeres would seem, at first sight, to be the
enemies for them, since repair deficiency leads to the circumstance where damage, occurring
at chromosomes’ ends is badly repaired and this leads to their shortening and, ultimately leads
to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Nevertheless, a certain amount of time is needed for this
purpose, which in some cases can be a quite considerable. On the other hand, if telomeric
proteins did not repress the DNA damage response at chromosomes’ ends, it would result in
apoptosis being triggered immediately rather than after telomeres had been shortened to a
critical degree, which is caused by the following circumstances. If shelterin were be absent on
distal telomere regions, or in other words if nucleosome organisation would be observed rather
than telosome organisation, that probably would not distinguish them from other chromosome
areas – it would lead to such a case whereby DNA natural ends would be recognised by the
damage detection system as double-stranded breaks. In this connection, Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1
would activate subsequently the ATM kinase pathway. Besides this, it is known that MRN,
attaching to double-stranded DNA ends and recognising them as DSBs, is also capable of
performing the 5'-3' resection of such ends, thus creating 3' single-stranded tails or overhangs
(Mimitou & Symington, 2009). With the absence of telosome and, in this case, of the POT1
protein in particular, this would now lead to the activation of the ATR kinase pathway. The
activation of any of the DNA damage detection pathways would lead to cell cycle arrest and
damage repair. The repair of such, let us say, false DSBs in the case of ATM signalling pathway
would probably be carried out by the NHEJ way. Insofar as during NHEJ broken chromosome
ends are directly joined, but in our hypothetical variant the natural ends of different chromo‐
somes would be recognized as broken ends, then NHEJ in this case could lead to various
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chromosomes’ fusion with one another. This situation will result in genome instability, which
leads to the initiation of the apoptosis program. The repair of damage by the ATR kinase
pathway due to the presence of recombinogenic 3' single-stranded protrusions would possibly
occur through HDR. In such a case, the fusion of different chromosomes and, later on, cell
destruction through the initiation of the apoptosis program, will also take place. There is
experimental data supporting all of this and showing that repression of the shelterin proteins
leads to chromosomes’ fusion and subsequent apoptosis. Besides this, such chromosome ends’
vulnerability from homologous recombination could lead to continuous telomere elongation
through the ALT which would essentially increase the probability of cell transformation. Thus,
the repair suppression mechanisms on telomeres, although they lead to the accumulation of
damage and shortening, at the same time protect chromosomes’ ends from fusion among
themselves and ALT activation. In the case of protection against chromosome fusion, it
appreciably extends cells’ lifespan. As for protection from ALT, thus shelterin prevents
inappropriate telomere elongation and importantly the probability of cells’ transformation.
Therefore, the repair suppressing mechanisms on telomeres appear as friends for them.
It follows from the discussion above that the DNA damage response on telomeres, as well as
damage detection and their repair pathways is potentially detrimental. This view was held for
a long period of time. However, opinions changed when it was discovered that the proteins
involved in the DNA damage response were present on the functional telomeres of mammals
and interact with shelterin components, as previously in some way mentioned in reference to
telomeric Rap1 protein, which recruits various proteins of the repair system to telomeres
(Boulton & Jackson, 1996; Francia et al., 2006; Nugent et al., 1998). Moreover, further experi‐
ments have shown that they are also involved in telomere maintenance. This discovery was
absolutely unexpected and somewhat paradoxical, as earlier it was thought that these proteins
were the enemies for telomeres. However, it has now been discovered that this is not exactly
the case, which has radically changed established views. Moreover, from now on DNA damage
response proteins should be considered at the same time as equally the enemies and friends
of telomeres. For the first time, such a role for DNA damage response proteins was found in
yeast, where the NHEJ factor Ku is required for the maintenance of telomeres (Boulton &
Jackson, 1996; Nugent et al., 1998; Polotnianka et al., 1998). In particular, in one such study it
was found that in cells lacking telomerase but with functional Ku, telomere shortening slightly
decelerates, i.e. it is less than in cells with repressed Ku function (Nugent et al., 1998). Further
studies have shown that in addition to Ku, other proteins, involved in various DNA damage
detection and their repair pathways, widely interact with telomeric proteins (Francia et al.,
2006; Hsu et al., 1999; Hsu et al., 2000; Lenain et al., 2006; Palm & de Lange, 2008; Tarsounas
et al., 2004; van Overbeek & de Lange, 2006; Zhu et al., 2000). Such factors in the mammals
were called “shelterin accessory factors”. Although they are present on telomeres transiently,
at the same time they are very important for the maintenance of their normal structural
organisation and functioning (Palm & de Lange, 2008).
Thus we emphasise, once again, that the main cause of poor damage repair on telomeres in
comparison with other chromosome regions is the formation by their ends of t-loops, a process




different sensor proteins that carry out DNA damage detection and the repair proteins
themselves. Although this in turn leads to an accumulation of damage on telomeres and their
shortening, at the same time it protects chromosomes from joining with each other, which
ensures the maintenance of the integrity and normal efficiency of the cell genome. While
shelterin protects telomeres from the action of DNA damage response proteins, it effectively
interacts with them, which is also very important for telomere maintenance. It is necessary to
add to all this also that in our opinion the cause of an inefficient damage repair on telomeres
- specifically on their very ends - and their subsequent shortening, besides formation by
telomeric proteins of the t-loops as well as their direct inhibiting influence on the DNA repair
proteins is the fact that DNA repair proteins themselves cannot act correctly on the very DNA
molecule end, which was discussed in the beginning of the section and can lead to incomplete
repair or DDMTS.
3.5. The conclusion of this section
In summary, Olovnikov first described the problem of repairing the damage occurring on
telomeres in the early 1990s. As at that time, it was considered that telomere ends had a double-
stranded structure and so the model of telomere repair problem was described according to
that conception. At that time, this problem was named the incomplete DNA repair problem,
under which was considered the possibility of whether damage (DNA single-stranded break)
occurred at a distance of only several nucleotides from the very end of a DNA molecule, then
it could not be completely repaired in the course of copying of the complementary DNA strand
because of DNA polymerases’ functional peculiarities. As a result of this, telomeres should be
shortened. In addition, based on that model, as well as on the point that in certain cases repair
can start but does not come to completion or else does not begin at all, we considered it
necessary to propose – an incomplete DNA repair and damage-mediated telomere shortening,
or DDMTS. Upon this, incomplete repair and DDMTS - which in several different ways can
lead to telomere shortening - can be considered to be two variants of the end repair problem.
Considering these proposed new conceptions, the old model of the end repair problem was
revised. As the time, it was found that the structure of telomere ends is not double-stranded,
as was supposed earlier, but 3' overhanging single-stranded, we considered the eventualities
of incomplete repair and the occurrence of DDMTS on the very linear telomere ends in
instances of single-stranded breaks and other types of damage in accordance with this model.
Theoretically, it is expected that incomplete repair and DDMTS for different variants of
damage should uniquely lead to telomere shortening. However, it is not known whether it can
actually occur, as unfortunately we were unable to find the experimental data confirming these
assumptions. At the same time, there is much general data showing that damage on telomeres
occurs and that this damage is repaired less effectively than damage in other regions of the
chromosome. It was demonstrated that researchers’ main attention in this has been given to
telomere damage by reactive oxygen species, which are constantly formed in mitochondria at
normal cell vital activity. It should explain why the genuine telomere-shortening rate exceeds
the one that is expected as being only as a result of end replication problem. The circumstances
by which the damage on telomeres is repaired more poorly has been explained well by many
researchers in terms of t-loop formation. Therefore, in order to demonstrate exactly how t-
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different sensor proteins that carry out DNA damage detection and the repair proteins
themselves. Although this in turn leads to an accumulation of damage on telomeres and their
shortening, at the same time it protects chromosomes from joining with each other, which
ensures the maintenance of the integrity and normal efficiency of the cell genome. While
shelterin protects telomeres from the action of DNA damage response proteins, it effectively
interacts with them, which is also very important for telomere maintenance. It is necessary to
add to all this also that in our opinion the cause of an inefficient damage repair on telomeres
- specifically on their very ends - and their subsequent shortening, besides formation by
telomeric proteins of the t-loops as well as their direct inhibiting influence on the DNA repair
proteins is the fact that DNA repair proteins themselves cannot act correctly on the very DNA
molecule end, which was discussed in the beginning of the section and can lead to incomplete
repair or DDMTS.
3.5. The conclusion of this section
In summary, Olovnikov first described the problem of repairing the damage occurring on
telomeres in the early 1990s. As at that time, it was considered that telomere ends had a double-
stranded structure and so the model of telomere repair problem was described according to
that conception. At that time, this problem was named the incomplete DNA repair problem,
under which was considered the possibility of whether damage (DNA single-stranded break)
occurred at a distance of only several nucleotides from the very end of a DNA molecule, then
it could not be completely repaired in the course of copying of the complementary DNA strand
because of DNA polymerases’ functional peculiarities. As a result of this, telomeres should be
shortened. In addition, based on that model, as well as on the point that in certain cases repair
can start but does not come to completion or else does not begin at all, we considered it
necessary to propose – an incomplete DNA repair and damage-mediated telomere shortening,
or DDMTS. Upon this, incomplete repair and DDMTS - which in several different ways can
lead to telomere shortening - can be considered to be two variants of the end repair problem.
Considering these proposed new conceptions, the old model of the end repair problem was
revised. As the time, it was found that the structure of telomere ends is not double-stranded,
as was supposed earlier, but 3' overhanging single-stranded, we considered the eventualities
of incomplete repair and the occurrence of DDMTS on the very linear telomere ends in
instances of single-stranded breaks and other types of damage in accordance with this model.
Theoretically, it is expected that incomplete repair and DDMTS for different variants of
damage should uniquely lead to telomere shortening. However, it is not known whether it can
actually occur, as unfortunately we were unable to find the experimental data confirming these
assumptions. At the same time, there is much general data showing that damage on telomeres
occurs and that this damage is repaired less effectively than damage in other regions of the
chromosome. It was demonstrated that researchers’ main attention in this has been given to
telomere damage by reactive oxygen species, which are constantly formed in mitochondria at
normal cell vital activity. It should explain why the genuine telomere-shortening rate exceeds
the one that is expected as being only as a result of end replication problem. The circumstances
by which the damage on telomeres is repaired more poorly has been explained well by many
researchers in terms of t-loop formation. Therefore, in order to demonstrate exactly how t-
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loops repress repair, we considered what they represent in themselves and also what DNA
damage response is characterised by. As a result, it was shown that t-loops, formed with the
participation of the shelterin protein complex, as well as the telomeric proteins themselves,
block various damage detection mechanisms and their repair pathways directly, and this
actually causes telomere repair deficiency. This can be designated as the “shelterin-mediated
telomere repair problem”. It should be distinguished from the end repair problem, which can
be carried out not along the whole telomere length but only on their ends, because of the
inability of repair proteins to act on a template end. Thus, in principle, it is possible to identify
two problems of repair on telomeres – the end repair problem, which is carried out near the
very DNA molecule ends, and the shelterin-mediated telomere repair problem, which can
affect all telomere regions where there is telosome organisation. At the same time, both of these
problems can be referred to, in general, as the telomere repair problem.
4. Conclusion
In summarising all the data, it is necessary to emphasise that there exist two basic telomere-
shortening mechanisms – the end replication problem and the telomere repair problem. The
end replication problem, which is based on the 3' overhang loss during the course of DNA
leading strand synthesis while the genetic material is doubling, has been studied in depth. The
study of this problem allowed for the discovery of the telomerase enzyme and finding of the
connection between telomere shortening and ageing, as well as carcinogenesis and various
degenerative diseases. At the same time, many aspects of the end replication problem are still
not absolutely clear. Therefore, further detailed studies of this process are necessary. The
problem of telomere repair has been studied much less. Thus, there is no experimental data
fully confirming that the end repair problem - which includes incomplete repair and DDMTS
- can really be carried out on telomere ends and so lead to their shortening. At the same time,
there is general data showing that damage on telomeres is frequently formed and repaired
much less efficiently than on other chromosome regions leading to telomeric shortening. The
researchers’ main focus has been given to the influence of ROS on telomere damage. Given
that they are constantly formed in cells by mitochondria, this is quite justifiable. At the same
time, it is also necessary to study other negative factors concerning telomere damage and their
shortening. Faint damage repair on telomeres is explained mainly by the formation at their
ends of the t-loops, which are created with the participation of the telomeric protein complex
shelterin and block different proteins involved in DNA damage response in order to prevent
chromosomes’ fusion with each other. This situation was referred to as the shelterin-mediated
telomere repair problem. In this connection, it is necessary to study in more detail the structure
of the proteins included in shelterin and their functions as well as mechanisms for t-loop
formation. It is also important to study the proteins, which take part in DNA damage detection
and the repair process itself. The latter should be studied in relation to both DNA damage
response and their role in telomere maintenance. Thus, telomere-shortening mechanisms
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